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PREFACE

My interest in comparing parent participation in suburban
and urban school districts began in 1967. At that time I was
working (as a researcher) on evaluations of federally funded
compensatory programs in the New York City school system while my
oldest child was enrolled in a suburban public school. Most of
the people I interviewed in New York City (school administrators,
teachers, parents, community organization members and other
researchers) explained levels of parent involvement in terms of
stereotypes.

It was assumed that there were higher levels of parent
participation in suburban districts because most residents were
middle class. The urbanites I interviewed were under the
impression that this class status provided parents with the
"power" to "run" their ahildren's schools (including the hiring
and firing of principals and teachers) and a belief system that
placed a high value on formal schooling.

Lower levels of participation among inner city poor and
minority parents were attributed to their relative powerlessness,
problems associated with poverty, "lack of interest" in formal
schooling and a more highly centralized professional bureaucracy.

The stereotypes about suburban parent participation did
not apply to my child's school district, which I call "Eastport."
A majority were middle class, but few were active in school
affairs. They were not provided with information about the
schools (which were, in 1967, overcrowded), and hardly any had
ever attended a school board meeting. The few who told me that
they had tried to improve the quality OT-the cUrriculum or
teaching, said they had given up because administrators and
teachers resented parent "interference" or they could not find
enough parents who were "really" interested.

I felt it was important to document the experiences of
suburban parents who tried to influence educational decisions
since almost every strategy devised to improve educational
services for inner city minority students is based on the middle
class model. This generalization applies particularly to
compensatory programs and such political reforms as decentraliza-
tion. Essentially, these reforms perceive minority students and,
their parents as "disadvantaged" in comparison to their suburban
peers and aim to provide services for students and participatory



structures for parents to help eliminate,the differences.

Federally funded compensatory programs, for example, include a
parent participation component--usually called a "parent advisory
council" (PAC). Although policy-makers intended that the PACs
provide parents wAh an opportunity to participate in program
depisions, they have rarely had this effect.

Evaluati,s of these PACs indlcate that parents have not
been provided with resources to do the job: participants are
usually selected by school administrators, they are not given any
training and most of,Abe-time are merely asked to approve
decisions made by scgool personnel (Davies, 1977).

The inability of some urban decentralization experiments
,to bring about the anticipated redistribution of power between
parents and professionals led some analysts to conclude that the
reformers did not understand the nature of participation in the
suburbs (Lalloue and Smith, 1973). Others concluded that the new
forms did not give urban parents sufficient power in decisions
relating to budget and curriculum (Gittell, 1973). Regardless of
how the results are interpreted, there persists a belief that
there is same way to restructure the schools so that poor inner
city parents can end up with the political advantages of suburban
parents.

My observations of parent participation in Eastport led me
to question the decentralization rhetoric. When I reviewed the
research literature on parent participation and community'decision
making, / discovered that the situation in Eastport was not
unique. Moseof the studies, conducted during the late 1950s and
early 19608, indicated that both urban and suburban school systems
were relatively-closed to parent influeike in school policy. The
powers originally delegated by the states to local school boards
had been taken over by professional educators. The rules
governing parent participation were defined by the professionals.

There were no formal procedures for parents to play a
constructive role in the formulation of educational policy. Such
activities We prohibited by the by-laws of the very organization
that had been set up to represent parents: the PTA. (These
by-laws were changed in 1972 and the National Congress of Parents
and Teachers now encourages parents to participate in policy
issues, including collective bargaining with teachers.) Thus, all
established channels for parent access to'decisions were
restricted to supportive participation. Parents and non-parents
who chose to oppose administrative policies usually had to create
ad hoc groups and were frequently labelled by researchers as
"disruptive fA-ces" (Steinberg, 1979).
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These early studies had several weaknesses. Analysts
concentrated on formal structures and official role incumbents.
.Tte investigation of informal social processes and influence was
limited to relationships between elite citizens and school
officials. When constituents have been included they are
typically representatives of established voluntary associations.
As a result our knowledge about the role of informal social
processes and the methods by which excluded grouPs mobilize and
develop influence is slim. Besides their neglect of ihformal
social processes and non-elites, the community power studies do
not consider the impact of increased federal initiatives--
particularp on the participation of women.

A central thesis underlying this study is that the
research focus on formal structures has created a narrow and
distorted picture of parent participation in both the suburban and
urban contexts, Since my initial recognition of the problem, I
have had several opportunities to observe parent participation in
urban settings. These experiences include the research for my
doctoral thesis which dealt with the impact of federal bilingual
education policy in New York City (Steinberg, 1978) and a national
study of school-related advocacy groups sponsored by the Carnegie
Corporation (Designs for Change).

The first section of this report is based on data from a
follow-up study of five Eastport parent groups that mobilized in
the early 19705 to change programs provided for their children.
Perhaps the most significant finding is that to effect program
changes, the parents had to form new groups and mobilize outside
of the school system. Then, when school board or administrative
policies were resisted by local building principals or teachers,
they had to sustain the groups and engage in long and frustrating
struggles with local professionals.

What, some readers may ask, can we learn from the
experience of a few parents in one suburban,school district?
Others, concerned.with the problems of poor inner city minority
parents, may question the relevance of the suburban experience to
the urban context.

There are at least two reasons to study these parents.
First, since so many people are convinced that it's easy for
suburban parents to influence theit children's schools, it would
be interesting to identify the resources required to bring about
change. Then, I wanted to look at some inner city school
districts to see if poor minority parents would have access to
comparable resources. This is the focus of the second phase of
the study reported here. Although the inclusion of new interests
frequently involves the mobilization of new groups, there are few
micro-level studies of the process (Oberschall, 1973). A second

iv



purpose, therefore, was to develop methods for comparative
analysis.

,*

The study was funded by a division of the National
Institute of Edacation interested in social netwotks, which
explains the focus on the social processes associated with the
formulation and development of the parent groups. The theoretical
framework developed for the study (see Appendix A) directed us to
examine the personal networks of the group initiators' and
principal actors. Our emphasis was on identifying the social
context which promoted interactions crucial to the development of
the group. Specifically, we wanted to find out if the contact was
made within the school system, or the community, and.if it was
based on a formal or informal relationship (e.g., was the
relationship between a parent and a teacher based on a formal
meeting in tfie school or did they meet at a social gathering?).
We were next interested in finding out how the nature of these
relationships influenced the group's ability to develop influence
(for example, are groups based on friendship more effective than
groups based on acquaintances or strangers?).

Another decision, to concentrate on groups organized by
women, was based on the following considerations:

Supervision of the child's educational placement and
achievement, in this country, haR traditionally been
assigned to the mother. Except for crises, attendance at
school meetings (in Eastport as elsewhere) is typically
dominated by mothers.

Through their participation in the PTA (or comparable
home-school organizations', and volunteering in various
school activities, mothers have the highest access to
information about local schools. Nevertheless, in many
communities, they typically have little direct influence
on policy decisions.

It is frequently difficult for mothers to use established
community organizations to pursue educational reforms, but
our data suggest membership in organizations provides
opportunities for mothers to develop informal networks to
influence school policies. Little is known about these
communication processes.

In the past decade there has been a dramatic increase in
the number of mothers of school-agechildren who have
entered or re-entered the labor force. We know little
about how this change will affect participation in local
ichool-related issues and access to formal and informal
sources of information and infuence.



There is i need to explore the impact of sihool decen-
tralization and the women's liberation movement on the
relationships between schools and mothers. In some
comgiunities, as in Eastport, these movements have probably
legitimated parent involvement in educational policy and
may be changing the parent role expectations. Our data
indicate that activist mothers often lack organizational
skills and knowledge of bureaucratic procedures--a source
of conflict in the parent-administrator relationship. . We

need to know more about the resources available to parents
at the grass roots level to help them.obtain this
knowledge..

iN

Our data suggest that, regardless of socioeconomic status
or organizational affiliations, in many communities it is
difficult for mothers of handicapped children (or mothers
of children who have been "labeled" in terms of some
special problem) to enlist the support of other parents to
get local schools to develop programs to meet the needs of
these children.

Although the study concentrates on educational issues, a
secondary objective is to identify the factors which promote
effective citizen participation in an era when decisions affecting
many public service delivery systems are being made increasingly
at the state and federal level and where policy implementation is
dominated locally by professionals.
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY:
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM, QUESTIONS AND METHODS

A. PHASE I A

The first phase of this study is concerned with external
innovations which have created new bases for parents to partici-
pate in educational decision making at the local school level.
The focus is on innovations which legitimte parents' efforts to
influence what happens to their children in the school program ,

(e.g., teaching methods and school based services) or "internal"
issues, as compared to school finances and school board elections
or "external" issues (Boyd, 1976). In recent history the ability
of parents to participate in such decisions was rejected on the
grounds that they lasked the necessary expertise. We view the
external innovations as creating new resources for parent

'mobilization.

By external innovation we refer to national level events
such as federal laws, court orders and new concepts. These
innovations include the development of social science knowledge
'which supports curriculum modifications for students with special
needs or handicaps, state and federal laws which require local
districts to provide programs for these students, federal programs
for disadvantaged and minority students and social movements or
ideologies which have legitimated local demands. Some examples of
the latter are civil rights, feminism, alternative education,
child advocacy and school decentralization. (See Table I-1 which
indicates the type of resources'created by these innovations.)

The need to consider "extra-iocal stimuli" and variations
in local conditions in the analysis of school=community conflicts
was stresied by Wirt who views contemporary school conflitts as
reflecttons of the classic political tensions between the leaders

and the led" (Wirt, 1976:61). A "Paradigm of.Turbulent School
Politics" offered by Wirt consists of 5 major variables:

rt

1) Independent variables: "extre1ocal stimuli" and the
mobilization of a constituency around a specific demand

shared control, finance reform, desegregation, etc.)

2) Intervening variables: community structure, and the
interaction of,demands



TABLE I-1. NATIONAL LEVEL EVENTS WHICH HAVE CREATED RESOURCES FOR LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT PARENTS, 1965-1978*

tsa

EXTERNAL EVENT TTFE OF RESOURCE

- Legal
Mandate

New Psrent
Ststuses

I

New Essig for
Parent partici-
patios

Program
Nbney

Resources
Innovation.

In(ormation/
Expertime

Morel purport/
Legitimation

1. Compensatory Education
Legislation/1965-

federsl x x x
Iii,b) (a,b) x .

2. EllingusfiEducation
Act/related federal
guideline. 1968 .

x
federsl

x x z
. (0)

It

(s,b)
z x

.

Direct I
terveutl,

Advocacy

(c)

3. Child Advocacy Hove-
ment/1970-

X
(Iona -
capped)

-
.a : x

a, I,
x

c
x

a,b,c
x

s,b,c
Advocacy

(c)

4. Student reighte
late 1960'e early 170',

. .

x
a,b,c

x

,

x

mainly c
x Advocacy

(c)

S. Cltisen Participation/
Decentrslisationr67

X
or

x x
sdo,c

x
mainly c

x

..

6. Alternative School
Ilbvement '60=

possible x some

4811,11

z

4,60

it x

7. Feminiat movement/47
le

.

x
a, mainly c

* Source of resourcese

federal government agencies
b state agencies
c independent groups: voluntary assOcletionn, foundations-



3) The focus of demands by school boards on administrators
(superintendent, central office and principals)

4) The constraints imposed on local administrators by such
outside forces as the "state and federal government, court
orders, statutes or regulations"

5) Altered authority

In short, the local school district is viewed as an open
system that is interdependent with the local as well as the
national community.

Our earlier research on the impact of federal bilingual
education policy on the New York City school system was consistent
with the approach suggested by Wirt (Steinberg, 1978). Results of
that research and observations of parent participation in Eastport
between 1969 and 1974 (Steinberg, 1975) suggested that extra-
community events or stimuli have contributed to four trends:

, 1. The erosion of universalistic standards for allocating
educational services. Prior to these innovations
variations in educational services were based on
differential ability rather than individual needs. These
standards permitted school districts, theoretically, to
provide the same services to all students in specific
categcries (e.g., college prep vs. vocational).

2. The redistribution of influence in curriculum/program
decisions. Parents now participate in decisions formerly
dominated or controlled by educational professionals.

3. An increase in the scale of participation in educational
decisions. The increase in state and federal initiatives
in local school problems has made it possible for.citizens
to influence local decisions through actions at extra-
local levels. (In terms of interpersonal social networks,
the innovations have made extra-local ties relevant to
local action.)

4. The creation of new resources for parents to develop
influence in program decisions. Prior to these innova-
tions, parent influence was dependent on prestige (upper
income, acquisition of elite statuses) or the attainment
of formal participatory roles (positions requiring
election or appointment--criteria for acquisition
determined by others). Influence was confined to issue
areas defined by school personnel. The only way a parent
could influence services provided for his/her own child
was through some form of individual accommodation (e.g..



getting the principal to change the child's teachtil':
Under this system, a parent could not organize within the
school system for a special program. The external
innovations make it possible for parents to mobilize
around specific interests. (See Table 1-2, Inventory of
Formal Participatory Roles.)

The study reported here deals with ehe effects of the
fourth trend: -the resources created for parents to develop
influence at the local level. For the first phase of the studv we
identified four groups of parents in one suburban community whose
efforts to influence local school policies reflected an innovation
or concept generated outside of the community. A fifth group that
mobilized around a locally-generated issue was included for
comparative purposes.

The analysis is based on the model shown in Figure 1-1
which was derived from Wirt's paradigm and includes the following
factors:

1) The history of the problem or issue at the local district
level. In order to establish that the nationally
generated innovation had an influence on local participa-
tion, we selected issues where previous efforts to effect
change had been rejected by local authorities. We
observed or interviewed parents involved in these efforts
(in the late 1960. and early 1970s) and re-interviewed
these parents in 1979 (as part of the present study).

2) Community characteristics. Coleman (1957) suggested that
community conflicts and levels of participation are
influenced by the history of community conflict,
organizational structure, leadership and other contextual
variables. Studies of decentralization which indicate
that local implementation varies in different contexts
(Boyd and O'Shea, 1975; Cibulka, 1975; Foley, 1976;
Gittell, 1973; .Lalloue and Smith, 1973; Peterson, 1975)
support this perspective. Similar conclusions have been
drawn from evaluations of Community Action Programs where
variations in levels.of participation were reported to be
related to preexisting leadership within the minority and
the larger community. government form, factors related to
the program itself and others (Brandeis Study, 1971;
Brecher, 1973; Cole, 1974; Kramer, 1973).

Section II reviews characteristics of three communities
that share the Eastport school district and character-
istics of the school system which appeared to influence
variations in levels of participation around school issues
over time. The history of Eastport's school-community



TABLE I-2. INVENTORY OF FORMAL PARTICIPATORY ROLES, AND ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS: EASTPORT SCHOOL SYSTEM, 1965-1978*

IOLZ School System Dependent** Indapeedeat"

1. School Board
member

(repteseacational)

Ilan:A by majority vote.
Selection by nemisatiss caucus/
or ad bee oommittes/or
petit:tea. Venal criteria:
tenbeinel aperttee (business,
lws, elassitos). Preirlat cm"
enmiry service.

2. Advisory Committee
Vember

Venally seLected jointly
by booed amd sweetness-
deat. Criteria: knowledge
of community, tech:anal
sapertise, ties to various
commnnity groups.

3. MAnher, School Speed
Selection Commitee

4. officer

S. Parent Advisory
CommIls

WI.%

Nominaced by citisems et open
meeting/elected by majority
of residents by aelabberhosi.
Criteria: commuait7 twelve-
mew, expertise.

Sominated by committee.
Open nominations permitted
but are rare. Schoo1 per-
sommal serve an nominating

ego'Kttre.

Nominateeelected by parents
at meetings organised by
school personnel. Criteria
appears to be active in school.

6. Pli eseceeive board
webers.

Selected by PTA president.
Criteria: =patient., or interest
in special commictee assigoments.

safety, health, special ed.

?T Council President
and executive board

Selected by nominating com-
mittee consisting of PTA
officers from district schools.
Sup't present at all meetings,
Criteria: ?TA office.

* 'raft: Needs addicional criteria

** Dependenc: Definition: school persoonel play forma role in process of selection/are
consulced re agenda and actend wet neetings. Meetings held in school
buildings.

tadependeot: No formal role 2or school parses:sal ts :he ;rocas* of selecrlan.



Extra-Community stimuli

Federal laws
New concepts
Events

Local Problem

History of problem
Background on parent
grievances

Community Characteristics

Population size/composition
History of school-community

conflict
Organizational opportunity

structure

Non-institutionalized oppor-
tunities for interaction

School System
Characteristics

Channels for citizen/
parent participation:
district & local
school levels

Opportunities for
parent interaction

Administrative-parent
relations

Parent socialization

Characteristics of
Conflict Group

Initiators e Initial
Recruits.

Length of residence
Prior involvement in

school affairs
Organization membership
Religion, race
Ties to other parents
Ties to influentials

The Group

The problem/issue
Formation
Size
Division of labor
Resources
Strategy
Internal management
Effectiveness

School System
Response

Goal Attainment
Policy decision/not

implemented
Compromise
Failure

Figure I-1. Hypothetical model for the analysis of the characteristics of community, school system,
conflict groups and school eystem response.
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conflicts identifies the major issues around which parents
and citizens had mobilized at the district level (budget
controversies, school board elections, facilities, and
school-community relations), the channels for participa-
tion, local school controversies as well as administrative
and school board efforts to respond to parent demands for
increased participation. We looked also at the norms
which influenced parent participation in the 1960s and how
these norms had changed in the 1970s.

3) Characteristics of the conflict group initiators and
characteristics,of the conflict': groups.

Preliminary interviews with suburban parents involved in
the issues selected for this study indicated that the
groups were organized outside of the school system and
initiated by one individual (with the exceptioAlof one
group started by a clique of three people).

In Section III we reconstruct the history of each group in
terms of individual and group characteristics. The former
category includes such factors as the initiator's
experience with the problem or issue prior to forming the
group, length of residence, involvement in school-
community affairs, organizational membership and social
ties to those recruited to the group and people outside
the group who could be counted on to support the issue.

Six group characteristics were included for the compara-
tive analysis:

a) Identification of the probilem. Preliminary
interviewp were conducted with two or three
informants who were identified as principal actors
in each group, and knowledgeable observers. They
were also asked to report on their initial
experiences prior to involvement in the group.

b) Formation of the group. The initiator and initial
recruits were asked a series of questions about
decisions related to2the formation of the group,
group structure, membership and the development of
the group.

c) Resources. Each person identified am a member of
the group's core (defined as the people who did
most of the work) was asked to name the people
s/he perceived as the leader(s) and principal
actors (people who might not have been core
members but who obtained resources important to

7



the group's activities). Each core member was
asked about his/her major contribution to the
group. These responses were checked with other
members.

d) Strategi and negotiations with school administra-
tors. Those members identified as most involved
in the group's activities were asked to describe
the key events leading to a policy decision, the
level of administration involved in these events
and any involvement with extra-local agenciee
(e.g., state or federal education authorities and
political representatives, as well as voluntary
associations located in other communities).

e) /nternal management. Both core and peripheral
members were asked about the following:
socialization of new members, division of labor,
group cohesion or fragmentation and other factors
that might affect internal operations.

0 Effectiveness. The effectiveness of each group
was`rated in terms of three indicators: a policy
or administrative decision that reflected the
group's objective, implementation of the decision
and the institutionalization of the innovation or
change. An example of the third factor might be
the creation of a PTA committee to deal with the
program or the establishment of a new department.
In addition, core members and school authorities
involved with the issue (adainistrators and school
board members) were asked for their subjective
rating of the group's effectiveness.

Data for Section rir are based on 56 interviews with core
and peripheral members of the groups, and 38 interviews with
school personnel, school board members and community influen-
tials. Several were interviewed more than once. Other field
methods included examination of school documents, newspaper
articles and letters. Sampling Criteria and research instruments
are presented in Appendix B. Section IV summarizes data on the
personnel network's and other social characteristics of 42 core,
members of the conflict groups.

B. PRASE II

An inventory of interaction settings and mobilization
resources (Section V) was derived from the findings reported in

14,
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Sections III and IV. Thi. inventory provided the basis for
developing interview guides to be used in the urban phase of the
study. The purpose was to see if poor and or minority inner city
parents would have access to the same or comparable resources.

As mentioned above, the study began with the assumption
that levels of parent participation are influenced by community
characteristics and the prior history of school-communitv
conflicts. This assumption was supported by the results of the
case studies in Section III. The group initiators did not
mobilize in a vacuumr-there was a pool of potential recruits among
parents who had made earlier efforts to affect change around the
issue and the potential support of influentials (school adminis-
trators, school board members and opinion leaders) who might be
sympathetic to the issue or recognize the legitimacy of the
parents' demands once they were endorsed by external authorities.

The preliminary interviews established that the initiators
of the groups supporting the externally endorsed innovations had
few ties to other parents and no ties to influentials when they
began their involvement with the issue. An important question
was: how did they recruit others to support the issue and/or to
participate in the group? Specifically, was the relationship
formed within the school system or a community setting?

The rationale for this question is based on the assumption
that it is through their personal networks (social,ties) that
members of a group obtain resources to promote the group's
objective. A personal network is defined as the set of people who
are connected directly to an individual (Mitchell, 1969). These
resources include: influence (the ability to enlist support for
an issue), information, moral support, and others.

Another assumption was that there are a variety of
institutional and non-institutional settings which create
opportunities for school parents to meet others with similar
interests. The school system creates opportunities for parents to
interact on an informal as well as formal basis--thereby enabling
parents to expand the number of educationally relevant role
partners.

A third assumption was that there exists a community
organization structure which provides opportunities for parents to
interact, exchange school information and mobilize around school
issues. Since membership in these organizations is dependent on
the ability to pay dues, attend meetings and CfrequentlyY social
attributes (religion, ethnicity, social class), participation in
these structures will be restricted. Parents with relatively low
'access to these community structures will be more dependent on the
school system and informal, or non-institutionalized, settings for



opportunities to interact with other parents. Examples of the
latter are: the neighborhood, and neighborhood based service
facilities (shopping centers, recreational facilities, day care
centers or nurseries, libraries and other cultural centers, etc.).

Each initiator was asked to identify the context in which
s/he had met those identified as initial recruits to the group.
Then, each core member (which included the initiator, initial
recruits and late recruits), was asked to identify the context in
which he/she had met all the persons perceived as likely to
support their educational interests.

Since the school system was the most frequently cited
interaction setting (for meeting both members of the group and
those outside the group likely to support them), we looked at the
various formal structures and activities for parent participation
within the school setting that might provide parents with
opportunities to interact with other parents and irlhool person-
nel. We also looked for opportunities for parents to develop
leadership. These structures and activities are also found in
Section V.

A majority of the social ties mentioned by our respondents
were formed in various non-institutionalized settings: they were
neighbors, parents of children's friends, or people met at social
gatherings in private homes. This finding led us to compare the
core members' personal networks in relation to their involvement
in school and community affairs, and the extent to which they work
and social life was concentrated in the community.

Women with the largest personal networks (school related)
and the most ties to influentials were volunteers (they did not
hold paid jobs outside the home at the time of their involvement
with school issues), they were current or past PTA officers, they
belonged to two or more community associations (including
religious organizations), and half or more of their close friends
lived in the school district. Women with smaller personal
networks and few ties to influentials, tended to work outside the
district, were not active in the PTA, and belonged to more
extra-local organizations (usually mfessional groups).

The men who had the largest personal networks and most
ties to influentials worked in the community and belonged to two
or more local organizations.

There emerged, from these network related characteristics
and other information from the in-depth interviews with current
Eastport PTA leaders, some insights about the community charac-
teristics that might promote parent participation and leadership,
also listed in Section V.
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It shouldbe obvious that we did not intend to develop
generalizations on the basis of research in one community and no
controls to enable us to compare active and less active parents.
This was the primary objective of Phase II. The criteria for A

selecting 5 urban neighborhoods and research methods for Phase II
are described in Section VI.

The resource inventory and list of school and community
characteristics that appeared to promote parent interaction and
leadership in Eastport were used to develop guides for interviews
with parents and representatives of community based organizations
in the 5 urban neighborhoods. (These guides and related
instruments can be found in Appendix C.)

Section VII, which describes and compares variations in
levels of parent paFticipation in five urban neighborhoods, is
based on over.100 interviews. Interviews included about 40
members of city level organizations involved with community groups
working on educational issues and 92 community based actors
(parents and grass roots organization members). The parent
interview guide included auch items as administration and
teacher-parent relations, the structure and operation of the local
school council or PTA, the respondents participation in local

(school
and 4ity level educational activities. Parents were also

asked a series of questions about their personal school-related
social ties similar to those asked the Eastport parents.

Three reaearchers and one community orginizer familiar
with grass roots,mobilization around school issues in other urban
settings, were asked to review a summary of the findings from the
Eastport analysis. Their comnents are included in Section VIII.

The implications of the findings for policy makers, school
administrators and parents are discussed in Section IX.

11
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II. THE SUBURBAN RESEARCH SITE

The Eastport School District is shared by the residents of. -

three muinicipalities: the Village of Eastport, the Town of
Brookdaqe and the Village of Old Haven. Before descrfbing the
district's six schools and the history of participation, ye will
summarite some of the community characteristics Chat affect
particiOation in school affairs.*

A. BACEGROUND ON THE COMMUNITIES

Socioeconomic Characteristics. Sinie the iroups included
in this study were initiated in the early 1970s, this section is
based on data from the 1970 Census. Because Brookdale is an
unincorporated area, Census data for the area-are included An the
statistics on the Village of Eastport. Comparitons, therefore,
can be made only between Eastport and Old Haven. The statistics
show great disparities in the percent black.population, mean

' income, the number of female headed households And education
levelt, in the two areas.

In 1970, the total population of Eastport was 18,909.
Blacks comprised 82 of the total and slightly more than half (52%)
were women. Fifty-two percent of the total residentt were
female. Other races, mainly Japanese, Indian and Chinese, were
less than 1% of the total po9ulation. The mean income of families
and unrelated individuals was $15,894. For female headed familfes
(N0479), the mean income,was $9,404. A little over 42 of the
families (4.4%) were living below the poverty-level.- Of those
aged 25 yeirs and over, 352 had 4ompleted less than 4 years of
high school and 2).1"1Tad completed.4 years or more.of college.
There were 3869 Ehildren enrolled in the public schools,
kindergarten through high school.

The total population Of Old Haven, in 1970, was 7,203.
Blacks comprised 1% of the total, and ihree-fourths were women.
Here, too, a majorici of the total- population was female (54%),
and other races came to less than'1%. The mean family income was
$27,256. For female-headed households (11=143) it was $8,602.
Only 1.92 of the families were living below'the poverty leveL.
Eighteen percent ofthe residents aged 15 years'and older had

*Pseudonyms are used in this and subsequent sedtions.
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completed less than 4 years of high school, and 42% had completed
4 years or more of college. About 2131 children were enrolled in
the public school.

Our own observations and interviews with informants,
support the conclusion that a majority of the poor and black
residents are clustered in the Village, which is the most
pluralistic of the three municipalities. A majority of the
residents are in low level managerial blue collar, and service
industries, but it also includes a "gold coast" (predominantly
Jewish) section: Many of the residents in what aOpears to be a
fairly large Italian section, send their children to parochial
schools. It is reported that a majorfty4of the custodial workers
ih the Eastport-schools are.Italians from this section. Several
light manufacturkpg enterprises are clustered near the railroad
station.

Brook ale,and Old Haven are similar in terms of socio-
economic char cteristics.* Though each includes some areas with
low property values, the majority of the single family dwellings
are in the highe'r brackets. They are bedroom communities that
attract llsiness executives and professionals with young families..

Religion. Based on responses to a 1970 questionnaire
about the school budget (a random sample of the district's
households), 42% of the households are CathoLic, 27% Protestant
and 20% Jewish. Five percent of the respondents said'they had no
religious affiliation or were atheists (6% refusal rate on this
item). Before World War IL Brookdale and.Old Haven had few
Jewish residents. Some had either changed their names or were
married to non-Jews. Old Haven has historically had a large and
wealthy-Catholic population. One reason it was attractive to this
.group was the location of a Catholic"parish in the "Mame
section--a high _rent district adjacent to the waterfront. There
is a very well-knownyacht club in Old Haven which, to this day,
does not accept Jewish members (except for one or two "house"
Jews).

All threq muni,cipalities aPpear to have an equal
proportion of Catholics. An important change is the decline in'
Catholic school enrollments which paralleled increases in the
public schools during Elle mid-1960s.

There were undercurrents of religious antagonisms in
several school controversies Observed between,1970 and 1974--
particularly those related to teaching methods and discipline.

*This similarity does not show up in the Census data since
it combines Brookdale and the, Village of Eastport.
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School affairs are dominated by Catholic and Jewish women and the
number of the latter is disproprotionate to their share of the
population. In 1974, just before Christmas, there was a bitter
controversy in Old Haven over the display of a religious creche in
front of the Village Hall. A decision not to display the creche
that year was made by the Old Haven City Council in response to an
'interfaith group (of religious leaders). Many Catholics assumed
the decision was a response to Jews. However, most of the Jews we
interviewed were resigned to the display and wanted to avoid any
conflict over the issue.

Since 1970, there has been an increase in Jews and decline
in Protestants. A study conducted for Old Haven's Protestant
church reported a decline in membership of 43.8% between 1965 and
1977.,

Recreation. All three municipalities have parks, tennis
aLd other public recreational facilities. The Village is the only
one, however, that maintains a public beach which can be used by
residents of all three areas (for a fee). In 1970, when the new
middle school openedi its swimming pool became available to
residents of:the three municipalities after school hours and
dulfing the summer. All other waterfront property is owned by
homeowners orpriftte clubs. Residents of Old Raven who live
.within a specified area are permitted to use a small beach,
according to terms set up by a former owner of most of the
property'in the "Mancim" iectiOn.

g

Boating facilities are privately owned. Town residents,
if they want to use public batliing facilities; and Old Haven

' residents Who do not fall within-the "map" permitted to use the
beach, must use the Village beach. Those who can afford it, join
private clubs or own summer homes. Resentment over the exclu-
sionary practices of the private clubs is another indication of
the racial and reiigious factionalism within Brookdale and Old
Haven.

Local Politics. Historically, Brookdale and Old HaVen
, governing boards have been dominated by Republicans. The effects

of population change.On municipal elections did not become visible
until the early 1970s when a liberal Democrat won a seat on the
Old Haven board. By 1977 the Democrats had captured 3 positions
on a 6-seat board. Party lines are less rigid in the Village, and
the extent of cross-party vdting seems to be related to personali-
ties. Of the three municipalities, the Village has, by far, the
largest number of public jobs including a city manager and other
administrators. Village board members tend to be from lower SES
categories than those in the other two areas. Publicly, the
elected officials maintakm "hands off" policy toward the schools.

14



THE SCHOOLS

In 1970, the Eastport school district included approxi-
mately 6,000r-students enrolled in 4 elementary schools, a middle
school and a high school. This section will describe each school.

Davis School. Davis, which has always had the smallest
enrollment of elementary schools (around 500 in 1970), is
the only el ntary school eligible for Title I funds and since
1965 has hd a pre-kindergarten program and small'classes in the
early grades. The school is located at the end of the Village's
main shopping area, central to the predominantly black and Italian
neighborhoods. It is more than a half-mile walking distance from
the less dense and more affluent sections of Brookdale included in
the Davis zone.

A citizen study committee which reviewed land use around
the 6 district schools in 1976, noted that Davis had the Abst
undesirable location of the 4 elementary schools. The committee's
report noted that Davis was adjacent to industrial, commercial,
and heavy traffic along the Village's main thoroughfare, in
addition to its "relative isolation" from other community
institutions.

111
Ward School. Approximately 750 students were enrolled in

the Ward School in 1970, which was built in 1967. It is attended
by children from the Gold Coast section of the Village and
children who live in several multiple family residences surround-
ing the school. This school has the reputation of having the most
innovative programs and the only district principal with an Ed.D.
degree (in 1970).

Although Ward is located in a more desirable site than
Davis--it has a "park-like setting" shielded from heayy traffic
(according to.the committee report), it "lacks a range of
supporting community facilities." Another negative feature of
this school is the fact that it serves children from the three
municipalities. "There has been and continues to be an emphasis
on maintaining their separateness and individuality" (CAPC
Reorganization Plan, 1976).

- Cornwall School. This school, which has maintained an
enrollment of about 850 children since 1970, is centrally located
in the Village of Old Haven. It received the most positive
comments in the citizen's report which referred to Cornwall as "a
vital part of a neighborhood center surrounded by community
facilities and services--churches, shops, post office, civic
center, library and small parks . . . The fact that the location
was chosen in 1902 would indicatelthat what planners are tryineto,,
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achieve through careful design in new towns here and abroad may
have happened quite by accident" in Old Haven (CAPC Reorganization
Plan).

On the negative side, the amount of land around Cornwall
is way below standard (the original 2.8 acres has been increased
to 3.2, but most of the additional land is still occupied by
private homes rented by the school district) and 2 citizen
committees have recommended that the older sections be demolished.

Maplewood. The Maplewood School is in Brookdale and
serves ico7.arlaTstudents. It is centrally located, "buffered
from the heaviest traffic . . . but its setting, like the rest of
the neighborhood, lacks the ancillary community facilities and
services that reinforce the cornwall school site" (CAPC Plan).
Here, again, the size of the site (4.2 acres) is inadequate.

Maplewood has the reputation of being the ilbest"
elementary school in the district. Though no statistics are
available on this factor, it is believed to have a disproportion-
ate number of Jewish families--many of whom look down on Cornwall
because the latter has the reputation of having a high Catholic
enrollment.

The Middle School. This school occupies 8.5 acres and is
centrally located at the borders of the Village and Old Haven.
Its enrollment is between 1000 and 1100 since it opened in 1968.
It was designed to accomodate sixth graders "to preclude the need
for additional school facilities in the immediate future" (Master
Plan, 1966). However, the expansion of elementary school

' enrollments, projected by demographers when the Middle School was
built, has not materialized.

The Middle School includes a pool, tennis courts, ball
fields and rooms for community meetings.

The High School consists of 2 buildings, an original
structure built in 1925, and the former junior high. In 1964 the
2 buildings were rehabilitated and connected by an overpass.
There are 26.5 acres around these buildings, some of which is
occupied by the former Ward School now used as offices for the
school district and the Town.

Since the late-1960s the high school enrollment has ranged
from 2200 to 2400 students (grades 9-12). A house plan,
instituted in 1968, was abolished in 1970 following budget defeats
nand complaints about the number of high school assistant
principals.
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Both the Middle School and the High School are located on
heavily trafficked main streets, adjacent to shopping centers and
fast food shops. Because of this location, the Middle School has
maintained a closed campus.* In 1968 an open campus was
established at the High School.

C. DISTRICT LEVEL PARTICIPATION

From 1945 to 1970 public participation in Eastport school
affairs could occur through 5 channels: 1) voting, 2) the
nominating process, 3) board appointed citizens' committees,
4) school board meetings and 5) ad hoc interest groups. None of
these channels had been utilized to promote sustained involvement
in educational affairs, thus participation was issue-based or
episodic. Issues resolved through referenda are limited to
finances and school board candidates. Attempts to influence
policy making were channeled through ad hoc committees because of
the absence of any specialized educational interest group.

During the period from 1961 to 1967, the administration of
Eastport schools exhibited several characteristics associated with
the school board reform movement (Callahan, 1975). Centralized
decision-making was insulated from the community at large and
dominated by professionals. Professional domination was
reinforced by participatory norms. Parents who served on school
committees were selected by school administrators and acquiesced
to professional control. Parent participation in the PTA and the
other institutional channels mentioned above, was dominated by a
coalition of "liberal" Democrats (mainly women who belonged to the
League of Women Voters and religious groups) who felt a need to
protect the schools from "conservative" Republicans and parent
pressure groups.

Analysis of voting statistios before 1968, the firat date
that the budget vas defeated, suggests that turnout is related to
bond issues, the size of the budget and school board contests.
Ninety-seven residents voted in 1960. In 1970 the number had
risen to 5,332. Since that time, turnout has been relatively
stable but the budget is usually passed by very narrow margins (on
either the first or second vote).

Seventy-five percent of the school budget is raised
through local taxes (mainly real estate) and the rest through

*Students are prohibited from leaving the school grounds
during the school day unless parents provide written permission.
This restriction includes lunch time.
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state and federal aid. The 1970 survey on attitudes toward the
budget found that the community was almost evenly divided between
those who had voted for the budget, or said they would have voted
for it if they had voted, and those who were against the budget.
The remainder consisted of only 9% oi the eligible voters.

The Nominating_process. Before the school board reform
movement caught up with the district, in 1945, school affairs in
Eastport are reported by "old-timers" to have been controlled by
"back-rome politics and local interests. In 1945 the reformers
instituted a Selection Committee and procedures for the election
of non-partisan school trustees.

Despite the 1945 reform, educational decision making
continued to be controlled by local interests through the
promotion of "insiders" to the superintendency by conservative
school boards. Relatively stable costs were, maintained by
neglecting the school plant.

This led, around 1959, to the activation of a new group of
reformers who wanted to modernize the hich school and replace the
deteriorated old Ward School. Their involvement in the selection
committee brought about the nomination of more "liberal" school
trustees who hired an "outside" superintendent in 1961.

Lisited participation, usually about 200 residents,
charactciri-redinvolvement in the nominating process from 1961 to
1969. Although any citizen was eligible to participate, few were
aware of the process -until 1970. Up to 1969, the Selection
Committee waz organized on a geographic basis with 12 elected
members who appointed 12 additional members. The criteria for
electing and appointing members varies with changes in partici-
pants. Procedures for electing the selectors were changed in
1969, when the process was opened to the entire community, rather
than just those who attended the Selection Committee's annual
meeting.

Judging from the characteristics and behavior of a
majorlty of board members and interviews with former members of
the Selection Committee, the criteria for selecting candidates in
the reform period included: high business or professional status,
specialized knowledge (usually limited to finance and the law),
participation in civic associations, and a "pro-school" attitude.
A "pro-school" attitude was defined as the desire to improve the
school system, approve.increased spending, support the existing
system, and accapt"professional control of the educational
program. Former tea'chers, and other educators, were excluded on
the superintendent's advice that these people tend to have
"definite" opinions about education and a tendency to "interfere"
in school administration. Vocal critics were excluded on the
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grounds that they had an "axe to grind" andyould make it
difficult for the board to cooperate with the administration.
Residents active in partisan politics were also excluded in order
to "keep politics out of education."

These criteria led to non-controversial, status-congruent
boards dominated by acquiescent males with little knowledge of
education other than that gained from their own experience, and
little knowledge of the community beyond their own peer groups.

The first signs of a new "anti-school" faction and a
weakening of tila-between the schools and school parents, appeared
in 1966 with thiftlection of an independent candidate. Further
signs appeared in 1968 when 2 reportedly "inti-budget" businessmen
(nominated by the Selection Committee) were elected to the board.

Selection Committee nominees for 1969 were again
businessmen. They were reported to be "pro-school," but were said
to believe that the schools could be run more efficiently. One
independent candidate, an educational consultant, supported by a
small faction of school critics, was rumored to be running to
promote "special interests." Although this independent lost the
1969 election, he was nominated by the Selection Committee in 1971
and won.

The domination of the board by businessmen, the elimina-
tion or reduction of school services, rumors that the 1967-1968
Selection Committee meetings were "stacked" by "conservatives,"
combined with some board-initiated innovations to increase
participation of "anti-budget" group*, appear to have activated
the "pro-school" gwoupCand a few residents associated with the
early reform period. Selection Committee nominees since 1969, for
the most part, have been school and civic volunteers. (The board,
since 974, has been dominated by former PTA presidents.)

By 1972-73 the board, for the first time, included a
majority that perceived the community as pluralistic, rather than
controlled by a large dominant group. The change was reflected in
a policy supporting the develOpment of alternative learning
programs. Previous boards were inclined to rejedt parent requests
for innovations or alternatives on the ground that the community
was dominated by educational "conservatives" who would vote down
the budget if they'didn't like the changes.

School Board Meetings. When this stddy began, bi-monthly
open boaid meetings were typically attended by about two dozen
people inclaing the bresident of the district's teachers'
association, a few staff members, PTA presidents and a few active
parents... Since the''board maintained a policy of unanimity, most
decisions were made in closed executive sessions and the annual
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budget was announced only a few weeks before election, educational
affairs siere not salient to the community at large. Public
attendance at open board meetings rose in 1968 and 1969 when
overcrowding and inreased costs became visible.

PUblic apathy, in relation to school affairs prior to
1968, was fostered by the insulation of decision making and
monopolization of information by the superintendent and school
activists. The superintendent is reported to have told active
parents that the up-grading of the school system required strong
support of "liberals," a compliant school board and suppression of
participat:on by the community at large which he believed to be
dominated by a "conservative" local faction. Thus criticism at
school board meetings was usually attributed to conservatism or
personal dissatisfaction. Critics were accused of "attacking" the
schools and excluded from participatory roles.

This situation began to change in 1968, following the
defeat of the budget and a bond issue, and a parents' revolt
against the transfer of sixth graders from Cornwall and Maplewood
Schools to the Davis and Ward Schools.

D. LOCAL SCHOOL PARTICIPATION

According to Oberschall (1973) and others (e.g.,
Rriesberg, 1973), the emergence of conflict groups at the
community level is dependent on 4 conditions: a shared grievance,
opportunities for people with shared grievance to interact, lack
of access to local authorities and leadership capable of
recruiting supporters. Whether or not local protest groups will
emerge, and their effectiveness, is related to local and
extra-local circumstances. These factors will vary in different
historical periods.

Therefore, before looking at how the 5 conflict groups
included in this study were initiated, it is important to consider
some local and extra-local conditions which preceded mobiliza-
tion. This background will.help to answer 3 questions:

1. Why did the groups emerge when they did?

2. Why did certain actors assume leadership roles?

3. Why did the parents have.to form new groups?

For this discussion, we will compare the participation of
Eastport parent activists in 2 periods. The first period involved
parents who were active in the 1968-1970 events described in the
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preceding section. The second period involved the parents who
mobilized in the early 1970s.

The Early Activists. Each of the issues included in this
study had a pre-history. 'In all cases, individual parents had met
with school authorities to discuss their concerns related to the
issue(s) purpursed by the conflict group; they tried to enlist

, support of the various channels sponsored by the school system as
well as the PTA. When these individual efforts failed, some

, parents recruited others with similar concerns -to meet with school
administrators and/or school board members.

These tactics did not work. Even when school officials or
school board,members sympathized with the parents' concerns, there
was a host of reasons to justify maintaining the status quo: if
the parents' objective required additional funds, they were told
that tax-pavers would oppose budget increases for new services;
those who wanted alternatives were told that they represented a
small minoritythe program was designed to serve the majority.

Once they had gone through the above channels, most
parents gave up. The few who did try to mobilize typically found
themselves labeled as "troublemakers."

There were 5 structural,and cultural factors which
restricted parent activists.from-mobilizing around their concerns
during the early period: universalistic criteria for allocating
educational resources, professional domination of decision making,
administrative procedures, PTA by-laws, and middle class
participatory norms.

During the 19608 parent requests for alternative programs
and special services for-children with learning disabilities, were
regarded as illegitimate. Educational resources were allocated on
the basis of universalistic standards. Variations in program
offerings were based on differential ability rather Olin
individual needs. These standards permitted school districts,
theoretically, to provide the same services to all students in
specific categories (e.g., college prep vs. vocational training),
and to ignore or neglect special needs and handicapping conditions.

Professional domination of decisions ated to curriculum
and teaching methods was virtually guaranteed b 3 strategies
which constrained parents from taking their com aints/concerns
about the adequacy of services proVided for their children beyond
the building principal. These mechanisms included administrative
control of information, 4dministrative domination of PTA
procedures which served to atomize parents and the "neurotic
mother" syndrome.
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Parents were not provided with information (and in some
cases neither was the school board) about the adequacy of the
services provided, student achievement and other factors that
might,enable them to assess the adequacy of the curruculum. If a
parent raised an issue at s PTA meeting, the principal invariably
told her that this was an "individual" problem that should be
discussed with the child's teacher, or with him in a private
meeting (all the principals were men).

If the problem was not resolved by the teacher, the parent
could then discuss it with the principal. After that s/he could
brtng it to- the attention of the superintendent. The ichool board
was the final recourse. Few mothers went beyond the classroom
teacher and those that did found themselves labeled as the problem.

The parents we interviewed, who did go to the principal,
reported that they.were given one or more of the following reasons
why the principal could do nothing about the problem:

1. The parent's request was against school policy,, therefore
his hands were "tied" by the central bureaucrats.

2. "You're the only parent who has complaihed about this."
The implication was that there must be something the
matter with the child--or the parent, since any "normal"
child or parent would "adjust" to the teacher or the
classroom like "everyone else."

3. "I can't tell my teachers how to run their classrooms. If
I did, the union would get after me."

Since the above rules and responses tended to block open
discussions about school-based problems, most parents were
dependent on their own children and informal communication
networks for information about what was going on in theslass-
rooms. These informal networks consisted of other parents whose
children were in the same classes, and-Peachers who Were
sympathetic to parents' concerns--especially teachers who lived in
the community. It was through these informal channels that
several parent activists discovered the "neurotic mother" syndrome.

-This syndrome was based on the perception of principals
and teachers that parents who complained were "over-protective" or
H over-anxious." School staff viewed tnese parents as having
unrealistic fears about Nhat was happening to their children and a
lack of trust in the professional's judgment. The overprotective
label was usually attached to Catholic mothers who, according to
the professional's diagnosis, feared that exposure to public
education would weaken the authority of the home. Jewish mothers
were typically regarded as over-anxious because they expected too



much from their children as well as the teachers. Some teachers,
particularly those who felt threatened by parents who challenged
them, saw their major function to protect the child from the
parents. (See Lightfoot, 1978, for a discussion of the conflict
between teachers and middle-class parents.) Once these labels
were assigned to them, the mothers were usually excluded from PTA
positions.

Until 1972, when the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers changed its by-lsws, PTA members were prohibited from
"interfering in administrative policy." Since issues related to
the curriculum were placed in the "administrative" category, the
PTA could not represent parent interests in these matters. One
criteria for assuming PTA leadership roles was the mother's
ability to "get along with the principal." Thus, women who had a
history of challenging school practices were excluded from PTA and
other leadership positions.

The norms governing the selection of parents and citizens
for school board positions and advisory committees limited parent
influence to a small handful who had already achieved elite status
through previous leadership positions in the community or the
metropolitan area. The influence of the parents who could achieve
these positions, however, was narrow--usually limited to decisions
related to the school plant and the budget (Kerr, 1962). The only
way a parent could influence services provided for his/her child
was through some form of individual accommodation (e.g., getting
the principal to change the child's teacher).

A weakening of professional control began in 1968 when
Eastport parents protested the transfer of sixth grade students
from Cornwall and Maplewood, to relieve overcrowding in those
schools, to the Davis and Ward Schools. That year the budget was
defeated, and many observers attributed the opposition to the
alienation of the parents at Cornwall and Maplewood. Until that
year, the highest level of opposition to the budget was concen-
trated in the area around\the Davis School, where a majority of
voters were working class ot poor. 'However, the school board,
then dominated by the acquiescent majority, attributed the defeat
to property re-evaluations which had increased scboel taxes. The
board president refused to heed the increasingly vocal parents who
questioned the quality of educational services offered and the
lack of communication between school administrators and parents.

The superintendent responsible for the decision to
transfer the sixth graders was hired by the reform-oriented board
that calAnto power in the late 1950s. The fact that new money
had gone into all the schools except Cornwall and Maplewood--
while these two schools had been allowed to deteriorate and become
overutilized--outraged many parents.
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This superintendent resigned in 1968 to assume a position
in the State education department and was replaced by a man
reputed to be community-oriented. Nevertheless, the budget was
again defeated in 1969. By this time the school board was
dominated by businessmen who, with the new superintendent,
enbarked on an extensive program to stabilize school costs and
regain support for the budget. This effort involved the following:

The Educational Goals Committee (1970-1972). The most
visible supporters and dissidents in the 1968'and 1969 budget
battles were selected to serve on this committee. They were asked
to hold meetings in their homes and.to recruit other parents who
would do so. Participants these meetings were school board
members, administrators, teachers, parents and neighbors with no
children in the schools.

Redesign (1971-1973). A project funded by a grant from
the State Education Department to promote change in local school
districts, Redesign included workshops for school personeal and
parents coordinated by a change agent whose salary was paid by the
State. A Redesign committee was set up in each school consisting
of the principal, teachers selected by the principal, parents
selected by the PTA president and a school board member whose
children attended the school. Representatives from each school's
committee also served on a district level Redesign Committee.

In addition to the above, school board members participated in
numerous meetings with representatives of community organizations
and ad hoc parent groups with specific complaints or demands.

Extra-local Events. Professional control of decision
making was further weakened by the external innovations discussed
in Section I, but the external events had little impact on the
parent activists whose participation began with the local
controversies in the late 1960s. A majority of those who reponded
to a 1973 survey (Steinberg, 1973), said they had given up hopes
of influencing policy decisions, which they continued to perceive
as dominated by administrators. It should be pointed out,
however, that most of these activists were concerned with
accountability and management rather than a specific program or
issue.

Most participants in the Educational Goals and Redesign
meetings felt these were devices to lmanipulate" parents.
"They're nothing but steam venting sessions to get us to support
the budget . . . That's all the school.board is interested in,"
said one parent. Some of the former activists admitted that they
were confining their energy to maintaining good relationships at
local schools in order to obtain favors for their own children.
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The New Activists. The parents who were ble to benefit
from the new resources and develop influence in d cisions
affecting their children's schooling were mainly p ople who moved
to the district after 1968 or women who were not aCtive in school
affairs during the 1960 controversies.

Given the changes described above, one would expect, by
the early 1970s, that the new activists woul4 !lave b en able to
develop access to decision making through'the school ponsored
channels for parent paiticipation or the PTA. But, a Stction III
indicates, the initiators of ail 5 groups ran into the same
opposition as their predecessors. Where local buildini principals
and teachers were resistant to parent involvement, or here PTA
leaders opposed the activist's objectives, they were su jetted to
2 new perjorative labels: "militant" or "special inter st groups."

The major difference between the two sets of activists is
that the new ones were not stifled by this treatment, were able to
assume leadership positions outside of the PTA and recruit other
parents to support their cause.

The experiences related by the conflitt group initiators
suggest that they received considerable indirect support from the
external events as well as direct support from the local events.
Perhaps the most significant external events were the ideologies
underlying decentralization and feminism. .

Since the mother, in most American schoordistricts, is
the parent given primary responsibility for the child's education,
these 2 movements reinforced each other. The older activists were
socialized to the notion that school decisions should be made by
professionals and that parents were not "qualified" to participate
in curriculum decisions. They were trained to accept doMination
by professionals and men. The idea of organizing to challenge
professionals was frightening to them, particularly those who felt
that educational decisions should not be politicized. Therefore,
they were easily intimidated by the Eastport administrators, all
of whom were men. As we have seen, the mothers who did not
conform to the professional's rules were punished by the labeling
tactics and exclusion from the acquisition of leadership roles.

The leaders of the conflict groups, though not all
leminists, were not intimidated by the professionals and were
prepared to train the women they recruited to the group so that
they could cope with administrators and bureaucratic procedures.
However, they coped in different ways. Not surprisingly, the
groups led by younger women, who were most influenced by the
feminist ideology, chose to deal with administrators withoutOe
aid of fathers. The women who initiated the other groups, on the
other hand, stated that they encouraged fathers to assume
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leadership roles in their groups beauee it was more efficient.
They knew that it would be more difficult for the administrators
to "put down and divert the men." Among themOelves, the women
ridiculed the way the administrators treated thtm but, as the
initiator of the Community Committee-on Learning Disabilities Out
it: Ne.felt our children's needi were more important than out.
self-fulfillment."

The knowledge that there were people outside the school
district who would support their actions, not only reducid the
risks in participation, but created piychological benefits.
Opposition from local groups and individuals--or the anticipation
of opposition--had a positive effect. Where this*had defeated the
early activists, it seived to strengthen'the new ones.

These benefits accrued primarily to the leaders and
initial activists who had a feeling that they were pioneers. For
exeMple, when asked why she was 'attracted to ihe Open Claisroom
Group,_one woman said: "I joined shortly after I moved here.
needed a:'causei'. something to o cupy my mind and get me involved
in the community."

-

A member of Parents for ogress said that in spite of the
hassles the gxoups went througIrwith administrators, "I can
understand why parents aren't too interested in the group
anymore. It was very exciting when we first started . . . wesfelt
we had a mission . . . Once the administration responded, we lost
that feeling and it will probably be difficult to revive unless
our interests are threatened."

More important than these psychological benefits, however,
were those related to achieving the goal which, in all cases,
would have a direct impact on the child and, in some cases, the
parentsparticularly the women in the Lunchroom Group where goal 1

attainment would make it easier for them to work, and the
Community Committee for Learning Disabilities where provision of
services would reduce economic burdens on the family (tuition for
private schools and private tutors).

.The most important local change was the attitude of the
superintendent and echool board members and their positive
response to organized pressure from new groups. However, this did
not reduce the activists' problems. The risks were higher and
benefits fewer in the schools run by principals who resisted,
parent participation. At these schools teachers were afraid to
work with the parent activists and it was difficult to recruit
parent supporters.
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III. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 5 SUBURBAN PARENT GROUPS

t44

A. THE COMMUNITY COMMITTEE FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES

"You show me a child with problems,"aaid the principal of an
inner-city elementary school, "and I'll show you a problem family.
Whenever I get to meet the parents of these problem children I can see
right away why the child has problems. I don't blame the child, I blame
the parent."

If we've heard that statement once,'we've heard it a hundred
times. The "problem" family is everywhere, according to many principals

, and teachers we have interviewed in cities and suburbs throughout the
country. Eastport is no exception.

Eastport parents who go to 'school meetings learn very quickly
never to admit it if their child has problems. Perhipi the parents in
Eastport who suffered the most as a result of this attitude were the
mothers whose children had "learning disabilities."

THE PROBLEM. We first learned about learning disabilities in
1966, from a mother whose husband wai a prominent psychiatrist. She had a
daughter who was diagnosed as "dyslexicq by-a neurologist. At that time
there was very little published information about the subject and most
educators in Eastport knew nothing.about it. Through this mother, we met
3 other women whose children,had been similarly diagnosed. Their husbands
were successful middle-class professionals. They had done some research
on the subject and tried to persuade'the Cornwall principal and'their
children's teachers to modify.the curriculum to meet their children's
needs. At first the teachers were convinced that these,children had
psychological problems and the mothers sensed that they were perceived as
making excessive "demands" on the school system.

These mothers had met-at a supermarket near the Cornwall School,
and called themselves the "Grand Union Group." /t was an underground
group--they held meetings in, theirhomes or met with school personnel
privately. One dayUwe asked-why they didn'4, make the issue public so they
could educate the community about the problem--since one'reason given for
rejecting their requests was that the community would not pay for the
services they wanted. They all said they were afraid ttat the stigda
attached to the problem would have a destructive effecf on the.children.

Then we called the Cornwall PTA preaident to see if that-
organization Could be persuaded to,support the_igaue4. She told us: .

"Those children are disturbed--the mothers just don't want to admit it.
*Theae parents can't expcetthe school to do'anything about .it--it's up po
the parents to take care:a.this on their own:"

Finally, the motheti foUnd a sympathetic school board member who
went po,batsfoi them and in 1968 the.Board of Education agreed to hire 2.
part7time_learning disability speciaiiite 'to work with students and
teachers. There was suCh a demand on the.inecialists' time that the
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'position was extended to a.full tithe one in each elementary school the
next year, but no services Were piovidadat the secondary level.

According-to the mothers, the specialists were to spend most of
their time working with teachers so that they would learn how to handle
the children in the regular classroom. But the program did 'not work out
that way: the teachers, it was reported, werp not receptive to the
speciitist's advice. To the mothers' dismay, the children were "pulled
out" of the class fOr special tutoring. Still, it was better than
nothing, and the mothers felt that, in time, teachers would change. They
decided it would be more productive to concentrate on getting services in
the.high schools so that they would be available by the time their
children reached that level.

0.

By 1971, the 4 women had developed a network of parents and
supportive teachers who helped plan a workshop at the high school. The
workshop was conducted by parent volunteers--both fathers and mothers.
Since these activities were conducted in closed meetings, the community
knew nothing about them.

Therefore, it was no surprise to find a letter in the local
newspaper, in 1971, criticizing the Eastport school system for failing to
provide services for high school students with learning disabilities. The
letter was writtert by Susan Carson.*

When the Carsons bought a home in the Gold Coast section of
Eastport, in 1966, their son Michael was enrolled in the fifth grade at
the Davis School. Before this, Michael had difficulty learning to read
and write but no teacher had ever suggested that there was anything
seriously wrong with him. At the recommendation of the fifth grade
teacher, Mrs. Carson agreed'to have Michael tested by the school, ,

.psychologist who diagnosed him as having psychological problems. This
diagnosis was confirmed by a private psycholOgist who advised the Carsons
to send Michael to a wrivate school with-special programs.

Mrs. Carson was not Convinced that such a drastic step was
-necessary since Michael seemed perfectly normal outsidp of school. Her
4oubts Were also based on the way Michael reacted to different teachers.
He seemed to do better with teachers who took time to work with him on a
onetoone basis and let him progre`ss at his own rate. The fifth grade
teacher, on the other hand, complained to Mrs. Carson that Michael' worked
too slowly and could not keep up with the "rest of the class." Mrs.
Carson was inclined to think that the teacher was part of the problem.
However, the principatorefused to place Michael in another class and told
Mrs. Carson that she was creating problems for the boy and trying to evade
the "facts." So they decided to enroll Michael in the private school.

After Michlel had been going to the private school for about a
year, Mrs. Carson accidentally came across an article on "learning
disabilities" which,described children who seemed to have learning
patterns similar to Michael's. For the next 2 years, she read everything

report.
*Pseudonyms are used in all the case studies presented in this
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she could get en this subject, bad Michael retested by a doctor who knew
something about learning disabilities and who confirmed that this wad the
cause of his school problems. The doctor did not recommend reenrolling
Michael in the public school, however, unless thettachool had special
instruction for him; therefore he was transferred to another private
school. Although Michael improved academically in the new environment, he
was unhappy. He wanted to go to the Eastrirt high school with his friends
from the neighborhood. It occurred to lira. Carson that the public schools
should have methods for teaching children.like Michael. They were
fortunate to have the funds for private instruction--what about the
parents who couldn't afford it?

A variety of sources, which estimated that 10-15% of the
school-age population suffers from some form of learning disability,
convinced Mrs. Carson that there was a need to persuade the Eastport
school administrators to deal with this grOup. Since the Grand Union
Group was still operating behind-the-scenes, Mrs. Carson knew nothing
about these parents' efforts, and proceeded to act on her own. Her first
step was to talk to the high school principal and some district adminis-
trators who treated her as if her child's problem was unique. She was not
active in school affairs and knew only one other family in the district in
the same category: her neighbors, the Hyatts.

FORMATION OF THE GROUP. One day it dawned on Mrs". Carson that if
the information she had read in the technical literature was accurate,
there must be many other parents in the district who were still struggling-
with the same problem. The question was: how to reach them?

"I figured that other parents either didn't have the information
that I had or that they were afraid to make the issue public because of
the stigma attached to the problem or fear that it would antagonize the
school administration. I decided to write a letter to the local paper to
make the community aware."

The letter, which appeared in the fall of 1971, gave background on
the problem, the type of services recommended by experts, and the failure
of the Eastport administrators to respond to parent concerns. Before
writing the letter, Mrs. Carson explained to Michael that what she was
-doing was to help him and other children like him. He wanted her to do
it. Mr. Carson and the Watts were also supportive.

About 50-parentsmostly mothers--called Mrs. Carson after the
letter appeared. There were dozens of "hdrror stories" about children who
had been misdiignosed, insensitive treatment of parents by school
personnel, thousands of dollars spent on private diagnoses to confirm/
disconfirm the school diagnoses. SeVeral cases involved children at the

0-

Davis school, including one who had the dame fifth grade teacher as
Michael--aad the-same experience. Despite the evidence to the contrary,
all the parents had been told that they were the "only ones" with this
problem and given the "run around" by central administrators.

THE ODBE GROUP AND RESOURCES. Mrs. Carson also received calls
from members of the Grand Union Group and other parents who had been
active in a 1961 effort to get special programs for children with other
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handicaps. Two fathers who had worked on the 1969 issues advised the
Carsons to follow the same strategy that worked for them: organize a
group, insist that both fathers and mothers participate in the group, get
advice from experts outside the school diairict, put pressure on the
school board, and threaten the district with a law suit if nothing
happened.

.0n the basis of this advice, Mrs. Carson invited the parents who
had phoned her to a meeting at her home. About 30 families were
represented at the meeting but around 75 families agreed to participate in
the Carson's plans.

The first core included 6 parents: Mr: and Mrs. Carson, Mr. and
Mrs. Hyatt, Arthur Johnson, an Eastport administrator and parent, and Sam
Robinson, a community influential who had been very active in school
affairs (see Table III-1). Almoet all of the work (setting up the
coMeittee, sending newsletters to parents, meeting with school board
members and administrators) was done by the Gat-sons and the Hyatts.
Although the results of the meetings were reported back to the parents who
agreed to support their efforts, the peripheral members we interviewed
knew very little about the leaders' strategy. Nor were they aware of the
other members of the group.

STRATEGY AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS. Before the
CCLD was organized, arouUd 1970, school board members and administrators
were hearing complaints from individual parents at meetisngs sponsored by
the School Board Selection Committee. One former school board president
recalled: "It was a sizable group. If memory serves, there must hae been
50 people . . . and they did a good job of letting us know that they
represented a constituency. We were asked to get up cold and talk about
our views on special education. They left a very distinct impression on
us that they were a force to be reckoned with in the community. They were
a power base . . . they mnintained a presence and contact in a variety of
ways and at budget time they made themselves,particularly available and
would help sell the budget. It was unspoken but obviously the price for
that kind of support was taking special education into consideration."

One result of this earlier parent pressure was that the school
board asked the administration to develop'a plan for improved services for
handicapped students. At the same time, the Grand Union Group had been
working with administrators to hire outside consultants to evaluate the
services for children with learning disabilities. CCLD members decided to
support this effort.

About 2 months after the CCLD was established, 2 consultants-from
districts with "lighthouse programs" for children with learning dis-
abilities were hired to conduct the evaluation. The consultants' report
reinforced the parentee complaints that the services in Eastport were
uncoordinated and inadequate.

Mr. Carson and Mr. Hyatt used the consultants' report and other
information as the basis for discussions with individual school board
menbers. The private meetings between these 2 fathers and board ziembers
was very different from the strategy pursued by the other groups in this
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TABLE III-1

COMMUNITY COMMITTEE FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES: POSITIONAL BASIS
OF INFLUENCE AND PERSONAL RESOURCES

Core Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

First Core

Susan Carson

Roger Carson

Phillip Hyatt

Dorothy Hyatt

Managerial skills,
Knowledge of issue

Successful buiinessman Managerial skills,
Negotiating skills

Successful executive

Arthur Johnson School administrator

. Sam Robinson

Managerial skills

Willing to work

Inside knowledge,
Political strategy

Community influential Contacts in community,
Committee experience



TABLE III-1--Continued

Core Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

Second Core

Brenda Foster

Dan Foster

Nary Jane Houseman

Parent mobilizer,
Husband's contacts

Local businessman Political straeegy,
Community contacts

Member of local, state,
and county organizations
on handicapped

Expert knowledge on issue

Martha Brady Willing to work,
Contacts with parents

Jill Parsons Willing to work
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study. The other groups usually mobilized all the members for meetings
with school administrataors and board members. When asked why they had
acted on this individual basis, Mr. Carson replied:

You can't get anything done in a groupmost of the parents who come
to these group meetings are women who are too emotionally involved
with their own chitiren's problems. It's impossible to have a
rational discussioar. Second, it's harder to deal with board members
'in a group situation. We figured they [the board members] were all
reasonable people, and that if we sat down with thesr-one at a
time--we could convince them that our demands were reasonable. They
all agreed that we were right--the problem was getting the money for
the program.

The outside consultants recommended that a special division be set
up to coordinate the special education programs already operating in the
district and the ancillary services that would be provided for children in
the learning disability category who attended regular classes. These
recommendations were presented at a March 1972 meeting sponsored by the
administration. At this meeting the superintendent suggested that the
parents should concentrate on the state level to obtain additional funds
for special education since the community was resistant to any increases
in the school budget.

ON.

The superintendent's advice was acted on by Brenda Foster, a
parent who had not previously been involved in school affairs or
politics. She called her husband's brother who was a politician in a
nearby suburb who put her in touch with a state senator. The senator
asked Mrs. Foster to send background information on the issue. After
reading the material, he called her up and said: "You're on." Then he
assigned an aid to work with the CCLD.

Toward the end of 1972, the Carsons and Hyatts withdrew from the
cCLD and turned the leadership over to Mrs. Foster and her husband who, by
this time, had become very vocal advocates for the cause.

In mpring of 1973, the
division for special education
with learning disabilities. A
the program. Mr. Foster spoke
before the 1973 budget vote to
approved. The new program was

school board agreed to establish a separate
programs, ,including services for children
coordinator was to be hired to implement
up at board meetings and other meetings
urge support for the new program, which was
implemented in September 1973.

Becsiuse of community opposition to further increases in the school
budget, the Fosters decided to focus at the state level for additional
funds. For the'next two years, most of the organizing around special
education was coordinated by Mrs. Foster, who worked with a nucleus of 3
mothers of handicapped children (though not in the learning disability
category). Through the state senator's office, these parents became
affiliated with parent groups in other New York school districts. Their
efforts culminated, in 1974, in a state-wide lobby to get the state
legislature to mandate special programs and authorize funds for handi-
capped students.
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A 1975 ruling by the State Commissioner of Education, requiring
local districts to provide special education services, reflected the
efforts of this statewide lobby. State funds were provided for emotion-
ally disturbed and retarded students, but not for those with learning
disabilities. The services provided in Eastport, according to the
coordinator of the special education program, went beyond the minimal
state requirements and a substantial part of the cost came from local
funds. A few months later, Congress passed a law requiring local
districts to provide programs for handicapped students by 1978.

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT. Before the Carsons and the Hyatts withdrew
,from the group, the Grand Union Group had coordinated its activities with
the CCLD. The Fosters made two critical decisions which led to the
withdrawal of the Grand Union Group and other parents who were primarily
concerned with services for children with learning disabilities. The CCLD
was merged with the other special education parents and most of their
energy went into lobbying at the state level.

Three members of the Grand Union Group who were interviewed for
this study said their group did not want to work with the Fosters because
they preferred local solutions and thought the need*, for learning disabled
students were very different from those of other handicapped students.
The Grand Union Group stressed "mainstreaming" rather than "pull out"
tutorial or special programs that would isolate the children from the
regular classroom. 'They ilso perceived the Foster's alliance with the
state senator as politically motivated. (The Fosters and members of the
Grand Union Group were allied with different political parties.) As one
member of the Grand Union Group put it:

We objected to publicizing the issue: /t was exploiting the
children. We were not looking for any credit . . . we were jutft
interested in the children's welfare.

The Foster's strategy was based on the belief that a majority of
parents who were willing to work on special education issues were those
whose children were in the more severely handicapped categories. Right
after they took over leadership of the CCLD, they discovered that few
parents were willing to work--many would not even attend meetings because
they did not want to be associated with such a visible group. (There were
reports that some of the parents became angry when they were called to
attend meetings or work on the issue.)

There has been a marked decrease in parent involvement in special
education issues, including learning disabilities, since the state and
federal mandates were enacted. "When community opposition to the budget
threatened these services," Mrs. Foster said, "we usually could get around
200 parents to attend a meeting. Once the program was bet up, parents
stopped coming." Several parents who were initially active in the CCLD
admitted that their participation had declined once their children started
to receive services. However, there were several indications (in
interviews with these parents and school personnel) that the services are
still not sufficient for the number of children in need. Some informants
attributed the decline in parent participation to the control of the
program coordinator who selects parents to serve on a committee for the
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handicapped. Everyone agreed that the children whose parents are active
are well served and that this has reduced the parents' incentive to
participate in obtaining additional program improvements.

The special education program coordinator and 2 school board
members mentioned that there was a need for improved services in the
district. They also commented on the reduction in parent involvement.
The findings suggest that once a new program is adopted by the school
system, parent participation declines. If the program is threatened, the
previously active parents mobilize around the issue, but this is not
sustained once the crisis is resolved.

B. THE OPEN CLASSROOM GROUP

Most of the homes put up for sale in Eastport are listed in The
New York Times as well as the local newspaper. The name of the neighbor-
hood elementary school is usually included only for the houses located in
the Maplewood School area. For years, Maplewood had the reputation of
being the best elementary school in the district and the school with the
most "aggressive" parents. It was believed to have experimental programs
and the most innovative teaching teachers--and it attracted parents
looking for these qualities, at least in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

The Problem. According to most informants, Maplewood has had the
highest levels of parent participation and parent-school conflict of all
the elementary schools in the.diatrict. Observation of parent meetings at
this school between 1969 and 1973 suggested that conflicts were dominated
by two factions: one interested in traditional education programs, the
other promoting alternatives. Dissidents complained, regardless of their

. philosophical or ideological preferences, about uncreative, ineffective,
or inappropriate teaching methods (typically described as "rigid"), lack
of administrative dommitment to new programs, and rejectiqn of parent
involvement.

A new principal was assigned to Maplewood in 1969, shortly after
the arrival of the new superintendent. Structural changes almost
immediately implemented at this school, team teaching and differentiated
staffing, were scored by both parent factions who wanted changes in
teaching methods rather than classroom structure. Teachers complained to
parents about the principal's competence and it was rumored that his
inability to control parents and staff accounted for his dismissal in 1971.

FORMATION OF THE GROUP. Two sets of parents interested in
alternative programs mobilized around the hiring of the principal's
successor. The first set included established leaders whose youngest
child had 1 or 2 more years to complete at Maplewood. The second included
newcomers who were first motivated to become involved in school affairs by
the 1969 budget defeat.

The Open Classroom Group (OCG), which grew out of the latter
cohort, was initiated by Martha Katz, Sally Grant, and Janet Lerner. Like
most other parents who bodght homes in the Maplewood section, the 3 women
discovered complaints about the school's programs after they moved to
Eastport. These women knew each other before moving to the district--
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their husbands had gone to law school together. Since they were all
education majors, it is not surprising that school issues dominated their
conversations and local activities.

Right after she moved to Eastport, Mrs. Katz joined a League of
Women Voters workshop to study the district's elementary school facili-
ties. Several other women, mostly former teachers, who hecame peripheral
members of the OCG, also participated in this workshop. These women were
interested in more than facilities, however: they wanted to see what the
program Was like in the Maplewood School and figured that the WV study
would create access to the classrooms.

. Many of the questions raised by the women were inspired by the
writings of Charles Silbermfn, Jonathan Kozol, and John Holt, whose
critiques of traditional schooling appeared in the early 1970s. The women
did not find much "joy" in Maplewood School. Neither did Ruth Haas,
another new resident--an educational consultant in a nearby suburban
district who also had a preschool-aged youngster.

Ms. Haas had ties to both sets of parents. She had bought her
home from a family in the older age group and had a professional-social
relationship with Janet Lerner (formed before they moved to Eastpoit). A
disciple of Lillian Weber, who had helped parents in other districts set
up open classrooms, Ms. Haas WAS committed to this form of education. 'She
advised the'parents to form 2 groups, warning that if they made individual
efforts to influence school administrators (the method used by the older
parents), they.would be labeled "neurotic" or "kooky" because, in her
view, the administrators did not understand open classroom methods or
alternatide education concepts. She also warned them that no change would
be effective unless it included teacher training.

THE CORE GROUP AND RESOURCES. Both sets of parents met with the
superintendent and school board during the summer of 1971 to press for the
hiring of a principal who would be sympathetic to implementing alternative
programs at Maplewood. The older parents were loosely organized around
the demand for a 4-6 grade alternative. By the spring of 1972, the
younger women had organized a relatively tightly knit group to promote
open classroom methods at the K-3 level, reflecting the influence of Ms.
Haas over the younger women. Between that date and spring 1979, there has
been a core group promoting this issue--although there has been some
change in membership. Members active in the core and peripheral members
discuss the history of the group in 3 phases: Before the "Corridor," the
Formation of the Corridor, and the Decline.

During the first phase (spring 1972-spring 1973), the women
organized the core and recruited about 20 other parents. The recruits
were mostly mothers of their children's friends, people met at a nearby

. nursery school and social events.

At the beginning, core members possessed or developed several of
the resources discussed in our inventory: political skill*, mobilizers,
mediators, a coordinator, monitors, effective speakers, educational
experts. Peripheral members included opinion leaders and volunteers. In
addition, the goal was endorsed by external authorities, it had a
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philosophical base, and the group was able to demonstrate that there was
potential support from a sizable constituency. On the other hand, there
were no "insiders" working directly with the group and core members were
unable to enlist the active participation of staff members. In fact, the
actions of some members antagonized teachers. As time went on, the group
lost the support of the peripheral opinion leaders, the active involvement
of the political strategist, and the more effective mediators. Finally,
core members did not develop constructive alliances with other teachers and
parents throughout the district who were actively involved in promoting
alternatives.

Eleven women participated in the core between 1972 and 1979 (see
Table 111-2). Of the 3 initiators and 4 initial recruits, 4 were educa-
tors (one became an administrator, another is still a teacher, and 2 are
former teachers). As the preceding section illustrates, 2 of the initial
recruits were selected to provide political skills and educational exper-
tise. After the first 2 years, 3 initial core members dropped out.
Personal responsibilities prevented Hillman (the political strategist) from
being active, although she maintained her commitment to the group's goals
and occasionally, attended meetings; one moved to another state and the third
was lost because of the conflict within the group discussed below.

The 4 late recruits included a teacher, a former teacher, and 2
women active in local politics.

. None of these 11 women were perceived bv informants outside the
group as opinion leaders or influentials at the community level (at the time
of our interviews). The low rating of this factor reflects the fact that
most core members are currently working, they made few contacts outside the
group, and had minimal'involvement in the community outside,of their
personal concerns. One member became a PTA leader. Failure to expand
beyond the origihal circle of intimates or to develop alliances with
influential school groups were the major weaknesses acknowledged by several
core members.

STRATEGY AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS. To begin
with, the women wrote letters to school board members and administrators and
presented position papers stating their demands and the rationale underlying
them at meetings. In 1972, the school board adopted a policy endorsing
alternative programs and allocated 0,000 for a consultant to work with
Maplewood teachers and parents. At the same time the new principal entered
a leadership training program (at a New York City teaching institution)
which was designed to help administrators implement open classroom methods
and promote parent involvement.

When it became apparent that the administration had not set a
timetable for implementing the Maplewood alternative program, the women
decided that stronger measures were needed to ensure that one would be in
place when their children entered kindergarten in September 1973. They
recruited a political strategist, Sally Hillman, who'had been active in
political campaigns. .That spring, Ms. Hillman conducted workshops to train
the parents in negotiating with administrators and board members, while Ms.
Haas held workshops on open classroom methods. There were more meetings to
persuade the superintendent and principal.
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TABLE III-2

OPEN CLASSROOM GROUP: POSITIONAL BASIS OF INFLUENCE AND PERSONAL
RESOURCES, CORE.MEMBERS

Core Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

Martha Katz Former teacher,
Social leader

Knows a lot of parents,
Became PTA President,
Educational expertise

S lly Grant Organizational experience,
Knows a lot of parents

Janet Lerner Teacher Educational expertise

Ruth Haas Educational consultant Parent organizing experience,
Educational expertise,
Speaks up

Sally Hillman Political campaign experience Political strategy,
Speaks up

Jenny Feldman

Carolyn Stern

Mary Grossman Teacher

Sandra Bloch Former teacher

Elizabeth Rosen Local political leader

Judith Sloane Local political leader

Organizing ability/planning

Commitment to issue,
Internal management skills,
Speaks up

Willing to work

Willing to work

Willing to work

Persuasive personality,
Speaks up



"The major problem for these womeh," said Hillman, "was that they
were afraid to risk taking a political position. I knew that the school
board's biggest problem was getting the budget passed. I analyzed the
budget vote and realized that the Board needed a sizable 'yes' vote from the
Maplewood area to offset the traditionally negative vote from the Davis
School area. I told the women that they could develop political clout by
threatening to vote against the budget, but they would not accept this
advice. The grOup 4as always been dominated by women who are afraid tf
conflict. We settledfor what seemed to me a'rather weak commitment to'
phase in the open alassroom alternative beginning with the 1973 term."

The new alternative, called "-the Corridor," instituted in September
1973, was a modified open classroom program. It involved teaching in 3 K-2
classes. Self-contained open classrooms were Also instituted in grades
4-6. Although several members of the OCG were critical of these classes--
some maintainihg that they were, in fact, traditional classrooms with an
"open" labelthe concensus was to cooperate with the administration and
teachers and work for long-range improvements.

Group morale was high during the first year of the "Corridor" when
the members were eager to provide moral support for the participating
teachers and to help set up a parent volunteer program. About 15 mothers
spent a half.a day or more each week helping teachers with workshops in
creative writing, music, art, and science. Many of these mothers were
themselves former teachers or experts in these areas.

Parent moral began to decline after the first year when parents saw
indications that teachers did lot welcome parent support, and administrators
were not providing sufficient support to the program. Parents requested
that the teaihers be providecrwith additional training. They also wanted
more parent involvement. They felt that theitonsultant working on the
program was allied with the teachers and reinforcing divisions between
parents and teachers.

In the spring of 1974, the principal left to take a position in
another school district and was replaced by an assistant principal from
another Eastport elementary school. Several members of the OCG felt that-
this move, combined with the failure to hire new teachers trained
specifically in open classroom methods, indicated a-lack of commitment to
their goals on the part of top administrators. Some went so far as to
accuse the administration of consciously "sabotaging" the program.

Everyone interviewed agreed that the OCG suffered a major sethack.
with a teacher firing episodein 1974-75 (the second year of the program's
operation). The principal permitted the,teachers working in the Corridor to
have a role in the selection of this ne4 teaoher, who proved to be
contrOversial with parents. Some OCG parents thought he was "wonderful,"
others were "appalled" by his methods which they described as "authori-
tarian" or the antithesis of the program's philosophy. Two of the critical
parents went to the principal--over the objections of the OCG--to complain
about this teacher. When the teacher was fired, the other Corridor
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teachers (according to OCG members we interviewed) blamed`the parent
group and from then on refused to work with the parents. The principal,
however, stated that the teacher's dismissal was his responsibility
and not.dee to parent pressure.

Each year since 1975, the group has continued to call meetings
with-administrators (the principal and superintendent) to demand more
resources for-teacher training, hiring of teachers with-appropriate
training, and maintenance of two open classrooms at each grade level.
Administrators and some school board mothers claim that an open alter-
native still exists at the Hiplewood'School, but most remaining members
of the OCG regard only-two teachers as practicing open classroom methods.
Beyond seven core members who attended two meetings in 1979 and about
ten peripheral members, there is little interest in the concept and al
most agree that the group is "dead." '

=MM. MIAMIAGEHENT. Members of the core'group attributed their
initial effectiveness to the fact that they were Able to develop consensus
on goals and strategy. A number of factor, tended to divide the group
as time went on: primarily the problems related to recruiting end training
teachers, evidence of weak comiitment to the program on the part of
administrators, and the inbred nature of the,program.

When the group was first formed, the conCept of open classrooms
was still newmost parents were enrolling their first child in school
and had no basis for predictieg potential problems. Therefore; it was
fairly easy to unite around an objective that seemed to encoapass the
type Of program each wanted. it became apparent,that parents as well.
as administrators and teachers had different interpretations of the

.

open classroom concept. Furthermore, some children did not do too well
in the first classes and others did not get along very well with-the
other children. -Conflicts between students were a major reason for
the demand that at least two alternative classes jm available on each
grade level. Several parents said they withdrew their Children from
the alternative program because the classes were predominately Jewish.

Core members became divided over philosophy and tacttcs. 'Cone

faction, frequently referred to as the "idealists," wanted a pure form
of open classroom, consistent with the methods advocated by Lillian Weber.
The other faction, the "realists," wai willing to settle for a modified
alternative. The latter group eventually came to believe that the grodp
should forget about any specific label as such and fight for "quality .

education," a difficult objective to mobilize around.

Some informants attributed the initial endorsement of the group's
objectives to the combined skills of Haas and Hillman, who in spite
of the women's reluctance to engage in confrontation, did manage to
politicize the'women to a certain degree. According to Hillman, a major
mistake was the decision to focus on open classrooms as the alternative,
thus foreclosing consideration of other possibilities.

Leadership. Only two core members were mentioned as having
leadership ability: Hillman and Haas. When Hillman.dropped out, decisions
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were dominated by Haas. Members who disagreed with Haas'._ insistence
on an open classroom alternative were unable to weaken her .influence
on the "idealists."

,,A

According to one former peripheral member, "there isn't.any
leader there are just vocal women." This critic 40 not see the
group as effective. According to,her recollections of the meetings
with administrators:- "Sally and Ruth were both abrasive and militant.
They would tell the admin!'trators they were no good--I think they were
barking up the wrong tree." e

Structure. epor about four years (l973.4977), the group maintained
a committee structete with membert,elected by thegroup. There was
always soma overlap between membership in the steering committee and
membership in the core. According to some informants, with the exception
of one year, Haas has been excluded from the steering committee to weaken
her controfof the group. She is described, by all core members, as
a persistent negative force in most group discussions as well as meetings
with sChool.officials. It is also admitted, by some, that members encourage
her to.assume a dominant role in,meetings with school administrators.

Membership and Meeting Attendance. At its peak-.-when the Corridor
was implementedinformants estimate that around sixty families supported.
the OCG., AA time went on the number was reduced'to about twenty. That
number is probably accurate since the list we coMpiled (by asking members
to look over an original list and then to add anyone left out) came
to sixty.

When the group started, meetings were fairly frequentsomatimes
once a weik. Those active at the beginning.said.thatthe. meetings were
exciting events. Part of the excitement was due to the feeling Wit
they were participating, as Cue wcsa expressed it, in'a "cause."

"Being in the group made me feel that I was part of the community:
it gave me a cause . . I liked the other women," said one. Another
admitted that the grail': provided'an acceptable social outlet when her
children were young.

After the program was under way, the,gfoup met around once a
month, unless there was a "ciisis" to discuss. 'In the past two years
the group has, met only a couple of times a year.

Some recent recruits indicated that their incentives were both
political and social. As one woman put it: "I, knew Ruth Haas from
camp. She told me about the group and I joined as a way to make friends."
The present chairman of the steering committee said that she joined
the group as a means to develop "clout" with the schbo/ administrators.
"If you go in about a problem and the teacher knows you're part of this
group, it's much easier to get them to do what you want," she said.

Some peripheral members and dropouts describe the group as falling
apart after Hillman left. Others complained about ehe personal rivalries
between Haas and whoever was the appointed chairman of the steering
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committee. Still others said they disapproved of the "aggressive" and
confrontational style of the meetings between the group and school admin-
istrators.

.

The group itself was perceived
p

as a major problem by sone peri-
pheral members. There were references to the domination of the group
by some core members, and objections to the women's tendency to "bicker"
or waste time on "social chit-chat.° These behaviors made it difficult
to recruit new members and retain members--particularly parent likders
and influentials who were described as "turned off" by the group. Beyond
the first two years, little effort was made to enlist support from the
PTA or to train new members, suggesting that the group has not recruited,..
effective mediators.

Most respondents attributed a decline in involvement to several
factors: that children had grown older (graduating to higher levels
of the school system), tome women had gone to school, back to work,
or haa developed other community interests. Other reasons were frustration
and anger.

C. PARENTS FOR PROGRESS

Black students in the Eastport district have usually comprised
5 percent of the total enrollment. These students have always been
concentrated in theDavis School, the most underutilized elementary'school
in the district. In the early 1960s, there were a few black students
in the Ward School, only one black family whose children attended the
Cornwall School, and no black students at Maplewood. Ward and Davis
were the only schools with large numbers of poor families, the most
inade4uate facilities, and the lowest rates of parent involvement. 031ack
Istuaents comprised about 20% of the Davis enrollment.

The interests of black students were represented, during the early
1960s, by an informal coalition which included a few parents (White and
black) who were active at the Davis School, top school administrators whose
children attended Davis, and some prominent "liberals" who lived in Old
Haven:\ When the first CAP and Title I funded programs were implemented
in Eastport (in the Village, since this was the only section of the district
with sufficient low income residents to be eligible for these funds),
members of this coalition were very active in the programs.

In the mid-1960s, improvements were made at both Ward and Davis.
The former was completely rehabilitated and Ward was replaced by a
new building. Around the same period, efforts to integrate the four
elementary schools were made by a handful of Davis School parents and
a few liberal whites whose children attended the Cornwall and Maplewood
schools. But most people involved in school-community affairs believed
that the integration-minded parents represented only a small segment
of the conmunity and that a majority of residents would be opposed to
any plan that would alter existing enrollment patterns.

Reactions to a proposal to institute a Princeton Plan, developed
(in 1967) primarily to eliminate overcrowding in Cornwall and Maplewood
schools which would also have integrated the students, clearly indicated
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that several factions in the district were prepared to mobilize opposition.
The chairman and several prominent members of the citizens committee
responsible for the proposal received threatening phone calls and verbal .

abuse at public hearings. The strength of this opposition led most
members of that committee to end their participation in school affairs.
It was also the end of visible efforts to integrate the scipols for
every citizen who cared about this issue.

Shortly after this episode, the Village CAP was taken over by
a "Black Power" advocate who did not want white participation in that
group. Then, a change in federal guidelines (requiring that a majority
of Titlel Advisory Committee members be parents with children in the
program) served to eliminate white participation in that group.

Our interviews with parents active in Title I PACs indicate
that the parent chairman was selected by a school administrator. Since
the parents trusted the administrator, and felt that the Davis principal
and faculty were on their side, they did not object to the procedures.

Up to 1971, the Title I funds had been used for programs at
theDawis School, mainly small classes in the early grades and remedial
services. Some funds were provided for a tutoring program, implemented
by-the CAP, for high school 'students. By 1970, some parents began to
question the concentration of Title I funds at theDavis School as well
as the effectiveness of the curriculum. Concerns focused on the
difficulties that black students were experiencing when they were trans-
ferred to the middle school and their high school dropout rate. Two
Leachers who attended the meeting where these issues egi.e raised volun-
teered to start an alternative high school which was largely funded
out of Title I monies. According to one of the teachers:

The black parents in this district have a lot of potential power.
They could get anything they want from this system . . . the admini-
strators are very sympathetic to their children's needs.

The Major problem identified by this teacher was that the parents
were not well organized.

THE PROBLEM. Parents for Progress (PFP), the first independent
organization for black parents, was organized in 1972 by Loren Baker,
a district teacher and parent who stated that:

As a teacher in the school system, I saw the need to have black
parents involved in school issues, and the school aware of needs
of the black child. There was also the need to make the schools
aware of the fact that black parents want good educational facil-
ities and instruction for their children and that black parents
are interested in eaucation.

Unlike the other "Eastport" parent groups included in this study,
which focused on one program or one school, PFP addressed a variety
of system problems directly affecting black students. The issues most
frequently cited in the interviews were:
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1. Inadequacies in the elementary school program; usually discussed
in terms of low teacher expectations, inadequate instruction in
basic skills, "coddling," and the lack of opportunities for students
to interact with high achieving middle class white studenti. Some
members of PFP believed these were the major factors accounting for
lower Icademic achievement levels and poor social adjustment among
a larg segment of the black students at the secondary level.

2. Insensitive counselors and teachers at the middle school (7th and
Sth grades). At this level, parents felt teachers perceived students
in terms of racial stereotypes. They were, for the most part, placed
in "slow" classes, discouraged from taking electives (such as foreign

rtanguages and algebra), which would fulfill college admission re-
quirements, and were unaware'of the social and psychological problems
faied by these students at this level. One respondent described
the experience as creating "culture shock."

3. Problems at the high school level:

a) teachers and administrators frequently ignored students who
were chronic truants and class cutters.

b) students were permitted to "roam" the halls which were not super-
vised during free periods.

c) poor communication with parents who were often given no infor-
mation about absenteeism and class cutting until the situation
reached crisis proportions.

d) Low rate of college attendance. Students were not adequately
counseled about college requirements and admission procedures.

e) Inadequate remedial services.

4. Absence of black studies in the curriculum.

5. No system-wide observance of Martin Luther Ring's birthday.

6. The system had not enacted an affirmative action policy nor developed
effective efforts to recruit competent black personnel.

Since the members of PFP did not agree on priorities, it was
decided to seek reforms that would remedy all these Oroblems.°In part
the decision was based on the need to hold the interest of a diverse
membership.

There was a response to all of these concerns, as indicated
in Table 111-3.

FORMATION OF THE GROUP. Loren Baker, who taught in the middle
schools (grades 7-8), had first hand knowledge of what happened to the
students when they were transferred to this level. Through conferences
with parents whose children had attended the Ward School, she learned
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TABLE 111-3

PROBLEMS RAISED BY GROUP AND SCHOOL SYSTEM RESPONSE

Problem Response

1. Elementary level:

a. Low teacher
expectations

b. Ho interaction with
students from other
elementary schools

2. Middle school: teacher
stereotypes and
insensitivity

3. High school:

a. Chronic truancy and
class cutting.

b. Permissiveness

c. Poor home-school
communication

d. Low college
attendance

e. Inadequate remedial
services

Hiring of principal for Davis School who hsd

experience in "inner city" schools.

"Interact Program"--student from all 4 elementary schools partic-
ipate in an exchange program before enrollment in middle school.

Administration sponsored workshops to sensitize teacher and
counselors to students needs. First workshop was run during
school hours; subsequent ones are after schoolparticipation
is voluntary.

Improved attendance procedures.

Students assigned to study hall during free periods.

Assistant principal sit up on-going program for students, parents,
teachers, and couselors.

College placement office made special effort to assist students/
parents with admission requirements and financial aid.



TABLE III-3-e-Continued

Problem Response

4. System level issues:

a. Absehce of black studies Endorsement of one-week program related to black studies.
in the curriculum/no Endorsement of in-school observance of Maiptin Luther King's
observance of Martin birthday.
Luther King's birthday

b. Affirmative hiring School board adoption of an affirmative hiiing policy.
practices

c. Evening PTA meetings With the exeeption of the high school, all schools now hold som
PTA meetings in the evening.



about their earlier schooling. She convinced three other women (Marilyn
Stevens, Carol Manar, and Francis Sterling) of the need for a parent
group. A planning meeting was held at the Baker home in 1972.

The first two women were, with Mrs. Baker, among the first black
professionals to buy homes in Old Haven and their children attended
schools in that part of the district. Mrs. Sterling lived in the Village.

Two reasons were given for limiting the group to black parents:

- School personnel maintained that black parents were not "interested"
in education. A primary objective was to correct this stereotype.

- founders maintained that most black parents were inadequately prepared
to cope with the school systemparticularly those who had been
raised in the South or who had not completed high school.

It was stressed, in several interviews, that the organization
was formed to work on the problems that affected black students as a
AE222. Core members believed that they had been able to deal with problems
related to their own children's programs. However, they saw themselves,
as individuals, powerless to do anything about system problems. They
also expressed concern for the plight of parents who were "less slphis-
ticated." In addition to recommendations for system and local school
level changes, PFP sponsored workshops to provide parents with skills
so that they could cope with the system and guide their children more
effectively.

THE CORE AND RESOURCES. Eight parents 'rev identified as core
.members of PFP. Three were the founders who lived in Old Haven. When
the group began, they were potential "opinion leaders," likely to influ-
ence parents because of their professional status and social connections.
Since two were teachers, their views about the school program would
be respected by other parents. In addition to her inside knowledge
of the Eastport system, Mrs. Baker had access to a lot of black parents.
She met Mrs. Sterling, for example, when Mrs. Steling's daughter was
in her class. Mrs. Sterling was an opinion leader in the black community
when the group began. She recruited two other opinion leaders from
the community: Kate Willard and Diane Taylor.

These three women were the primary mobilizersparticularly
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Willard--whose families had lived in the Village
for several generations. They knew "everyone" and were themselves highly
regarded in that area. For years they had been active in the schools,
community organizations, religious and social circles. They knew all
of the school versonnel who were sympathetic to blacks and parents who
could be counted on to support PFP priorities. This knowledge was gained
through their own involvement in the schools as parents, Mrs. Sterling's
former employment as a school aide, and Mrs. Willard's brother, who
had also worked in the system.

The two remaining core members, Robert and Susan Perry, developed
influence through their participation in PFP. Mr. Perry was chairman
of the organization for two years before being elected to a three-year

'term on the Eastport school board in 1975.
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In addition td'potential and actual influence, PFP ranked ver
high in terms of the resources brought to the group by the core members,
which are summarized in Table 111-4. These resources included information
sources inside the system, access to educational influentials in the
community, and a variety of Arsonal skills that could be applied to
the internal management of the group and strategy development. Sinilar
to most active members of other groups in this study, core members tend
to be dynamic, energetic, and articulate individuals.

The issues promoted by PPP were primarily related to equal edu-
cational opportunity, had been legitimated by civil rights legislation,
guidelines for districts receiving federal funds and most likely to
be supported locally by a cohesive liberal faction of educational influ-
entials. A significant resource, therefore, is the capacity of some
of the issues promoted by PFP to evoke strong commitment among members
of the group and the yotential to mobilize moral support within the
liberal community.

STRATEGY AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH SCHOOL OFFICIALS. When PFP waa
first organized, it was the intent of the group to work toward a coopera-
tive relationship with the school administration. 'Members anticipated
that a rational presentation of "reasonable" demands would be followed
by action. This expectation was reinforced by the fact that the officials
appeared sympathetic and indicated they would give serious consideration
to PFP's recommendations. After two years of this type of meeting,
and no action, PIP umbers decided that a more aggressive approach was
required. There followed a few "stormy" meetings, around 1974, which
resulted in some inmediate change and the gradual resumption of a coopera-
tive relationship.

Events around reforms at the high school illustrate these changes.
At this level, the primary actor representing the school system was
the principal, whose initial response was to present PFP with "irrelevant
statistics" designed, in the words of one nember, "to overwhelm us and
discredit our position. But we would not let him get away with it.
We politely called him a liar.", When the parents persisted, continuing
to call meetings with the principal and school board members, the principal
finally assigned an administrator to work with students and parents.
He also encouraged a volunteer, who worked in the college placement
office, to assist the studenta with college admission requirements and
application procedures. PPP also provided parent volunteers to work
on these activities. Student absences and class cuts were reported
to parents on a daily basis.

Negotiations around several issues appear to have involved the
following tactics:

A. Parent monitoring of the school programs to document problems.

B. Preparing an agenda for meetings
and role playing. The executive
and selected parents to speak at
gave parents confidence to speak

with school personnel, script writing
committee prepared written statements
meetings. Role playing exercises
up at these meetings.
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TABLE III-4

PARENTS FOR PROGRESS: POSITIONAL BASIS OF INFLUENCE AND PERSONAL RESOURCES

Core Member Basis of InfliOnce Personal Resources

Loren Baker

Marilyn Stevens

Carol Manar

Francis Sterling

Teacher in school system

Teacher.

Professional administrator,
Husband knows community
influential.

Established.ognion leader
in black community,
Held appointed positions on
school committee!,
Former school aide

Knows many parents,
Expert knowledge: Education

Expert knowledge: Education,
Social ties to liberal influentials,
Political stragegist, Volunteer

Organizational skills,
Ties to community influentials

Knowledge of school system and
community,
Social ties to influential.,
Mediating skills



TABLE 1II,4-.-Continued

Core Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

Kate Willard

Diane Taylor

Robert Perry

Susan Perry

Established opinion leader
in black community

Contacts in community,
Speaks up at meetings

Parent activist and PTA Contacts in community,
worker Committee experience

Eastport School Board member

Teacher,
Wife of school boatd member

Access to authorities and
influentials,
Leadership skills

Expert knowledge: Educatio



C. A special effort to involve fathers in the meetings. The men were
"primed" so that they could debate the issues with administrators.

D. Identification of key administrators and other personnel to be in-
vited to the meetings with top administrators and parents. Those
selected were responsible for implementing the program under dis-
cussion.

E. Mobilizing parents to attend the meetings.

F. Continued monitoring of the progrea by members of PFP.

G. Public statements at school board meetings when the group's concerns
were ignored by school administrators.

PFP's ability'to force the administration and board to respond
appears related to three factors: effective mobilization, influential
sympathizers, and the nature of the concerns.

A. Effective mobilization of parent support. When PFP's initial
requests for reforms were ignored, there was sufficient evidence to
convince other parents of the need for group action. At least thirty
parents could be counted on to show up for meetings with the top officials
and, at one school, the group claims to have mobilized all the parents
whose children were affected by the issues.

"The school board was shocked to see how many parents we could
get out for our meetings," said one core member, and this perception
was corroborated by board members who were at these meetings.

B. Influential sympathizers within the school system and the
community. There were several school administrators and school board
members who sympathised with the group's concerns. Although these indi-
viduals, had identified with the interests of black students in the past,
they did not, according to one PFP member, "speak up" publicly. However,
once PFP organized around these issues, they could count on these people
for support. Similarly, school administrators were 4ware of the sympa-
thetic school personnel who could be counted on to implement the changes
effectively, and those persona were the ones selected for the programs.

C. The nature of the focal concerns. The services requested
for black students were not "unrealistic." "We were not asking for
any new services everything we wanted for our children was there.
The problem was that our children weren't getting them." At the high
school, the issues raised by PFP were "universal" and there was a parallel
group of white parents making similar complaints and demands (PIC).
Those issues which were made public appear to have been carefully chosen.
They had a strong appeal to the liberal segment of the community. (Demands
for specific services were nOt made public.)

An example which illustrates these factors involves the observance
of Martin Luther King's birthday. A PFP member who described herself
as "furious" over the school system's failure to observe this event,
wrote a letter about the matter to the local newspaper in 1975. The
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board's initial,Iejection of this demand was based on the separation
of church and state policy. When parent pressure persisted, the board
finally agreed to endorse an in-school celebration which involved the
cooperation of staff and community organizations--primarily religious
groups and influential. who identified with liberil groups. During
this period, Robert Perry served on the Eastport school board.

In 1978, PIP realized that this sponsorship was taking up almost
all of the time and energy of its most active members and decided that
it was time for the school district to take over. The group's strategy
was designed to force the schools to take over or to be subjected to
embarrassment. At a meeting attended by the superiatendent and the
school board president, PIP announced that the organization would no
longer sponsor the event. The superintendent was-described as "very ./

upset" at the announcement.

"By this time," one PIP member reported, "ve were a feather
in his cep--he had an organized black group to work with." The group
felt also that there would be public support for this position. These
predictions proved accurate. The-superintendent assigned an assistant
principal to coordinate the event on a-systemwide basis, and for the
first time, the King celebration was run by the school system id 1979.,

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT. Leadership. PIP has been in existence
for about seven years. During the first four years, there were eight
parents in the group's core. Only three of the original core members
are currently.active (two are co-chairmen) and those who have dropped
out have not been replaced. Robert Perry, chairman,between 1973 and .'

1974 before being elected to the school board, is described by everyone
as the most effective leader. But, since leaving the school board,
he and hix wife have become less active in PIP.

The inactive members say they still consider themselves members
but only get involved if there is an issue. All of the core members
who were founders said they wete willing to do most of the work at the
beginning because they were more sophiaticated than the other members.
Now they believe it is important for others to take over the leadership.
However, there is little evidence of recruiting and training potential
leaders.

Recruitment; At one point the group included about thirty-five
families. Now, most estimate that there are Only ten-fifteen members.

New members were initially recruited through distributiqg "flyers"
in the Ward School area, a door-to-door campaign, church groups, and
word of louth-.- These activities have not been maintained and current
recruitment is by word of mouth.

Meeting attendance. Meetings are held once A month at the CAP
center in the Village ofiEastport. When the group was first formed,
attendance was high. Now it is "difficult to get people out.", According
to one member, the "big shots" only come if "we're ha4ingAk meeting
with the school people." An annual picnic (held in'August) 0 described
as the biggest attraction but it was not held.this year.
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Parent training., Besides role playing to give parents confidence
in meetings with school administrators, the group conducts workshops
to provide information on testing procedures, the questions parents
should ask at parent-teacher conferences, how to help children with
their school assignments, and how to cope with individual problems.

The Buddy System. Ipowledgeabie members in the group will accomr-
pany parents to meetings with teachers and administrators when requested.
In addition, the members who are teachers have provided tutoring services '

without Charge.

Factions within the group. On'the basis of comments made by
both core and peripheral members, the major source of internal division
is between the professionals from Old Haven and working class members.
The former perceive their ihitial leadership as reset:Bed by the Village
members and for this reason "moved over to give the others a chance."
Some Village members questioned the motivation of the professionals
and the group's sole focus on the black student.

"It seems to me, " said one woman who no longer conaiders herself
a member of PFP, "that the mothers in this group are doing the same
things we criticize white middle class mothers for doing--we tell our
kids to keep away from students who are-not going anywhere." She cited
instances of activities organized fdt black students where some PFP
members from Old Haven wanted to exclude children from the working class
Village homes. "Only one member of the Old Haven group will periit
her children to associate with working class children," she contends.

Another woman doubted that the participation of the 'Old Haven-
parents was as altruistic as they claimed. To prove her point she noted
that most of these parents had become less active when their children
graduated.

Two Villagers questioned the need for a segregated organization
and one observed that her participation in the group was based on th
belief that it would eventually become integrated. She found that
having "separate meetings did something to the children." Three members
expressed concern about the group's focus on black students when they
and their children had clime friends who were white.

"PFP parents are net; parents-.-they -need to look at the total
school, not just minority," said one mother. "I see other groups in
this, community that have even more problems.than blacks" (she gave as
examples poor Italians and children from Epanish-speaking homes).
Another mother stated: "I don't wane to be identified with a separatist
group."

These views were repeated in interviews conducted with Blacks
residing in Eastport who had not joined PFP:

Vurrent Level of Involvement. Five'of the core members who
are no longer active in PFP admitted that their participation was curtailed
when their children graduated OT that they were now preoCcupied with
other activities--primarily work and advanced studies.
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Some respondents--core and periphery--attributed their lower
level of involvement to dissatisfaction with the group itself. Besides
the comments included in the above section, problems were raised in
relation to leadership and the quality of meetings.

"The group was best at the beginning when Bob Perry was chairman.
When he left, Marilyn and Carol became very active and pulled the group
together, but they don't have Bob's ability to get people to work.
Maybe it's because so many of us are women. Maybe women tend to compete
more with each other . . . or we resent being asked to do things by
other women." This respondent thought the group night be revived if
they could recruit another pale leader.

One woman complained about the difficulty in getting people
to come to meetings. "I got tired calling people to come." Another
said she stopped going to meetings because she was "tired of all the
babbling."

On the positive side, two respondents suggested that the decline
in participation may be due to the group's success. "Maybe parents
are able to manage by themselves and no longer need the group." According
to a former core member: "The group no longer has an issue."

EFFECTIVENESS. All of core members rated the group as very
effective since the administration had adopted almost all of the reforms
requested. Am one member expressed it:

"We have been surprised. We never expected so much response.
A lot of the things we pushed for were disguised to the community.
It's just as well. If nany people thought we had pushed for them they
might resent it."

Most members praised the schools' handling of the Martin Luther
Xing celebration, "Interact," the sensitivity workshops and the changes
at the high school. They said that there was a remarkable increase

' in the number of Black students who went on to college, improved counseling
and attendance procedures. They believe that all of these changes have
had a positive inpact on student moralewptnally, they believe that
their parents training provided parents with skills to cope with individual
problems.

However, one core member claims that the administration was
not as negative towai.d the issues in the first place. As she put it
"They think they've told the school what to do. But the school would
have done it anyway if enough people wanted it."

The two peripheral members who were interviewed did not perceive
the group positively. They were critical of the focus on minority students,
specific issues promoted by the group, inadequate follow through and
leadership style. One described some of the concerns raised at the
middle school as "stupid" and questioned the emphasis on black "identity."
Many parents, she claims resent the group's intervention in their children's
problems. (She reported that some had told PFP members to mind their
own businesa.")
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The comment about inadequate "follow through" was a response
to a question about the group's monitoring activities. According to
this respondent, monitoring.is not done on a systematic basis and there
are few parents with the time to pursue this activity. The other peripheral
member predicted that none of the changes will last because of the decline
in the organization itself.

/

Criticism of the leadership style referred to the willingness
of the group to "work with the administration" which was perceiv d bSr
this respondent as a recognition of the "war the indigeneous pe ple
feel." ("Indigeneous" is the term some Old Haven members use when discussing
members who live in the village.) In this respondent's opinio the
group is anxious to avoid conflict an has settled for "symbolic" changes.

i

i

Is there a need to maintain t:e group? Although the:administration
has responded to the concern ised by the organization and/some members
have observed that there is no " rn.ng" issue to involve members, some
of those interviewed perceive a eed to maintain the organization.
The need relates to three issues 4 high rate of administrative and
teacher turnover, the current sc ool board and spontaneous events that
threaten the group's interests.

Between tine PFP s organized and the present, there has
been principal turno er in ve of the six district schools. "We have,"
said a PFP member, "a ho new set of people who don't know about these
issues." To inform new personnel PFP calls meetings to ensure that
they "recognize that there is an Organization with this Oommitment."

As for the present (1979) school board, three meMbers are PTA
leaders--the organization perceiv d by PFP as exclusionary and not interested
in minority concerns. A majoritylof the board members /was described
by,one respondent as "elitist" an "conservative."

The third reason for main ining PFP relates to the need for
a group to represent black student on an on-going basis. One example
of this need occurred about two ye rs ago. The high school principal
failed to intervene when students (black and white) complained about
a racist joke made by a teacher. ptp members raised the issue at a
pu

1!blic

board meeting when the princi al also ignoreditheir request for
disciplinary action against the teach r.

\
\

An article in the local newspaper misinterpreted the PFP position,
living teachers the impression that the PFP was a "vigilante" parent
group out to censor them. A teacher ca led a member of PFP to explain
the group's position at a meeting of thè teachers' union where the issue
was raised in an explosive manner. This meeting between the teachers
and the PFP representative, cleared the air and laid the groundwork
for a constructive relationship between t e two grOups.

D. THE LUNCHROOM GROUP

Few people believe that middle clas
had to organize outside the PTA, as recentl
to have their children eat lunch in school-4
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that this issue did not involve the school's providing lunch but simply
to allow the children to bring their own lunch from home. This struggle,
which took place at the Cornwall School, contained elements that were
similar to the Open Classrom issue: the action was initiated by a small
group of yew parents who were supported by more experienced parents,
and paralleled the appointment of a new principal. Although the objective
was resisted by the principal, some teachers and PTA leaders, it was
easier to resolve since it did not affect what went on in the classroom.

THE PROBLEM. The lunchroom problem was not a new one. For
several years Cornwall parents had been upset about the school's lunchroom
which could accommodate comfortably only about 75 students.

To create three classrooms to accommodate Cornwall's expanding
enrollments between 1964 and 1967, the schools' lunchroom was reduced
by about 1/3 of its original size. These decisions, made by the superintendent
(who resigned in fall, 1968) over the objections of a districtwide advisory
committee, and a few parents mho were concerned about safety as well
as education factors. The decision was based on the assumption that
few Cornwall mothers worked. It was only after the lunchroom was remodeled
that parents became aware of what was going on.

In 1968 this remodeled lunchroom wxs too small to accommodate
all of the children who had to eat lunch in school. Parents were advised,
by the principal, that only children whose mothers worked or who lived
a mile or more from the school could stay for lunch. (Children brought
their own sandwichesmilk and ice cream were sold in the lunchroom.) Other
children could stay, in an emergency, providing they had a note from
home and a reason acceptable to the principal.

An average of 125 students ate at school every day. More students
met the eligibility requirements, but because of their children's protests
about the unpleasant conditions, mothers who could afford it hired baby
sitters or housekeepers so that their children could go home. Some
permitted older children to buy their lunch at nearby luncheonettes.

An independent parent group, organized by a Cornwall parent
and including parents with children in all of the district's 4 elementary
schools, made a tour (in 1968) of the 4 schools to assess building needs.
The parents who did not have children in Cornwall were shocked at the
lunchroom conditions--especially when compared to the programs in the
other schools. They were critical of the fact that the principal had
no information on the number of working mothers and seemed insensitive
to the possible need for such information.

The conditions included: supervision of untrained aides who
blew whistles and screamed at the children in useless efforts to maintain
discipline; insufficient space to accommodate the children comfortably,
no activities for bad weather, and no equipment (other than a small
jungle gym and 4 swings) for outdoor use in good weather. The gym teacher
would not permit the lunchroom children to use school equipment (such
as volleyballs). Nor could they use the gymnasium, the library or other
unoccupied rooms.
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On the basis of the ad hoc group's criticism, one parent persuaded
the principal to institute an experimental lunch program in 1970-71.
Since no funds were available from the school budget, the PTA agreed
to buy some games and playground equipment and mothers were allowed
to serve as volunteers to assist the aides. However, neither the principal
or other staff wanted the mothers to work in the program and they were
eliminated after one year. To relieve overcrowing, additional tables
were set up outside basement classrooms.

After the mothers were rejected, the parents decided there was
no point in trying to effect further changes because of principal, staff
and other parent opposition. The principal, who had run the Cornwall
School for around 20 years, retired in June, 1973. His successor, Mr.
Kaplan, had been working in the district for 2 years as a "change agent."
That role was part of the state-funded Redesign project and he was known
to many parents.

t
Shortly after Mr. Kaplan took over, I heard that there was a

group of "militant" mothers who were "up in arms" over the Cornwall
lunch program. Through several interviews I learned that:

- the mothers had a representative who had toured the elementary
schools to study lunch programs with a PTA group

the group agreed that there was a need for a lunch program
at both the Old Haven elementary schools (the schools in
the more affluent section of the disctrict) but that "this
was not the time" for it.

FORMATION OF THE GROUP. The leader of the new group was Barbara
Howard, a feminist. She, her husband and three daughters had recently
moved (1972) to the Cornwall School areas from Washington where they
had been active in a community control experiment. Her first allies
were neighbors. After the PTA rejected her demands for an improved
lunch program, she decided that she would not take "No" for aa answer--no
matter how much work would be involved. Her initial strategy was similar
to that of the earlier mothers': organize a volunteer program.

From September through the end of October, the activities related
to the controversy were dominated by Ms. Howard and two neighbors.
Nothing was done, however, until the end of October. During that month,
there had been aa increase in disruptive incidents in the lunchroom
and on the playground. The intensity of the problem forced the new
principal to deal with the situation. At the end of the lionth a letter
was sent to Cornwall parents requesting them to cooperate with the lunch
tine procedures. It pointed out that "children can and have been injured"
and asked parents to send a letter which "stipulates reasons for children
eating in school." The letter was signed by the principal, a lunchroom
aide and Ms. Howard, who was listed as "Chairman" of the Lunchroom Committee.

CORE AND RESOURCES. The activities around this issue involved
10 activists, only four (the core) of whom worked consistently and 6
who participated in some of the key events. An estimated 100 parents
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supported the "group." All 10 of the major participants were recruited
on the basis of weak ties. The ties between core members stemmed from
neighborhood related interactions. Four of the ties to the other activists
were made by Barbara Howard through school and community meetings.
A fifth was recruited by another core member and a sixth was appointed
by the Cornwall PTA president to work with the "group."

As Table III-5 indicates, these 10 women possessed considerable
resources: organizational skills, strategists, experienced activists,
opinion leaders and parent mobilizers. Barbara Howard, who everyone
designated as the "leader" coordinated the activities.

STRATEGY AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH ADMINISTRATORS. Because of early
indications that the activists disagreed over strategy, Ms. Howard decided
not to establish a formal committee. She said it would take "too long"
to get anything done. The younger women wanted to ask parents to contribute
funds for the lundh program and volunteer to assist the aides. The
more experience activists disagreed because of the failure of similar
strategies in the past.

Interviews with knowledgeable parents suggested that Ms. Howard
and her neighbors were perceived as "out and out libbers" and some observers
believed they were provoking opposition from the PTA president as well
as school staff. Early in the controversy, I interviewed Mr. Kaplan
to see if he knew about the previous conflicts around the lunchroom
issue (he did not) and to see what he thought about the Howard group.

"There is," Mr. Kaplan stated, "an unspoken issue behind the
lunchroom controversy." He believed that the parents resented the teachers
for not staying with the children during the lunch period. A solution,
he believed, required a change in district policy. Since he did not
see himself as capable of effecting such a policy, "parents have to
push for it." He offered the following views on the issue:

- The problem will grow because of the increase in working
mothers and the women's liberation movement.

- It was a volatile issue. Barbara R. had told him she intended
to employ confrontation tactics to improve the program.
He disagrees with this approach since ir was already creating
tensions amosg the stagg and this could lead to conflict
between parenis and teachers.

- A parent volunteer program is not a viable solution but
Barbara H. and her group will have to go through the "process"
to find this out for themselves.

- The most demanding mothers are for mer teachers who said:
they stayed for lunch when they tauiht.

At a Redesign meeting at Cornwall in early November a parent
from Barbara H's group proposed that a solution ,to the lunch problem
be worked out by the Cornwall Redesign committee which included Mr.
Kaplan, teacher representatives, the PTA president and a few parents
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TABLE III 5

LUNCHROOM GROUP: POSITIONAL BASIS OF INFLUENCE AND PERSONAL RESOURCES

Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

Barbara Howard
(core member)

Marian Singer.
(core member)

Maureen Flaherty

Fran Dunne

Civil rights activist in
previous community,
A feminist,
Active in school and
community groups

Professional social worker

Born and raised in community,
Husband a respected
university professor

PTA leader,
Husband is political
influential,
Affiliated with several
organizations

Organizational skills,
School volunteer

Willing to work,
Contributed money for
lunchroom program

Speaks up at meetings,
Contacts in community,
Contacts with influential.

Knowledge of sclioe4;system,
Strategist,
Contacts in communit)v



hand-picked by her. The proposal was rejected when the PTA president
reported that the PTA was handling the issue. Fran Dunne remarked that,-
this was "ridiculous--the PTA hasn't solved a problem yet." In an interview
Mrs. Dunne stated that the PTA president opposed the lunchroom group
because a solution would require taking the aides out of the classroom.

Shortly after this episode, Maureen Flaherty invited Mrs. Dunne
to a meeting of Howard's group to develop a p/an of action. Mrs Dunne
was a former Cornwall PTA president, she had "six children enrolled in
different levels of the district's schools and was a veteran of numerous
battles between mothers and administrators. Her husband was a lawyer
and mayor of Old Haven. The plan proposed by Mks. Dunne involved the
following elements:

- Require that the principal be put in charge of the program

- Ask the physical-education teacher to assist in training
the aides

- Make additional space available, or let thelphildren eat
in shifts.

Mrs. Dunne was impressed by the younger women's determination.
She thought they seemed "willing to fight." But she saw Mr. Kaplan
using tactics similar to those employed by his predecessor and other

O
Eastport principals:

"They want parents to do their job--they use the PTA to explain
their problems to parents instead of working with parents to solve the
problem."

For the above reason, Mks. Dunne cautioned the women that they
would probably not get support from Mr. Kaplan because the issue had
the potential of polarizing the staff and parents.

Mks. Dunne's predictions were borne out. Ms. Howard wrote a
letter to Mr. Kaplan outlining the proposed plan and asking for a discussion.
The meeting was attended by Howard, Dunne, Flaherty, and Herberg. The
women reported that Mr. Kaplan said the letter was "hostile."

Martha Herberg had been appointed by the Cornwall PTA president
to work with Barbara Howard,on the issue. She was selected because
of her reputation as a mediator. After the meeting, Herberg withdrew
from the assignment, stating (in an interview), that he did not approve
of.the way Howard and Flaherty talked to Mr. Kaplan and agreed with
him that the approach was "hostile." On Mr. Kaplan's suggestion that
"the whole thing should go to Redesign," the issue was referred to a
school board member who hid children at Cornwall and who was also on
the school's Redesign conmittee. She felt the problem was not appropriate
for Redesign because that committee is concerned with "future" rather
than immediate problems.

Core members said they were'getting discouraged. Ms. Howard
attended a meeting at the home of the co-president of the PTA where mothers
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were talking about how pleasant Corawall was for "everyone." Howard
told them that what was happening to her and the other mothers involved
in the lunch room issue was "unbelievable. . . the school is full of
cliques--the PTA is a clique. . . .Most parents feel they are not part
of it," she told the mothers at the meeting.

While these events Were taking place Howard had been developing
ties to several Cornwall teachers through some volunteer work on an
art fair. Early in December, one of the teachers, who was on the Redesign
committee, urged her to take the lunchroom problem to a Redesign meeting.
The teacher told her that several other faculty were concerned because
they felt that the PTA was not interested in the problem. The next
day, when Howard was helping teachers with the fair, she told them that
parents needed the teachers advice about the lunch program. The teachers
said they felt the issue was important but had no specific recommendations.

There is some evidence from this group's experience that teachers
may tend to become supportive of parents when they are involved in conflict
with the school administration. At this tine the teachers were annoyed
by a contract with the janitors which transferred some employees in
this category to the night shift. The teachers had filed a grievance
because they wanted more janitors in the building during the day when
the children were in school.

Before Howard could take the issue to Redeisgn (for the third appeal),
Mr. Kaplan agreed to hire aides for the lunch program and permit the
mothers to volunteer to 21p. He promised that training would be provided
for both the aides and we mothers. That agreement, made on December
20--just before the Christmas holidays, uplifted the spirits of all
the women in Howard's group.

By the end of January deapair had set in. Howard, Flaherty,
and some peripheral members who.iere involved in the new lunch plan,
revealed that a bitter struggle,had erupted between the parent volunteers,
the aides, the principal,the Assistaht, principal and some teachers.
The conflict was made public at a Redesign meeting. Parents alleged
that:

Neither the aides or the parents were trained as promised

The principal accused the parent "leader" of being high-
handed--"No one," he was reported to have said, "is going
to run the school except me."

Two husbands said it's time for men to get involved

One mother resigned because she was "sick" over the issue.

The gym teacher told the volunteers: "Allot of you have
unwadted children--the mistakes are there at lunch time."

At one point during the heated discussion of the issue, Ms.
Flaherty became furious and stormed out of the meeting. Nothing was
resolved, largely because the representatives present refused to place
the problem on the Redesign agenda.
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When student playground fights increased, and conflict between
the volunteers and aides continued throughout February, Howard decided
it waq dv .! to recruit more parents to exert pressure on the administration.
She wrote a letter to parents from the "Lunchroom Committee" requesting
they contribute $5 per family to the lunch program. Only a few parents
were participatilig in the volunteer program, so a majority had no information
on what was going on and probably thought the new plan was working.
Since neither the PTA or Redesign would deal with the program, she could
not use these channels to publicize the problems. About 50 parents
responded to the letter and the superintendent indicated that he was
supportive. There were rumors of a "show-down" between the superintendent
and Mr. Kaplan.

Convinced, by this time, that the success of any new plan, required
representation on the Cornwall PTA board, several of Howard's allies
attended a March PTA meeting to nominate her for a board position.
The nomination was rejected on the ground that the PTA slate was selected
in February and no new nominations could be made from the floor. When
Howard discovered that the slate was nominated at a closed meeting held
at the president's home and only incumbent PTA board members knew about
it, her allies wanted toiprotest the March election.

lather than provoke another controversy that might reduce support
for the lunch program, Howard advised th." allies to put their energy
into the action ganned by Dunne, Talbott and TUrner. Talbott's professional
position involvedaeducation law and Turner's husband was a lawyer.
Based on their assumption that the principal and key staff people would
not cooperate with the younger mothers, Dunne, Talbott and TUrner began
an alternative strategy designed to achieve a policy change.

On finding that the state eduoation law made the local school
district responsible for the safety of students during the lunch period
and that this mandate included the playground as well as the lunchroom,
they decided to define the problem in terms of safety and ignore the
other demands that concerned the younger parents (which they saw as
complicating the issue). The plan WAS to ask the superintendent for
the district policy in regard to safety durini the lunch program. From
their previous experience they knew that the district did not have a
formal policy on this issue.

At the end of November, the three women sent a letter to the
superintendent asking him to present the district lunch policy at the
next open school board meeting. The purpose of the letter was to force
the administration to face the issue and alert the school board that
the district was not complying with state law. It was anticipated that
the letter would get the superintendent to prod Mr. Kaplan into cooperating
with the parents and provide more aides for the program.

If no steps were taken to correct this they would raise the
issue at the open board meeting. Should the Board refuse to take action
the next step was to get the local newspaper to expose the problem.
Underlying the plan was the hunch that such an exposure would embarass
the Board and provoke more parents into action.
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The,letter to the superintendent referred to the October letter
to parents from Mr. Kaplan et al; which had outlined the lack of safety
measures and called on parents to assist in supervision. It stated
that:

"Volunteers can'exercise no meaningful responsibility since
they have no direct authority."

Finally, the letter asked the superintendent for answers to the
following questions:

I. Who determines policy relating to school lunch programs:
the Board of Education or the administration?

2. What is the current policy in the district and does it differ
among our elementary schools?

3. What criteria are used for lunch time supervision of the
cafeteria and on the playground?

4. Can we have a definitive statement of the school's responsibility
for the students' safety?

The superintendent never answered the letter and no answers
were provided at the specified open Board meeting. By mid-February,
when there was sufficient evidence to indicate the failure of Cornwall
staff to cooperate with Ms. Howard's group, Dunne, Talbott and Turner
asked to be put on the agenda for the next school board meeting in March.
A position paper, which argued that the board's present policy was
discriminatory, was read at the open meeting for which about 200 Cornwall
parents turned out. It claimed that the Board's folic), which provided
adequate lunch facilities in 2 district elementary schools, but main-
tained inadequate and unsafe facilities in Cornwall was a.denial of
equal education opportunity to the children attending this school.

The school board responded by requesting the superintendent
and his staff to develop a district-wide policy. A new policy was
adopted in April and funds allocated for the program. Mr. Kaplan did
not implement the program with much enthusiasm. After a two-year period
his contract was not renewed. His successor, an insider, put a new

, assistant principal in charge of the program. The PTA created a lunch
room committee and a new parent volunteered to serve as chairman.
According to the chairman, and former core members of the Lunchroom
Group, the program has been running very "smoothly" and no problems
were reported.

E. THE PARENT INVOLVEMENT COMMITTEE (PIC)

One year after they had taken over the leadership of the COmmunity
Committee for Learning Disabilities, the Fosters in January, 1974: poor
group to "take on" problems at the Eastport High,School where their
oldest child had been in attendance for three years. They had made
several trips to the high school to check into problems reported by
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their daughter, and had net with the principal to discuss their concerns.
Because their daughter was in the learning.disability category, the
principal attributed their concernsto "over-anxiety" and Bluffed off
their complaints.

THE PROBLEMS. -Five areas of concern were suggested by the parents
who attended a meeting called by the Fosters in January, 1974: poor
articulation between the high school and the middle school, attendance
records, administrator-teacher relations, program offerings and parent -
teacher relations.

In general, parents felt that many students were disoriented
when they transferred from the relatively "tight" middle school to the
"loose" high school. Students who were not sufficiently prepared or
motivated,cinterpreted lax attendance-keeping and the teachers attitudes
to a lack of caring. Several parents reported that their children's
teachers did not take attendance, and thought this made it too easy for
students to "cut* classes. Pipents who questioned this had been told
that the situation would improve the following year when a computer
would be used for attendance records. The parents did not want to wait.
Substitutes were not hired unless a teacher was absent more than 3 days;
students were told to so to the library.

From their conversations with teachers, some parents had learned
that there was little communication between teachers and administrators.
There was ninimal administraive guidance, leaving teadhert to "do their
own thing." Those who sympathized with the parents' doncerns said they
were afraid to raise questions that would challenge the principal and
encouraged the parents to take action.

Heterogeneous classes, in the English and Social studies depart-
nents4 had been challenged by some parents when first instituted in 1970.
Parents were told that the change was designed to benefit the less "bright"
students, but some felt that it had not benefited either the bright
or slow students and might be detrimental to both. There was no indication

.that the administration was evaluating this innovation--or other changes
which had been made in the high school placement procedures and curriculum.
Some parents believed there was a need to study the causes of student
problems before making changes--in particular, the effectiveness of
the regular program.

le

Most of the parents at the Foster's meeting agreed that when
Ithey had met with individual teachers they were responsive. However,
they indicated that this was a time-consuming effort, involved being
constantly "on top" of the high school zituation, and had no effect
on problems beyond the teacher's liiited authority. It was agreed that
parents should not have to take a lot of tine straightening out a child's
program and impossible for working parents who could not take time off
from work to visit the school during the day. Those parents who said
they Ad not like ihe idea, found that it was the only solution under
present arrangements. They were concerned about parents who were not
informed about the high school, especially new residents.

Most, of the above problems were related to a 1969fiecision to
institute an Open Campus at the high school, which had refiected pressure
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from parents associated with the "liberal-progressive" faction of the
comunity, to which th., high school principal, Tom Reardon, had many
strong ties. Since oppnsition to this change was frequently interpreted
as reflecting traditimal-conservative concern with "discipline," it
was agreed that parents representing diverse sections of the community
should be invited to a meeting with administrators to discuss the problems.

FORMATION OF THE GROUP. Through their involvement in learning
disability-related issues, and Mrs..Fosters participation on the School
Board Selection Committee, the Fosters had come in contact with several
hish school parents. From these contacts, and complaints raised at
high school meetings, they knew that their concerns were shared by many
others. To see if there was any interest in forming a group to deal
with.the problems, Mrs Foster called a meeting at her home in January,1974.

Fourteen families were represented at the first meeting. Since
they were convinced that the success of the CCLD was, in large part.
due to the participation of fathers as well as mothers, the Fosters
decided only to invite people who were willing to participate in a group
action, include fathers as well as mothers, and meet with school admin-
istrators to discuss the high school situation.

The purpose of the first meeting was to develop an agenda for
a future meeting to which they would invite Mr. Reardon, the superintendent
and some board members. The decision to include the superintendent
and board members, was based on the parent-4 preVious encounters with
Mr. Reardon where he had tried to divert parents by focusing,attention
on what he referred to as "isolated incidents" and blame whatever prob-
lems were raised on the parents or the community. For this reason,
the parents agreed that they would concentrate on general issues and
not get diverted by discussion of individual grievances. In short,
parents would not talk about their own children.

THE CORE AND RESOURCES. At a follow-up meeting to discuss the
results of a February meeting with Mr. Reardon, the superintendent and
the school board, 10 parents agreed to serve on a steering committee.
Since Mr. Foster had more experience than anyone else in negotiating
'with administrators and board members, he was asked to chair the committee.

Four steering committee members were PTA leaders, including
the president of the high school PTSA. Though not opinion leaders, the
remaining members were respected by other parents because of their community
or professional positions. All had ties to school board members or
opinion leaders.r The PTA leaders had alot of information about what
was happening in the high school. PIC was probably the most influential
group included in this study. (See Table 111-6). The parents anticipated
that the superintendent and board members would respond to their concerns
because so many members of the committee, particularly the Fosters and.'
the PTA leaders, were people'that would be counted,on to enlist support
for the upcoming school budget.

STRATEGY AND NEGOTIATIONS WITH SCHOOL OFFICIALS. Fourty-one
people showed up for the February meeting, including 34 parents, three
school board members (including the president), three administrators
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TABLE III-6

PARENT INVOLVEMENT COMMITTEE: POSITIONAL BASIS OF INFLUENCE AND PERSONAL RESOURCES

Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources.
A

Brenda Foster

Dan Foster

Fran Dunne

Leadership in CCLD Organizational skills,
Contacts with parents

Leadership in CCLD, Negotiating skills,
Member Selection Committee Contacts in community

PTA leader,
Husband is political
influential

Maryanne Frence PT Council President

Susan Babcock V.P.$ High School PTSA,
Active in community
organizatiods

Knowledge of school system,
Contacts with parents

Knowledge of school system,
Contacts with Parents

Contacts with parents



TABLE,III4--Continued

Member Basis of Influence Personal Resources

Gloria-Warren

Richard White

Robert Klein
.;

)

Virginia Talbeitt

Marilyn Scott
fr LN

President; High School PTSA,
LWV leadqr
An opinion leader

Volunteer in Boy Scouts

Collegwadianistrator

Active in PTA
Active in community
organizatiOns,
Education-related, occupation

Active in community
organization!

Contacts with influential.

Knows other parents

Expert knowledge: Education
and Administration

- Expert knawIedge: Education,
Contacts with influential.

Contacts with parents



(the superintendent, Mr. Reardon and the director of pupil personnel
services) and the president of the high school student association.
Copies of the concerns raised by parents had been sent with an invitation
to the meeting.

On the assumption that the parents were primarily concerned
about test scores, the superintendent had asked the director of pupil
personnel services to prepare statistics on student achievement. Mr.
Foster, who had been asked to speak for the parents who arranged the
meetingt.pointed out that this was not the issue and began to call on
individual parents to present the concerns raised at the January meeting.

As the parents had anticipated, every issue they raised was
labeled by Reardon as an isolated incident or a sympton of societal
or community problems. He implied that the parents were conservative
Ammd unaware of the social chaiges to which the school had to adjust.

"The building is too big and impersonal for the traditional
school as we know it. Society has changed. TV and films have had an
enormous influence. The state has abdicated responsibility for morality,
and churches are not effective," he pointed out.

In response to a report of an incident that occurred the previous
week, which was cited as an example of the "kind of thing that upsets
students," Mr. Reardon replied:

"This was an isolated incident. I don't want to go into the
real problems, but 30% of the students are living in broken homes, there
are about 1,000 known alcoholics in this community, we had an incest
problem reported to us, and there are about 300 students in some form
of treatment. . . . No other public school in the county has the problems
we have and incidents occur two or three times a day." The incident
,reported by the parent was described as "mild" compared to these severe
problems.

At several points, the superintendent observed that he could
not do anything about the parents' concerns unless they provided specifics.
Since the parents had agreed not to present specifics, they could not
respond.

After twu hours, the superintendent finally conceded that he
was aware that the administration had not responded to the parents'
concerns and indicated that he would continue to meet with them since
"It is your high school and we want to represent you." The principal
asked the parents to write up their concerns.

An outline of the topics folMr. Reardon's consideration, was
prepared at a steering committee meeting on March 25. The topics were:
supervision, scheduling class composition, pupil absenteeismgrand cur-
riculum. Under each topic was listed a series of questions. For example:

I. Supervision

A. Teacher absenteeism
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1. When a substitute is not provided in the classroom,
should the child b4 assigned to a definite area?

2. What happens to die student itiring an unsupervised
period?

D. Departient Reads

1. Axe they tenured?

2. What is their teaching load?

3. Row much tine do they spend ivisiting teachers' classrooms?

4. To whom are the accountable/

The outline was sent to the superintendent in April along with
a request for a meeting in May to discuss the contents and the principal's
response. Mr. Reardon said that the parents had raised too many questions
for him to de A with and that the questions were raised in a vacuum.
Before addresstng the parents' concerns, Mr. Reardon and the superin-
tendent wanted PIC to answer three questions. The answers, which were
to be presented to the superintendent, in writing, were to provide the
basis for a "meaningful dialogue."

PIC members were not surprised by the turn of events since they
all had experienced similar diversions in the past. They figured Reardon
would try to wear them out until the end of the term so that they'would
have to start all over again when school started in the fall. The questions
Oere just another example of Reardon's skill at obfuscation. StilI,
they went along with the game to see what would happen.

The committee's responses to the questions were submitted to
the superintendent on May 23, with a request for answers to the parent's
questions. The letter, written by Mr. Foster, invited the superintendent
and Mr. Reardon to a meeting on June 5th. It also stated that:

"Within our planned dialogue, we expect positive responses to
our original questions and concerns. We are not interested in answering
any further questions. The time has arrived for learning, understa ding,
and discussing the administration's position in relation to our conc rns."
There was also a P.S. in response to Mr. Reardon's comment that PIC
was not an appropriate accronym fot a parent group: "We have seriously
considered changing the name of our committee. The only suggestion io far
has been GUTS: Gear Up for Tomorrow's Schools."

The questions sent to the committee weres

1. What is the purpose of secondary education today?

2. What do you expect a graduate of Eastport High School to
'

have as an educational background; recognizing any variables?
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3. What is your conception, sociologically, of our school community?

By the June 5th meeting, Mr. Reardon lied written answers to
the parents' original questions. At the meeting, the superintendent
presented specific changes that would be implemented. In September
the attendance procedures were changed and there were indications that
teachers and students were receiving more supervision. With these changes
the group disbanded.

Steering committee members, all of whom were interviewed for
this study, believed that the changes were due not only to their pressure
but to the fatt that other groups had raised similar questions. They
also felt that between 1974 and the present there has been a "tightening
up" in most school procedures. Some parents felt that the changes also
reflected the nationwide stress on accountability.

Everyone on the steering committee commented on the group's
inability to have an impact on curriculum. A key mistake, some noted,
was the premature dispersal of the group. "Since we never monitored
the results in a formal way, we don't really know what happened--other
than what we could learn from our own children's experiences," said
one mother.

The interviewer commented:

"It is my perception that many of their (PIC) concerns (open
campus, scheduling, drugs, discipline and teacher supervision aid account-
ability) have not really been resolved. In fact some of the problems
are now worse. The problem is that with Mr. Reardon dead, and the
number of assistant principals who have come and gone, I'm not sure
who to approach for additional information. "

When this study began, Mrs. Foster said she planned to reactivate
PIC, but that plan did not materialize.

INTERNAL MANAGEMENT. Outside of the group meetings, negotiations
with administrators were handled by Mr. Foster who was available to meet
with them during the day. Meetings were held at the Fosters' house,
with Mrs. Foster making most of the phone calls. A third task, typing
meeting agenda and writing the minutes, WAs 'dame by Mrs. Talbott. Before
the committee was formed other parents recruited people to attend the
first meetings. Afterwards, only committee members attended meetings.

There were no internal problems. Everyone involved was too
busy with other activities to compete with Mr. Foster for leadership.
The PTA presidents were relieved to see a father willing to take on
the issue. Most of the participants had a great deal of first-hand
information on what was going on at the high school and it was relatively
easy to reach consensus on_the major concerns and strategy.

One explanation for the absence of friction was the Fosters'
initial decision to include only parents wha agreed with their concerns,
and to invite knowledgeable parents. They also recruited a cross section
of the community in terms of religion and political preferences.
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F. SUMNARY AND DISCUSSION

All 5 groups began with an ad hoc structure and were independent of
the school system. Four initiators had not been active in school affairs
prior to forming the groups and had few social ties that could be activated
to promote their'objective. Their activation was directly or indirectly
stimulated by one or more innovations or concepts generated outside the
local community. The people recruited by the initiator of PIC were contacts
made through her involvement in the CCLD and there were no indications that
the mobilization of PIC was stimulated by an external event.

Despite their lack of prior involvement in school affairs, however,
the other 4 initiators at acted some paret& who had occupied leadership
positions or had ties a dense network of s hool activists and community
influentials. This unity level network wa partly the result of the
local innovations which increased dportunities4or interaction among
parents with similar goals and partly the result of parent leadership
developed through the PTA. In all groups the initial core members were

.

recruited on the basis of preexisting ties, most of which involved
acquaintances rather than friends.

The groups rated as "very effective" by core members and school
officials involved in the events, were the 4 that achieved a policy change.
The significance of the endorsement by outside agents is borne odt by the
fact that PIC, the group that included the most influentials, did not
achieve a policy change and only some of its goals were implemented, was
rated as "moderately effe tive" by a majority of respondents.

.

The evidence sugge ts, tentatively, that where innovations are
controversial, mobilizationl is likely to be initiated by newcomers or
marginal parents e.g., those that have not played a central role in school
affairs), that initial recruits will be people known to the initiator and
that recruitment to the issue will be based on acquaintanceship rather than
friendship.

We are unable to make generalizations about the relationship between
the type of preexisting ties and effectiveness. That the group initiated on
the basis of friendship ties (OCG) was unable to maintain its effectiveness
might suggest that affective relationships impede goal attainment. On the
other hand, there is evidence that the nature of the issue may be just as,
or more important, than the nature of the social ties. Implementing the
goals of 4 groups required the cooperation of teachers (CCLD, OCG, PFP and
PIC). An administrator was a core member of CCLD and was reported to have
played a central role in strategy development and paving the way for the
cooperation of other administrators. PFP was initiated by a teacher. There
were no comparable "insiders" in either OCG or PIC. Several members of OCG
stated that failure to develop alliances with teachers wag probably a
critical mistake. The evidence suggests that if the goal requires a change
in teacher behavior, the participation of school personnel is a primary
resource.

Data from the case studies suggest that the ad hoc group structure
serves 3 major purposes:
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4 1. It enables less attached, or marginal, citizens to develop
leadership skills and assume leadership positionewithout fulfilling
the traditional-prerequisites for community leadership.

2. It provides loy-risk pirticipation for attached or integrated
ecitizs who do not want to jeopardize their positions by overt

identi ication with the partisans.

3. It is an efficient, low-cost organizing mechanism.

-

Findings suggest that the external events which endorsed the
participation of parents around special interests, weakened the control of
school policies by professionals and parents who conformed to professional
rules. These events created resources which enabled goal-directed newcomers
who had developed leadership skills in previous settings, or who had
leadership potential, to by-pass the traditidill prerequisites for a3suming
leadership positions.

In all cases, the formation of conflict groups took place outside of
institutionalized community and school structures. Challengers were not
constrained, as were the Aore integrated parents, by fears that confronts-
tions with school administrators would jeopardize their chi.ldren's interests
or their own social positions. At the same time, the attached parents who
supported the issue could provide resources to the conflict group withotit
overt identification with the partisans. This occurred in the LDI.issue
where many parents wished to avoid the stigma of having a child in this
category or the possible negative effects on the child. In the high school
issue, several PTA leaders covertly supported the conflict group but overtly
maintained a cooperative relationship with the administration.

As long as initiators and core members are willing to do most of the
work, informal ad hoc groups can avoid the collective goods dilemma
encountered by large organizations (Olson, 1968). Since the groups are
small, the partiCipation of every member counts, andinotivation is typically
based on the expectation of improved services for the members' children.
The cost for peripheral members is low--to turn out for a few important
meetings in order to convince decision makers that there is a constituency
to support the issue.
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IV. NETWORK RELATED DATA AND OTHER SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
ODRE MEMBERS

This section briefly summarizes data on the relationships
between initiators and recruits, personal networks and some of the
social characteristics of core members.

A. PREEXISTING TIES BETWEEN INITIATORS AND RECRUITS

As mentioned in Section I, a primary focus of this study
was on the social ties of group members. We asked each core
member who had recruited,him/her to the group, if they were good
'friends (people they felt "close" to) or acquaintances prior to
joining the group, and how/where the 2 had met.

The total number of core members in the 5 groups came to
42. Seven were initiators. This analysis is based on the 35
people who were recruited by the initiators or other group
members. Eighty percent of the relationships were formed prior to
joining the group. Of these, more than half (54%) were acquain-,
tances, one-fourth were good friends and 10% were people they knew
.from other shared activities (séhool or community) but did not
consider either acquaintances or good friends.

As Table IV-1 indicates, almost all of the people
recruited to the Open Classroom Group were good friends (6 out of
8). Almost all of the recruits to the Community Committee on
Learning Disabilities had no prior relationship with anyone in the
group (6 out of 8 were referred to the group by school person-
nel). In the Lunch Room Group and Parent Involvement Committee,
the maj6rity were acquaintances or people known through other
activities.

Twenty-eA of the 35 ties between initiators and other
core members were formed within the community. The school system
was the most frequently mentioned interaction setting (46%) but
the rest were foTmed in a non-institutional setting. Thirty
percent were based in the neighborh.,od. The remaining ties were
formed through sccial contacts, children or a community
organization membership.

The ties formed out of the district (N=9), were based on
marriage, work or a previous neighborhood relationship.
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TABLE IV-1

BASIS OF INITIATOR-RECRUIT RELATIONSHIP FOR 5 GROUPS

Basis of Relationship LD OCG

Relative

Good Friend

Acquaintance

No previous relationship

Knew each other but not
good friends or acquaintances

Total

1

1

6

8

2

PFP

Group

LR PIC Total

1 1 3

1 7

5 3 4 15

7

3 3

7 3 9 35



B. PERSONAL NETWORKS

Core members were asked to name 2 types of people known to
them outside the group:

1) People they had worked with on an educational issue prior
to joining the group

2) People they perceived as likely to support their education
interests

The 42 core members mentioned 176 people. Again, the
school system was the most frequently mentioned interaction
setting (44%). Twenty percent of the relationships were formed
through social contacts, 10% were made in the neighborhood, 11%
through children and 7% throUgh community organizations.

As Table IV-2 shows, the largest networks are concentrated
in CCLD, OCG and PIC. One might infer, on the basis of the
finding, that these groups would be able to enlist more support
for their cause t.han members of PFP and LR. However, this would
be the case only if the members mentioned different people. To
assess this factor, we selected the names mentioned at least once
by the people in each group and refer to this as the number of
"unique mentions" (column c in Table IV-2).

Considering the number of unique mentions, rather than the
total'number mentioned by each individual, dramatically reduces
the number of people that could be reached by the group in 2
cases: CCLD and OCG. The number of people mentioned by members
of CCLD was 45. But only 18 of these were unique mentions. This
means 27 people were mentioned by 2 or more members. The
comparable figures for the OCG are 38 and 17, a reduction of 21
people.

Another factor to consider in assessing the ability of a

group to enlist support is the relationships between the people
outside the group. This factor is usually referred to, in network
research, as "density." Where all or almost all of the people
mentioned know each other, the group's network would be described
as "tightly knit." If most of the people mentioned do not"know
each other the network would be described as "loosely knit." (See
Appendix A for more details on this concept and how it was
operationlized in this study.)

The range,of density scores for te 5 groups (.01 = .32)
suggests that all of the groups were loosely knit. In one group
less tllan a third of the people mentioned knew each other and all
other scores were lower than this. From this we might infer that
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TABLE IV-2

TOTAL NUMBER OF MENTIONS AND NUMBER OF UNIQUE MENTIONS

Group (a)

Members with
Internal Network

(b)

Total Number
Mentions

(c)

Total Number of
Unique Mentions

LD 5 45 18

OCG 4 38 17

PFP 4 18 17

LR 4 22 20

PIC 8 53 49



all the groups could enlist support from different individuals,
social grouping or segments of the community.

Data from the case studies, however, suggests that the
potential for recruiting members from different segments of the
community was low for 2 groups:- OCG and PFP. OCG core members
were all Jewish (almost all of the peripheral membereyere also
Jewish), their organizational affiliations were concentrated in 3
local organizations, and Jews comprised between 20-25% of the
total district population. Finally there was a philosophical
component in the open classroom concept that appealed to people
with a "child-centered" approach to teaching methods, so the goal
had the potential of generating opposition from parents who
supported traditional methods.

There were 3 factors that limited recruitment to PFP:
membership was restricted to blacks, the core was dominated by
middle class black professionals who were relative newcomers
perceived as a threat by some blacks who occupied leadership
positions, and blacks comprised a very small percent of the total
district population.

C. TIES TO INFLUENTIALS

The case studies indicated that, with the exception of
PIC, the group initiators did not know .anv influentials when they
started the group. Influentials were former or present PTA
presidents, school board members, school officials, community
leaders and parents reported to be opinion leaders.

Influentials became core members or principal actors in 4
of the groups. The evidence suggests that they were important.in.
developing strategies and access to decision makers. There were
also core members in all 5 groups who had ties or developed ties
to.influentials..

To see if there were changes over time, we looked at the
people mentioned by the members of 2 groups that were still active
at the time of our interviews (spring 1979). lhese were PFP and
OCG. In both of these groups the core members with the most ties
to influentials were no longer active. There were 2 members of
OCG who mentioned influentials and both left the group after 3
years. Only 1 remaining member of OCG could mention anyone
outside the group who she could count on for support, but none of
those mentioned were influentials. This finding seems particu-
larly noteworthy since I still active core member and 2 former
peripheral members, became PTA presidents.
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D. OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF ODRE MEMBERS

1. Sex, Occupation, Religion, Home Ownership

Eight of the 42 core members were meh who were active in 3
groups: CCLD, PFP and PIC. The men included a corporation
executive, a university professor, a lawyer, an assistant
principal and 3 who owned their own business. Three of these men
worked in the district 6r a nearby suburb.

Those who were not married (N=4) were black women. The

married women's husbands were all professionals, business
executives or owned their own businesses. The only, people who did
not own their own home-were three of the single women.

Forty-three percent (N=18) had some college or a BA.
Forty-one percent (N=17).had earned or were working on a graduate
degree.

-

Thirty-nine core members respOnded to a question on
religious affiliation. Seventeen (44%) said they were Jewish, 12
(31%) were Protestant and 7 (18%) were Catholic. These findings
are consistent with the results of our field interviews where most
oblervers perceived Jewish parents as d.sproportionately active in
school affairs. However, only 1 man was Jewish.

2. Participation in School Activities

Only one-third of the core members were highly involved in
school activities at the time they joined the group or later.
These parents were PTA leaders or members of the School Board
Selection Committee. They reported that they attended school.
board and PTA meetings "frequently" and served as school
volunteers.

3. Organizational Membership.

Thirty-four percent of the core members belonged to at
least 1 local organization before they joined the group.
Organizational memberships Were cbncentrated in 2 of the conflict
groups: CCLD and PIC. With the exception of 2 men, all initial
core members in these groups had at least 3 affiliations. There
were 4 members with 3 memberships, 5 with 4 memberships and 1 who
belonged to 6 organizations prior to joining the group. PFP
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included 1 member with high organizational memberships at the time
she joined.

Comparison of organizational memberships of core memebers
before and after joining the group (Table 1V-3), suggests that
recruits to OCG and LR became more integrated into the associa-
tional life of the community after participating in the conflict.
group.

Of 17 women who belonged to the womens division of a
religious organization, 14 occupied leadership positions at the
time of our interview or in the past. ,Only 2 of .the men reported
this type of membership and both held leadership positions,

4. Social Activities

Social activities for almost half (49%) of the core
members were concentrated in the district (almost all or 75% or
their social activities take place in the district). Another 26%
said about 50% of such activities take place in the district. The
rest were equally divided between spending one-fourth of their
time in the district or less than one-fourth. Half ofthóse hó
responded to an item on the location of their best friends said
that most of these persons lived in the district.
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TABLE IV-3

TOTAL NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND A31.RAGE
NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS, INITIAL7CORE

MEMBERS, BEFORE AND AFTER JOINING GROUP

Group

Size of
Initial
Core

Before

Number Average

After

flumber

LD 4 14 3.5 , 18

OCG 7 4 .57

--___

PFP 4 9 2.25 12

LR 4 5 1.25 , 10

PIC 9 34 - 3.7 45 .

,

Difference

Average

4.

2.0

3.0

2. 5

5.0

+1.0

+1.43

+ . 75

+1.25

1.2

9



V. INTERACflON SETTINGS AND MOBILIZATION kES1URCES

A. INTERACTION SETTINGS

The school system was the most forequentiv mentioned
interaction setting in responses to the questionnaire items on
where core members had met the person who recruited him/her to the
group and the people included in personal networks. Forty percent
of the relationships in the first category and 44 of those in the
second, were formed through school activities. Tbese activities
included the PTA, school board sponsored committees, the school
board selection committee, and school meetings.

Some of the remaining ties between initiators and recruits
were formed prior to moving to the district. The rest of those
included in the personal networks were people met in the
district. these within-district relationships were made in the
neighborhood, through social events, introddctions through
children and community organizations.

*

The frequency of the school as the'interaction setting
seems particularly important in view of the relatively insignifi-
cant role of community organizations as settings for the
participants in this study. For these respondents, then, the
school is the major institution for promoting parent interaction.
The other settings, neighborhood,social gatherings, children's
friends are non-institutionalized and their use more dependent on
idiosyncratic factors.

Within the-Eastport school system there are a number of
formal arrangements that create opportunities for a parent to
interact with other parents and school personnel. Although use of
these arrangements varies, the important fact is that they are
open to all parents whoyant to take advantage of them. Some of
thise arrangementis are formal structures designed to enable
parentt to paiticipate in decisions, others serve the function of
disseminating information, developing parent le ership and
promoting school-community linkage or cooperative relationships.
These include:

1. Regularly scheduled open school board meetings which are
held.in the evening (thus more convenient for working
parents than day-time meetings). Few parents, other than
PTA leaders, attend board meetings on a regular basis, but
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in a crisis situation they are usually packed. In a
crisis, the school board las also held meetings at
individual schools.

2. Democratic procedures for resolving financial contro-
versies and electing representatives.

a. There is an annual vote on the school budget.
State law requires that the budget be approved by
citizens, and that the school board,hold a public
hearing prior to the election.

b. The community has set up a nominating caucus and
institutionalized procedures for running
independent candidates.

3. An independent parent organization run by parents.
Although few parents are active in this organization, it
serves to develop parent leadership and some degree of
sustained parent involvement. In addition to its
involvement in day-to-day issues, the PTA sponsors fund
raising events, parent-teacher social events (lunches or
dinners), and other events that attract parents who are
typically not involved in PTA affairs.

Tha structure of the PTA, which includes a district level
council comprised of PTA presidents and other local school
representatives, promotes awareness of system and
district-level problems and the needs of students from
schools other than those attended by the parents'
children. In the absence of such a district level
structure, parents tend to concentrate on their own
children and local school needs.

4. "Back to School" nights. A few weeks after school starts
in the fall, parents are invited to visit their children's
classes for an evening meeting where the teacher describes
her teaching methods and plans for the coming year. Some
teachers also explain their grading methods and other
procedures. There is usually time for parent questions
and an exchange of ideas and/or information. Given the
diversity of teacher expectations and methods in some
schools, this arrangement is important.

5. Parent-teacher conferences. At fhe elementary level,
teachers are required to hold at least 2 half hour
conferences with each parent to discuss the child's
achievement. Students are dismissed 1 hour early one day
a week to allow time for these conferences. Teachers are
also required to set up early morning confettnces for
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parents who work or unable to attend day-time meetings for
other reasons. Most teachers will also hold additional
conferences to accommodate special parent concerns or
student needs.

6. Parent volenteer programs which enable parents to interact
with teachers and other personnel, as well as monitor
(informally) what's going on in the school.

7. School board sponsored community-school committees or
study groups. Parent participants are usually selected to
represent a broad cross-section of the community.

8. Parent produced newsletters at each local school. The
principal and teachers often write articles for these
publications, but most articles are written by PTA
officers mnd other parents. The editor usually submits
the_oopy for the principal's review but this is done out
of-courtesy (rather than official requirement) or to
ensure that the information is accurate.

9. The "Claes Mother" system. Two parents in each class are
given the names and phone numbers of parents whose
children are enrolled in thdt class. They recruit parents
to assist the teacher with class trips and inform parents
if a problem arises.

Only a few parents play a direct and ow-going role in
decision making at the district level: PTA officers, participants
in the school board nominating caucus, school board meetings and
sChool board-sponsored study committees. Nevertheless, these
structures contribute to the development of parent leadership
(including some degree of leadership continuity) and linkage among
local school parent leaders and between parent ledders and
decision makers (administrators and school board members).

According to the estimates provided by local school
principals and school board membersk about 5% of Eastport parents
is active on this district level. A-comparable number is probably
involved in volunteer aceivities (tutoring) helping teachers with
trips, etc.). The network data on Eastport activists revealed
that the school setting was the most frequent.site for meeting
persons mentioned in personal school affairs networks. These
mentions were concentrated in the groups whose members had
occupied leadership roles.

The highest rate of parent involvement in district level
decisions is associated with school board elections and the annual
budget. The highest rate of-involvement at local schools is at
the elementary level--particularly among middle class women who do
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not'work, spend most of their time in the community and use the
community facilities. These womeit have many opportunities to
develop contacts within the school setting. This is reflected in
the fact that most of the people included in the school affairs
network of the full-time homemakers were met through school
meetings and other activities sponsored by the school system.
These are the women who assume PTA leadership roles, participate
in the formal structures and have the largest school-related
networks. They also have the time to exchange child-care services
with other parents (e.g., "car pools").

Most Eastport principals and school board members reported
that a majority of parents participate in school sponsored events
that relate directly to their own children: "Back to School
Night," fund raisers,and individual parent-teacher conferences.
When the school budget is threatened, parent support is generated
by the PTA and some community organizations. Parents produce
their own newsletter at each local school. The PTA at each school
has a list of phone numbers and addresses for all parents by class
and sets up a system whereby 2 parents from each class can contact
other parent:. to disseminate information in a crisis or to recruit
volunteers to assist teachers.

A majority of the employed parents who joined the ad hoc
groups spent most of their time during the week outside of the
community. While their occupations may provide information and
skills useful to local school issues (particularly for those
parents who are professional educators in other school systems),
these personal contacts made in the work setting are not relevant
to Eastport school issues. They do not have time to participate
in the formal school structures which they frequently perceive as
a "waste" of time. Thus they appear to be dependent on their
immediate neighbors, parents of their children's friends and
informal week-end social gatherings to develop ties that can be
activated to support their educational interests. Not surpris-
ingly, their personal networks are small and rarely include
educational influentials (PTA leaders, school board members and
school administrators).

The history of school-community relations presented in
Section II and the case studies presented in Section III, suggest
that these school structures and arrangements serve best the
interests of the parents and citizens who support the status quo.
However, the case studies indicate that they help to create
mobilization resources for parents interested in change:

1. Contacts with established PTA leaders who can provide
information and help develop access to decision makers.
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2. Parent teacher alliances (parents can identify sympathetic
"insiders").

3. Contacts with other-parents who share common interests.

4. Institutionalized procedures for resolving conflicts once
the group has mobilized sufficient support.

On the basis of evidence included in Section II and III,
and other data presented in earlier papers on Eastport school-
community controversies (Steinberg, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1974), we
have idectified*the following community characteristics which
appear to foster parent interaction around school issues. These
include:

1. A heterogeneous population which provides a basis for
developing conflicting views on how the schools should be,
run or the basis for perceiving school decisions as
threatening, thus creating the potential for factions
within the community or community-school hostility.

2. Parent leadership or potential leadership.

3. Parent and/or citizen awareness of a threat. In Eastport
the local newspaper covers all school board meetings and
usually discusses such issues. (Such threats inclu4e
decisions to eliminate services, vandalism or violence,
etc.). Although parents active in the school uivally get
word of these incidents fairly quickly, those who are not
involved are more dependent on the media.

4. School personnel s4ho live in the district and participate
in community affairs. These persons frequently hear about
decisions before they are made public and spread the
information to parentsparticularly if they want parents
to oppose them.

5. Settings that attract parents with young children:

a. Established institutions that serve local families
(churches, scout groups, libreary, health
services, etc.)

b. Public recreational facilities (parks, play-
grounds, beaches, pools, tennis courts etc.)

c. Shopping centers (preferably located near the
neighborhood school such as those around Cornwall)
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6. Mothers who are full-time Ilomemakers willing to devote
time to school affairs indfor parents emptoyed in the
community in work settings that attract parents.

The evidence indicates that citizens and parents who want
to oppose the budget, school board candidates or change some
aspect of the school program usually mobilize outside of the
school channels. There appear to be 2 factors that generate
external mobilization: a heterogeneous population (within the
school system and the community--including school personnel) And
issues to fight about.

The Eastport school district is shared by '3 heterogeneous
communities with diversity based pi socioeconomic status,
religion, race, political orientations, educational values and
lifestyles. The school system is the only public institution
shared by the residents. Many of the tensions which are related
to group differences stimulate divergent perceptions of school
programs or decisions and lead to conflict. There appear to be 4
types of issues that provoke intergroup conflict over school
decisions in.Eastport: finances, school board candidates,
administrative policies and dissatisfaction with school programs
or services.

Periodic controversy over the budget and school board
candidates is virtually guaranteed by the fact that a majority of
residents are property owners. Seventy-five percent of the school
revenues come from local'property taxes, thus most residents have
a direct interest in financial matters and the board members who
make those decisions. Ike residents who dominate opposition to
school budgets and candidates usually represent three groups:
retired citizens on fixed incomes, others with high incomes and
high property assessments, and the working class and poor.

A majority Of parents whose childrenattend the public
schools want to preserve existing services (or add on new ones)
and therefore can be counted on to support the budget--but this
can never be taken for granted. Whenever the budget is threatened
(which is increasingly the case in recent years), PTA leaders and
other concerned parents spend almost full time (for several weeks)
promoting the budget among parents and neighbors. The mobiliza-
tion of property owner groups to vote against the budget or select
fiscal "conservatives" for board members is usually sufficient to
activate the parent vote.

Then there are the administrative decisions that are
perceived as threats to some parent factions, such as the transfer
of sixth graders to Cornwall and Maplewood to Davis and Ward
(described in Section II). Some proponents of that decision tried
to discredit the opposition by circulating rumors that opposition
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was based on racial rather than education or safety issues.
Variations of this pattern have been repeated in several
controversies. For example, opposition to the Cornwall principal
(Mr. Kaplan) was labelled as "anti-semitism." (There is evidence
that anti-semitic incidents increased with the expansion of the
Jewish population.)

Principals and teachers who oppose administrative
decisions sometimes find it easier to galvanize parents rather
than take action on their own (which they typically fear will
jeopardize their positions or relationships with the superinten-
dent). The usual pattern is to present the plan to parents in a
manner that will encourage them to perceive the plan as a threat
to their child's interest, or the parents' values. The "open
campus" plan at the high school, for instance, was attributed by
some teachers (as well as parents) to the principal's response to
pressure from "liberal" parents.

Finally, there are the issues that reflect parent
dissatisfaction such as those described in Section III.

B. MOBILIZATION RESOURCES

We developed an inventory of resources available to the ad
hoc groups inv6lved in this study. These include resources
possessed by the members when the group was first organized and
those developed during the time they were active in the group.
Some are based on the positions occupied by the members, others
represent personal characteristics. A third category of resources
is related to the nature of the issue. These resources were
.derived from the roles the members played in the group or their
major contribution to the group. Roles within the group:

1. 00inion leaders. The participation of opinion leaders
helps to.establish the credibility of the group in the
eyes of school authorities and potential members. Their
presence ensures other parents that it's OK to challenge
the school system. These are members who are respected by
other parents, school officials and other community
leaders. This respect appears to behased on 3 sources:

a. The possession of expert knowledge stemming from
an occupational status (e.g., parents usually pay
attention to a teacher's evaluation of a school
program).
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b. Community positions: people who have held eleCted
,Jor appointed positions in community organiza-
tionsparticularly those relevant to education
(e.g., a present or former PTA president).

c. Social cOnnections in the community: people who
are friends of coaiiunity influentials.

2. Poliiical strategist.- iomeone who understands the
educational bureaucracy and the school board, has had
experience in other school districts or the political
arena. This person is usually familiar with communitY
organizations and has a repertoire of tactics for
mobilizing and negotiating. While other members of the
core can participate in this activity, a majority usually
defer to the person who assumes this role. When there is
more than-1 strategist, there can be disagreement on
tactics--a major source oftension in some groups.

3. Educational expert. This member formulates a specific
remedy or alternative to solve the problem(s) and reviews
the solution designed by school officials. Ideally this
person has access to information about outside sources
(e.g., voluntary associations and other school systems).
If the group does not.includeNsuch an expert it may have
access to a consultant hired by the school system.

- 4. A "mediator" to help the group resolve internal conflicts,
develop concensus on strategy and goals and focus the
group on issues if it gets divsrted by individual
problems, personal rivalries, etc.

5. A coordinator :usually referred to as the "leader") who
allocates tasks, sees to it that key members are kept
informed'of group's activities, arranges meetings of the
group, etc.

6. Mobilizers. People who have extensive personal contacts
through which they can recruit 2 types of supporters:

a. Other parents whose children are directly affected
by the issue.

b. Sympathizerspeople whose children are not
directly affected by the issue, but who support
the group on philosophical grounds.

7. "Insiders." Administrators or other school personnel who
can inform the group of what's happening in the system

relevant to the group's concern, predict the outcomes of
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alternative strategies, availability of resources to
implement the solutions, etc.

8. Monitors. Parents who are available during the day to
visit the schools, observe programs and report back to the
group.

9. Effective speakers. At least one person who can
articulate the group's concerns in a moderate and
non-threatening manner.

Other resources based on members' affiliations outside the group:

10. Participation in community organizations which enable
members to interact with other parents and residents
interested in the school system. These include the PTA,
the LWV, Junior League, School Board Selection Committee,
church groups, neighborhood associations, political and
social clubs, etc. Through these ties members can recruit
new members, disseminate information about the group's
goals, etc.

11. Volunteers. Members who have contributed services to the
school system. These activities provide members with ties
to insiders. They include: class mothers, professionals
who have served as consultants to advisory comMittees,
teachers aides, etc.

12. Access to external authorities. These would include
administrators in the state education department or state
and federal legislators who may provide information and/or
moral support.

13. Membership in voluntary associations outside the district
which promote the issues on a county, regional, state or
national level. Through these ties members have access to
new information, expert consultants, etc.

Resources related to the nature of the innovation or issue:

14. The group's demand or concern has been endorsed (or is
related to an issue which has been endorsed) by higher
authorities (e.g., equal educational opportunity).

/ 15. Material resources to implement the innovation are
available from federal or state agencies.

16. Ideological or emotional appeal. An issue related to a
"cause" or ideology, around which members can develop a
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e9 strong commitment or identity, and enlist support from
sympathizers within and beyond,the community.

Resources related to composition of the school enrollment or
population:

17. The number of parents whose children are directly affected
by the issue.

18. Some estimate of potential-support or opposition from the
community at large-(i.e., is the issue likely to provoke
controversy within the community?).
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VI. THE URBAN Re§EmicH SIT;
7

. STUDY QUESTION

0
7

The central question underlyingthis phase of the study
was: Would poor and minority, inner-city parents who want to
inprove their.chi4dren's sdhooli be able to mobilize the same or
comparable resources as thel#itpart,parents.iftheir objectives
were resisted by local school authorities?

,

B. SELECTION OF 5 CHICAGO NEIGHBORHOODS

When the-proposal for this study was written, we did not
know whether'ornot we would find Chicago parents who were
actively involved in promoting an innovation or change and who
could be compared to the Eastport parent groups. Therefore, the
plan was to exkmine 5 Chicago neighborhood school sites in terms
of the school and community characteristics that appeared to
foster'or develop mobilization resources for the Eastport parents.

Following preliminary analysis of the data on the Eastport
ad hoc groups, we interyiewed 42 Chicago residents who represented
city and neighborhood organizations OD had been identified as
formerly or currently involved in educational issues. The purpose
of these interviews Was to obtain background information on the
.formal.procedures for parent participation in decision making at
the city and local school levels and to identify the structural
differences between the Chicago and Eastport school systems that
might affect levels of participation at the city and local levels.

Interviewees were presented with a brief summary of the
findings of the Eastport study and then asked to assess the
ability of poor and minority Chicago parents to develop comparable
groups. Most of those interviewed predicted that it would be
difficult to find similar groups in poor and minority neighbor-
hoods. Explanations typically stressed the following:

1. Parents in these neighborhoods would not have comparable
levels of education (to the Eastport parents). This would
reduce their ability to assess factors related to the
quality of educational services.
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2. Such parents, informants predicted, would have lower
poli'tical and organizational skills, thus they could be
easily manipulated by school administrators.

3. These neighborhoods would have higher levels of-Ingtiple
problem families, families on welfare, female headed
households and working mothers.7-all of whichvould be
expected to reduce parent participation in school
aceivities (of all types)..

4. The participation of Latino parents would be impeded by a
language barrierparticularly in "port of entry"
neighborhoods. Several informants suggested that cultural
barriers might also reduce participation ota challenging
nature: Mexican-American and,Puirto Rican-American women,
.it was reported, come.from a tradition which socializes
parents to respect educators and regard them with a
deferentiarattitude.

5. Latinos have not been able to develop influence it city
politics--thus at the neighborhood level they would
probably not be able to enlist support from ward,
politicians. It was suggested that where blacks had
achieved political influence, parents dould probably
receive support from local politicians.

Some informants mentioned neighborhood schools where parents
had been involved in innoyations in the early 1970s. With I
exception, follow=up interviews revealed that where the parents
had instigated the reform, the key actors were middle class
(usually professionals). But most of ,the innovations were
promoted by school administrators or teachers--or these actors
were involved from the beginning in a supportive way. However, .

the cases shared a common element: there was a community
organization involved, usually providing technical assistance to
parent groups. This,was also true of 3 cases where Hispanic
parents mobilized through neighborhoOd organizations to get the
central Board of Education to build new neighborhood schools.

This information Led to the decision to investigate'at
each site, ihe availability of a community organization (or
organizations) that had actually provided resources for parents in
the past, in addition to other opportunities similar to those
found in Eastport.

-

Those informants who were familiar with neighborhoods with
large,concentrations of black and Latino parentwere asked to
identify school and/or community characteristics that might affect
Parents' ability to develcip inflUence through informal social
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processes--specifically those factors that might impede parent
mobilization at the neighborhood level.

Informants were also asked to identify neighborhoods
reported to have either high or low levels of parent participation
so that we might document some of the factors that promote or
impede mobilization.

The proposal specified the selection of 5 neighborhoods
wbere school nrollments would differ in terms of social class and
ethnicity. Since blacks and Latinos are the major minorities in
Chicego, we concentrated on these groups.

Based on the informants' advice and preliminary interviews
with active parents and/or community organizers, we,selected 5
schools with the enrollment and neighborhood characWristics shown
in table VI-1.

The Chicago school financial crisis erupted while the
,abbve interviews were being conducted. The selection process was
somewhat influenced by this event. We assumed that, since the
crisis threatened the elimination or reduction of services in all
Chicago schools, it was an event that would promote parent

. mobilirition and was comparable to the budget controversies
observed in Easton. If we found no parent participation around
-this issue, the investigation of this non participation should
provide insights.

The major criteria for selecting the 5 schools were:

1. Evidence that parents were trying to organize to have an
impact on a local school problem (either related to the
financial crisis or an issue identified by parents at a
local school). Schools included in this category were
Deegan and Polinsky.

2. Reports that there had been an active parent/community
.

group at the school within the last 10 years but no-
visible sign of active parents in the present. Harrison
and Seeley were in this category.

3. Evidence of community characteristics that would lead us
to anticipate high level of parent participation.
Marshall.

4. Presence of a community organization involved with
education (POlinsky and Marshall).

5. Characteristics of school personnel that might reduce
parent participation (Deegan and Harrison).
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TABLE VI-1: ENROLLMENT CHARACTERISTICS, LEVEL OF PARENT PARTICIPATION AND NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS
5 CHICAGO SCHOOL SITES

School
Enrollment
Characteristicsa

Level of
Pareqt

Invorvementb Neighborhood Characteristicsc

Deegan
High

Marshall
Elementary

kr,

Polinsky
Elementary

11.1:_

Harrison

Seeley
Elementary

Total Enrollment - 2633
Percent Black - 81

Percent Latino - 15

Other 4

Total Enrollment - 554

Percent Black -4" 98

Total Enrollment - 738

Percent Mexican 90

Total Enrollment - 801

Percent Latino - 65

Total Enrollment - 615

Percent Piterto Rican 33
Percent'Black (est) 33

Others 33

Low

Low

Low

LoW

Low.

School located in predominantly working class Latino
neighborhood

Parent leadership assisted by community organiza-
tions and school administrators in early 1970s

Integrated (Black/white)
Community level organization mith School Committee
Residents predominantly middle and working class
School located in a declining neighborhood with

increasing crime rate

Predominantly Mexican-American
Established Mexican-American organization with

history of involvement in school issues

Predominantly white middle and working class
with "pockets" of poverty residents mainly Latino
and black

Neighborhood coalition formed to deal with
financial crisis

Mixed ethnic: Black, Latino and other
Mixed social class

aEnrollment data is for 1977-1978 school year, except for Dalton figures which are based on
1975-1976 data.

bLevel of parent involvement based on principal and parent estimates of participation before the
economic crisis and researcher observations after crisis.

Neighborhood characteristics derived from interviews with principal and community leaders. 1 t



C. RESEARCH METHODS

1. At each school site we interviewed from 6 to 10 parents
whose children attended the neighborhood school. Wherever
possible interviews were conducted with parents identified
as active in school affairs and qthers identified as not
activt (at the time of the interview).

The guide developed.for these parent interviews (Appendix
C-1) was designed to indicate the availability of the same
or comparable mobilization resources that were found in
Eastport and included:

a. An on-going independent parent organization

b. Sustained parent leadership

c. Regularly scheduled parent organization meetings

d. Parent organized fund raising events

e. School sponsored activities that create cyportuni-
ties for parents to meet 'school personnel and/or
other parents:

TeAcher/school initiated class meetings
Parent-teacher conferences
Volunteer activities
Class mother system

f. A parent newsletter

In addition, the guide included items related to the
parents':

a. Actual participation in local school issues

b. Participation at the district and city levels

c. Perceptions of principal and teaelers

d. School affairs network

e. Membership in neighborhood and city level
organizations

f. Social activities and other items included in the
Eastport interview guide
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2. Four to 5 interviews were conducted at each site with
informants identified as knowledgeable about past and
present levels of parent participation. Informants
in:luded school personnel (teachers, principal, school-
community representatives and aides), present or former
parent leaders and community organization members.

The interview guide (Appendix C-2) included iteii-onl

a. Community based organizations involved in school
issues and the type of resource(s) provided by the
organization for school parent4

b. Evidencd'of parent use of organization resources

c. Indication of previous parent-community efforts to
promote change at the local school

3. Observation of at least 1 parent meeting at each schota
site (Appendix C-3).

4. To assess the availability of neighborhood interaction
settings for pArents at each school site we conducted a
tour covering a 2-3 block radius. We looked for the
following types of facilities or services:

a. Institutional facilities (churches, scout groups,
library, child-yare services)

b. Public recreational facilities (including school
playground)

c. Shops, ltincheonettes, laundry, etc.

The method for selecting parent respondents is discussed
in the summary of findings at each site. A Spanish version of the
interview guide was administered to Spanish dominant parents.
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VII. RESULTS OF THE URBAN RESEARCH

This section presents background on parent participation,
descriptions of the 5 school sites and a summary of the resources
available to parenta at these sites.

A. BACKGROUND ON PARENT PARTICIPATION IN CHICAGO

j'mThe information presented here is based on interviews with
embers of city level organizations who were active in school
issues at the time of the interview (September 1979 - March 1980),
or in the recent past.

Comparison of the formal arrangiMents for parent
participation in Chicago and Eastport suggests a number of
obstacles for parents who wish to organize at the local school
level. In contrast to Eastport, the Chicago school system offers
few opportunities-for parents to meet and interact with school
personnel end other parents. This generalization applies to all
levels of the system.

The most obvious difference is the highly centralized
organization and the almost total exclusion of Chicago parents
from the decision center: the Chicago Board of Education. As the
summary of events in Eastport indicated, the'highest levels of
parent participation at the district level are associated with the
election of achool board members and the budget vote. In Chicago,
parents have no official role in either of these functions. While
parents are permitted to present positions on policy issues, or
grievances, at school board meetings, the procedures appear
designed to obstruct rather than promote the democratic process.

Board meetings are held in the middle of the week and
begin at 1 p.m. To appear on the agenda, parents must sign up by
11 a.m. the day of the meeting. These procedures must be
considered in light of the fact that most parents do not ,live
close to Board headqual.ters so that participation at this level is
an all-day affair. Those who work downtown must take time off to
sign up, go back to their workplace and then return for the 1 p.m.
meeting.

At the local school level, parent participation is
fragmented by a multiplicity of councils (PTAs, Local School
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Councils and Parent Advisory Councils mandated by some federal and
state funded programa . There is evidence that some principals
dominate the PTAs and LSCs, even requiring parents to sign a
contract giving the school a percentage of the funds raised
through candy sales! In some schools the funds are used to buy
work books and supplies for students. Still, the practice would
not be tolerated by Eastport parents. Several informants who are
leaders in the Chicago Region PTA (a city level organization whose
members include local PTA chapters) said that the PTA is against
parent organizations signing such contracts with the principal but
can only intervene in these matters when local parents request it.

Few resources are available to train Chicago parents.
When the LSCs were initially set up, a local foundation donated
funds for a training program, but the practice was not repeated.
PTA leaders admitted that their organization lacked the resources
to provide the type of leadership training needed at some
schools. There were several allegations that citywide organiza-
tions that had received funds for parent training were not doing
an effective job because they were dependent on status-quo
oriented corporations and foundations for support.

In Eastport, the highest rates of involvement at the local
school level reflect parents' interest in their own childrens'
schooling. Almost everyone attends the annual "Back to School
Night," where teachers describe their program plans for the coming
year, and a carnival or fair usually held on a Saturday so that
whole families can participate. Although these events rarely
involve discussions of problems, they provide opportunities for
parents to develop and maintain relationships with other parents,
teachers, administrators and board members. They exchange
-information about what's going on and get a sense of who to
contact if and when a problem develops. /n addition, parents have
access to information through the "class mothers" who maintain a
list of all parents in each class. Only one comparable oppor-
tunity appears to exist in Chicago on a system-wide basis: -the

"Open Houie" where parents are invited to the school to meet the
classroom teacher and pick up the student's report card. Every
parent we interviewed said that the teachers did not use this
event to describe the curriculum, nor is there usually a dialogue
among parents. Where principals were reported to resist parent
involvement, they usually controlled the parents' access to
information and other parents.

B. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 5 SCHOOL SITES

For each of the 5 school sites we will summarize data on
the respondents, the neighborhood environment, parent participa-
tion and leadership, and community resources.
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1. THE DEEGAN HIGH SCHOOL

Respondents. Twenty-one people were interviewed at this
site: 9 parents, 1 teacher, 7 community organization members, 1
block club member, 2 police officers, and a former district
superintendent. Eight of the parents were selected and inter-
viewed by Mrs. Jane Stanley, a Deegan parent whose daughter (a
junior) was-shot by a gang member on her way home from school.
Mrs. Stanley, the teacher, 2 police officers and former district
superintendent were interviewed by the principal investigator.
The community organization members were interviewed by Mrs.
Stanley and a professional researcher who has worked on previous
studies of parent%participation in Chicago. Mrs. Stanley is a
divorced single parent on welfare.

The School Enviitonment. As shown in Table VI-1, Deegan
was selected because of its predominantly black and poor student
enrollment and reports of "strong" ,Rarent leadership in the mid
19703. Mobilization resources are assessed from the perspective
of black parents.

The school is located in a predominantly Mexican
residential section ("Little Mexico"), where a majority of
residents are reported to own their own home.

Since there are no 3hops, public iecreational facilities
or institutions with child-oriented services within a two-block
radius of Deegan, the immediate school environment is rated as
very low in terms of parent interaction settings.

Most of the black students enrolled in Deegan live in
"Greenfield," part of Chicago's predominantly black West Side,
which was the scene of riots in the late 19603 and considered_a
high crime area in thepresent. We did not have the resources to
investigate the whole community of Greenfield, so confined our
tour to the area in which Mrs. Stanley lives. A church was the
only family-oriented institution located close to her apartment.
On every block near her home, there were vacant lots and burned
out buildings. There is a small independent grocery store around
the corner from her home, however Mrs. Stanley said she cannot
afford the high prices (she must feed 6 children and herself on an
allowance from welfare and food stamps) so does most of her
shopping at coops and chain stores outside of the neighborhood
(she has no car and is thus dependent on friends for this
transportation).

Mrs. Stanley said that she and other women in the
neighborhood are afraid to go out alone at night, so she is also
dependent on neighbors (or friends with cars) to attend evening
school meetings.
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Parent Participation and Leadership. The official parent
organization at Deegan is a local school Council (LSC). The
principal investigator observed 2 parent meetings at this school.
At the first (held in April, 1980), which dealt with the secUrity
crisis that involved Mrs. Stanley's daughter, the concerned
parents established that not a single meeting of the LSC had been
held during the 1979-80 year.

This school has a history of gang violence and black-
Latino conflicts within and around the school. While some
observers attributed within school conflicts to racial tensions
between black and Latino youths (and a reflection of community
conflict), several black parents claimed that fights between black
students are common, and for this reason did not see racial
conflict as the primary cause. All the parents and community
participantg we interviewed (including a police officer respon-
sible fbr security outside the school) blamed the principal for
permitting the situation to "get out of hand." Some factors
mentioned were: inadequate supervision of young and untrained
security guards, failure to implement a system to distinguish
school personnel, students and strangers, and inadequate student
counseling.

The extent of the crisis was made public by the incident
involving Mrs. Stanley's daughter. Mrs. Stanley was outraged over
the way the principal and police dealt with the incident. The
wound was minor, but since the episode occurred when her
daughter's class had been dismissed early by a teacher, Mrs.
Stanley felt that the principal should have assumed more
responsibility and expressed more concern.

"If the teacher hadn't dismissed the class, my daughter would
have been in school. They tried to make out that Jennifer was the
problem instead of the victim," she said. This treatment prompted
Mrs. Stanley to seek support from several sources: a city level
advocacy organization, a neighborhood organization, a state
assemblyman, and friends. Following advice from these people, she
made a statement at an open school board meeting, contacted press
and TV and began to work with a group of Latino parents who had
started to organize around the secu-ity problems in December.

When Mrs. Stanley first discussed the incident with the
principal, she wanted him to call a meeting of the parent council
to discuss the problem. He told her: "There is nb parent council
at this school." A couple of days later, Mrs. Stanley heard about
a meeting of Latino parents which she attended with a few other
black parents. The black parents were angry because they had not
been invited to the meeting and only found out about it by
accident. They learned later that the meeting was the result of
the pressure of the Latino parents who had also been told by the
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principal that there was no parent organization at Deegan.
According to a teacher, most of.the Latino parents could barely
speak English. "In desperation," she reported, "they contacted a
city level Latino advocacy group." A member of that organization
called the central Board of Education and the principal was told
by an official to have a parent meeting."

A second meeting was called, in April, in response to
pressure from the black parents (few Latino.parents attended this
meeting). Both meetings were dominated by the district superin-
tendent who, in the teacher's view, "did not give the parents a
chance" and blamed them for the problem, stating: "If you parents
had done your job we would not have these problems in the school."

"For the third meeting," continued the teacher, "Mrs.
Farmer is brought out of the woodwork and she gives them the same
business . . . I'd be pretty disgusted if I were a parent in this
school. I wouldn't si.. there and let them get away with that."
Mrs. Farmer was the president of the LSC who had been elected in
the spring of 1979. She blamed the parents for not getting
"involved until there's a crisis."

We observed the third meeting at which the Latino parents
were represented by Rev. Garcia, a bilingual minister with a
parish near the school. By this time, the Latino and black
parents were working together and had drafted a list of demands
for improvements in school security.

Responses to questions raised by Rev. Garcia and Mrs.
Stanley established that Mrs. Farmer was an employee of the
school, that no parent meetings had been called and that no
information had been sent to parents until the second meeting on
the security issue. Mrs. Farmer denied that her dual role was a
conflict of interest and accused the parents of being a "political
faction."

These responses, in addition to Mrs. Farmer's inability to
answer questions about school security (she kept saying she could
not answer the questions), angered and frustrated the parents even
more than they had been at the beginning.

Finally, Sergeant Kelly, from the police precinct
responsible for security outside the school (who had been
observing the meeting up to this point), got up and asked Mrs.
Farmer to sit down so he could answer some questions.

"It's no wonder your children have problems," Sergeant
Kelly began. "You people are acting like children. We've been
here for almost 2 hours and you haven't accomplished a thing." He
spent another 10 minutes blaming the parents for the problems.
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The minute Sergeant Kelly stopped speaking, Mrs. Stanley
stood up and said:

pareats are not going to sit here and allow you to
talk to us like this. You people accuse us of acting like
children. Well, I'm accusing you of acting like dictators. We
came here to discuss our concerns about the security problems in
this school and get answers to our questions. Mrs. Farmer
obviously has no answers. We consider Mr. Blanton (the principal)
as the person responsible for what goes on in this school and we
think that he should give us the answers."

Mr. Blanton then got up and discussed the.situation with
the parents. A few days later, in response to Mrs. Stanley's
statement at the School Board meeting, the parents were invited to
a meeting at board headquarters. That meeting was conducted by a
Deputy Superintendent who listened to the parents concerns.
(Before the meeting this official had visited the school and
talked with personnel involved with security.) She told the
parents that she had found no problems when she visited the
school. Nevertheless, she outlined several steps to be taken by
Mr. Blanton. Among other things, Mr. Blanton was directed to
reconstitute a new parent council and send written notices to all
parents about this event.

A new parent council was formed early in May. (Parents
received the notice one day before the meeting.) Mrs. Stanley was
elected president, and the other officers were Latinos. According
to the teacher, there were about 100 Latino parents at the first
meeting and about 200 black parents at the second meeting. We
observed approximately 150 parents at the third meeting. There
were 16 parents at the meeting to reconstitute the parent
council: 4 were black and 12 Latino. Rev. Garcia had invited
black parents to participate in a meeting to plan the elections,
but only Mrs. Stanley showed up. A second planning meeting was
held at the church in Mrs. Stanley's neighborhood (the meeting was
announced at the previous Sunday service). Mrs. Stanley and one
other parent attended.

Tht teacher's explanation for the small attendance at the
meeting to elect the council was that most parents had been
"totally turned off" by the way they had been treated at the 3
previous meetings. "That's how they control parents," she said.
Other observers suggested that it's easier to activate parents
when there's a crisis. By the time the election was held, the
principal had instituted the changes directed by the deputy
superintendent, "things had cooled down," including parental
anxiety.
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Given the fact that Mrs. Stanley had contacted a city
level and community based krganization immediately after her
daughter was shot, and that this episode had activated an
estimated 200 black patents, we anticipated that she would have
been able to recruit a sizeable group to participate in the
election, certainly as many as were recruited by the Latinos.
This expectation was reinforced by the reports of previous
parent/community participation at Deegan in the early 19705. Our
interviews suggest that the principal's resistance to parent
participation may have been influenced by the earlier conflicts at
Deegan.

Mrs. Patterson, a mother who organized Deegan parents in
the early 1970s has become a legend among those familiar with
Chicago school politics. She was a charismatic personality whose
potential was recognized by a community organization that had
funds to train community leaders in the late 1960s. She then came
to the attention of the district superintendent who said he gave
her several paraprofessional jobs at Deegan so that she could
develop a "power base."

Mrs. Patterson was a key figure in the resolution of
conflicts involving overcrowding, student riots and a "racist"
principal. When the principal was transferred (in 1972), Deegan
was run, for one year, by a council made up of teachers, students,
parents and administrators. According to community informants
sympathetic to Mrs. Patterson, she was good at mobilizing parents
and getting them to do things. But she did not delegate
responsibility or train others to assume leadership.

According to the teacher informant, Mrs. Patterson was
responsible for creating tensions between parents and teachers.
The teacher described Mrs. Patterson as '.!loud, rude and insult-
ing. She would come into the school and yell at teachers. She
could intimidate people because she had the backing of the
district superintendent. But she lost her staff support when the
superintendent left because the new principal (who arrived in
1973) didn't want her."

The parent organization died when Mrs. Patterson died
(around 1975) and most of the parents she worked with no longer
have children in the school, according to the teacher's account.

Community Resources. Mrs. Stanley identified 4 groups °
that provide resources for parents: a Democratic ward office with
an educational task force, a community council, 'a concerned
citizens organization and a block club. The task force informs
parents about financial aide for students and assists parents in'
applying for funds. It lobbies for state school aid funds. In
connectiodwith student disruption at, Deegan, a state legislator
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was trying to obtain funds for a peer counseling program: The

legislator also attended school meetings With parents.

The director of the community council called the Board of
Education and set up the meeting with a deputy superintendent.
The director also advised Mrs. Stanley on how to prepare her
statement for the public participation segment of a school board
meeting.

N.
The concerned citizens group assists parents in locating

community resources. One member of this group helped parents file
a suit against a teacher who had forced a student to eat soap and
was instrumental in removing a principal who had molested young
boys. The bloCk club also makes parents aware of their rights and
the legal steps they can take to protect their children.

In Mrs. Stanley's opinion, there are adequate resources
for parents in the community of Greenfieldv She concluded:

"The problem,is the schools that do not want involvement
,frbm community groups and parents. Relations between the
community and the school are not good because of the attitudes of
school administrators and because most parents in the neighborhood

/------ are not knowledgeable enough,to know that it is their right to
become involved in schodl issues in spite of the lack of
cooperation from the school administration."

,

The professional researcher also identified 4 community
organizations: a parent-child center, a community action
organization, a boys' club and a YMCA. The parent child center
runs an early childhood development program that instructs parents
in basic education principles and the parents' role and responsi-
bility in helping children to learn and grow. The program is
designed to prepare parents,for "active and productive public
school involvement". but there is no organizing around public
school issues.

Although the community action organization provides a
férum and manpower to deal with concerns brought by local
residents, the education component was not active in the Deegan
area.

The boys' club was described as a Deegan "outpost." It is

located near the school and is primarily a service organization
that offers after school tutoring and non-traditional counseling
by a "hip streetworker." Similar services are provided by the
YMCA. These organizations are staffed by professionals and there
is no parent participation in them.
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"Greenfield is barren, as far as organized educational
t efforts are concerned," concluded the researcher. "There is
general pessimism about what is possible here . . . It seems that
since Mrs. Patterson's heYday, not much systematic action has been
generated . . . The unfortunate thing, and thid is not peculiar to
this area, is that dynamic people, such as Mrs. Patterson, could
not give time to the process and substance of change at the same
time. They are able to recognize, through vision, what the system
should look like and the role parents should have. But the issues
and conflicts at hand demanded immediate remedies and actions
appropriate to these remedies. Little time was ever found to go
back, learn and train to avoid such pitfalls in the future.
Consequently, few persons outside a &than circle of people, ever
learned what they needed to know to step in when the leader left
the scene."

2. THE MARSHALL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Resrndents. At this site, 8 parents and the principal
were intervlewed by Mrs. Crowley, a parent whose son was enrolled
in the second grade. Mrs. Crowley represented Marshall parents on
the School Committee, a Lommunity organization that includes
representatives from schools throughout the community. The
principal investigator interviewed Mrs. Crowley, the PTA vice
president and 4 residents active in the School Cmnmittee and other
groups. A professional researcher interviewed 6 ,additional
residents, and organization members.

The School Environment. 'Marshall is located at the edge
of Fernwood Park, one of Chicago's few integrated communities.

Our city level informants described Fernwood Park as having the
highest levels of parent participation and a large proportion of
educated professional black families. We were told that a lot of
teachers live'in Ferftwood.Park. Fernwood Park is also regarded as
one of the moms Organized communities in Chicago and includes the
School dommittee which is concerned exclusively with school
issues. Marshall was selected with the expectation that we would
find an integrated student enrollment and parent participation in
the financial crisis. We found; however, that the students are
99% black and there was no evidence of efforts to mobilize around
the crisis.

The schOol and playgrounas take up an entire block which
is'immediately surrounded by inititutional facilities.(2 health
centers) and a parking lot for schodl employees. Outside of 2
small playgrounds, there are no public facilities that would
attract parents with young children within a 3-block radius of the
school. About a half-dozen small,shops are located on one street
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adjacent to the school, but the remaining blocks consist primarily
of older multiple dwelling units, mostly 3 or 6-flats. Streets
are clean and the lawns bordering the smaller housing units are
well-kept (for the most part).

Because of its location gt the edge of Fernwood Park, most
parents whose children attend Marshall vould have to travel by car
or public transportation in order to use the many shopping,
'cultural and organizational fitilities available in the com-
munity. Therefore, we tate the immediate area around the school
as low in terms of institutional and commercial interaction
settings.

Parent Participation and Leadership.. The parent
organization at Marshall is a PTA. We found no evidence to
support informants''', predictions that Marshall parents would be
active in school affairs. Mrs. Crowley said that she had tried to
get the PTA president to hold a meeting to discuss the finar-:ill
crisis, which had caused the elimination of the school's band and
a remedial reading program, but the president saw "no point" in it
since the school was represented in the School Committee. The
principal investigator observed one meeting of the School
Committee where parents talked about organizing to protest the
School Financial Authority (a 5 person body established by the
Alinois General Assembly to oversee the implementation of the
bail-out plan enacted by the Assembly) but the protest did not
materialize. Instead, soMe members of the School Committee
concentrated on saving the job of the district superintendent and

.

a few programs at some schools (not including Marshall). Mrs.
Crowley was not involved in those efforts.

The Marshall PTA president and vice president, Mrs.
Washington, refused to be interviewed for.this study by Mrs.
Crowley. Mrs. Washington also refused to be interviewed by the
principal investigator (these were.the only parent refusals,
encounterhd in the study), but then proceeded to talk at length
about her views on parent participation.

According to,Mrs. Crowley, PTA leaders are inhibiting
parent participation at Marshall. She described the PTA as 1
"small clique who want to keep things to themselves" and(tesent
the intrusion of newcomers. Mrs. Crowley felt that neither the
PTA or the school made a sufficient effort to involve parents4 in
what was going on in relation to the financial crisis: The
principal told her that it was up to the PTA to deal with the
issues. Parent's interviewed by Mrs. Crowley thought highly of the
principal and most of the teachers.

Three of the 9 parents said they perceived "serious
problems" at Marshall. These included:
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"Teachers not really teaching"
"Not enough discipl.ne"

"Mismanagement and racism"
But the parents said they were not doing anything about these
problems.

Since our sample is not representative, we have no way to
determine the extent to which these.perceptions are shared by
other Marshall Parents.

Based on our dlscussion with Mrs. Washington, we were,..
inclined to aCcept *II. Crowley's dpinion.rhat parent leaders were
peat of the problem.' However, the PTA president's involvement in J'

the financial crisii was curtailed by the illness and death of her
huslland lhortly after the crisis erupted_and she was forced to
withdraw from school affairs. Still, there VAS little evidence of'
PTA activity prior t6 this. We.asked Mis. Washington for the PTA
schedule so that we could observe a Meeting at Marghall, but she
said there were no plans to hold any meetings for the,rest of the
year (the request was made in April) and invited-us to a meeting
of the School'CommitteeWe then requested a copy of the'scitool,'
parent newsletter add learned' "that none had been sent-out because
"we've been too busy with other things." The PTA, 1.n Mrs.
Washington's view, was not responsible for prOvi4ing information
on the financial crisis. She said: ft4

"If parents don't know whit's going on, it's theirowit..
fault. The newspapera have had headlines on the.crieid for
months." This and similar statementt indicate her;aSsUmption that
it's up to parents to keep track -oVevents on their Ow and becbme
active on their own initiative.

Mrs. Washington's views were not shared by a leaderaf,the .

Chicago Region PTA who attributed Marshall's low le'vel of parent .

participation.to the school's program and the type of parent it
attracted. "Marshall has no special programs that would attract
more educated parents who would probably be more active," said the
leader. "It's just a couple of,blocks away-from the Greene school
which is integrated and has all sorts of special programs and
innovations--partly because it's eligible for federal and state
Title I-funds. Marshall families are mostly working class and the
school doesn't'qualify for funds.'! This informant also pointed
out that there are sev ral private and free Oternative schools in
FernWood that wOuld a e to parents with "high" interest in
education.

A memberof the lchool Committee who is presid k nt of
another public school.in Fernwood Park said that if the e was p
serious criiis she was sure that Marshall parents could e -,

mobilized. Another explanation for the low level of parent
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participation at Marshall could be parents inability to perceive
the seriousness of the financial crisis.

Community Resources. The,6 community informants mentioned
25 organizations thtt proiride Serviced for families withaoung
childAn, in addition to churches, a museum and a public library.
;Fhe services included health and day care, recreation, eduCation
centers and several privately'run alternative school programs.

0-

The following .comments wererm-ade_by the.researcher:4

o

"Theresouroas-fb? youth and parents are extensive in the
Fernwood4Park'codiAnnity. Momever, there are not that many
on-going groups that focusxclusively on education problems.

n
_ This communitsf's stionig points are the institutional resources

Available for the asking,,a wide varbety of bright, energetic,
liberal thinking individuals who gravitate to such resources as
residentss and-Wtde-diveraity of formal groups these individuals
generate to*acc9mmo4ateheir needs. .

,

-. "The institlItiohai resources range from economic, social
(mufti-servicehealth'and welfare agenciei), educational (large,
influential aliireriity and public and private Schools), cultural
and religious. Thestriking thing about education in this time is
that, even these Sprawling sittraet.4.oni, which in other decades

nearly guaranteed high:quality.achool performance to those who
-attended, ate having less direct 4nOact,on schooling,than in
former years. Schools in this area are'certainly somewhat better,
in terms,of performance, but the differences are not as signifi-
cant as in the past. At least this'is the opinion of educators
who have aocessto board of education records, with whom I have
spoken.

Tihose.individuals-from all racial and economic classes
who poonlate this area have seen the public schools lose ground in
the face of°their moat resourceful and creative attempts to have
the situation,otherwise. A disproportionate number of parents,
mostly middle.clais,and largely white but not exclusively, have
been working with.goNiernmen program dollars to bring in private
and public_learning aIternajtives for their children. Many younger
parents have banded togeth r.to develop and subsidize day care and
tutorial programs. They-are hiring teachers, making policy and in
many cases managing and administering school programs.

"This 'canimunity is unique and parents are learning skills
useful when at some later date they may have to relate to the
public alternative. Unfoitunately, even here in Fernwood Park,
with tWe many.programs for'youth and parents, there is little
organiz?ng for empowerment. There is a sense that pervades the
conversation of parents,'community activists and professionals
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working in various resource programs that the public schools are a
lost cause. The mindset continues that all one can hope for is to'
try and resist further erosion. The issues are: shrinking
program dollars, program cutbacks, qtiality teachers, discipline,
add reMedial piograms. Most of the respondents from the private
situation do not even see the public schools as a viable
alternative."

3. THE POLINSKY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Responclanta. Nine parents were interviewed by Mrs. Angela
Diaz who was identtfied as a former Polinsky PTA president and
current officer of FreemoneNeighbors, a Mexican community
organAmation with a history of involvement in school issues. The
princ4al investigator interviewed Mrs. Diaz, a school community
representative employed at Polinsky, a former parent leader and 5
informants familiarriiiih the Freemont community.

When Mrs. Diaz and other Polinsky parents became involved
in problems at Claremont (another elementary school in Freemont),
we interviewed the principal, a parent leader, a teacher and an
organizer fram Freemont Neighbors about the vents. (Total
interviewed: 22)

We observed 2 parent meetings held at Freemont Neighbors
and a mass meeting held at a neighborhood church (to promote the
selection of Latino school board members). We also toured the
Claremont School with a group of engineers from the Board of
Education, parents and the principal, and attended a parent
council meeting at Claremont.

The School Environment. Polinsky is located on a major
thoroughfare in Freemont, the oldest Mexican community in
Chicago.- There are no public institutional facilities: irr-the
3-block radius of the school. Many blocks include commercial
enterprises that would attract families (small grocery atores,
laundromats, lunchonettes, clothing and furniture shops etc.) and
churches.

Freemont is the most picturesque neighborhood included in
this study. Since it was not destroyed by the famous Chicago
fire, many of the buildings are very old. There are several
blocks that are entirely residential with'l and 2 family units.
On these blocks the exteriors are well maintained, and streets are
much cleaner than those with commercial establishments and
apartment houses. Murals decorate a stone wall that bounds the
northern edge of Freemont and the walls around some private
agencies such as day care centers and churches.
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The exterior of Polinsky and its immediate environment

present a dramatic-contrast when compared to the above. Although
the interior of the school was renovated in the early 1970s,
little was done to improve the outside, where mobile units take up
almost all the playground space. (These units were erected to
reduce overcrowding but are no longer needed for classrooms and
only a few are currently in use for administrative purposes.) The
houses facing the front of the school are in need of repairs and
paint. On the day of our tour, an alley at the back of the school
was filled with garbage from over-turned pails and torn plastic
bags and it looked like there had been no garbage collection for
several days.

On every visit to Freemont, we have observed children
playing on the sidewalk, mothers and fathers chatting nearby,
homeowners or workmen repairing houses and other indicators of a
vital community. One informant described Freemont as a setting
where Mexicans have been able to develop and maintain a "natural
community. 11 Many of the original settlers have-Wight-homes in
the community.

On the basis of the above evidence, we have rated the
neighborhood around Polinsky as high in informal or non-
institutionalized interaction settings.

Parent Participaticn and Leadership. Parents active in
Freemont Neighbors appear to be primarily Polinsky parents who
were trained by Carmen Garcia, the school's community representa-
tive who became active in Freemont Neighbors in the 1960s.

There are 3 parent councils at this school: an LSC, a PTA
and,a bilingual PAC. A core group of about 6 mothers is active in
all 3 councils and Freemont Neighbors. Mrs. Garcia said that when
she first began working at Polinsky few parents were involved,
"maybe because of the language." After she arrived, parents
started coming to Mrs. Garcia with their problems with reiChers.

"Little by little, I encouraged them to join the councils
and be active. The meetings are now conducted in Spanish, and
they are well informed," Mrs. Garcia said. From 15 to 30 parents
usually attend an average meeting but in a crisis about 100 will
show up. The LSC is the decision-making body and the PTA
coordinates the 3 councils.

Some of the decisions in which parents have participated
include the rehabbing of the school building, discipline and
classroom problems.

A current concern of Polinsky parents, according to Mrs.
Diaz, is the evaluation of teachers. "We know we have incompetent
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teachers at Polinsky. Parents are working in a professional
standards committee Jet up with the district superintendent and
the former principal, for the purpose of discussing and putting onr
the table the things teachers should do and give them an idea of
how they will be rated. Parents have been working on this with
teachers and administrators for 2 years."

Discussion of the committee's recommendations has been
held up by a new principal who has been at Polinsky for only one
year. There are 2 to 3 Latino teachers who live in Fremont who
are allied with the parents. At first the new principal, who was
not aware that the district superintendent had endorsed the
parents involvement in teacher evaluation, resisted the parents
activities, but "she is gradually coming around to our point of
view," said Mrs. Diaz.

We asked Mrs. Diaz about her strategies to mobilize
parents. "It's mainly my ability to develop trust," she said.
"The administratore pay attention to me because they know I have
hundreds of parents behind me. The parents trust me because I
listen to them and we work things out together. My theory is that
if half the people in the group don't agree on a strategy, you
shouldn't do it. We're all at different levels of learning and
growth." Mrs. Diaz disagrees with the strategies advocated by
some of the paid organizers working at Freemont Neighbors.

"The organizers are young men who see things differently
than the mothers," said Mrs. Diaz. To illustrate her point she
described an incident when about 200 Freemont residents, mostly
mothers and children, went to see the mayor to talk about the
selection of school board members. They were mobilized by
Freemont Neighbors. The parents elected Mrs. Diaz to speak for
the group. The mayor said she would not meet with the parents but
invited the children into her office. The mothers were happy
because the mayor came' out to speak to them, was nice to the
children and gave them,candy. But the organizers criticized the
parents and, according to Mrs. Diaz, 1made them feel guilty. I

had seen the mayor before, but this was the first time for the
other women. They are simple, peasant women and they were pleaced
that she had let the children see her office. I thought the
organizers were playing around with their feelings and told them
that they should not make the mothers feel guilty."

Another argument between Mrs. Diaz and the organizers
occurred over the strategy to get action on problems at the
Claremont School (described below). "We wanted to invite the
superintendent to a meeting at FreemontrNeighbors. We thought
we'd serve food, have a little talk about our needs and afterwards
go to Claremont to show the superintendent what we were talking
about. The organizers believe in putting someone in a room and
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throwing darts at them. They said she should just go to
Claremont, we shouldnot feed her--they don't believe in that. I :

haven't had a call from the organCzers sinCe that day and they
used tdscall me all the time. They are not performing their rdle
according to theory--they should not fight with parents. They
should point out alternatives and consequences. I think they are
trying to compete with me because I was the key person who got
things going at Claremont."

Claremont is probably one of the oldest and most
deteriorated schools in Chicago. Freemont Neighbors had been
concerned about the school for several years but had been unable
to locate a parent whose children ye-re enrolled in the schdol.
The principal had not activated a Arent council.

The problems at Claremont that concerned parents and
community reflected neglect as well as age. There were toilets
that did not work in the boys' bathroom where the smell of urine
was "overpowering and sickening." There were no sinks in the
boys' bathrooms and no toilet paper in any of the bathrooms.
Teachers' requests to repair broken windows were ignored. In
several classrooms the broken windows were boarded up (teachers ,

had nailed bulletin boards and pieces of wood to the frames). The
day Claremont was inspected by engineers from Board headquarters,
teachers came out of their classes to remind the parents to point
out the broken windows. Some classrooms and hall floors looked as
if they had not been washed for months (a teacher in one classroom
said the floor had mot been washed in the 3 months she had been in
the school)t Window shades were filthy and most were torn.
Lighting, throughout the building, was inadequate--particularly in
the library, where it would have been impossible for students at
some tables to read.

Many children refused to eat the lunches provided by the
school. Latino teachers working at Claremont said the menus were'
inappropriate for Mexican children because it was "tasteless"
compared to what they were served at home. Some mothers who
inspected the food said the meat emelled "rotten" and the fruit
was overripe--they wouldn't want to eat it either.

In February, 1980, Freemont Neighbors decided to do
something about Claremont. Mrs. Diaz spoke to the principal and
convinced him to call a meeting to set up a parent council and
deal with the school's conditions.

One of the parents who attended the first meeting and
participated in the discussion was Mrs. Carmen Sanchez. This was
Mrs. SanAez first school meeting. She had asked the principal
about a parent council when she first enrolled her daughter in
Claremont, but he told her there was none. At the second meeting
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Mrs. Sanchez was elected president of the council. Since then she
has been workini with a few parents at Claremont and the parepts
and organizers from FreemoneNeighbors tq get the superintendent
:to make a commiiment about renovatini.the.achool. 'Although the
engineers inspected Claremont in March, the parent's were still
waiting for a decision from central administrators in June. A
decision to spend *150,000 on new plumbing, window repairs, new
lighting and painting' was rea0ed after 2 newly appointed Latino
board members intervened on behalf of Freemont Neighbors.

Mrs. Diaz and her husband were born in Mexico. Their
families were migrant workers in Texas. They did not complete
high school. They decided,to settle in Chicago so that their
children would be educated and have a more stable family life.
Mrs. Diaz has 6 children ranging in age from 6 months to 20
Years. Her involvement in school issues began about 8 years ago
when her oldest son was suspended from school. Her investigation
of the issue disclose numerous problems at the school and the
realization that she 'had to be involved." She has continued to
be active at the same time that she completed high school and
began a college program. She works 2 days a week. A local TV
station is currently making a documentary film on the Diaz family
and the Freemont community.

Mrs. Sanchez was born in Chicago but her parents came from
Mexico. Shejs bilingual, completed high school, has one child
and is an unemployed single (divorced) parent.

Community Resources. According to our parent informants,
Freemont Neighbors is the only organization with education related
resources for parents. Members of this organization have many
ties to other Mexican-American organizations in the area and these
are activated in a school-related crisis.

Freemont Neighbors was started in the early 1960s to help
new arrivals from Mexico and to work on community improvements.
The organization did not become effective until the late 1960s
when 2 Jesuit priests (who lived in Freemont) were assigned to the
organization to provide training in leadership and problem -

solving. The group's first involvement with the schools, in
response to parent requests, was around problems at the neighbor-
hood high school.

Traditional negotiating strategies (meetings with central
board administrators, petitions, statements at school board
meetings, and demonstrations) proved fruitless.

"They kept telling us they were 'looking into''things but
never did anything. After one year of playing by their rules, we
realized that the system didn't work for Latinos. That's when we
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decided to take things into our own hands. We staged a 'sit in'
at the school and refused to leave unless the school board and
superintendent came down to negotiate with us personally,"
revealed a former parent leader who participated in this episode.

"Everythi4 was very carefully pldnned so there would be
no violence. w* even told the police aboui.oar plans and adked
them to be sure to send bilingual officers who could communicite
with the parents."

The Board finally agreed to build a new high school in the
neighborhood, let the parents participate in committees to select
the architect (a Mexican), name the school, and plan new
programs. Administrators balked when the parents demanded a say
in teacher assignments. So the parents gave the principal a list
of teachers "totally" unacceptable to them and warned that if any
were assigned to the new.'school they would be "thrown out." Not a
single one of the teachers on the list was assigned to the new
school.

Mexican-Americans run most of the commercial enterprises
in Freemont and have established their own chamber of commerce.
Businessmen-affiliated with this group contribute food and other
supplies for festivals run by parents at local schools. Churches
are a major institutional resource. (Plans to mobilize demands
for the selection of Latino school board members were presented to
the community at a meeting at a local church. About 400 people
attended the meeting.) Our interviews suggest that many of the
parents active in school affairs are also active in these
religious organizations.

Mexicans in Freemont have no influence in local ward
politics. They are just beginning to develop influence in city
politics.

Above and beyond organizational resources and parent
leadership, are the attitudes expressed by the parent leaders
which reflect a strong sense of group identity and pride,
attachment to the community and commitment to education.

"Mexicans are a very proud and independent people," Mrs.
Diaz told us. "We are not looking for handouts. Our children are
trained to respect teachers and other adults. We don't want them
going into schools where our values and homes are not respected.

The parents we interviewed in Freemont are optimistic
about their ability to influence their children's education in
spite of the resistance of administrators.
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4. THE HARRISON SCHOOL

Harrison was a high school until the early 1970s. It was
selected on the basis of several reports that there had been high
levels of Latino parent-cbmmunity involvement in the early 1970s
and little evidence of parent participation at the time of this
study. Since parents had played an active role in the transfer of
a princklal.an&the conatruction of ',new neighborhood high
school, it looked like'a good, site to-compare with Freeiont where

- Latino parent participation wai sustained.
.

After the new high school opened, in 1975, Harrison-was
converted to a combination eletentary and middle school. The
current enrollment is two-thirds Puerto Rican. The remaining
students are black, Oriental and a anall group of whites from
older ethnic groups. The elementary szhool has a K-6 bilingual
program; the middle school includes grades 6 through 8. However,
some of these students are older than would normally be enrolled
in these grades (there are 17 and 18 year olds from Puerto Rico
who had little schooling).

Respondents. Respondents,interviewed at this site
included 6 parents (including the LSC president), the principal, 2
assistant principals, a parent trainer from a city level agency
who grew up in the area, a community agency organizer, and 2
residents active in community organizations and educational
issues. Five of the parents were interviewed by a volunteer from
a community-based health center. The rest were interviewed by the
principal investigator.

The School Environment. Harrison is located on the fringe
of Fairview Park, a neighborhood undergoing renewal. Fairview
Park is part of a larger predominantly Puerto Rican community
known as Middletown. Before the renewal started, Fairview Park
was one of the main "ports of entre' for Puerto Ricans whose
migration to Chicago began after World War II. At that tint! the
3-4 block radius around Harrison included small single family
dwellings and a "thriving" shopping strip with stores and agencies
that served this Puerto Rican community. Since renewal began,
most of the small homes in the blocks immediately surrounding
Harrison were replaced by large institutional facilities: a
hospital; a fire station, a city health department and the new
high school. Most of the stores are now boarded itp. Better homes
in the area were bought andarenovated by developers and have been
sold to "urban pioneers," Ainly middle class professional couples
with no children or children enrolled in private schools. There
are many tilocks with burned out buildings and/or vacant lots
filled with rubble and garbage. Several of the shops on the main
thoroughfare are empty.
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HArrison is i huge building that takes up-an entire
block. :It looks like a fortress. The daymt toured the area, the
sidewalk-in front of the school was filled with litter (beer cans
and food wrappers). There. are.,11 old and neglected townhouses,
across from the school. One owner (a Puerto Rican who haa lived
in Chicago since 1950) said that developers have offered to buy
his house but at too low a price. There is'a sign above his door
that says: "Beware of Owner." Gang fights, sometimes involving
shootings, are common in thisArea.

Accordingto,the principal, most of the children enrolled
in the bilingual,prOgram are from Spanish speaking homes and come
from al),over.the'district. Few live close fo the school. Middle
school Students come from various parts otthe district--a result
of the population changes around the chool.: Re es5imateethat
about 70% of the middle schoolstudents are transients. '

Because of the land use around the school, population
changes, the school enrollment and destruction of the service
facilities that formerly were available to Puerto Ricans, the area
around Harrison is rated very low in terms of interaction settings.

Parent Participation and Leadership. There are 2 parent
councils at Harrison: an LSC and a bilingual PAC. The president
of the LSC is a former school employee whose position was
eliminated by the,financial crisis. The principal, Mr. O'Riley,
perceived parents is "more active than you might expect in an area
like this." He said about 10 parents attend an average parent
council meeting and about a dozen can usually be counted on to
volunteer when asked to. Mr. O'Riley writes the school newsletter
(but was unable to find a single copy in answer to our request)
and notices to parents are sent out by staff. There was some
evidence that Mr. O'Riley is community oriented: he intervened in
a dispute between residents and the nearby hospital and he has
made an attempt to get two local businesses to hire middle school
students (after school hours).

0
Although Harrison lost 17 staff positions as a result of

the first round of budget cuts, Mr. O'Riley had seen no effort by
parents to mobilize around this issue.

The assistant principal, a Puerto Rican who formerly
taught at Harrison, gave 4 reasons for low levels of parent
participation: "Most of the students do not come from the area,
more parents are working, they have low educational levels and no
basis for evaluating the educational program, and a lack of parent
leadership. The LSC president is not a leader at all. Staff
members and the principal havifilo prepare the information for
parents."
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Mr. O'Riley said 10 parents attended a meeting in April to
discuss budget cuts (the meeting was mandated by the board). "The -
parents were not really into the issue. I did not have much
information mykelf so.I had to do the best I could to explain it,
to them. The main issues that parents seem to be.concerned with
are bilingual staff positions and forced busing--which thef are
against." There were no community organizations providing
training for parents in Mr. O'Riley's view.

A parent trainer assigned to Harrison by a city level
agency, who attended the meeting to discuss the cuts, said:

"My impression was that the parents didn't understand what
was going on. The council president.had no part in the discus-
sion. A staff person wrote the parents' suggestions on the black
board but she did not interpret them accurately. Neither the
president or a Spanish speaking council, secretary spoke up. The
principal talked to staff people but not to the parents."

The same patterns were ebserved at a May meeting of the
parent council attended by the,principalinvestigator. There were
approximately 50 parents at this meeting ahd- 30 children. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss recommendations for the
1980-81 ESEA program that had been made by 5 parents and staff
members at a meeting held that morning. The recommendations were
presented by the principal and no parents responded when he asked
if there were any questions. Other issues discussed at this
meeting were whether to spend money raised by the council on work
books (the teachers' recommendation) or to charge a fee; to seek
volunteers to work with teachers on a sub-committee to select the
work books and volunteers for a committee to help with a luncheon
for graduating students in June. Four parents quickly volunteered
for each committee.

At this May meeting, the parent trainer explained (in
Spanish) the issues behind the financial crisis and budget cuts.
He also asked for questions but there were none. The parents
agreed that future meetings should be held in the evening since it
was easier for more parents to attend at that time. It was agreed
that the meeting scheduled for June should be cancelled.

The meeting was held in a small auditorium where the seat
arrangement was not conducive to interaction between parents (the
seats were bolted to the floor and all facing the front of the
room). It was scheduled for 7 p.m. but did not begin until 7:30
when there were 35 parents present. Most of the parents
apparently did not know each other7-they sat by themselves,or with
other family members and did nothing until the meeting began. The
LSC president did not seem to know many parenti and did not
introduce herself to the parents as they came in. No written
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materials were circulated and there was no agenda. Refreahments
were served when the business was concludeci. There was some .

exchange between a few teachers and parents but the principal
interacted with staff members. (It was reported that he does not
speak Spanish.)

-

l e assistant principal represents the school on a
district educational council. He said that there was stiong
parent, leadfrship at that level ("a black women who promotes the
intereses of all minorities"),but the council is dominated by the
district superintendent, who he also saw as dominating the
principal. The A.P. said: "Mr. O'Riley has.hotential, but he is
young and inexperienced--he has no authority and just follows the
district superintendent's orders. Most of the principals I've
worked for are afraid to challenge top administrators."

The parent trainer had observed several meetings of the
district level bilingual advisory committee. He did not perceive
this structure as capable of developing parent leadership among
Latino parents:

"There seems to be no continuity in the Council and its
function is not clear," he Said. "Each time I've attended there
are different parents. Board of Educationyersonnel are
responsible for coordinating the district meetings but it's not
clear to them what the council is supposed to do." In addition,
he mentioned that the parent president of the district council had
not attended the last 3 meetings since she had gone to Mexico to
visit her family.

We made several unsuccessful attempts to locate an
informant who had been active in the earlier conflict to oust the
principal and build the new high school. It was reported that the'
principal activists are no longer in the community.

Community Resources. We were given a list of 22
organizations with resources for families in the Middletown area,
including Fairview Park. Only one local informant perceived any
of these organizations as a resource for parents who might want to
mobilize around school issues. This organization was the only one
visibly involved in school issues at the time of our study.

All other informants blamed urban renewal and profes-
sionally staffed agencies for fragmenting the community around
Fairview and promoting dependency. As one respondent put it:
"Many people assuMe that parents have no resources. So they
contribute funds to operate agencies to train parents and the
agencies become the obstacle."
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There is, said another respondent, "no structure in the
community to Eat parents involved in school issues and a lack of
motivation. At the city level professionals ,define the problems
and undermine volunteerism by paying parents to participate in0
traiping,workshops. The main concerns relate to bilingual
programs where the priMary objective is to maintain bilingual
personnel aid get parents to legitimate the programs. I don't see
bilingual education as a parept-generated issue.' This reopondent
perceived city level agencies as promoting dependency by fostering
the idea that parents need a formal structure and professionals to
organize their activities.

At the local level, there-is no organization cqmparable to
Freemont Neighbors to sustain the parent participation'that
emerged around the high school issue. Professionals who run the
existing agencies were described as having "no stake in the
neighborhood system" iince theylive outside of the community.

City level informants who have no first-hand-experience in
Fairview or iddletown meqtioned the Middletown Coalition as a

4viable commu lty-based organization with resources for parents.
However, onli one communitv-based informant agreed with'that viets
(the assist t-principal). The others criticized the Coalition
and other o ganizations for the reasons cited above. To
substantiat his negative opinion of the Middletown Coalition, the

parent trai mr described an effort to develop a city-level Latino
Coalition bfr Freemont Neighbors and the Middletown Coalition.

"Tle Eicat meetinW he said, "was spectacular. The goal
. was to mob lize opposition to desegregation. There must have been
at least 2 0 parents from the Middletown area. They were brought
to Freemon in buses by the Middletown Coalition. At the second
meeting thje parents were all from Freemont." This indicated the
inability of the Middletown Coalition to develop parent leader-
ship ,. acc rding to this observer.-

5. THE SEELEY SCHOOL
,

This school was selected to explore the participation of
Latino parents.in a multi-ethnic community where their children
would be a minority (numerically) at the school level. In

1979-80, one-third of Seeley's students were Puerto Rican. The
rest were from white ethnic groups, blacks and other Spanish
speaking groups. Reports that Puirto Ricans dominated protests to
get the Board of Education to build a new school (in the late
1960s end early 1970s), suggested that this site could be compared
with Freemont and Harrison.
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Respondents. Fourteen interviews were conducted at this
site by a researcher, a former bilingual staff member of a parent
child center located near the school. Respondents included 8
Latino parents, the principal, a teacher and 4 staff members of
community agencies. The principal investigator interviewed the
LSC president and observed an LSC meeting in April.

The School Environment. The immediate area around Seeley
is rated high in terms of interaction settings for families with
young children. The school is situated about half a block-from a
shopping strip. There are 2 commercial enterprises that would
attract families: a laundromat and an inexpensive restaurant, on
the same block as the school. Across the street is a recreation
center run by the park district that includes playgrounds and ball
.fields, and an alternative school for Spanish speaking children.
A bilingual settlement house and darcare center, housed in
buildings owned by a religious organization, are located on a
block west of the school.

Seeley is in the center of "Eastviee whose poPulition
includes middle class, working class and poor residents (multi-
ethnic). A high rent.section, dominated by high rise apartments
that were converted to condominiums, is separated from the more
modem.; single family units aod 3 flats, as well as the remaining
poverty "pockets," by the shopping strip. Before it was slated.
for "gentrification," Eastview was another port of entry for
Puerto Ricans. Their efforts to develop a viable community were
disruOted by the renewal program.

' In recent years, most of the dwellings occupied by Puerto
Ricans have been bought by developers and renovated. Tht Puerto.' ,

Ricans cannot afford the high rents.

Parent Participation and Leadership. Few parents are
active at Seeley. Two parents attended a March-LSC meeting; about
12 cane to an April meeting. At one time the schOol had both a.
PTA and an LSC. The former was abotished becauie the same parents.
were active its both groups. LSC meetings are held at 9:30 on the'
second Tuesday of each month. The presildent is an Anglo who says
she spends "most" of her time at.the school. She ianot active at
the high school.attended by her alder children because "1 refuse
to go out of the neighborhood for meetings." .

Another parent.officer is a father born in Guatemala who
has 6 children at Seeley. He is a former Seeley employee who was
recently transferred'to another school.

The retearcher knewesány of the Seeley parents whose
children participated in the church-operated day care center when
she worked there. 'At that time the parents developed a friendship
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circle and received some training to prepare them to play an
active role in their children's schooling. For these reasons, the
researcher expected to find that'the parents had developed a
network at Seeley and would be playing an active role in school

, affairs. However, none of the parents she had known earlier !.s
currently active at Seeley--they have either gone to work or moved
away.

There was no evidence of parent involvement in the -

financial crisis at this school. The researcher gave 4 reasons
for this lack,among Latino parents:

1. Lack of local community leadership

2. Lack of a serious problem

3. A good principal

4. The gentrification of the COmmunity and disintegration of the
Latino community

5. Active peients relate more to city level than to local groups

The fight for a new school was initiated by parents, but
epearheaded by a Puerto Rican minister affiliated with the
church-run day care center. The decision to build the new school
followed the threat of a massive demonstratiomby community
organizations mobilized by the minister and the Citizens School
coalition thatoincluded the Eastview area. The minister is no
longer in the community and since the school battle, no one is
playing a similar role for the Latino community. The Citizens
coalition disbanded in 1979.

The principal said that the struggleover the new school,
which lasted 5 years, was supported by him end an alderman (no
longer in this position). Once the School Board approved the new
achool, the principal asked for parent, teacher and even student
partiCipation in the plans. The architect's plan bias approved by
parents. Parents also helped in the transition to the new
building.

The new facilities are excellEht, the school has a highly
regarded bilingual program and all the parents we interviewed
perceived the principal as a supportive person. Only one parent
perceived a problem at Seeley: "eights on the playground." She
is doing nothing about it because "it would create friction with
the parents whose children are to blame."

All the parents who said they perceived an organization
that might help parents mentioned city level structures: 2 Latino
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voluntary organizations that provide training and information for
parents and a city level multilingual council run by the Board of
Education.

In 1978, one of the Latino organizations and the Citizen's
School Coalition offered re! train Seeley parents. The parents
voted to work with the Lat. no organization which gave a 6-week
course in leadership. The principal and bilingual coordinator
were "helpful' in setting up the program. A few weeks after the
training the coodinator was transferred to another school.

The parents, w howere upset by this transfer, turned to
the city level trainer for help. They wrote letters to the Board
of Education and demanded a meeting with the (then) sole Latitio
board member. The Board member met with the parents at the'
school. Um hundred parents signed a petition and kept pressure
on the Board until the coordinator was,returned to Seeley.

A mother employed in Seeley's cafeteria, appears to be the
informal'leader for Latino parents at this'school. She is a
member of the city miltilingual council, knows most of the Latino
parents and has access to most of the teachers at Seeley. She is
described as making it her business to befriend new migrant
families. All 8 parents, even 2 who had just moved to the
neighborhood from Guatemala, mentioned that they would turn to
this woman for information ind/or support.

"If there was a problem at Seeley," concluded the
researcher, "I'm sure this woman would hear about it and get the
word out to parents in no time at all."

Community Resources. Fourteen organizations were
mentioned as providing resdurces for parents. Those currently
active in educational issues are a district level educational
council, 2 city level Latino groups, the Board's multilingual
council, the church center, a day care center and an educational
resource center.

Parents from Seeley were not active in the district
educational copncil. The 2 city level organizations provide
advocacy and services for Latino parents and their children. One
of these organizations provided training and technical assistance
to Seeley. The major drawback with these organizations is that
the trainers do not live in the neighborhood and the organizations
do not have staff to provide sufficient follow up.

The multilingual council includes parents from the entire
city and sponsor meetings and conferences on a city-wide basis.
Seeley parents participate in the conferences.
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,Leaders Trom 3 Latino organizations work together.

The church center And day care center are nexedoor to one
another. ftrents often move their children from one program to
another. The first provides an after school tutoring program,
family counseling, ESL clasees and some community organizing. The
new director is interested in building a community group and
forming a group around sEhool problems. However, her staff is
small.

,The day care center serves children from 3 to 5 years
old. It maintains an after school recreational and tutoring
program for .6-11 year olds. Support services include psycho-
logical counseling, parent meetings, field trips, and liaison with
the schools. .

Staff from these 2 organizations often work together
around individual family problems. They also develop links with
school staff around individual problems and will ask school
personnel to set up conferences with teachers, the principal and
parent when needed.

The education resqurce center offers arts and crafts
programs and creative instructional materials for classroom
teachers. This organization responded to a January teachers
strike by organizing anvalternative school program. The
recreation center across from Seeley offered to house classes for
Seeley students. The resource center became the clearing house
where parents registered childien. They were asked to pay $3 per
day per child but arrangements could be made for those who could
not afford the fee. However, few parents in this category showed
up. No special outreach was done in Spanish and only a few Latino
children attended.

The,community resources, both cith level and neighborhood
based were mentioned by informants who worked in the neighbor-
hood. It is interesting to note that the only organizations known
to the Latino parents from Seeley (who participated in this study)
were the city level Latino groups and the multilingual council.
Some parents who were,involved in the day care parent council knew
nothing about the Seeley parent council even though the Latino
officer of the latter is a parent active at the day care center.

The researcher's notes suggest that the fragmentation of
local groups from the perspective of Latino parents, probably
results from the professional's individual and service oriented
approach as well as limited resources to promote community
development. A majority of the community based services are
designed to serve the community at Lsrge and have not developed
appropriate techniques to serve Latinos--such as Spanish-English
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promotional materials and Spanish speaking staff Members. The
. city level organizations thus appear to be the mosteffective

resources available to Latinos in this area at the present time.

C. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The events described in the preceding section document
-that inner city poor and minority parents have the same concerns -

about their children's schooling as middle class suburban
parents. When faced with conditons that threaten their children's
welfare, individual parents in both contexts have initiated
actions to mobilize other parents. The parents who played primary
roles in the Chicago school conflicts have 3 things in common with
the parents who started the Eastport gioups:

1. Their participation was motivated by a threat to their dwn
child's welfare

2. Once they decided to do something about the issue they refused
to give up

3. They knew few people who they could turn to for support when
they began to work on the issue

In 2 of the Chicago neighborhoods we found parents
mobilized around specific issues. At Polinsky, the predominantly
Mexican school, the development of sustained parent leadership was
associated with a school community representative who trained
parents and linked them to an established independent community
organization which has been mobilizing parents around school
issues since the early 1970s. -At Deegan, a new group was in the
process of mobilizing around a crisis but there was no evidence of
leadership continuity between these parents and a parent group
that had organized around similar concerns in the early 1970s. At
the schools with large Puerto Rican enrollments, Harrison and
Seeley, parent and community groups had been effective in
promoting change in the early 1970s but,j the current levels of
parent participatibn isr.low and lead cr41 of the parent organiza-
tions are ineffectiVe. The.-tevel of pa t. participation at
Marshall appears 'to' have been row, at both time periods.

f

The evidence we have looked at also documents that when
their children's inteFests are threate ed-;-poor and inority
parents were able to develop resources, o arabA to those
mobilized by the suburban parent js to commun ty influen-
tials, political strategists, educatlonal experts, a d appportive
insiders. They can recruit other parents, monitor th4hools and
articulate the parents' concerns at public meetings. Th major



differences between the urban and suburban activists is that the
former are concerned with more serious school probleme (violence,
intolerible facilities, racist administrators and/or teachers,
etc.), and there are fewer community resources to help them solve
the problems. They also appear more likely to Use confrontation
tactics and to publicize the issues via the media. Most
important, perhaps, is the fact that poor minority parents have no
control over community resources. Obviously, their residential
options are limited to these poorer neighborhoods.

Table VII-1 presents a summary of what appeared to be the
most important resources and deficits at each school site. Our
findings suggest the following:

1) Chicako inner city parents are more dependent on institutional
community resources than the Eastport parents: formal
organizations that can provide technical assistance

2) The most effective groups, in the long run, appear_ to be those
that include insiders and shift from an adversary to a
cooperative relationship with school personnel

3) Independent voluntary community based associations appear more
likely to develop sustained parent leadership than organiza-
tions dependent on government support

In the 4 cases where parents had mobilized in the early
1970s, there was evidence that parent leaders had been trained by
a community organization (Deegan, Polinsky), or a representative
from a community organization played a major role in the
activities to effect change (Harrison and Seeley). Efforts to
build the new school in Freemont were initiated by parents who
went to Freemosx Neighbors for technical assistance. The
resources to train parents came from a religious group (Jesuits).
Confrontation tactics were used to chieve the goal, but they
developed a cooperative relationship with school staff to plan the
new school and new curriculum. Once that issue was resol/Ted, the
parent leaders began to work with parents in other predominantly
Mexican schools in Freemont. The high level of parent participa-
tion at Polinsky is a mpin-off from this earlier mobilization.
The knowledge gained from the struggle over the high school and
subsequent battles with the school board and administration has
been passed on to young parents by the earlier leaders who have
rmmained in the neighborhood and are still active in Freemont
Neighbors. Thus parents in-Freemont are not dependent on
professional organizers for training. There are, currently, 3
paid staff members at Freemont Neighbors, but goals are estab-
lished and decisions are made by the membership. In order to
maintain its independence, Freemont Neighbors does not apply for
government funds.
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TABLE VII -1

MOBILIZATION RESOURCES AND DEFICITS AT 5 SCHOOL SITES

School Resources Deficits

I. DEEGAN: Current City level advocacy organization
with resources to train parents

Local political organization
Independent community organizations
Family-child service agencies
Organized Latino group
Media

2. MARSHALL

Past Parent leadership
insider support (superintendent)
Jobs allocated for parents
Community based organization with
parent training resources

Community level school committee
Supportive principal and teachers
Diversity of educational and
cultural resources in community

Parent-child centers
Institutionil.resources: high

No leadership continuity in parent council
Unresponsive principal and district
superintendent

School located outside'black neighborhood
Interaction settings around school: low
Ineffective parent council
Low levels of parent volunteerism
Weak community level parent networks
High crime area

Administrative turnover (supportive
superintendent transferred)

Parent leader antagonized school personnel

Interaction settings around school: low
Location of school at fringe of community
Low level of parent volunteerism
Homogeneous school population (segregated)
Low, linkage between parents and
community organizations

Ineffective parent council
Availability of educational alternatives
Low level of organizing around school
issues by community organizations

Neighborhood deteriorating

14i
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TABLE VII-1 (coned)

School Resources Deficits

3..POLINSKY

4. HARRISON

3 active parent councils
Leadership continuity
Supportive insiders who live in community
Interaction settings around school: high
Established independent community agency
with parent resources and strong ties
to other community organizations

Continued commitment of former parent
leaders

Media

Community-oriented principal
,Parent volunteers
Bilingual staff; some living in community
Community organization interested in edu-
cation but few ties to Harrison parents

City lerl Latino advocacy group
assigned trainer to this school

5. SEELEY: Current School employee who is informal parent
leader

Supportive principal
Insiders who live in community and
linked'to parents

Interaction settings near school: high ,

14,

Past Parent-initiated effort to get new school
Supportive principal
Supportive alderman
Support from church-affiliated group

Inadequate recreational facilities on
school grounds

Neglect of area around school
High crime area
Conflict between professional organizers

and parent leaders.
No influence in ward politics

Inexperienced principal
Most students do not'live near school
Ineffective parent leadership
DisOlacement of Puerto Rican population
High crime area
Interaction settings near school: low
High transiency among students
Most community agencies are lervice

oriented/staffed by professionals) ,

Reports that parent volunteerism hes been
undermined

'No formal leadership continuity
No evidence of serious problem
City level advocacy group has few

resources
Community agencies are service oriented
and most are geared to serve community-
at-large
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Most informants attributed the decline in parent
participation at Harrison and Seeley to urban renewal and the
disintegration of Puerto Rican community life (including
neighborhood organizations), the decline in federal support for
community action programs and parent participation, and ineffec-
tive parent leadership. These informants believe that the
Mexicana have been able to develop and maintain a base in Freemont
because they have been in Chicago longer than the Puerto Ricans
alid have recently begun to develop some limited economic and
political influence. There is presently no independent organiza-
tion where parents play a maior role at Harrison or Seeley.
Latino parents'at these schools are dependenton city level schoOl
related,adyocacy organizations or multiple isiue community
organizations thatiappear to lam* few resourceertb devOte to
education. Some informants mere critical of the ciiy level and.

community organizations whose.goals'aie determined by funding
agencies and programs are implemented.by professionals with no
stake in the neighbor/rood.

The low level of parent pariicipation at Deegan, prior to'
the crisis we observed, was attributed to principal resistance to
parent participation, an inactive parent council, the location of
the school and decline in community organizational resources.
Nevertheless, Mrs. Stanley was able to mobilize resources
comparable to those associated with the.Eastport groups. She
relied primarily'on community based resources. The Latino parents
at Deegan first turned to acity level group for technical
assistance. Through this contact they became linked to a parent
trainer who lived in their community. There were 2 problems with
the parent leadership that developed at Deegan in the early
1970s: the parent leader did not train others to assume
leadership roles and her continual use of confrontation tactics
antagonized school personnel.

Ineffective parent leaders and a decline in community
level involvement in public school issues appeared to be the major
reasons for the low level of parent participation at Marshall.

The evidence suggests that in schools where principals do
not want parent participation or where parent council leaders are
ineffective, we canixpect to find thai:

1. The local school council will be inactive or dchainated by the
principal. No resources will be devoted to train parents or
help them develop leadership.

2. Parents will be isolated frompirents at other district
schools. The LSC structure provides no mechanism to link
parents to other parent councils at the district or city level.
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3. The development of parent leadership is dependent on community
based resources. Parents must also develop their own
information sources.

4. Parents must by-pass the local school principal to effect
change (e.g., get support from higher level administrators or
a school board member).

\\ 5. There will be few school-sponsored events that enable parents
to meet and interact with other parents.

6\ Teachers appear, or openly admit, that they are afraid to
\cooperate with parents (even when they agree with the.parent
kroup). They are afraid this would jeopardize their jobs.

\\Under the above circumstahcps, the development of parent
leadership and mobilization appeatilto be dependent on coumunity
resources The following factors appear to limit the availability
of such reSources to poor and- minbripy residenis:

1. ResidentiX1 segregation. Sdhools with predominantly blatk and
Latino enrólmenta reflect the racial and economic composition
of the'neigh orhood. We assume that parents are more likely
to become act've in school affairs when there is a conflict--
conflict is mo e likely to be generated when school enroll-
ments are diverge, and where some parents have access to new
ideas. The ghetto residents we interviewed appeared isotated
from education-relXted information lources except for the
advocacy organizations run by members of their ethhic group
who tend to focus on ideas that promote the interests of the
ethnic group.

2. There are now few organizational resources available in poor
minority neighborhoods. Most of those to which minority
parents have access are government or foundation sponsored and
therefore unstable. These funds have been reduced or
eliminated in some neighborhoods. Those that remain appear to
address _problems identified by funding agencies or profes-
sionals iiho have no stake in the local neighborhood. They
seem to be service oriented.

Some community organizations were training grounds for parent
leaders. Where the fupds have been cut-off there is a
leadership vacuum in the community. The most stable resource
providers appear to be church groups and other private
voluntary organizations.

3. Some parents are reluctant to work with professional
organizers who tend to promote confrontation tactics. Parent
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claim that the organizers frequently promote their own

political or professional interests rather than the childtens'.

4. Fragmentation of neighborhood organizations. There appears to
be little coordination and sharing among neighborhood
organizatidns in some communities (possibly because they are
competing for the same limited funds).

5. Latino parents report that their calls for assistance from
local politicians are usually ignored--or that they don't even
bother to make contacts at this level since they know it's a
waste of time.

A tour 6f the neighborhoods around each of the 5 schools
suggest 6 factors that reduce opportunities for inner city paronts
to interact,in non-institutionalized settings:

1. The absence of a central business area or service center. Or,
a former center in a state of decline (stores are boarded up).

2. Gentrification and vandalism. In neighborhoods slated for
renewal there are, on almost every block, vacant lots, burned
out buildings, and empty apartments. Similar conditions in
West Side black neighborhoods resulted from the 1960s riots.

3. High crime rates. Residents are afraid to go out at night.
Elaborate arraligements are often required to ensure a large
turnout at communit4 meetings.

4. Lack of public reoreational facilities in the neighborhood.

5. Isolation of the school building from the center of the
communiey (if there is a center). Old inner city schools are
frequently located across from a factory, a hospital or other
institution. There are no near-by stores, parks or other
facilities to serve families,with young children.

6. The older schools look like fortresses or factories, have
oninimal playground space and no equipment or facilities that
would attract mothers with young children.
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VIII. REVIEWERS COMMENTS ON THE SUBURBAN DATA

Since the urban phase of our research was confined to only
5 neighborhoods and our interviews ccinducted with black and
Hispanic parents, we asked 6 people familiar with participation in
other urban communities to comment on a summary of the Eastport
data. Only 3 of the reviewers were able to respond in time ,to
meet our report deadline.

Reviewers were asked to react to a 20-page summary of the"
suburban data in terms of 5 questions:

a. Based on your knowledge or experience in urban communities,
'how likely is it that poor and minority parents can mobilize
comparable resources to develop influence in school policies?

b. Are the patterns and resources we have identified consistent
with the findings of your research or experience in either
urban or suburban communities?

411

c. Can you suggest other factors that should be included in
.comparative research on parent participation?

d. Do you see a need for.further research on participation from
the parents' perspective?

e. What policyjimplications might be drawn from this summary?

1. SARA LAWRENCE LIGHTFOOT

(Sara L. Lightfoot is an associate professor, Harvard
(Iniversity, Graduate School of Education. Professor Lightfoot's
research has focused primarily on teacher-student relations, but
also includes teacher-parent relations. Some of her findings ore
reported in Worlds Apart and articles in social science journals.)

Steinberg's paper begins with a challenge to prevailing
myths about suburban schools". We have been led io believe that
there is either a comfortable harmony between parents end teachers
in suburban communities or that conflicts are resolved in,
reasonable and rational discussion with parents exerting an 6

enormous amount of influence and power. We cling to these notions
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of family/school harmony even in the face of oppoginvanecCiotal
evidence. Our friends and colleagues, who have children in u
middle class suburban schools, often complain of their uns ess-
ful attempts to influence thIpir children's schools in some way. A.

nuclear physicist at M.I.T. is diszegarded when he makes
suggestions about other.ways to approach the scienceicurriculum of
his-fifth grade child. A black physician who wants the inclusion
of a more multi-cultural perspective in the social studies course'.
af his seventh grade daughter feels defeated when the school
limits its efforts to Negro History Week. The experiences of even
the most privileged and resourceful parents, therefore, are.often,
onesiof exclusion. They speak forcefully and articulately but
their voices are not heard. According to Steinberg, these
upper-middle class suburban parefits look for alternative modes df'
action, expression and intervention, bui ding socio-Poiitical
groups outside the school sphere and of en in conflict with it. .

Their hope is that these peripheral gt6ups will.bui/d linkages to°
organizations and personnel inside the systei and exert a less
threatening and indirect influence:

TM* things strike me about the suburban parents' image of
comfort in relating to sChool and their strategies for mobilizing
action. The persistent image of harmony, between families and
schools in suburbia resists all evidence to.the contrary and is
reinforced by an image of a homogeneity and consensus of values
among suburban dwellers. perhaps one of the reasons observers
cling to the vision of suburban harmony.lies in their negative
perceptions of conflict: their wish to deny its ekistence Secause
they believe'it to be a destructive and chaotic force. This-view
regards the optimal relationship between families ineschoOls as
one of consensus and balance: The conflicts that erupt between

7:11

amines and schools and among family groups are'minimized or ,

.denied by those who want to assert a non-conflictuaL model. In
Worlds Apart I argue that conflict is not only.inevitable but..
istorically determined. . It reflects-the 'differences betWeen the

dUltural purposes and structural properties of these two primary
institütions'of socialization. Practitioners, researchers, and.
policy makers should not expect absolute harmony.or consensus
between families and schools, but rather begin to, diagnose the
positive and negative forms of conflict,and seek,to move beyond
the destructive forms. Positive dissobance, I.argue, originates
out-of balanced power between sihools and ihe communities they
serve. If conflict is used to magnify,or reinforce power
differences between families and schools, then it is dysfunctional.

- .
; in its purpose and form. t

Mv_second point has to do with the way suburban parents
-

can mobilize for action. Even itwe recognize ,their authentic
experlences.of exclusion from school-affairs, the"basic power
balance thae,I referred to above ptovides.a'solid base for
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legitimate action. Beyond the walls of the school, parents in
these cogimunities are seen as worthy of respect, influential, well
connected, and in charge of their fate. An act of exclusion from
school officials is not necessarily experienced as an assault on
their'personhood or their authority as a parent and/or worker.

'On the other hand, in urban minority communities, parents
are als6denied access to the ichool,-exCluded from decision-
making processes, and relegated to empty ritualistic events at
school that tend to confirm stereotypic images. But the effects
of exclusion are likely to be more disastrous. Not only are the
assaults tsken more personally by people who are feeling less than
adequate educationally, but poor urban parents have fewer networks
andconnections on which they can call for assistance and
support. Ironically, the schpol looma,larger in urban communities
because the judgments of student and parent groups by school
personnel are potentially more determining of the life chances of
the next generation. If the-school door is closed and if the
policies and practices are designed to exclude parents, then it is
hard to find alternative doors to knock on. One of the mAjor
Aifferences in Steinberg's suburban data and those that I suspect
will emerge from an urban sample is that the alternative external
resources and strategies used by suburban parents to indirectly
influence schools will not be within.the purvievi,of most urban
parents. Without options for more cursory and covert influence
from external sources, I would suspect that urban parents will
'show less versatility end imagination in making their demands
known. Their voicef at the school door will grow louder, their
demands will become increasingly repetitious and frustrated, and
the school's resistance will be forged more deeply, leading to
more frequently occurring eruptions of violence and extreme
conflict.

It is also important to consider the resources available
to suburban parenta that Steinberg claims enhance their possibili-
ties for successfulIy influencing the school (see pp. 17 and 18).
Included in this liit are low mobility patterns, home ownerphip, a

large proportion of non-working mothers, and school person* who
reside in the community. All of these dimensions would be
expected'to lead to a sense of accountability to the community by
teachers, and a sense of social responsibility and commitment on
the part of parents. But poor and minority communities tend to
reflect the opposite characteristics -- high mobility among the
school population, a high proportion of working mothers, few who
own their own homes, and teachers who flee the community at the
close of the school day. This transiency on the part of teachers
and parents would seem to lead to little commitment or responsi-
bility on the part of both groups. Neither is sufficiently rooted
in the community, or even knowledgeable about it, to envision
change or work towards its realization. In some sense, social
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change both within and outside of schools requires a vision of
what is possible, persistent struggle and perseverence, intimate
knowledge of the social, political, and economic forces at work,
and the willingness to endure evolutionary (rather than revolu-
tionary) patterns. Time and timing are of the essence. In
communities that know no future, in schools where large parts of
the student body do not remain for a year's time, the alliances
and networks that Steinberg claims as essential for parent
participation are often vague dreams or merely unimaginable.

Participation for what is a critical question. The
substance and focus of the parent demands would seem to be an
important part of the sociological puzzle. Clearly Steinberg's
study revealed differences in patterns of alliance and networking
for groups interested in open education, learning disabilities,
and progressive curricular reforms. 'One would expect the same
kinds of variations among groups in urban communities that would
define different patterns of interaction and alliance building.
But it is likely that urban parents make demands that are more
challenging to the processes and purposes of education. They may
also make these demands in different languages -- not the
articulate and practiced rhetoric of their suburban counterparts.

It strikes me that although poor, urban parents may seem
to be asking for less, they will really be asking for more. 7111e
and time again, for example, the evidence shows that poor and .

working class black parents want a more classical, traditional
education for their children than those envisioned by teachers.
These parents are skeptical of new-fangled progressive education
and uncomfortable with anything that looks like play. Their
demand for a return to the "classical" would not seem to be a
difficult demand to respond to. For some it might merely mean a
strenuous return to the basics. But it strikes me that there is a
powerful, covert demand underlying this straightforward request --
one that is much more difficult for school people to address. It

is the request that teachers respect black children and treat them
with dignity; that they teach them in a way that recognizes their
potential contribution to society; that they focus on "heady"
things and see black kids as thinkers and doers, not dancers or
ballplayers. They are asking, in essence, that teachers regard
their children as a precious resource for our society. That
profound and difficult demand is obscured by the more simplistic
request that is far more acceptable and certainly more doable. I

am saying here that the content of the parents' voices and
perspectives on participation may be more difficult to discern in
urban settings -- partly because it is less likely that school
personnel will speak the same language (literally and figura-
tively), and partly because the demands will have several layers
and meanings. The more covert, less accessible demand may in fact
be most important for the survival of poor and minority children.
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In this response, I have focused mv comments on some of
tla differences that I think might characterize parent participa-
tion in suburban and urban settings (particularly poor and
minority communities). I applaud Steinberg's efforts in trying to
uncover the perspectives and strategies of parent groups --
systematically silenced constituency. The summary Steinberg
presents, howeve,r, does not fully reveal the faces and voices of
the people she seeks to represent. Another form of this essay
might well include more reference to the individual voices and
unique perspectives that must have been captured bv the interview
material. I suspect that personal style and feelings of
entitlement are at least as significant to parent group formation
as the external linkages and prior political experience to which
Steinberg refers.

Principal Investigator's response:

The data on the Chicago neighborhoods supports Lightfoot's
observation that the effects of exclusion are more "disastrous"
for urban parents who have less education and fewer networks and
connections on which they can call for assistance and support.
The &sues around which Chicago parents mobilize are more basic
and serious than those that concerned the Eastport parents. The
strategies used to influence decisions in Chicago are more extreme
than those employed in the suburbs (e.g., sit-ins, mass demonstra-
tions). However, we did find communities where parents had ties
to influentials, including school board members and politicians.
In all 5 Chicago communities there was evidence of high student
mobility, more working mothers, low home ownership and fewer
teachers who lived in the neighborhood. The parents we inter-
viewed who were more active or involved in school affairs tended
to have lived in the neighborhood longer than less active parents
and had higher education levels (usually a high school diploma or
some college). They also had roots in the community -- particu-
larly the Mexican women in Freemont.

There was same inditation that both black and Hispanic
parents look to the schools to provide a "classical, traditional
education," although we did not have the resources to explore this
subject in depth. One piece of supportive data appeared in a
conversation with a black parent at Deegan who expressed great
disappointment over the many teachers who fail to correct her
children's grammar and spelling errors (in their written
assignments). A parent at Marshall said that her child started
speaking incomplete sentences after he was enrolled in school and
noted that the classroom teachers do not devote sufficient time to
discussions (most of the work she observed involves paper and
pencil exercises and reading) that would help students develop
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their speaking ability. She believes that her child's speech
patterns have been negatively influenced by the other students.

2. DON MOORE

(Don Moore is the Director of Designs for Change a Chicago
based research organization that recently completed a national
study.of school related advocacy groups.)

MY comments are based primarily on reflecting about urban
parent organizations that I am pretty familiar with because of
previous research and/or assistance activities, especially United
Bronx Parents, Philadelphia Parents Union, United Concerned West
Side Parents (Chicago), and Lakeview Schools Coalition (Chicago).
These four groups were all started by mothers with a previous
history of political activism. The four all grew to have a paid
staff eventually. Each achieved substantial changes in school
district policy and practice. Consistent with your observations,
they were independent organizations, but they often sought to
control and/or enlist the support of established groups.

Based on the information I have available about these and
other groups, here are comments on the five questions you posed:

1. Overall the type of independent groups you studied,
similar in several respects to the ones listed above, seldom
emerges in urban settings. They sustain themselves beyond a
specific crisis even less frequently. I generally agree with you
that the types of resources you have identified are important for
effective groups. To the extent that urban parent groups emerge
who obtain such resources, the presence of one or both of the
following is critical:

a change oriented organization (community organization,
parent organizing group, etc.) that is committed to
mobilizing poor and minority parents and has access to
these resources.

a change oriented individual leader who has access to
these resources already or who comes to acquire this
access.

If a change-oriented organization exists that becomes an effective
catalyst for mobilizing people, it will inevitably have one or
more leaders with the characteristics described. However, an
individual leader can mobilize people without being tied to such
an organization.
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Such change-oriented organizations and individual leaders
can be divided into roughly two categories based on the way they
capitalize on their resource contacts. First, there are leaders
and organizations that mobilize poor and minority parents, but who
do not teaA those they mobilize how to link up with these
resources themselves. Access to resources depends on the leader
or the organization staff, who call on these resources at
appropriate times. Thus, those mobilized are not likely to stay
mobilized if the people who initially had access to the resources
depart. Such a group can be very effective as long as those who
are tied into the resources remain in place.

Second, there are leaders and organizations that not only
mobilize poor and minority parents but actively try to teach them
how to gain acceis to the resources themselves. Such groups,
which are very rare but can be formed even under the most adverse
conditions, are the most likely to survive the loss of the initial
,eader, defunding of the initial organization, etc.

Thus, in response to your question, I would say that poor
and minority parents seldom have access to resources of the type
you have identified, but that change-oriented organizations and
individual leaders with necessary ideology and skills can provide
this access and teach parents how to obtain this access themselves.

2. and 3. Overall, much of your analysis rings true to me
and is applicable to the urban groups I have studied (e.g. your
list of important resources for an effective group). However, I
had same difficulty in answering these questions. The major
reason for this difficulty, I think, is that we have somewhat
different frames of reference in doing research. Throughout the
paper there are statements that certain factors or characteristics
are associated with the formation of effective parent groups, but
the analysis (which of course must be iiresented in a very
condensed way) does not give me confidence about whether the
factors mentioned are critical causes of effective action,
conditions that enhance or constrain effective action, superficial
correlates of effective action that are associated with other
causative factors, or the results of effective action. For
example, you state that " . . . the ability to mobilize these
resources was dependent on community and school settings which
created opportunities . . . " I am uncomfortable with such
generalizations, that reflect a determinism I don't feel is
warranted. For example, you put much emphasis on the investiga-
tion of the attachment hypothesis, and I think some of your
results related to this hypothesis are very interesting. But I .

can think of one highly effective group that was characterized
initially by strong ties (among relatives) and one characterized
by weak ties. The ideology and skills of the leader in exploiting
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their particular network was more important in this case than the
nature of the ties themselves (strong vs. weak).

I think that some of my difficulties may be related to the
issue of what research about parent groups is trying to accomr
plish. One,.possibility is that you are trying to predict the
conditions under which it is likely that effective parent groups
will emerge, and it sometimes seems from reading the paper that
this is an important part of your aim. I do not believe that this
is a feasible objective, given the state of knowledge in the
social sciences and the increasing evidence that causes are
multiple and interwoven with incredible complexity.

A second possibility (the one that I have tried to focus
on in my own research) is to determine what I would advise a
parent group or group leader to do if they want to be effective.
This approach reflects my applied research orientation, as well as
my conclusion, based on groups we've studied, that action can be
effective despite great variations in local situations if tbs
group has the appropriate ideology and skills. In pursuing this
viewpoint, I conclude that developing resource networks is one of
a number of actions that effective parent leaders must take.
Given this applied research objectives, there are a number of
points drawn from your research that I find fit with my own
experience:

Effective groups must form strong independent organiza-
tions or at least very strong independent-networks.

Resource networks are crucial. I suspect that if you
asked the question you employed in identifying external
ties to any of the groups I listed above, they would all
be able to list 200-400 people they felt would support
them.

The perspective and skills of the key members of the group
who build the group's network are critical. Such group
members recognize the necessity of developing contacts in
all the important organizations that will affect their
group's effectiveness -- school district, government,
parents, voluntary organizations, etc. They overcome
inhibitions about reaching out to people they wouldn't
normally deal with, and they work aggressively aild
consciously to build their networks.

Lmportant to the effective effort to build a network is
the ability to size up what a potential contact might do
for you for what reasons; effective network builders don't
only focus on people they feel will be fully sympathetic
to them.
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Your list of resources gained through networking fits well
with my own experience.

4. I do indeed see a need for much more research
conducted from a parent, as well as a student, perspective. I

continue to be amazed at the systematic bias of NIE and other
government agencies in focusing on education from the viewpoint of
the profesaional. For example, one of the most significant reform
efforts (perhaps the most significant) in education in the past
decade has been in the education of the handicapped. This reform
effort was initiAted largely by independent parent groups and
their supporters ,Ind has legitimated (at least in public policy) a
strong parent role the school. Yet studies of the histoyy of

. this reform effort are almost nonexistent, and almost all of the
research on the reform continues to be done from the perspective
of the professional (e.g. does the teacher assert that the reform
is inconvenient to implement?).

Since under the best of circumstances, funds for studying
education from the parent's perspective are likely to be limited,
I would argue that this research should be designed to yield
practical information utieful in training and assisting parents, as
I discussed above.

5. The major policy implication that I would draw from
the study is that independent parent groups are an important
resource for reforming schools and that steps should be taken to
facilitate their development. Nurturing such independent groups
implies the development of a support system that is itself
independent of educational professionals. Your research pinpoints
one of a number of important areas (the development of resource
networks) in which focused training'and assistance might be
provided to parents through an independent support system.

6. I had several other comments as I read your summary:

a. The role of your assessment of a group's
effectiveness in reaching study conclusions was
not completely clear to me. I think the
presentation would be strengthened if you
consistently stated generalizations about
characteristics of effective groups or if you made
it clear why generalizations that lump effective
and ineffective groups together are informative.

b. As I stated above, I think you put tdo much
emphasia on the analysis of a specific hypothesis
about strong vs. weak networks. I would like to
have seen more discussion about other factors that
shaped network development, particularly the
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frames of reference, skills, and strategies of the
network-builders.

c. It was hard for me to keep the groups straight
based only on their initials as I read your
analysis.

3. KATHLEEN MC COURT

(Kathleen McCourt is an associate professor of Sociology
at Loyola University. She has conducted research on the
neighborhood participation of working class women and is the
author of Working-Class Women and Grass Roots Politics.)

First, some overall reactions. I think you have really
found (or found further evidence of) something that is of

,

considerable interest, i.e., that major kinds of institutional
change occur as a result of individuals outside a system putting
pressure on that system. As we know, bureaucracies have built-in
mechanisms that keep them going pretty much along status quo lines
and they are not going to change readily from within. Like yours,
my research showed that community people feel a good deal of anger
at the fact that decisions with local impact 4re increasingly
being made by bureaucrats who are not immediately accountable to
the community and who, frequently, operate with very little if any
local input. The structures that have in recent years been
institutionalized by the federal government to get local input are
not taken seriously either by the agencies soliciting them or by
local people "in the know."

Also of course you found the same thing I did: when it
comes to community action, it is women who play the major roles in
moving things along. (At least until the groups get federal funds
and become 'important% then the women lose out. See NCNW's
research.) And women engage in these efforts collectively, rather
than as individual 'stars.'

I'll respond to the specific points you requested!

1. Based on my own research, I cannot speak directly to
the quesiion of whether poor/minority parents could mobilize
comparable resources, but I see no apparent reason why they could k,

not. In fact, there are examples of this happening. The black
community's organized resistance to Thomas Ayers' appointment to
the Chicago School Board showed these very roles and resources in
operation, didn't it? However, some of the community character-
istics youlmention as facilitative (p. 17-18) would seem to be
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much more problematic in a poor neighborhood, e.g., a high
percentage of home owners; fewer mothers employed.

2. Generally, my research resultS are consistent with
what you found. Specifically, I too found that it is women
volunteers in ad hoc groups who are making social change at the
local level. I also found (although this was only suggestive;
nothing,scientific) that women somewhat less closely tied to thip
community in terms of family networks were more likely to be
activists (although it is important to note that these same women
were emotionally more tied to the community). This suggested to
me that some degree of marginality is conducive to playing a role
that 'rocks the boat'; and this seems to be what you found.

You state on pg. 5, "activist mothers often lack
organizational skills and knowledge of bureaucrafic procedures."
My research indicated that over time, activist women developed
precisely such skills and knowledge, even though they did not have
them when they; started out. The volunteer activist experience was
a real training ground for them.

3. Other factors that might be considered include some
measure of the presence or absence of supportive teachers. (I

have a friend in Boston who was part of a teachers' group that
supported a parents group that was organizing a boycott of their 0

school. Consequently the teachers were fired but they then worked
with the parents in establishing an alternative school.)

You mention-that more attention should be paid to
subcultural variables and I would definitely agree. The
differences you will find between Puerto Rican, Mexican and black
families should be substantial. You are, of course, missing
working-class whites (white ethnics; do I sound like Alderman
Lipinski?) in your selection of urban groups. I think this is
unfortunate but I also think you mav already have indicated more
major variables than one can easily handle so I would not urge you
to further complicate what you are doing.

The size of the school system is a factor that would
appear to be very important. And the general level of organiza-
tion in a community (how many active local groups, etc.) is a
contextual factor that is possibly of great importance.

4. I'm not exactly clear on what.you mean about more
research from the parents' perspective. Do you mean why some
parents do or do not choose to get involved? This, to me, is a
key question and one that I am trying to address in some of my
work. I think it is important in researching the parents'
perspective to deal with what we discussed earlier, i.e., the
public stereotype/image that minority parenti do not care what
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happens to their children in school. As we said, this undoubtedly
covers up very complicated realities.

One thing you mention was a major finding in my research
. . . most people need to have someone contact them and ask them
to get inyolved in an organization. Only a certain kind of well
educated, highly civic minded individual tends to get involved on
their own initiative. Good organizers, of course, know this. I

found that women from dlfferent social classes joined community
groups through different mechanisms and over different issues.
With more research, you might be able to elaborate on this.

5. The major policy implication could be one of 'benign
neglect.7- (I never thought I'd hear myself say that.) If

structuring parent participation into the school system seems by
definition to co-opt the parents into the system's way qf viewing
things, then the goal perhaps should be to allow communitv/parent
groups the latitude to operate outside the system. In any case,
it is outsiders who keep the system honest. Of course, what would
be needed if this were the case, is some way of allowing the
fruits of parents' efforts to be incorporated into the system's
decision-making process.

iMy last observation s that probably you want to define
social networks loosely (or at least focus only on partial
networks). You have such a complicated problem with so much
potentially iich material that I can't see taking a huge chunk of
precious interview time to ask the series of questions necessary
to build a aocial network matrix. (Unless that kind of formal
constructionis the major thrust of your research, which I don't
think it is.)
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POLICY MAKERS AND PARENTS

The purpose of this study Was to explore the school and
community factors that create mobilization resources for parents'
who want to influence decisions affecting their children's
schooling.

We began by analyzing' the resources mmbilizeC1 by 5
suburban parent groups organized in the early 1970s to intluence
decisions affecting their children's education. These 5 groups
were effective (e.g., they accomplished their goal).

The focus of the research was on interaction setting's-fend
resources. We wanted to find out how the parents in the groups
met each other and what resources they contributed to the group.
We also asked about people they knew outside the group who could
help them. Forty-two key participants in these groups were
interviewed.

Then we selected 5 inner citY neighborhoods to see if poor
and minority parents would have access to resources comparable to
those mobilized by the suburban parents in Eastport. Ninety-two
persons were interviewed at 5 school sites in these neighborhoods
including parents, school personnel and people familiar with the
community's organizational life and community school relations.
At 3 sites the parents were Hispanic (from Mexico, Puerto Rico and
Guatemala) in the low income category. Since most of these
respondents were not fluent in English, interviews were conducted
in Spanish by a bilingual interviewer. Parents interviewed at the
other 2 sites were black. School enrollments for both sites were
predominantly black, but they differed by grade level and social
class: a high school where most of the black students were
reported to come from poverty or low income homes and an
elementary school where most black students were said to be from
working class homes.

We used purposive rather than random sampling methods
because of the exploratory nature of the study. Four of the 5
suburban groups were selected because the issues around which the
parents mobilized reflected innovations or concepts that were
initially rejected by local authorities. Endorsement by external
authorities was perceived as a major resource for parents and we
were interested in documenting changes in parent-administration
relationships. The fifth group was involved in issues that
reflected more traditional concerns: discipline, truancy,
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classroom management and teacher accountability. Selection of the
Chicago neighborhoods was designed to compare differences in'
levels of parent participation in terms of school and community
characteristics as well as ethnicity end social class.

Because of these sampling methods and the small.number of
cases, results cannot be used to develop'generalizations.

However, the findings provide a number of insights into school and
coumunity related factors that influence parent participation..
These have been covered in the preceding sections. They, also

suggest some issues that should be addressed by policymakers and
parents interested in promoting poarent participation and
representation of the'minority interests.

This decLion will review the policy implications of this
study based on 3 sources: the reviewers' comments, reactions of
study participants and the principal ini.restigator's conclusions.

A. REVIEWERS' RECOMMENDATIONS

All 3 reviewers believe there is a need for further
research on participation from the parents' perspective.
Lightfoot stressed the need for practitioners, researchers and
policy makers "to diagnose the positive and negative forms of
conflict and seek to move beyond the destructive forms." She also
suggests the need to investigate the effects of excldsion for poor
urban.parents and differences in issues, resources and strategies.

McCourt suggested that future research might include ,

working class ,white ethnics and attempt to identify differences in
motivation and linkage mechanisms in various communities.

Moore pointed out that the research sponsored by
government agencies has focused on education from the viewpoint of
the professional.

For Moore, the major policy implication is "that
independent parent groups are' an important resource for reforming
schools and that steps should be taken to facilitate their
development." Resource netwaiks which provide focused training
and assistance for parents would be an important function of such

,an independent support,system. ,Along these lines, McCourt
suggested that parent groups be given "latitude to operate outside
the system . . . " but pointed out that "what would be needed if
this were,the case, is some way of allowing the fruits of parents'
efforts to be incorporated into the system's decision-making
process."
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B. PARTICIPANTS' REACTIONS AND REOOMMENDATIONS

Meetings to present and discuss the study results were
held in June at both research sites. A special summary was
prepared for the parents and other participants in each setting.

1. REACTIONS OF EASTPORT PARENTS

The.28 parents who attended this meeting expressed
concerns about the following: changes in womens roles and the
.impact on participation, tensions between workihg and'non -working
mothers, the fragmentation of parent groups and the need for
parent handbooks. .,

a. Role changes

It was predicted that Eastport and other middle class
suburban districts Will become more and more like urban dis-
tricts. There are more Working mothers, more single parent
familiesland fewer people to volunteer. The need is to develop
alternatives for participallon that accommodate the needs of
working parents.

The mother who initiated the Lunchroom Group said that she
was still interested in school issues but now that-She is working
full-time she is no longer tied in to the "parent circuit." She'
recommended that PTA and other school meetings be held in the
evenings and on week-ends. A PTA president pointed out that the
-FrA,has been trying to make changes to accomodate working women's
. schedules with little success. Another described these organiza-
tions as operating with an "obsolete framework." A board member
who was asked to comment on this matter ;aid that little effort
had been made by,the PTA "probably because the most active parents
are not'working and they want these'meetings scheduled when it's
convenient for them."

b.. Tensions between working and non-working mothers ;elated to
the above issue.

Mothers who do not, work outside the home who have assumed'
the volunteer roles were described as feeling that they vere
"doing more than they should.," There is growing resentment
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towards the working mother, particularly if iassuined thii the
. .family4poes not need her inCome. . v.

A .: ..
,

The implicition of this discussion for practitioners is
that arrangements for parent meetings should not be /eft entirely:.
in the hands of the non-working parenfs, and:rolei need to be set
up for the working parents. The implication for working parents
is that they should take the initiative and^not lealie things
solely in the hands of the non-working parents. \

, 0

c. Fragmentation

There is a need for practitioners, parents an4 policy
makers to take a new look at the major goals,a4f Ameripan
education. /n recent years participation has becomelfragmented
around special interests and this apiears to be a national
problem. This came about hecause school'systems did not pay
attention to the needs of all children. However,.mast action
today is generated by'lobby groups who lose sight of major system
goals. This tends to promote divisiveness among pirents at the
local level.

d. Parent handbooks

One teacher-parent suggested .that-"wliat's needed is a
handbook of strategies. Each time i parent group gets,started
tihey have.to formulate ill of these strategies out of their guts.
If parents who have not been involved in the political process had
0 guide it would provide-ideis to get them started."

4

2. REACTIONS OF CHICAGO PARENTS

Twenty-three parents and representatives from city level
organizations attended the Chicago meeting:\ Their discussion
reflected the need.to develop an effective role for parents,
provide continuous parent mining including strategies for
recruiting,parents, ands means to develop Foncensus around basic
goals.

4
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a. An effective parent role

A researcher who has observed parent groups in several
major cities, observed that most parents begin participation with
an inappropriate attitude. The issue often becomes one of "parent
power: who is going to win? The parents or the administrators?"
Parents with this attitude talk about hiring personnel and
controlling teachers but never correlate this with student
achievement or what goes on in the classroom. They rarely concern
themselves with issues related to teaching and learning.

Parent participation it was suggested should be focused
around the learning process, and the reward should be improvements
in the ability of the child to function as a successful person.

b. Parent Training

There were more funds available for parent training in the
early 1970s from federal and local sources. These efforts need to
be maintained because of the constant turnover in the parent
population. A parent organizer suggested that training programs
should provide leadership development, and stress techniques for
recruiting members and maintaining involvement. The Philadelphia
Parents Union was cited as an independent organization that has
managed to survive for about 8 years. This group does not seek
masses, according to the organizer, it recruits parents who have
been PTA leaders at local schools but have become disenchanted
with that operation and are thus willing to work outside the
system. /t was also noted that it usually takes a parent group
from 3 to.5 years to get a new idea institutionalized in local
school systems.

c. Consensus

The need to develop concensus around basic goals evolved
from a discussion of racism and group consciousness. One
participant observed that the emphasis on group consciousness
encourages each ethnic group and social class to develop a
separate agenda, groups compete with each other and the school
systeM is placed in a mediating position.

Ne should get together and ask what are our common
interests and organize around them, across the board," the
participant suggested. "Instead, we make it easy for the
administrators who play us off against each other. They tell
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black parents we can't do this because we have to spend so much
money on bilingual programs. Middle class parents are told there
would be money for gifted programs if it weren't for having to pav
for free lunches for,the poor children."

The group agreed that the system would not change unless
the parents changed.

C. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS

We agree with Moore (Section VIII) that the major policy
implication of the study is "that independent groups are an
important resource for reforming schools and that/steps should be
taken to facilitate their development." Our interviews,
observations and own experiences suggest that the development of
such troups would be facilitated by the following:

a. Disseminating more information about parents who have
changed local schools. This might help to reinforce
current activists who have little support at the local
level and motivate others to become active.

b. Strengthen existing independent agencis that include a
parent training component.

c. Specify that parent training components of funded programs
include leadership development, strate ies to create and
expand personal and group level networ s and other skills
that will enable parents to function i dependently and
utilize and share available resources.

d. Develop instruments for evaluating the xtent to which the
specifications referred to in "c" are 1 lemented by the
agency.

e. Increase oppOrtunities for parents to participate in
tratning programs outside of their neighborhood and/or
schOol district. This should open up new cllannels for
parets to receive new ideas, exchange ideaa, etc.

f. School board members should encourage parent to meet with
them to discuss issues.

g. Programs for administrators and teachers shoulç1 include'
.:training in parent and community relations. S ch programs
should.prepare the professionals to interact with
different types of parents and to understand th
communities in which they operate. Our observations
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indicate that there are many administrators and teachers
whose training and experience has not equipped them to
respond appropriately to parents who have been socialized
to play an active role in their children's schooling.

h. Parent training programs should provide strategies for
parents to promote cooperative as well as confrontative
(when necessary) relationships with school personnel.

i. All participants should receive training in problem
solving and conflict resolution.

j. Create alternatives to traditional PTAs and local school
councils for working parents who want to be active.

k. Create incentives for parents and other citizens to
volunteer for school roles.

1. Create incentives for principals and teachers to develop
parent leadership and participation.

Other important policy implications of the study concern
the need for an independent structure to represent parents, the
effects of parent role change, ways to bring parents into the
school setting, the need for parent leadership training, and
support for research related to these issues.

1. PARENT REPRESENTATION

The case studies included here document that local school
councils (including PTAs) have a tendency to become closed to
parent participation. While the evidence also indicates that
parents can organize outside the school system, the process
requires an enormous commitment in terms of time, energy and other
scarce resources for both suburban and inner city parents. More
important, it is threatening. Regardless of their social class or
ethnicity, most parents are afraid to challenge the school
system. It seems easier to challenge if the issue involves
facilities rather than teaching methods or issues ielated to the
professional's performance. Every parent we have interviewed said
that he/she was afraid that their participatiod might jeopardize
their child's position. The parents who started the groups were
strengthened by thi knowledge that they knew that their concern
was legitimate and that they had the right to intervene or
influence the decision.

At schools where principals encourage parent participa-
tion, they are responsive to parent concerns (e.g., the look into
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the matter rather than blame the child or parent and do something
about the problem if the school is found responsible). Where
principals are resistant to parents, the typical pattern is to
protect the teacher (or school administration) and intimidate or
blame parent and/or child. When this happens, it is usually
difficult for parents to enlist support unless the problem affects
a large number of other students. Many problems never reach the
attention of the superintendent or the school board. These
officials seem, frequently, to'be unaware of the obstacles that
local building principals and/or local parent organizations create
for parents who wish to challenge the local school. One reason
for this lack of awareness is that school board members are
usually dependent on the school administration for their
information on what is happening at the local school. Therefore,
even if the parents have the courage to go straight to,the school
board, the board member turns to the superintendent for informa-
tion. He in turn consults the building principal who, of course,
will deny the charge.

For the above reasons, there seems to be a need to develop
a mechanism independent of the school administration through which
parent concerns or grievances can be dealt with in a non-
threatening atmosphere and a source of information independent of the
administrative staff. This structure should also be responsible
for disseminating information to all parents on their rights and
responsibilities. We don't know how this facility should be
structured, but it probably requires independence from the central
administration as well as the local building principal.

2. ROLE CHANGE

We have elsewhere reviewed evidence that suggests that the
concept of parent participation has influenced the behavior of
parents in school districts throughout the country (Steinberg,
1979). .some of the cases reported here also reflect the influence
of the feminist movement. Our observations suggest that there are
many administratars and teachers whose training and experience has
not equipped them to respond appropriately to parents who have
been socialized to play an active role in their child's schooling.

From the perspective of administrators and teachers, on
the other hand, we can see parents whose behavior may be equally
inappropriate. Examples included in this study are the efforts by
the Open Classroom group to specify the schools from which
teachers should be recruited, and the intimidation of teachers by
Mrs. Patterson. Several of our informants suggested that parents
are being encouraged to engage in confrontation tactics by
coinmunity organizers.
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There may be times when confrontation tactics are needed
but if the goal of the parent group is eventually to achieve a
cooperative relationship with school personnel (usually the case),
it seems to us that this strategy must be part ofe a long range
plan and include steps to develop cooperation eventually.

There appears to be a need for training in problem solving
and conflict resolution for all the participants in these
school-community struggles: administrators, teachers, parents and
community organizers.

Perhaps the moat important effect of the women's movement
on school community relations is the increase in the number of
working women with school-aged children and the consequences for
parent participation. In both city and suburb there are fewer
women who can attend day time parent meetings or volunteer during
school hours. Where school officials and/or parent organization
leaders fail to create evening and/or week-end alternatives for
working parents the'latter will have unequal access to mobiliza-
tion resources related to the school. Some thought Should be
given by policy makers and parents to the creation of alternatives
more accessible and attractive to working parents. In this
regard, some efforts should be made to increase the participation
of fathers.

3. SCHOOL RELATED INTERACTION SETTINGS

We do not know to what extent the Eastport and Chicago
schools are typical of other suburban and urban schools in terms
of opportunities for parents to interact with school personnel and
other parents.' Our findings indicate that the school is the most
frequent place for parents to meet other parents and that parents
are most likely to visit the school in connection with their own
children. Their volunteer activities are also usually related to
their own children's experiences. Training workshops for
administrators, teachers and parents should identify techniques
and activities that have successfully attracted parents in
different contexts.

4. PARENT LEADERSHIP TRAINING.

There is a need to train both suburban and urban parents
for leadership. Suburban parent leaders tend to be non-working
women who are either unaware of or unresponsive to the needs of
working parents. Some parent leaders in Chicago exhibited similar
characteristics. The need to develop parent leadership is most
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acute at schools where principals have resisted parent participa-
tion. In urban areas, especially, where parents are affiliated
with an ethnic minority there will probably be few, if any,
training resources at the community level.

For the above reasons, training programs should be offered
at the city level (preferrably by an agency independent of the
school system) and include an out reach component to identify
schools with a leadership #acuum'and incentives to attract
potential leaders.

5. RELATED RESEARCH

We recommend that policy makers interested in fostering
parent participation focus on research that will increase our
knowledge of the school and community related factors that promote
participation since these may be easier to change pan psycholo-
gical factors. The present study suggests the following areas for
future research:

a. identification of the school and community related factors
associated with effective parent mobilization in different
contexts. This task requires comparisons between
effective and ineffective groups.

b. Schools and/or programs that attract parpnts into the
school setting. Since our findings suggest that the
school, is the most likely setting for parent interaction
and the development of school related networks, we believe
there is a need to identify the characteristics of schools
and/or programs that attract parents.

c. The factors that promote sustained parent leadership in
different contexts.

d. Strategies and issues. Research in this area should
address such questions as: What strategies are most
effective? Under what conditions are confrontation
strategies likely to work? Do different issues require
different strategies, etc.?

In.addition to the above, we believe there is a need for
research on changes in the parent's role, particularly the effects
of the feminist movement on the socialization of women. We also
need studies to identify the factors that promote the partici-
pation of fathers.
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APPENDIX A

The significance of preexisting social ties pervades the
sociological literature on collective action. There are 2
dominant schools of thought on the relationship between community
attachment and participation in organized protest. According to

one, reflected in "mass society" theories, opposition is attribut-
ed to the sudden activation of previouslv."unattachedis individuals

or uprooted collectivities (Kornhauser, 1959). This view was
challenged by several scholars in the 1960s (Brinson, 1961; Greer
and Orleans, 1962) and has recently come under renewed attack, by
mobilization theorists who maintain that attache4 individuals or
organized collectivities are the most likely to engage in
sustained protest (Oberschall, 1973; Tilly, 1978:81). In the rest

of this paper I will refer to the latter as the "attachment"
hypothesis.

one version of the attachment hypothesis, offered Ov
Oberschall, states that:

Participants in popular disturbances and activists in
opposition organizations will be recruited primarily from
previously active and relatively we:1-organized individuals
within the collectivity, whereas socially isolated, atomized,
and uprooted individuals will be underrepresented, at least
until the movement has become substantial (1978:135).

Two of the minimum conditions for collective action,
assuming the preconditions for conflict, are an integrated
community/collectivity and attached activists. Sustained protest
requires an organizational base and leadership. Two types of
social structure provide these resources: one organized around
communal primary ties, the other organized around "a dense network
of secondary groups" (OberschalL 1973:125). Sustained protest is
unlikely, even where the preconditions for conflict exist, if the
community is unorganized, leadership is not available, and
actibists lack access to a local network through which to redruit
followers.

Given the weight assigned to the presence or absence of
preexisting horizontal social ties by so many scholars, it is
surprising to note the paucity of empirical research which
systematically examines the social ties of the members of protest
groups. Discussions tvpicilly refer to "dense networks" that
activists are embedded in, but the concept is typically used as a
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'
metaphor. We need systematic micro-level inquiries that permit
examination of social ties before and after the formation
'Conflict groups in different contexts as well as the effects of
these ties.

1. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Thime levels of analysis are required to operationalize
the network concepts that are usually mentioned in the mobiliza-
tion literature. If we aye to understand the role of social ties
itthe mobilization of conflict groups we should first look at the
re ationships, preexisting or otherwise, between the initiator and
the principal activists. If the research site is a community
organized on the basis of secondary groups (as the present case)
we then need to look at the ties between the activists and other
community organizations and/or community influentials. Finally,
we would have to examine the links between community organizations
to which members'are affiliated and the linkages between these
associations and other community groups. This study has collected
data on the first 2 levels: the ties between conflict group
initiators and initial recruits and their ties to other community
organizations and influential individuals. Our data dn the-
linkage between community organizations if qualitative.

The concept which appeared most appropriate for this
study's focus is the "ego-centric" or "pvsonal network," defined
as the set of people who are connected dyrectly to an ego.
Personal networks, which are bounded en ities, based on an
individual, are distinct from "social networks," defined as
unbounded entities of interrelated units (Fischer et al., 1977;
Laumann and Pappi, 1976:18-19).

The logic underlying the application of the personal
network concept to an analysis of mobilization is, first of all,
thatin order to initiate a conflict group a leader, or potential
ledder, must activate preexisting social ties, or develop new
ties, to others who will work with him to promote the cause.

Secondly, if the group is to achieve its objective, the
initiator, and those he recruits, must have ties to others who can
be recruited tg;.join the group or provide resources needed bv the
group.

Let us apply the language of network analysis to
operationalize the hypotheses implicit in the 2 contrasting
perspectives presented at the beginning of this paper. If the
"unattached" hypothesis is correct, we would expect to find that
the people who organized conflictgroups and their initial recruits
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would play a marginal role in the local community. This
marginality would be indicated by sparse and loosely-knit personal
networks; That3,is, they would know few people in the local
community and most,of these people would not know each other.
Furthermore, they GroulJ not belong to local organizations.

If the attachment hypothesis is correct, we would expect
, that the organizers and'initial recruits would have played a
central role in local affairs, thus they would have extensive and
dense personal networks. They would know a lot of people active
in the community and most of these people would know each other.
They would probably be leaders or know leaders of local associa-
tions and these leadership skills would be transferred to the new
group. Such dense networks are presumed characteristic of
localities organized around communal or secondary associations and
facilitate rapid mobilization (Oberschali, 1973:125).

The literature onpersonal networks suggests that an
individual's personal network can be divided into sectors, or
partial networks. A partial network is a section of a personal
network selected on the basis of specific criteria. The concept
is typically used to analyzethe ties activated to accomplish a

spee4fic objective or the potential links that might be activated
(Barnes, 1969; Fischer et al., 1977).

Fischer suggests that the partial network chosen for
investigation depends on the research question (Fischer et al.,
1977:34). For example, if the investigator wants to analyze
participation in a pop.tical group, he would askthe participants
how they were recruited to the grup and who they are linked to'
outside the group.

So far, applicaFions of the partial network concept to
political behavior have been conducted by British anthropologists,
primarily based'on direct observation in non-Western settings (see
Mitchell, 1969). Ourrentftesearch:in the U.S. and Canada, working
in this tradition, has fotused on measures of primary social ties
based on survey methods (McAllister and Fischer, 108; Wellman%
1979). ;

2. METHODS

Survey methods, we maintain, are not appropriate for the
analysis of the formation and development of conflict groups.
Since conflict groups are typically initiated by unique indivi-
duals (and initial recruits will probably also be unique), these
people are not likely to show up in a random sample. We have .

therefore selected a purposive sample on the assumption that if we
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examine the partial personal networks of the Rrincipal activists
in cohflict groups involved in a Variety of issues in dife6rent
contexts, it may be possible to develop some testable propositions

. about these actora,and the-contexts in which they operate.

Toward this end, we identified 5 groups which mobilized
around educafional issues in one community. Following MCAllister
and Fisch2r's methods, We isolated the sector of ego's personal
network relevant to participation in school politics which we
designate the "school affairanetwork." This imrtial network
consists of 2 types of social ties:

"1. Internal: ties to other members of the conflict group;

2. External: ties to individuals outside .the conflict group
who are'perceived as likely to suppOrt ego's educational
interest.

The external network.is an artifact of a set of questions
designed to elicit the names of:-

a. People the respondent had worked.with on school issues
prior to forming orjoining.the group;

b. People met since joining or forming the group who the
respondent perceives as likely to sqoport his educational
interests. ,

To measure the density,of this school affairs network, all
Ehe names included Were placed on a matrix and the respondent was
asked to indicate which pairs knew each other; The,density score
was computed by the formula:

Na

N x N-1 6

where D density; Na = the number of actual ties; N = number of
persons involved; and N x N-1 = the number of theoretically
possible ties.

Aggregate density is a measure of the group level
network. It is arrived at by selecting all the names mentioned
at least once by,the people in the group, putting these names in

.

a'group level matrix, and computtng density by the above formula.

This concept of aggregate density is.consistent with
Granovetter's weak tie hypothesis and Bott'a.(1959) work on
family and social networks. in contrast tomuch of the research

'on small groups which has focused on the relationships between.
members Of the group (internal ties and dynamics), this 'studY
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stresses external relationships: those between people in the
group and'others outside the proUp,.is shown in,Figures 1 and 2.

' Figure 1 OrotraYs internal and external.ties from Ego's
perspective. the Conflict group is Alown at the left and

. includes members-A, B, C, D,"and Ego. Actors,G, H, I, and J are
the-people Ego believes will'supporr his educational interests.
The arrows indicate that 3.of these 4 individuals included in'
Ego's personal network know each other. They tiTs constitute a
relatiVely'"dense" network. Based on. Grandvetter's "weak tie"
hypothesis, we would predict that the 3 linked individuals,
probably know theYsame people and shire similar interests. By
himself, therefore, the support that Ego can enlist for the
group's interests is probably narrow.

Intermit Ties External Ties

Fig. . Ego's school affairs network.

Internal Ties External Ties

Fig. 2. The group's,aggregate network.
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From the perspective of the conflict group, the
significant factor is the group's aggregate network, whis:h refers
to the external ties of all primary actors. A hypothetical
aggregate network is deprEed in Figure 2. We are interested in
the number of uniiue external ties associated with ea.ch conflict
group--that is, the number of people mentioned at least once--and
the density of this group level network. In considering the
ability of a group to reach or influence others, the number of
people mentioned may not be as important as the extent to which
these people are interrelated. The significance of this factor
probably varies in different sectors and with different issues.
However, in a heterogeneous, or segmented, community (Oberschall,
1973; Granoyetter, 1973) it is likely that a group with a
loosely-knit (less dense) network will be more effective in
mobilizing support than a tightly-knit one since it should be
able to develop access to diverse segments of the community.

Between them, the 5 members of the conflifft group shown
in Figure 2 have ties to 7 individuals outside thegroup. Since
only 3 of these individuals are perceived by group members as
related to each other, we would classify this external aggregate
network as "loosely knit."

Bott looked at the relationships between the density of a
couple's ties outisde of marriage and conjugal role segregation
on the assumption that the "internal functioning of a group is
affected not only by its relationship with the people and
organizatiips of its environment, but also by the relationships
among these people and organizations" (Bott, 1971:249). To my
knowledge these notions have not been adapted to the study of
political groups but they are consistent with Oberschall's and
Granovetter's hypotheses.

3. DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

a. Personal networks:

the individuals with whom an actor has a social
relationship. These social relationships will be
referred to as "ties" or links." This study is
restricted to educationally relevant ties and include:

Local parents: a) other parents with whom the
respondent has worked with on
school issues in the past

b) parents who the respondent
believes would support him/her on
an educational issue
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School Board members

School administrators and other professionals
employed in the local school system

State anti federal elected representatives

State and federal educational officials

Individuals (or association) outside the community
who provide resources to the local actor(s).

b. Internal ties:

relationships between the members of the group.

c. External ties:

horizontal ties between members of the group and other
local groups or individuals.

vertical ties between members of the group and groups/
individuals outside the local community.

d. Influence:

actual and potential support for the issue with which the
group is involved. Actual support will refer to the
indi,yiduals an/or groups with whom the actor is in direct
contact where there is a specific indicator of endorse-
ment. Potential support refers to links initiated by an
actor because they are likely to provide support, or lead
to such support.

e. Core:

members of the group who were identified (by self and at
lelast 2 others in the group) as most responsible for
decision making in the group. In some groups core
members also did most of tHe work.

f. Principal actor:

a member of the group, not included in the core, who was
identified as obtaining important resources.

g. Periphery:

people identified as having attended meetings to support
the issue.
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4. THE SAMPLE

Criteria for selecting the 5 groups for this analysis
were: the nature of the group's goal, strategy, duration, and
goal attainment. All of the issues were controversial and
involved efforts to change some aspect of thedocal school
program. Four reflected innovations endorsed by extra-local
agencies. (The fifth involved a locally defined problem and was
included for comparative purposes.) Initial demands by parents
were rejected by local authorities leading to formation of the
group outside the institutionalized channels for wepresenting
citizen input (in this case, the PTA, Redesign, or the local
school board). The efforts persisted over a period of time (from
8 months to 7 years) and all had an impact on policy decisions.
The goals and duration of the groups are listed in Table III-1.

Interviews were conducted with 60 participants in the 5
groups. An additional 37 interviews were conducted with school
board members, administrators, teachers, and community residents
who participated in or observed these events.

Data on personal networks and organizational membership
were obtained from all initiators and initial recruits.

In addition to interviews, research methods included
content analysis of school records and newspaper articles related
to the issues and events;

5. IDENTIFYING GROUP MEMBERS

The initiator of each group was asked to identify the
other members of the group,responsible for decision making and
strategy development, recruitment of ne0 members and other
important tasks involved with the group's objective. (The
initiator was known to the principal investigator from the
earlier field research conducted between 1970 and 1974.)

To be included in the core, the member had to be
/tnentioned by at least 3 others as having been responsible for
decision making, strategy development or other important tasks.
A" preliminary list of members was shown to the interviewe who
was then asked whether or not s/he perceived the people ,s
members. Finally, the interviewees were asked to give any
additional names of people they perceived as members.

These procedures were not followed in the case of the
Community Committee for Learning Disabilities where the initiator



had promised not to give out names. The principal investigator
knew the names of several persons active in this group; others
were referred by these people. The total number of CCLD members
is based on the activists' estimates.

It was impossible to obtain a list of peripheral members
of the Lunchroom Group. (Mainly because the initiator did not
try to organize a group and no list was kept of the people who
turned out for public meetings to support the issue. Inter-
viewees could not recall any names other than those who were part
of the core.)
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INTERVIEWER:, IN ADVANCE OF EACH INTERVIEW MAKE NECESSARY CHANGES IN THIS INTERVIEW

GUIDE. CONSULT MASTER FORM FOR EACH GROUP.

1. In what year did you move into this school district?

RECORD YEAR:

Lived here all my life
(SKIP TO Q. 6) 00

16-

2. We'd like to know what your reasons were for choosing this community to live in.
I'm going to read you a list of possible reasons for selecting a place to live
and, for each, please tell me how important that reason was to you in choosing
this communitywas it very important, somewhat important, or not important.
(First/next)...(CODE ONE ON EACH LINE)

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

Very Somewhat I Not I Don't I

important important 1 important 1 know 1

The quality of public schools 2 3 8

The general appearance of the
streets, grounds, and
buildings in the area

1 2 3 8

The reputation of the
community

1 2 3

The safety of the community , 1 2 3 8

The convenience of the community
to place of employment

1 2 3 8

The convenience of public
transportation

1 2 3 8

The likelillpod that property
values will go up

1 2 3 8

Having neighbors of
your own race

1 2 3 8

Having neighbors of your
own income bracket

3 8

Good quality housing for
the mohey

1 2 3 8

Recreation facilities 1 2 3 8

Any other reasons (SPECIFY):

1

1

1

2

2

18/

19/

20/

21/

22/

23/

24/

25/

26/

27/

28/
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3. Now, we'd like to know how satisfied you are at the present tine with each of
the followiag . .,. are you very satisfied, somewhat atified, somewhat di-
satisfied or very dissatified. (First/next..,CODE ONE ON EACR LINE.

A. The quality of
publid schools

D. The general appearance
of streets, grounds,
and buildings in the
area

Very
atisfied

Somewhat
atisfied

Somewhat
dis-

satisfied

Very di-
satisfied

Don't
knew

C. The reputation of the
community

D. The safety of the
community

E. The convenience of the
community to place of
em lo nt

. The convenience of
public transportation

G. The likelihood that
property values will

H. Ihe racial make-up of

the 5292ETIDL____-------
I. The income level of

the nei bors
. The quality of housing

for the none

K. RecreaZion teLlitie.

L. Other (IF ANY MENTIONED
IN Q. 2)

1 2 4 a 32/

1 2 3 4 6 33/.

1 2 34/

1 2 3 4 - 8 35/

1 2 3 4 8 36/

2 3 8 37/

1 2 3 4 8 38/

2 3 4 a 39/
at

1 2 3 4 8 40/

1 2 A 3 4 8 41/

1 2 3 4 8 . 42/

1 2 3 4 43/

1 2 - 3 4 44/

2 3 4 45/



4- Did you have any friends already living here when you moved into

this school district?

Yes , .1

No 2

DECK 01

46/

5. Before you moved to this school district, were your children enrolled
in another school system?

Yes (ASK 10.1

No 2

A. What school system was that?

(Name of school or school system) City State

B. Were you ever active in that sChool district?

Yes 1

No 2

47/

48/

49/

6. Before you got involved in the issue, had
you ever.gotteri together With a group of parents to do something
about an education problem in this school district?

Yes (ASK ATD).... 1

No 2 ($KIP TO Q. s)

50i

A. What was the problem? ENTER IN COLUMN 1 OF PERSONAL NETWORK FORM'T.
rP MORE THAN ONE PROBLEM, ASK A-D ABOUT EACH.

B. What were the names of the people you got together with about
(PROBLEM)? IF THERE WERE MORE THAN 5 PERSONS, ASK FOR NAMES
OF THE FIVE MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLE FOR EACH XSSUE. : ENTER NAMES
IN COLUMN 2 OF PERSONAL NVINFORK FORM I. HOWEVER, DO NOT ENTER
NAMES OF MEMBERS OF THE,ACTION SET. ASK C AND D ABOUT EACH
NAME._

C. 'How did you first meet (NAME)? ENTER ANSMTR IN COLUMN 3

D. Outside of working with (NAME) on (PROBLEM) did you do anything
else with this person (SUCH AS BELONG TO'THE SAME CHURCH/TEMPLE)
or share any activities (SUCH AS TEE SAME PEDIATRICIAB)?, ENTER
ACTIVITIES OR "NONE" IN COLUMN 4.

DRAW LINE UNDER NAME OF LAST PERSON DISCUSSED



7. Before you got involved in the issue, rho else

could you turn to'for support on an educational eróblen besides the
people we have just talked dbout? DT NAM ON "MONT" :N COLUMP
2 OF NETWORK FORM. 'DO NOT INCLUDE SAMS OF MIME= OY ACTION InT.
ASK A AND B ABOUT EACH NAME

A. How did you !trot mevt (KAM)? EWER ANSWER IN tows 3.

B. Do you share any activitieo with ker/kin? ENTER ACTIVITIES OR
"NONE" INCOLUMN 4.

DRAW A LINE UNDER NAME 0; LAST PPM DietUORD

air TO G. 9

8. Please think back to the time jmst before you got involved in the
issue. Vko vom34 You WI boss UM, to twit

to for support on an education setter if you kid weste4 to influence
the administration or the schoot beard? awrift PAM ON Ifang
IN COLUMN 2 or NETWORK FORM. ASK 1 ANV ANDO, ZACK NAM

A. How did you first meet (NAME)? EINNIP AMIN IN COLUMN i 3.

B. Did you share anractivitieavitk this person (SUCN,AS )ONO
TO TBE SAME CHURCH/TEMPLE OR MS TRE UPI PEOTATNICIAN)?
ENTER AcTIVTTIES OR *NONE" TN COVUMP 4.

DRAW LINE UNDER NAME OF LAST PERSON TIMM

9. Beiween the time you started working om the issue vitk the group
(OR OTHERS) and the time (THE ISSUE VAO RFOOVVIO, YOU WY TRE
GROUP-OR ) did you 4412 uy osy moo tO
the list of people you could comnt on tow sopPort for ascetics
issue? -

les (ASK A AND B) 1

NO 2

A. What were their names? ENTER NAMES IN COLUMN 2 AND FOR EACH NAME
ASK B AND C

B. How did you first neet (NAME)? ENTER ANSWER TN COLUMN 3.

C. Did you share any activities with this person? ENTER ANSWER IN
COLUMN 4.
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10. Here's a list of all the people you've mentioned. (ASK A AND-H)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

16.

17.

18.

19.

A. Would you look it over and tell me which of these people knew each other--as

far as you'know.

(HAND R THE LIST. PLACE A "1" tO indicate "knew each other.")

B. Were they close friends? People who do things together socially--like meet for

lunch or invite each other to parties? (If yes, CIRCLE THE "1")

/ /
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11. In connection with the .issue, can you recall how
you first heard about the problem, or how you got involved with the
problem?

12. Did you try to do anything about the issue on your
own before-you got involved with the group?

Yes (ASK A AND B).:1

No 2

52/

A. What did you do? 53/

B. What happened? 54/

,

13. Did you do% anything about this issue on Your own after you got
involved with the group?

Yes (ASK A AND B) 1 55/

No 2

A. What did you do? 56/

P. What happened?

14. Who brought you into the group? What was the date?

Name Atte

A. How did,you first meet (him/her)

B. Would you say that (he/she) is a close friend of yours?

Yes 1

No 2.

57/

58/

r)
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15. Here's a list of the people we understand vorkad tosether on the

issue. ASK A-F OF EVERYBODY.

A. Do you see all these people as belonging to the group?
IF NOT, ASK FOR NAMES R DID NOT KNOW OR DOES NOT MINK BELONGS
TO THE GROUP. CHECK NAMES R D1D NOT KNOW ABOUT IN ROW 1.

CHECK NAMES R DOES NOT THINK BELONG IN TIE CROUP /N ROW 2.

B. Have we left anyone out vbp yol; think belonged in the SrouP?
ADD THESE NAMES ArrER LAST WAME /N MATRIX

e73

C. Did you know any of these people before the growP jot tarted?

Yes (ASK D and E).. I

No 2 60/

D. IF YES: Who were they, how did you first meet them . RECOnD BELOW

E. Were any of them c3ose friends of yours, that is people you
did things with socially like eeet for lunch or invite to
your home for parties. RECORD BELOW

NAte lime Met Close Friend

41.

F. Did you become good friends with any other nanbers of the group
after you joined the group? That is, people you did things with
socially? RECORD NAMES BELOW:

NAME

S............11111=1.11M111.11.41 4.



16. Would you look over the list of names again. Were any of them--that you
know of--sosd friwid& outside of the group? (PUT A "1" IN ROWS FOR

PAPS WHO ARE'GQ00 Wage*

(MATRIit OF GROUP GOES, HERE. INTERVIEWER TAPES MATRIX TO PAGE--SINCE
UCH' GROTYP IS DIFMENT.)
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A.

17. When you first got involved with the issue, how

important was.the.issue to you -- very important or only somewhat

important?

Very importanc . 1

Somewhat important 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3

B. What about now--is it very important or only somewhat important?

61/

Very ..;.mportant 1

Somewhat hmportant 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3
62/

IMM.MEN,

1111

18. Who did you see as making. most of the decisions about the Opules
strategy and goals? (ENTER NAMES)

1. 63/

64/..(-1,1117.111;M11!

3. 65/

14 T..( 66/

67/
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19. connection with the issue, were there ever
any major differences within the group over strategy or goals?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2

A. IF YES: What were these differences over strategy or goals and
who supported each position?

'y POSITION SUPPORTERS

1.
6111/

69-76/

1.

3.

4.

BEGIN DECK 02

,11/

12=19/
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20. Is there any one person or persons that you (sav/iee) as the
leader(s) of the group?

Yes (ASK A) 1

. /

DECK 02

No 2 20/

A. IF YES.: What are their names

1.

2.

3.

4.

21/

22/

23/

24/

21. What do you see as the major reason for the other parents being
active in this group? 251-29/

22. When you think about the other mothers who (have beentveke) active
in this group, do you see them as more involved nov in educatiOn
affairs than they were when the group-aas first started or less
involved in education affairs?

More involved (ASK A)... 1

Less involved (ASK A)... 2

Same level of involvement 3

Some are more and some are less ....(ASK A)

Other (ASK A IF CHANGE PERCEIVED)

3o/

A. IF MORE INVOLVED OR LESS INVObED: How do you account for the
change? 31/
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23. Is there any one persnn or persons whose inVolviMent in the group

you see as critical? For example, without that person, notling
would have happened--or the outcome would have been very different?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2 32/

A. IF YES: What are their names and what do you think their contri-

bution has been?-

1., Name Contribution

1. 33-34

4
2. 35-36/

3. 37-38/.

4. 39-40/

5.
41/42/

. Which people do you see as responsible for most of the work done

by the group? LIST NAMES. WHEN ALL NAMES HAVE BEEN GIVEN,

ASK B FOR EACH

. A. Name B. What did (NAME) do?

1. 43-44/

2. 45-46/

3. 47-48/

. 14.
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25. What do you see as your own most important contribution to this group?

A. Did this require any,special type or types of expertise?

53/

54-58/

26. Are there any persons you think adversely affected the group's
performance?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2 59/

A. IF YES.: What are their names and how do you think they
adversely affect the group's spertOrmance?

Name How affected group 60-70/

27. How would you rate the effectiveness of this group in connection
with the issue--very effective, moderately effective,
now very effective or not at all effedtive?

Very effective 1

Mdderately effective 2

Not very effective 3

Not at all effective

A. ASK EVERYONE: Why do you think the group was (RESPONSE TO Q.27) 72-76/

"
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28. If you had the whole thing to do over againin connection with the
issue, is there anything you'd do differently?

That is, you as an individual?

Yes (ASK A) ...1

No 2 11/

A. IF YES What would you have done differently 12-16/

2 . What about the group, do you think the group would have been
better off with some other strategy?

yes (ASK A.1B) .1

No 2

A. What other strategy do you think the group shoUld have adopted?
18-19/

B. Do you know if any other members would agree with you on this?

Yes... (ASK C) 1

No 2 20/

C. What percent of the group's members do you think would agree
with you? 21/

30. FOR Rs WHO DROPPED OUT OF THE GROUP:. Why did you end your involvement
in the group? 21-22/
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30. (Continued)

A. Is the issue/problem still important to you even though you
dropped out of the group?

Yes 1

No 2 23/

31. Please try to estimate the amount of time you spent working with
the group on this issue. 24/

32. Do you think the size of a group makes a difference in what happens
to the group?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2 25/

A. In what ways does the size make a difference? 26-30/

33. Do you think your participating in,this group has changed the way
that people in the school treat your own children? (REFERS TO

TEACHERS AND OTHER SCHOOL PERSONNEL)

Yes .... (ASK A).... 1

No 2 31/

A. In what ways has your participation affected the way your
children are treated? 32-36/



34. Were any fathers ever involved with the group?

Yes :... (ASK A) 1

No 2 (SKIP TO Q. 35)

IF FATHIES NOT INVOLVED AT BEGINNING:
A. /Was there any change in the group's direction or strategy

when the fathers got involved?
A

Yes (ASK B) 1

DECK 03

37/

2 38/

B. .What changes happened after the fathers got involved?

39-44/

35. IF NO TO Q. 34: Was there'any specific reason for not involving

fathers?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2

A. What was the reason or reasons?

45/

46-50/

36. Besides any parents you brought into the group,'did you try to get
any other parents to join but were unsuccessful?

Yes... (ASK A) 1
T.

No,. 2

A. How do you account for your lack of success in getting others

to join?

24 i

51/

52-54/
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37. At the time you Joined this group, did you belong to any other local

organizations (civic, political, religious, service, neighborhood, etc.)?

Yes (ASK A & B) 1

No 2

IF YES:

A. What organizations did you belong to? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART BELOW.

DRAW A LINE AFTER THE LAST NAME MENTIONED.

55/

B. Did you ever hold any offices in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)? ENTER OFFICE(S)

OR "NONE" FOR EACH ORGANIZATION IN 1 "POSITION" COLUMN.

1.

Organization/Group Position

1.

2. 2.

4.
4.

38. Did you join any other local organizations after you joined the (GROUP)?

IF YES:

Yes (ASK A & B) 1

No 2

A. What organizations did you join? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART AB

B. Did you ever hold any offices in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)? ENTE FFICE0)

OR "NONE" FOR EACH ORGANZATION IN "POSITION" COLUMN.

2 " 56/76
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39. What about organizations outside of this school district? At the time
you joined this group, did you belong to amy outside organizations?

Yes ...(ASK A & B) . 1

No

IF YES:

A. What outside
BELOW. DRAW

B. Did you ever
-OFFICE(S) OR

4;1

2

orianizations did you belong to? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART
A LINE AFTER THE LAST NAME MENTIONED.

hold any offices in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)? ENTER
"NONE" FOR EACH ORGANIZATION IN "POSITION" COLUMN.

Organization/Group

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5.

6.

7.

5.

6.

7.

Position

11/

.12-32/

4o. Did you join any other outside organizations after you joined the (GROUP

Yes (ASK A & B).. 1

No

IF YES

P.. What organizations did you join? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART ABOVE

B. Did you ever hold any offices in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)? ENTER
OFFICE(S) OR "NONE" FOR EACH ORGANIZATION IN "POSITION" COLUMN. 34/54

2
33/
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41. Have anyelf the other organizations you belong to,supported the
issue or provided any help to your group?

Yes (ASK A & B) . 1

No, 2

A. Which groups were supportive? ENTER NAME OF GROUP IN TABLE BELOW
AND FOR EACH GROUP ASK B.

B. What kind of help did they provide?

Group

55/.

Type of Support/Help 56-66/
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42. IF GROUP HAD FORMAL COMMITTEE OR FORMAL POSITIONS: Were you ever on-
the steering committee--or did-you hold aay office in the group?

Yes (ASK A) .... 1

No 2 67/

A. IF YES: What were the positions you held and when did you
hold them?

1.

2.

3.

Position Dates

68-72/

BEGIN DECK 05
11-15!

16-20/

43. Here's a list of 'School board members who were in office during
the time the group was involved in the issue.
Have you personally known ;any of these people outside of school
issues--that is, were any of them neighbors or people you met at
social events? HAND CARD TO R.

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2 2V/

A. IF YES: Which ones did you know? RECORD NAME IN TABLE
BELOW ARD FOR EACH NAME ASK B AND C.

B. How did you meet him/her?

C. Did you ever discuss the issue with him/her
outside of a meeting with the groUp?

Name ofBoard Member How met/known DiscusSed Issue

Yes No

1. 1 2 22-26/

2.
1 2 27-31/

3.
1 2 12-344110

1 2 37-741/
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1+4. Did you ever contact a school board member about an issue other

than the one this group has been involved With?

Yes 1

No 2 42/

45, What about the superintendent, Dr. Norwood. Have you ever contactea

him directly about the group's issueoutside of the meetings the group
may have held with him?

Yes 1

No 2 43/

46. Have you ever contacted Dr. Norwood about another issue?

Yes 1

No 2 44/

47Have you ever discussed a school problem with a principalother
than things related to your own child's (rens') education?

Yes 1

No 2 45/

48-. Have there been teachers in your childrens' schools that you
ever discussed school problems with--other than your own child's

(rens') education?

Yes ....(ASK A) 1

No 2

A. IF YES: Which schools?

46/

Central 1 47/

Chatsworth 2

Mamaroneck Avenue 3

Murray 4

Hommocks 5 48/

High School 6 49/
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49. Whqt'; your primary source cf information about the schools in this
district? (REIT CATEGORIES AND:CIRCLE ONE)

PTA 1

School Board ... 2

Teachers and other school personnel
in sChools attended by my children .... 3

Other parents 4

THE DAILY TIMES 5

Central Administrators -6

Other (SPECIFY) 7

DECK C5

50/

50. When you think about this school district as a whole, are there any
groups or types of people you see as "running" the school district--
or having the most influence on how the schools'are run?

Yes ,.(ASK A and B)

No 2

A. IF YES: Which groups or types of people do you see as running
things or having the most influence?

B. In addition to these groups or types of people, are there any
other groups that you see as important in school decisions--
groups that have some influence in things?

Yes (ASK C) .. I

No 2

C. IF YES: Which groups?

2 0

51/

5256/

57/

58-61/
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51. When you think about the organizations and social groups that people
belong to in this school distrtct, are there any that you would
not be able to join?

Yes (ASK A ) 1

No 2 62/

A. What are the groups and why would you be excluded?

Group Reason for exclusion

B. IF GROUP(S) NOT MENTIONED IN RESPONSE TO Q. 50:
Do you think that (the group/any of the, groups) we just discussed
(is/are) important in school affairs?

Yes 1

No 2-

63-73/

BEGIN DECK 06

11-15/

52. Are there any groups that you could belong to, but don't, that you
think are important in school affairs? (PROBE FOR WHY RESPONDENT
DOES NOT BELONG) 16-20/

53. Have any groups in this community actually opposed your group 2n the
issue?

Yes

No

(ASK A) 1

2 21/

A. IF ACTUAL OPPOSITION: Which groups?

22-26/



pui 06

54.c1) you lec any groupa as likely to oppose your group in connection
ifitt the issue?

(ASK A) 00008848 1

A. .17 YES: Which groups?

=11111,111........n...

2 27/

28-31/N

55. Were there any groups in this community that supported your group
on the issue?V,IIMIM

Yea (ASK A) 1 32/

No 2

A. Which groups and vhat kind of support did they give you?
L.LEd EANF OF EACH GROUP AND TYPE OF SUPPORT

Group

1.

2.

3.

4.

.7
5.

Type of Support

33-43/

56. Were/ire) there any groups in the community that you perceive(d)
ds ltkely to support your group's issue?

.AASK A) .... 1

NO 2 44/

A. Did you or anyone else in your group try to contact anyone in
these gro-ps about the issue?

Yes ASK B) 1

44 2 45/

21c
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57.- B. IF ANOTHER GROUP WAS CONTACTED What group(s) did you or another
member contact and what were the results?

1..

2.

3-

4.

Group contacted ResultS 46-56/

58. Did you4ver contact anyone at the State Education Department about
the 'T issue?

Yes .,..(ASK A AND B) 1

No 2

A. IF YES: Who did you contact?

B. What was the result or the contact?

A. Person Oontacted

1.

2.

3.

B. What Happened

58-6$/

59. What about the State Legislaturedid you ever contact 04Yoj1e at
that leVel about the issue?

Yes (ASK A, B AND C) 1

No 2 69/



A
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60. A vaat was the position of the person you contacted?

B. Did you kiasar that person before you contacted him/her?
IF V.CWN: How dil you know him/her? (KNOWN:li had met

previously)
C. What was the nature of the contact or what type of help

did YPil adU for7

. A.

POSITION F CONTACT

L.

IS1*:T1.1.

Yes
.114:ALMAIN.

1.
,

:LI

R 1 2

3. 1 2

1 2 !:

a

7

61. IF NO'PEKSON KNOWN SI ro N I.
TA: you &Ryon& Ale could get you an introductiontO a
State legislator?

C.

,NATDRE OF CONTACT/
HELP RECEIVED

11-311

9

Yes (ASK A) 1

No 2

A. How do you know (relationship) that person?

!
n)

32/

33-34/

62. How about the federal,level, dpsy.auJaww,Acypne st,the0 1eve1 whO'

would help you with:an SdAcational isiue=-not peceilarilY the issue
tbis group was/is concernedvith-but-any eduCationalissue.

4

Yes ,.o.. CASK A) 1

No 2

A. What is that person(s) position, how do you know him/her,

and vhat type of help could you obtain?

posIvoN

. 1.

2."

3.

14

HOW KNOWN POSSIBLE HELP

'Cr

2 1

35/

36,
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63. IF'NO TO 4. 62: Do you know anyone who could get you an introductiop
to a federal official or legislator?

Yes (ASK A)

No

A. How do'you know that person(e)?

1

2

38-39/

64. Did you ever receive, as an individual or as a member of an organization,
any information about education directly from either the state or
federal level?

Yes ...,,(ASK A) 1

No 2

A. What kind of informatinn vita it and how did you get it?

TYPE OF INFORMATION STATE F:ADERAL HOW RECEIVED

40/

41-45/

65. Now we'd like to discuss your personal expectations of the schools.
When you first enrolled your children in this school district, what
were the things you expected the school to be responsible for ?

(IF TIME IS RUNNING OUT AND R SEEMS TO WANT TO SPEND ALOT OF TIME
ON THIS Q. ASK IF WE CAN RETURN TO THIS LATER -- USE SAME PROCEDURE
Q. 66-68)

'51:61/
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(s6r; tAra Mblit 4,4ra consider to be the parepts' responsibility?

67. In general, has the school lived up to your expectations?

BEGIN DECK 08

68. IF CHANGES IN R"$ !XPECTATIONS NOT REiERRED TO ABOVE: Have your

expectations changeit? (PROBE FOR SPECIFICS)

21

15-20/
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69. The mothers in this community seem to have different attitudes about
their role in school affairs. Here are five possible attitudes that
we've discovered. ASK EVERYONE A-D. HAND R CARD.

DECK 08

A. Which of these did you agree with when you first enrolled a child?
CIRCLE CHOICES IN COLUMN A.

B. Which describe your attitude now? CIRCLE CHOICES IN COLUMN B.

C. How do you think most parents y6u knew felt about this when you
first enrolled Ecail-e---CiacLE eHeacEs-IN COLUME_C. _

D. How do you think most parentelyou know feel now? CIRCLE COLUMN D.

a. Parents are really not
qualified to have a say
in the curriculum. This
should be done by the
professionals.

b. Parents should just be
concerned about their own
childrene's schooling

c. It's OK for parents to or-
ganize--but it should be
within the PTA (or other
school channel)

d. It's OK for parents to
organize outside the
school system.

e. It's OK for parents to

- protest by voting
against the school
budget.

f. It's OK for parents to
engage in boycotts
against the school.

A B C D
my atti- Atti- Most Most
tude at 'tude Parents Parents
first Now at first Now

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

5

6

5

6

5

6

5

6

21-46/



70. 'Studles cf-e4ucational decision-making usually include four areas:

'budgct planning, curriculum development, personnel selection, and

contract ngotietions. .How much influence do you feel parents in
this sch31 district now have in (NAME EACH AREA): i great deal,

some, a latle or none?

DECK 08

rdieat
Deal J

Some 1 Very
Little

None

Budgni planning 1 2 3 , 4

FUrrii4M* 44T014Plat^ a 3

Personnel selectim 3.

lint-:tt negotiations 1

2 3

2 3 14

.............r.,,,,...........1111111.1111101111111111.1111111111011101.111

47-50/

- 11111.11MIP,IV

71. Do you fin4 that sehool affairs ere a freluent, topic of conversation

in tLe social gratin; Oat you belong to, an oecaSional topic, or eth

141MaSa.040041

1

tccaeiona topic 2

Infrequent UVe 3

'.FP.....wwwwarall.1111~811.111/10.WIMIIINNINWS/WIIFEINNIEWifigro/Www

72. Do most of your beat friends...the people you feel really close to--

live in this community or outside this community?

Abut bent (114445 470 in the eomomnity 1

Most best friends are outside community (ASK A) ... 2

A. IF MOST BEST nuns ARE OUTS/DE COMMUNITY: Where are these close

friti4Z- ),!:aut6d: In New York City, in other nearby suburbs, or

elsewhere iM the country?

New Xork City 1

Other iearby suburbs 2

Elsewhere (ASK 11) 11 IP
3

ttered between New York Ctiy and nearby suburbs 4

E. 17 EL3EWERE: Where or how far away are they?

51/

52/

531

54/
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73. How much of your purely sc,lial activities take place in this
communityalmost all, about 75%. about 50%, about 25% or
less than 25%?

Almost all 1

About 75% 2

About 50% 3

About 25% 4

Less than 25% ,. 5

"r 08

74. On the whole, how happy ate you with living here? Would you say
you're very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy living in this
community?

Very happy , 1

Pretty happy .. , .. 2

Not tot' happy 3

75. IF R IS MARRIED: How happy do you think your huaband is about
living in this community--very happy, pretty happy, or not too
happy?

Very happY 1

Pretty happy . 2

Not too happy 3

76. How oftendo you attend the following types of moetings? FOR R NO
LONGER WITH SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN: How often did you attend these
meetings when yopr children were in school? Frequently, occasionally,
rarely or never? (FIRST/NEXT....)

PTA meetings

IFrequently OccAsionally I Rarely I Never I

1 3 4

Selection Committee meetings 1 3 14

School Board meetings 2 3 4
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Rere*s a list zof the varfous committees connectod with this school

systemthey cover the period between 1970 and the preeent. We'd

like to know which ones you were a member of and if you held a

leadership position in any of them.

Committee

PTA

School Member Position Date

Educational Goals

67-71/

72-76/

N DECK 09
11-15t

CAW
tt

78-79 .Budget

School:Board Selection.
Committee

Other

16-20/

.21-25/

26-30/

31-33/

34-38/

%78. IF R IS MARRIED: Did your husband participate as a member or hold an

office in any of these committees?

Committee

PTA

School Member Position Date

Educat:ioael.Gosli
,

Redesign,

CAPG

39-44/

45-49/

, 56760/

7877& Budget' : 61*

School Board,Selectien
Committee

Other

2 1 6

66-70/

71 -76/
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279. Is there anything we haven't covered about your group or the
issue that you think is important to consider?

\

BEGIN DWI( 10

11/

Yes ...(ASK A) 1

No 2

A. What would you like to add? 12-14/
,

INTERVIEWER SHOULD FILL OUT AS MANY OF FOLLOWING AS POSSIBLE. ASK R
WHERE YOU DO NOT HAVE ANSWERS.

80. Marital status

Now married 1

Widowed 2

Divorced 3

Separated

161

81. R's occupation (if applicable) 14-18/

82. IF MARRIED: Spouse's occupation 19-20/

83. noes R lives in own house, rent house or live in apartment? 21/

Own house 1

Rents house 2

Apartment 3

0

84. Number of children-(ever had)

One 1

Two 2

Three 3

FoUr
Five 5

six 6

More than 6 7

22/
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85 Elacntary echool(s) attewded by children 23-24/

Central ,, 1
Celatsvorth 2
Mamaroneck Ave. 3

Murray
More than one of

above 5

86. Highest grade of school doMPleted? 25726/

87. Religious affiliation

iolamber (church or temple)

Active in Womens DivieiOn?

88. Ethnicityirme

89. Age category: (present)

25-29 1
30-34 2

35-39 3
4n-44 4
45.49 5

50-54 6
55 or over 7

T/ME
ENDED:

AM

27-32/

33-34/

35/.
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

BEGIN DECK 01

ADMINISTRATORS
SCHOOL BOARD
MEMBERS

01-05

06-09

Time
Began:

AM

2?s4 NAME:
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ASK SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS:
1. In what year did you move into this school district?

ASK ADMINISTRATORS:
1. In what year did you begin working in this district?

RECORD YEAR:

'Lived here all my life .-oo

2. We have a list of reasons people have given for choosing to live in a
community. We're interested in the reasons you think-most residents
decide to move into, this area. For each, please tell me how important
you think it is to people who move here--very important, somewhat
iMportant,, or n3t impOrtant. (First/next).:.(CODE ONE ON EACH LINE)

16-17/

I Very
'important

Somewhat
important

Not
important

Don't
know

A. The quality of public schools 1 2 3 8 18/

B. The general appearance of the
streets, grounda, and
buildings in the area

1 2 3 8 19/

C. The reputation of the
communit

2 3 8 20/

D. The safety of the community 1 2 3 8 21/

E. The convenA.ence of the community
to place of employment

1 2 3 8 '22/

F. The convenience of public
transportation

1 2 3 8 23/

G. The likelihood that property
values will go up

1 2 3 8 24/

H. Having neighbors of
your own race

1 2 3 a 251

I. Having neighbors of your
own income bracket

1 2 3 8 26/

J. Good quality housing for
the money

1 2 3 8 '27/

K. Recreation facilitiety-1 1 2 3 8 28/

L. Any other reasons (SPECIFY):

1 2 29/

1 30/

1 2 31/
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3. Now, we'd like to know how satisfied you think most residents are at the
present time with each of the following. . . do you think they are very
satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
(Yirst/next...CODE ONE ON EACH LINE)

A. The quality of
public schools

B. The general appearance
of streets, grounds,
and buildings in the
area

Very
satisfied

-

Somewhat
satisfied

Somewhat
di 'a-

, satisfied

Very dis-
satisfied

Don't
know

C. The reputation of the
community

D. The safety of the
community,

E. ,The conveniente of the
community to place of
em lo ent

F. The convenience of
public transportation

G. The likelihood that
property values will
go up

H. The racial make-up of
the community

I. The income level of
the neighbors

J. The quality of housing
for the money

K. Recreation facilities

L. Other (IF ANY MENTIONED
IN Q. 2)

1 2 3 4 8 32/

2 3 4 33/

1 3 34/

1 2 3 4 8 35/

1 2 3 36/

* 1 2 3 4 8 37/

1 2 3 4 38/

1 2 . 3 4 8 39/

1 2 3 4 8 40/

1 2 3 4 8 '41/

1 2 3 4 8 42/

.

1 2 3 4 43f

1 2 3 4 44/

1 2 3 4 45/

2 -).

.
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4. What percent of the Rarents in this district--as a whole-- do you

see as active in school affairs? First we'd like to have your

estimate of those active in relation to the budget--then your esti-

mate of parents active in relation to the school program.

A.
?

About 57.

Active in
Budget

1

Active in
Program

1

46/

B. About 107. 2 2

C. About 20% 3 3

D. About 257. 4 4

47/

E. About 30% 5 5

F. About 50% 6 6

G. About 60% 7 7

H. About 757. 8 8

I. Other (MORD BELOW) 9 9

Other estimate: 48/

AMR ADMINISTRATORS
5. What percent of the parents in this school do you see as activeiin

relation to the school program? 49/

A. About 57. 1

B.

C.

About 107,

About 207.

2

D. About 257. 4

E. About 307. 5

F. About 507 6

G. About 607. 7

H. AbS121757. 8

I. Other (Specify)
50/
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ASK EVERYBODY
6. How would you describe the parents who are actiye in the school

program? That is, what qualities do you associate with them?
(Probes: Do they tend to be active in the PTA; members of community
organizations, etc: Are there differences between parents active
in,relation to budget and those active in program?)

51-52/

7. Why do you think tbese parents are active in program issues? 5354/
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8. As I mentioned before, 6 of the parent groups included in our study are
in this school district. For each group, we'd like to know if you were
involved in the issue--or If you knew about it-- if you remember what
the parents wanted and if the issue had an impact on (YOUR SCHOOL/THE
'DISTRICT).

First, parents who wanted special programs for children with learning
disabilities. Were you involmed with this issue?

. Yes.'. . . (ASK.A) . . . 1 55/

No. (ASK C ). . . 2

A. What role did you play in this issue (position at time) 56/

B. (IF R ATTENDED MEETINGS WITH THESE PARENTS) About how often
did you meef with these parents? 57/

Dates (approximate: in years) 58/

C. Did you know anything about this issue? Yes 1; No 2 59/
(IF YES, ,ASK D-G)

D. Do you remember what the parents wanted? (probe for specifics) 60/

E. How would you rate'the effectiveness of these parents in connection
with this iestievery effective, moderately effective, not very

.
effective or- not at all effective?

Very effective 1

Moderately effective 2

Not very effective . . 3

Not at all effective . . 4

F. Why do you think the group was (RSSPONSE TO "E")'

t

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indirect 63/

effect on (YOUE-sCHOWTHE pasTRI0)? Yes 1; No 2

IF YES: How did this affect (YOUR SCHOOL/DISTRICT): 64/
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9. In the early 1970's, there was a group of parents who were active
around Title I programaiin this district. Were you involved in
this issue?

Yes . . .(4,51 . . . 1 65/:

No . . .(ASK C). . . . 2

A. What role did you play in this issue (position at time and how
issue affected him/her)? 66/

B. (I.F R ATTENDED MEETINGS WITH THESE PARENTS) About how often
did you meet with these parents? 67/

Time Period 68/

C. Did you know anything about this issue? yes 1; No 2

(IF YES, ASK D-G) 69/

D. Do you remember what the parents wanted? (probe for specifics
based on your knowledge of the. issue) 71/

BEGIN DECK 02

E. How would you rate the effectiveness of these parents in connection
with this issue--very effective, moderately effective, not very
effective or not at all effective?

Very effective 1

Moderately effective 2

Not very eifect4ve 3

all effective 4

F. Why do you think the group was (RESPONSE TO E)?

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indirect
effect on (YOIJR SCHOOL/TO DISTRICT)? Yes, . . . 1; No. . . .2 14/

IF YES: How did this affect (YOUR SCHOOL/DISTRICT)? .14/

H. Did you see the parents active in this issue as representing the,
majority of, parents whose children were serited by these programs

or just a small percent?
Represented majority , 1

Small percent '
, 2

,16/
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10. Then there was the problem of the lunchroom program it the
Chatsworth School. Were you involved in this issue?

Yes . . . .(ASK A). . . 1 17/

No . . . .(ASK C). . . 2

A. What role-did you play in this issue (position at time and how
issue affected him/her)? 18-19/

B. (IF R ATTENDED MEETINGS WITH PARENTS) About how often did,you 20/

meet with these parents?

Dates (approximate) 21/
-

C. Did you know anything about this issue? yes. . . . 1; No. .2 22/

IF YES, ASK D-G)

D. Do you remember what the parents wanted? (probe for specifics

based on your knowledge of the issue) 23/

E. How would you rate the effectiveness of these parents in connection

with ;this issue--very effective, moderately effective, noOvery
effective or not at all effective?

Very effective 1

I Moderately effective . . 2

Not yery.effective . . . 3

Not at alPeffective . . . 4 24/

F. Why do you think ttle group las (RESPONSE TO E)? 25/

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indirect
effect og (YOUK SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)? Yes. . . . I; No. . . . 2 25/

EF YES: How did this affect (YOUR SCHOOL/DISTRICT)? 26/

H. Di449u see the parents -active in this issue as representing a
subitahtial number of parents or just.a small group?

Substantial number 1

Small group 2 , 4,
Other

. 231.

27./



>

a.

DECK 02

11. What about the Open Classroom program at Murray AVenue School-a
were you involved in this issue?

Yes. (ASK A). 1

No . (ASK C). . . 2 .

A. What role did you play in this issue (posftion,at time and how
issue Affected h*m/her)?,

'

28/

29-30/'

B. (IF R ATTENDED MEETINGS WItH PARENTS) About how often did you
meet with theie parents?

4
31/

9

Dates

C. Did you know anything about this issue? Yep.
(IF-YES, ASK.D-G)

32/

1; NO. .2 33/.

D. Do you 'remember what the parents wanted? .(probe.for specifics

,based on your knowledge of the tssue)

I

E. How would yourite the effectiveness of'these parents in connection
.0

with this issue--very effective, moderateiy effective, not very

effective or not at all effective? 0 \

Very affective 1

34/

Moderately effective . 2

Not,very effeCtive ; 3

Not at all effective . 4 35/

F. Why do.you think the group was (RESPONSE TO E)? 36/ -

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indirect

effect on (YOUR SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)? Yei . 1; No. . . 2 . 37/

IF YES: How did this affect (YOUR SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)? 38/

H. Did you see the parents active in this issue as representing a
substantial number of Murray parents or.just a small group?

Substantial number 1

Small gioup 2.

39/-
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12. There's a group called Operation Ahead. Have you been involved
with any of the issues taken up by this group?

Yes . . . . (ASK A). . . . 1

No . . . . (ASK C). . . . 2

A. What role did you play in this (these) issue(s)? (position at
time and how issue affected him/her) 41-42/

40/

B. (IF R ATTENDED MEETINGS WITH PARENTS) Abouthow, okten did, you meet
with these parents? 43/

bates 44/

C. Did you know anything about this issue? Yea. . . .1; No. . . .2 45/
(IF YES, ASK D-G)

D. DO you remember what the parents wanted? (probe for specifics
based on your knowledge of the issue)

E. How would you rate the effectiveness of these parents in connection
with this (these) issue--very effective, moderately effective, not
very effective or not at all effective?

Very effective 1

Moderately effective. . . 2

Not very-eflective 3

Not at all effective. . . 4

F. Why doyon think the group *pis (RESPONSE.TO E)?

46-50/

51/

52/

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indicect
effect on (YOUR SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)? Yes .... 1; No. . . . 2 53/

IF YES: How did this SiNc(YOUR SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)? 54/

H. Did you see this group as representing the black community in
this school distiict or A narrow segment of .that community?

Representative of_b1ack_community.._..m...1.. .

Narrow.segmant . 2

Other 2L

55/
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13. The last group included in our study was at the high school--the
Parent Involvement Committee. Were you involved in the issues
taken up by this group?

,Yes. . . (ASK A). 1

No . . . . (ASK C). 2

A. What role did you play in this issue? (position at time and
how issue affected him/her)

B. (F R ATTENDED MEETINGS WITH PARENTS) About how Often did you meet
with these parents?

-Dates_

C. Did you know anything.about thpa issue.? Yes. ; No

(IF YES, ASK D-Of

56/

L57 -58/

59/

60/,

61/

D. Do you remember what the parents wadted? (probe for specifics) 62-63/^

E. How would you rate the effectiveness of these parents in tonneotion_

with this issue?

Very effective 1

Moderately effective . 2

Not very effective A 3

Not at all effective:. . 4 64/

F. Why do you think the group was (RESPONSE TO E)? 65/

G. Did what this group accomplished have any direct or indirect
effect on (YOuR SCHOOL/THE DITUCT)? Yes 1; No 2 66/

IF YES: How did this affect OKOUR SCHOOL/THE DISTRICT)?

H: Did you see this group as re resenting a cross mection of high
school parents or a narrow s gment?

Cross sectio . ,1

NarroW sewn t 2,

Other

67-68/

69/
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14. (ASK THIS QUESTION FOR EACH GROUP WHERE R HAS NOT REFERRED TO A POLICY
DECISION LN RESPONDING TO PREVIOUS QUESTIONS)

Is it your understanding that there was a policy decision in connec-
tion with: (CHECK APPROPRIATE COL.)

1 2

YES NO

A. Learning Disabilities 11/

B. Title I

/3/

D. Open Classroom Program .14/

Operation Ahead 15/

F. .Parent Involvement Com. 16/

15. FOR SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS:
A. What is this district's policy on children with learning disabilities?

17/

B. What is the district's policy on lunch programs at the elementary
schools? 18/

16. ASK ADMINISTRATORS:
What is the lunch room policy at this school? 19/

A. How is this policy being implemented? 20/

2 9
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17. ASK ADMINISTRATORS:
What is the district policy in regard to children with learning
disabilities? 21-22/

A. What services do you have in this school for children with
learning disabilties who are mainstreamed? 23-26/

B. Are these services sufficient to meet the needs at this school,

Yes 1

No (ASK C) 2 27/

C. What additional services do you need at thiS school? 28-30/

ASK D:
D. What are you presently doing for the children for whom you do

not have sufficient services? 31-32/'

E. How many children do you have in the LD category in this school? 33/

K. How many children are there for whom you do not have sufficient
services? 34/

18. The policies that we have been talking about--have you ever seen
these policies in written form?

Yes 1

No (ASK A) 2

A. Is it your understanding that these policies are written?

Yes 1

No 2

35/

_36/
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ASK Rs who have been in-iistrict for 10 years:

19. Over the past 10 years, have you noticed any increase in the
number of active parents in this district?

Yes. . (Ask.A) . . 1

No ..... . . 2

A. How do you explain this increaset

20.Now we'd like your opinion on what makes an effective parent group:

Suppose a parent came to you concerned about a need that was not being
met by the program (0 YOUR SCHOOL/IN THE DISTRICT)--what would you
advise that parent to do?

A. (IF ORUNIZATION NOT REFERRED TO ABOVt)
Would you advise the parent' ta Organize a group of parents to work
on the issue?

Yes. .(A8g. B) 1

37/

38-44/ ,

45-50/

No 2 51/

B. What types of parents should be included in the group? 52-54/

D. What types of parents should be avoided? 55-57/

E. (IF PROFESSI(NAL EDUCATORS ARE NOT MENTIONED IN RESPONSE TO D):
Do parents who are professional educators tend to be a problem?

Yes

No 2

Other

21. Does the size of the group make a difference?

Yes. . . (ASK A). . . . 1

No 2

58/

59/

IF YES:
A: In what way(s) does the size of the group make a difference? 60/
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22. What are the steps that a parent group can take that you think
are most productive? 61-65/

23. What steps do you think are counterproductive? 66-70/

24. What if administrators or school board.members tell the concerned parents
that other parents in the district would not support what they want.
What should they do in this case? BEGIN DECK 05

25. Do you think parents believe that their activities CrEgrttecTotrrill
affect the way their children are treated by the people in the school?

A. In what ways?

Yes: . . . (ASK A). . . I

No 2 14/

15/

26. Do you think the presence of fathers in the group makes a difference in
the way a group is treated by school administrators and school board
members? Yes 1; No 2 16/

IF YES: In what way? 17/
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27. What do you think is the primary source of information
active parents in this district? We.'d like you to

the following categories'

DECK 05

for the
pick one of

PTA...... . . 1

School Board 2

Teachers & other school
personnel 3

Other parents 4

DAILY TIMES . . 5

Central Administrators 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7 18/

28. In the peat few yearswith the increase in state and federal involve-

ment in iducation some social scientist say-that there's very little

power left at the local school district level. Others see local school

districts as maintaining quite a bit of power. What's your view of

the situation here?

ONO,

19/

29. Studies of educational decision-making usually include four areas: budget

planning, curriculum development, personnel selection, and contract nego-

tiations. How much influence do you feel parents in this school district

now have in (NAME EACH AREA): a great deal, some, a little or none?

IGreat
Deal

Some

I

. Very II

Little
None

Budget planning 1 2 3 4 20/
11,M11

Curriculum development 1 2 3 4 21/

Personnel selection 1 2 3 4 22/

Contract negotiations 1 1 3 4 23/

30. In this district, who has the most influence on dedisions in these four

areas: the school board, the superintendent, other administrators, Teachers

or parents? (FIRST/NEXT)

Budget'planning'

pdhool

Board

Sup't Admini-
strators

Teachers 1 Parents

1 2 3 4 5 24/

Curriculum develop. 1 2 3 4 5 25/

Personnel selection 4 5 26/

Conteact negotiations 013. 27/
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-31. When you think about this school district as a whole, are there any
groups or types of people you see as "running" the school district--
or having the most influence on how the schools are run?

*Yes. . . . (ASK A and B). . .

No. 2 28/

A. IF YES: Which groups or types of people do you see as *running
things or having the most influence? 29-32/

B. In addition to these groups or types of people, are ther any
other groups that you see aa important in school decisions--
groups that have some influence in things?

Yes. . . . (ASK C). 1

No

C. EF YES: Which groups?

2 33/

34-37/

32. As we understand it, a decentralized scgool district would be one where
the administrators and teachers in each building would have a high
degree of autonomy in decisions related to the curriculum and teaching
methods, as compared to a centralized district where such decisions would
be made primarily by the superintendent and his staff. How would you
rate this school district in terms ot the degree of decentralization--
or the amount of autonomy at the building level--a lot, qutte a bit,
some, a little or none.

1 2

Hardly A Little
Any

3

Some

4

Quite A lot 38/
a bit

5

ASK 33. In this particular-school, how much autonomy do teachers have in decisions
ADM. related to the curriculum and teaching methods?

1 2 3 4 5

Hardly A little Some Quite A lot 39/
Any J a bit

34. How much influence do you believe parents should have when it comes to
the school program? By that we mean what is taught and how it-is taught?

1 2 3 4 5
.

Hardly A little Some Quite A lot 40/
Any , a bit
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ASK PRINCIPALS
35. In what ways do the parents in this school participate in decisions

related to the school program? (If he/ehe says PTA, ask what is done
to involve other parents. Probe for procedures devised by the
school administration to involve parents directly in this school)

?

41-43/

ASK PRINCIPALS IF NOT MENTIONED ABOVE:
36. Do you have any routine procedures to find out what kind of programs

and teaching methods are preferred by the parents in this school?
Yee 1; No 2 44/

IF YES: What are they?

45/

37. -Have you noticed any changes in the people moving into this school
district since you've been working here (for school bd. members:

LIVING HERE)?
Yes 1 No 2 46/

A. IF YES: How would you describe these changes 47/

B. Has this had any impact on the schools? 48/

38. What percent of the thildren in this (SCROOL/DISTRICT) come from homes
where the mothers work?

,

1 2 4 ,

Under 25t -About 507. About 607 'Other(SPECIFY)' 4=J 49/

25%

A. .Rave you noticed any change in this number in recent years?

Yes, an increase. . . . 1 (ASK B)

No 2

B. Has this had an impact on your school?

Yes 1; No .1

C. IF YES: How has this affected your school?

24

50/

51/

52/
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39. ASK PRINCIPALS: Have any ichool board members visited your school

in.the past year?

Yes. .(Ask A). , . 1 No. . . .2 53/

A. IF YES: Was this an individual board member or a group of

board members?

Individual 1

Group 2 54/

B. Were they interested in observing any rticular program? 55i

Yes 1

No' 2

41. AiK BOARD,NEMBERS: Have you visaed any of the schools in this district

in the pasi year to obmerve a classroom or program?

Yes 1 ,(ASK A)

No . OOO . .2 56/

A. Which schools were involved?

57-58/

41. Do you see any major differences in the parent gioups at different

schools in this district?

Yes. . . . (ASK A) 1

No 2 59/..

A. IF YES: How would you describe the differences 60-61/

42. Do you have any idea how many parents in this (SCHOOL/DISTRICT) belong to

the PTA?

Percent

Doesn't Know 9

24

62/
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FOR ADMINISTRATORS:

The next few questionsthe last--get into personal things. Please.feel
free not to respond to any of these if you'd rather not.

43. ASK BOARD MEMBERS AND ADMINISTRATORS WHO LIVE IN THE DISTRICT:

Do of your belt friends--the people you feel really close to--

live in 'his community or outside this community?

Most best friends are in the community 1

Most best friends are outside community (ASK A) .2

Other (SPECIFY)

A: Where are these close friends located: In New York "ity, in

other nearby suburbs or elsewhere in the country?

New York City 1

Other nearby suburbs

Elsewhere 3

4

Scattered between NiC and nearby
suburbi

63/

64/

.44. ASK BOARD"MENBERS AND ADMINISTRATORS WHO LIVE IN THE DISTRICT:

How much of your purely social actaivities take place in this

community--almost all, about 757., about 507., about 257. or less

than 25%?

1 2 3 4 5 65/

Almost all About 757. About 507 About 257. Less than 257.

45. ASK ADMINISTRATORS WHO DO NOT LIVE IN THE DISTRICT:

To what extent do you socialize with people who live in this district?

That is social activities not related to your role in the schools?

1 2 3 4 5

Almost all About 757. About 507. AboUt 257. Less than 257. 66/

46. How often do you attend the fallowing types of meetings? Frequently,

occasionally, rarely or never? (FIRST/NEXT ....)

LFrequently I Occasionally I. Rarely Nevi:F-1

PTA 1 2 3 4
67/

Selection Committee 1 2 3 4.
68/

School Board 1 2 3 4 69/
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47. How many school age children do you have?'

One .. . . 1

Two 2

Three 3

Four 4

Five 5

Six 6

More than 6. . . . . 7

11/

48. Are they attending publtc schools-or private?

Public 1

Private 2

Other 3

4-

49. What is the last grade of schooling'you completed?

12/

13/

50. Age category:

25-29 . 1

30-34 2

35-39 3

40-44 4

45-49 5

50-54 6

55 or aver 7

' 24
TIME
ENDED:

AM
PM

14/
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INTRODUCTION:

We're conducting a study of parent involvement in the public schools. We're
especially interested in understanding different levels of parent participation
in various communities. You and the other parents who participate in this
study will be asked the same questions about your children's education and
your views about parents working to improve their children's school programs.

The purpose of the study is to provide information for policy makers who are
interested in improving parent-school relations. The study is being conducted
by the National Opinion Research Center at the University of Chicago. When
we write up the results, no personal or school names will be mentioned. We
will be interviewing other parents in this neighborhood, people who work in
the schools here, and community leaders.

DECK 01,

1. In what year did you move into this neighborhood?

RECORD YEAR: 19 I

07-08/

Lived here all
my life .. (SKIP TO Q. 3) .. 00

2. When you decided to move to this neighborhood, how important to you was
the quality of the public schools? Was this very important, somewhat
important, or not important?

Very important 1 09/

Somewhat important 2

Not important ' 3

Don't know 8

3. How satisfied are you--at the present time-- with the quality of education
your children have received in the public schools here? Are you very
satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?

Very satisfied 1

Somewhat satisfied 2

Somewhat dissatisfied 3

Very dissatisfied 4

Don't know 8

10/

A. Why da you feel this way? RECORD VERBATIM.
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4. How many children do you have under age 19 living at home with"you?
This includes adopted children, foster childrem, and children from
a previous matriage.

RECORD NUMBER:

We'd like to know the ages of the children and where they go to school.
First, how old is the oldest child living at home with you? (RECORD
AGE IN COLUMN A. IF 5 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER, ASK B. CONTINUE FOR

DECK 01

15-16/

REMAINING CHILDREN.) And the next to the oldest . . .

A. Age of child
(IF 5 YEARS OF AGE
OR OLDER, ASK B)

IF 5 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER, ASK:
B. What is the name of the school

this child attends?

1. 17-18/ 19-21/

2. 22-23/ 24-26/

3. 27-28/ 29-31/

4. 32-33/ 34-36/

5. 37-38/ 39-41/

6. 42-43/ 44-46/

7. 47-48/ 49-51/

8. 52-53/ 54-56/

5. About how often do you go into the (NAME) elementary, school? Almost
every day, about once a week, about once a month, a couple times a
year, or what?

Almost every day 4 57/

About once a week 3

About once a month 2

A couple of times a year

Never 0

6. Have you ever participated in a parent training program--for example, a program
just for parents sponsored by the PTA, the local school council, or a federally-
funded program?

Yes (ASK.A) 1

No 2

58/

A. IF YES: What did the training.program(s) involve? RECORD VERBATIM.
5

24,) 59-60/

61-62/
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7. We're interested in knowing if there is anyone else in your household who
is regularly involved in your (child's/children's) education--that is,
someone who attends meetings or conferences with the teachers, if you are
unable to do these things?

Yes

No

(ASK A) 1

2

A. IF YES: How is that person related to the child? IF MORE THAN ONE
PERSON NAMED, ASK FOR THE PERSON WHO IS MOST INVOLVED.

63/

64-65/

Here's a list of events that go on in most schools. HQW often do za attend
these events: frequently, occasionally, rarely, or never? HAND CARD A.
(irst/Next), . . . CODE ONE ON EACH LINE.

NAND
CARD

PTA meetings

Fre-
quently

Occa-
sionally

Rarely Never

66/

67/

68/

69/

70/

71/

72/

3 2
1 , 0A.

B. Local council meetings 3 2

C. Parent meetings called
by children's teachers 3 2 1 0

D. Ham concerts, or other
programs given by your children 3 2 1 0

E. Fund-raising events
(cake sale, fair, etc.) 3 1 0

F. Parent/teacher conferences 3 1 0

G. School board meetings 2 1 0
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9. Now I would like to ask about (PERSON NAMED IN Q. 7). Ildw often'does (PERSON).

, attend these events? (First/Next), . . . CODE ONE ON EACH LINE.

Fre-
quently

Occa-
sionally

Rarely Never

A. PTA meetings 3 2 1 0 07/

B. Local council meetings 3 2 1
' 08/

C. Parent meetings called
by children's teachers 3 2 0 09/

D. Plays, concerts, or other
programa given by your children 3 2 1 0 10/

E. Fund-raising events
(cake sale, fair, etc.) 3 2 1 0 11/

F. Parent/teacher conferences 2 1 0 12/

G. School board meetings 2 1 0 13/

10. Do you belong to any parent council or councils in this school? This can

include the PTA, a local school council, a bilingual or Title I parent

advisory council, or any other council.

les (ASK A-G) 1

No (GO TO Q. 11) 2

14/

IF YES, ASK A-G:
B. CODE ALL THAT APPLY.A. Which council(s) do you belong to? HAND CARD

HAND
PTA 1 15/

CARD Local school council 2 -16/

Bilingual PAC 3 17/

Title I PAC , 4 18/

Other (SPECIFY)

.

-,

5 19/

B. WLy did you join the council(s)?

20-21/

2 5
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10. (Continued)

C. How often does the (NAME EACH COUNCIL GIVEN IN Q. 10A) meet? ENTER NAME
OF EACH COUNCIL ut COLUMN 1 AND FREQUENCY OF MEETING PER MONTH IN COLUMN 2.

COLUMN 1:
Name of Council 7 COLUMN 2:

Fr equency of

Meetings per Month

1) 22/ 23:24/

2) 25/ 26-27/

3) 28/ 29-30/

D. How much time do you.spend each month on parent council activities?
,,

1

2

3

4

5 '

/ -

31/

About half a day or less, about one day, two or three days, about
one week, or more than one week each month?

About half a day or less

About one day

Two or three days

About one week 4

More than one week (SPECIFY)

E. How are the parents who chair the council(s) you belong to selected?
Do the parents elect the chairperson, or does the principal or someone
else in the school select the parent chairperson? First, the PTA:
how is the chairperson in that council selected? Next, . . .

NAME EACH COUNCIL. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ON EACH LINE

Name of Council Parents elect
chairperson

Someone
else selects
chairperson

1) 32/ 1 2 33/

2) 34/ 1' 35/

3) 36/ 1 2 37/

F. Have yo0 participated in the selection or election
for any of these councils?

of parent chairpersons

Yes 1
38/(1,

No 2

G. Have you ever held any office(s) in these councils?

Yes 1 39/

No 2
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11. Do you have any friends who are members of a parent council in this school?

Yes
No

1 40/

2

III IF PARENTS HAVE ATTENDED PTA OR OTHER PARENT COUNCIL MEETIgGS FREQUENTLYj OCCA-
SIONALLY, OR RARELY REFER TO.Q. 8 j ASK . 12:

s 12. How would you rate the council meetings you have attended in terms of the
level of interest to parents who are not officers? Are they . . . READ
CATEGORIES AND CODE ONE.

Usually very interesting
Usually soiewhat interesting
'Usually not very interesting

3

2

1

A. Why 0 you find the meetings (READ RESPONSE TO Q. 12)?. RECORD VERBATIM.

41/

42-43/

44-45/

IF PARENT DOES NOT ATTEND PARENT COUNCIL MEETINGS (REFER TO Q. 8) ASK Q. 13:

T. Why do you not attend meetings for parents? CODE ALL THea APPLY.

I work 1 46/
I have young children at home 2 47/
I'm not interested 3 48/
They're a waste of time i. 4 49/
Other (SPECIFY)

5
50/

14. How good a job are the parent leaders doing to,get information about the
educational programs going on in this school? Are they doing an excellent,
good, fair, or poor job? CODE ONE.

Excellent 4 51/
Good 3

Fair 2

Poor 1

1 . What is your main source of information about the school? Is it . . .

READ CATEGORIES AND CODE ONE.

PTA 01 52-53/
Local school council 02
Teachers 03
Principal 04
Other parents 05
My own-children 06
Newspaper . 07
Other (SPECIFY)

08

2 ,
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16. How much contact do you have with the principal in the school?

DECK 02

A great deal (ASK A) 4 54/

, Some (ASK A) 3

A little (ASK A) 2

None 1

A. What kinds of contacts are these? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.
5%

At meetings 1

Conferen"Ces 2 56/

In the hall 3 57/

Other (SPECIFY)
.4 58/

17. A. Here's.a list of qualities-that deicribe principals. Which of these

describe"the principal in the school? HAND CARD C. CIRCLE ONE NUMBER

ON EACH LINE.
HAND
CARD Yes I No

1) Wants parent partisipation in school program 1 0 59/

2) Friendly 1 O* 60/

3) Helpful to parents , 1 0 61/

4) Interested in children 1 0 62/

5) Businesslike 1, 0 63/

B. And which of these qualities describe the majority of teachers in the

school

Yee No

1) Want parent participation in school program . 1 0 64/

2) Friendly 1 0 65/

3) Helpful to parents 1 0 66/

4) Interested in children 1 0 67/

. 5) Businesslike 1 0 68/

18. Do you feel welcome in this school?

Yes 1 69/
No 2

A. Why do you feel (welcome/unwelcome)? RECORD VERBATIM.

70.-71/
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19. Studies of educational decision-making usually include four areas: budget
planning, curriculum development, personnel selection, and contract nego-
tiations. How much influence do you think parents in this school system
have in each area: a great deal, some, a little, or none? (First/Next),
in READ EACH CATEGORY AND CIRCLE ONE NUMBEIOON EACH LINE.

Great
deal

Some
A

little None

A. Budget planning 3 2 1 0 07/

B. Curriculum development 3 2 1 0 08/

C. Personnel selection 3 2 1 0 09/

D. Contract negotiations 3 1 10/

20. How much influence do you think parents should have in the four decision
areas? Do you think parents should have a great deal, some, a little, or
no influence? (First/Next), in . . .

Great'
, deal

Some 1

.

A
little

None"

A. Budget planning

B. Curriculum development

C. Personnel selection

3 2 0 11/

3 -2 1 0 12/

3 2 1 0 13/

D. Contract negotiations 3 2 1 ' 0 14/

21. What about your own children's classroom placement. Would you say that you
have a great deal, Aome, very little, or no influence in your children's
class placement?

A,great deal

Some

Very little

None

3

2

1

0

15/

22. Do you think the meetings for parents in'this school provide parents with
adequate opportunity to have a say in the curriculum here?

Yes

No

1 16/
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23. Have you been doing anything to influence what happens in (NAME OF SCHOOL
SYSTEM) in relation to a specific problem?

Yes (ASK' A-C) 1 17/

No (SKIP TO Q. 24) 2

A. Would you tell me what problem you have been working on? IF MORE THAN ONE,

PROBE: Which one would you consider most important? (ASK RESPONDENT TO
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO THAT MOST ThIPORTANT ISSUE.)

B. What kindt of things have you been doing about thip problem?

18-A.9

20.11/

22 -23/

C. Are you working with anyone else on this?

Yes (ASK,[1] and [2 ]) 1 24/

No (SKIP TO Q. 24) 2

IF YES:

[1] How many people are involved?

[2] Do you consider yourselves to be a group?

Yes (ASK [3] ) 1

No (GO TO D) 2

[3] What is the name of the group, if any?

No name

GO TO D

00

2526/

27/

28..29/



23. (Cont.)

D. We would like to have the initials of each person you are working with so we can refer to it in the
next question. RECORD EACH PERSON NAMED IN TABLE. FOR EACH PERSON NAMED, ASK Q. 23 E-K.

E. Is this person a relative, a good friend--someone you feel close to--or an acquaintance? RECORD ANSWER
IN COL. E. (CODE '1' FOR RELATIVE, '2' FOR GOOD FRIEND, OR '3' FOR ACQUAINTANCE)

DECKS 03-04

F. What is this person's occupation? RECORD ANSWER IN COL. F.

G. Does this person live in this neighborhood, another part of (city) or outside (city)? RECORD IN COL. G.
(CODE '1' FOR NEIGHBORHOOD, '2' FOR OTHER PART OF CITY, OR '3' FOR OUTSIDE OF CITY. )

H. How or where did you meet this person? RECORD ANSWER IN COL. H.

I. Did you know this person before you began working with these people? RECORD ANSWER IN COL. I.
(CODE '1' FOR YES, '2' FOR NO.)

J. What type of help could you get from ,this person? RECORD CODE BELOW IN COL. J.

Individual advice--educational 01 Advice on dealing with school, board .... 05
Group advice--educational 02 Advice on organizing & running group ... 06

Could get other parents to support group 03 Other (SPECIFY IN COL. J) 07
Advice on dealing with school administrators . 04

HAND
CARD

'ENTER NUMBER OF PEOPLE MENTIONED 1=1
30-31/

D.

INITIALS

E.

RELATIONSHIP

F.

OCCUPATION

G.

RESIDENCE

..

H.

HOW/WHERE MET

.

I.

KNOWN
BEFORE

J.

TYPE OF HELP

1. 32/ 33-341 35/ 36-37/ 39-4D.

48-4942. 41/ 42-43/ 44/ 45-46/ 47/

3. 50/ '51-52/ 53/ - 54-55/ 56/, 57-584

4. 59/ 60-61/ 62/ I 63-64/ 65/ 66-674

5. 07/ 08-09/ 10/ 11-12/ 13/

e

14-154

6. 16/ 17-18/

26-27/

19/

28/

20-21/,

29-30/

22/

31/

23-24d

32-337 25/

8. 14/ 16-1A/ q7/ '48-19/ Anl Ar_Ll,

2 F-

BEGIN
DECK 04

2 5 '
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23. (Cont.)

K. Did most of these people you have been working with know each other before
or have they gotten to know each other since getting involved in the
issue?

Everyone knew each other before 4

Most knew each other before 3

Only a few knew each other 'before 2

No owe knew each other before 1

24. (IF R ANSWERS 'NO' TO Q. 23, READO

One of the things this study is finding is that some women have people they
can tUrn to for help with their children's school problems or to work for
changes in the school. These people might include friends, relatives, teachers,
and other educators. Suppose you became concerned about a problem affecting

S'our (child's/children!s) school(s). If you decided that you wanted to form
a group that will try to get something done about the problem, is there
anyone you know who would possibly provide help?

(IF R ANSWgRS 'YES' TO Q. 23, READO
V

In addition to the people you just mentioned, do you know any others who you
might turn to for help on this issue or on another affecting your children's
school(s)?

Yes (ASK Q. 25)

No (SKIP TO Q. 29)

2'

1

2

44/
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25. A. First, do you have any relatives, good friend* or acquaintances who might help? Please include any
teachers, administrators or other educators only if they are relatives or good friends.

Yes ... (ASK B-F) 1

No .... (SKIP TO Q. 27) ... 2

What are the initials of these people? RECORD INITIALS OF EACH PERSON MENTIONED IN COLUMN A.
FOR EACH PERSON NAMED ASK B-F.

B. Is this person a relative, a good friend--someone you feel close to--or an acquaintance? RECORD ANSWER
IN COL. B. (CODE '1' FOR RELATIVE, '2' FOR,GOOD FRIEND, OR '3' FOR ACQUAINTANCE.

C. What is this person's occupation? RECORD ANSWER IN COL. C.

D. Does this person live in this neighborhood, another part of the (city) or outside (city)? RECORD
IN COL. D. (CODE '1' FOR NEIGHBORHOOD, '2' FOR OTHER PART OF CITY, OR '3' FOR OUTSIDE OF CITY.

E. How or where did you meet this person? RECORD ANSWER IN COL. E.

F. What type of help could you get from this person? RECORD CODE BELOW IN COL. F.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

Individual advice/educational
Group advice--educational
Could get other parents to support group
Advice on dealing with school

administrators

01 Advice on dealing with school board 05
02 Advice on organizing & running group 06
03 Other (SPECIFY IN COL. F) 07

04
ENTER NUMBER OF PEOPLE MENTIONED

46-47 I

A.

INITIALS

B.

RELATIONSHIP

C.

OCCUPATION

D.

RESIDENCE

E.

HOW/WHERE MET
F.

TYPE OF HELP

57-58 11111111111111111111111111111 _.

64/ 65-66/ 67/ 68-69/ zamzi,

13-14i07/ 08-09/ 10/ 11-12/

15/ 16-17/ 18/ 19-20/ 2122d

23/ 24-25/ 26/ 27-28 29-30d

31/ 32-33/ 34/ 35-36/ 37-384

,

26u

BEGIN
DECK 05
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26. REFER R TO PEOPLE LISTED IN Q. 25. IF NO PEOPLE LISTED SKIP TO Q. 27.

A. We'd like to know if most of the people you have included in this list of
friends and acquaintances know each other? SHOW R THE LIST.
say that . . .

All know each other

Most know each other

About half know each other

Less than half know each other

None know each other

Would you '

4

3

2

1

0

39/

B. Are most of the people you have included in this list of friends and
acquaintances members of the same ethnic group as you? Would you say
that they are all from the same ethnic group, almost all, about half,

4

3

2

1

0

40/

less than half or none, are from the same ethnic group as you?

All

Almost all

About half

Less than half

None

27. YouJve mentioned two lists of people--one of people you've been working with,
and another of people that you might turn'to help. How many of the people
on the first list know people on the second list? Would you say that ...

All know each other 4 41 /

Most know each other 3

4

About half know each other 2

Less than half know each other 1

None know each other 0
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28. Do you know any *teachers, administrators or other educators who might'help you in solving educational problems?

HAND
CARD

D

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Yes ... (ASK A-E FOR EACH
PERSON NAMED)

No ... (SKIP TO Q. 29)

A. What is this person's initials? RECORD IN COL. A IN THE TABLE BELOW.

B. Is this person a teacher, an administrator, or what? RECORD IN 00L. B BELOW.

C. Where does this person live: in the neighborhood (code '19, another part of the city (code '2')
or outside city (code '3')? RECORD IN COLUMN C.

42/

D. Whatqtype of help would you be likely to get from this person? RECORD CODE FROM CARD D IN COL. D.

E. Does this person work in a neighborhood school (code !I'), a school in Another part of city (code '29,
or outside city (code '39? RECORD IN COL. E.

ENTER NUMBER OF PEOPLE MENTIONED 43-44/

A.

INITIALS

B. .

OCCUPATION
C.

RESIDENCE
D.

TYPE OF HELP
E.

PLACE OF WORK

45-46/ 421 R-A1/ SO/

51-52/ 531 54-551 56/

57-58/ 591 60-611 62/

63-64/

.

651 66-67/ 68/

07-08/ 09/ 10-11/ 12/

13-14/ 15/ 16-17/ 18/
_

19-20/ 21/ 22-23/ 24/

2

BEGIN
DECK 06
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29. What is your current marital status? Are you marfied, living with someone,
widowed, diVorced, separated, or have you never been married?

Married (ASK Q. 30-32) 1 25/

Living with someone as married
(ASK Q. 30-32) 2

Widowed (SKIP TO Q. 33) .... 3

Divorced (SKIP TO Q. 33) .... 4

Separated (SKIP TO Q. 33) .... 5

Never been married(SKIP TO Q. 33) .... 6

30. Is (your husband/the person you are living with as married) included among
those people who could help you?

Yes (ASK A) 1 26/

No (GO TO Q. 31) 2

A. Would we be likely to play an active role or a more passive role of
support in working on a school problem?

He'd probably play an active role 1 27/

He'd probably play a supportive role 2

Other (SPECIFY)

3

31. How active is (your husband/person you are living with) in other neighborhood -"
affairs besides the schools? Ls he very active, somewhat active.or not active?

Very active (ASK A)

Somewhat active ..(ASK A)

Not active

2

1

A. IF VERY OR SOMEWHAT ACTIVE: What kinds of activities is he involved in?
(E.g., Boy Scouts, civic affairs, service club, etc.)

28/

29-30/

32 IF MARRIED: How does your (husband/person you ar living with) feel about your
spending time on school activities? Does he str ly approve, approve, neither
approve or ditapprove, disapprove, or strongly di approve?

Strongly approve 5 31

Approve 4
Neither approve or disapprove 3

Disapproves 2

Strongly disapprol 1

'Kir COPY AVAILABLE
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33. Do you have any relatives living in this neighborhood?

Yes (ASK A).
No

1

DECK 06

32/

A. How many times per week axe you in contact with your relatives here in the
neighborhood? Please include actual face...to-face visits and telephone
conversations.

RECORD NUMBER OF TIMES: 33-34/

34. Do you have any relatives living in another part of (city)?

Yes (ASK A) 1 35/

No 0

A. How many times per week are you in contact with your relatives in other
parts of (city)?

RECORD NUMBER OF TIMES: 36-37/

35. Do you usually contact your children's teachers to request a conference or
do you usually wait for the teacher to contact you?

Usually contact teachers-for conference 1

Wait for teacher to contact me 0

38/

36. Have you ever had any contact with the administrators at the district office?

Yes 39/

No 0

37. Have you ever volunteered to help the teachers or other people who work in
the school?

Yes (ASK A) 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 38) .. 0

40/

A. What kinds of volunteer actilhtiei have you done? CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.

Fund raising--fairs, cake sales, etc.. 01 41-42/

Help teacher in classroom 02 43-44/

Help teachers with trips 03 45-46/

Tutoring outside classroom 04 47-48/

Work in office 05 49-50/

Cafeteria help 06 51-52/

Recess, playground absistance 07 53-54/

Library help 08 55-56/

Other (SPECIFY) 09 57-58/

ISKIP TO Q. 191

38. Do you have the time to-do any volunteer work in the school?

Vs

Yes

2 No

1

0

59/
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39. ASK EVERYONE:
Could you give me an idea of how you spend most of your time during the day?

Work full-time

Work part-time

Taking care of children

Doing housework

Attending school

Other (SPECIFY)

1

2

3

4

5

6

60/

40. Do you know of any city level groups that a parent or a local parent group
might turn to for assistance in connection with school problems?

Yea (ASK A-C) 1 61/
-

No (SKIP TO Q. 41) 0

A. What city-level groups do you know about? RECORD IN COLUMN A BELOW, AND

FOR EACH NAMED, ASK B.

ENTER NUMBER OF GROUPS MENTIONED:

B. Have you ever contacted this group? RECORD ANSWER IN COLUMN B.

IF "NO" ASK C;

C. Do you think you might ever contact this group for help? RECORD ANSWER

IN COLUWC.

62-63/

A.

NAME OF GROUP

B.

Has contacted

C.

Mil t contact

Yes No Yes No

. 64-65/ 1 0 66/ 1 0 67/

68-69/ 1 0 70/ 1 0 71/

07-08 1 0 09/ 1

BEGIN DECK 07
0 10/

1

11-12/ 1 0 13/ 1 0 14/

2 u
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41. Do you know any of the members of the Chicago School Board on a personal
basis? That is, are any of them friends of yours or people you meet at social
events outside of school meetings?

Yes (ASK A-C) 1 15/

No (SKIP TO Q. 42) 0

A. IF YES: Which ones do you know? RECORD NAME IN COL: A OF TABLE BELOW .

AND FOB EACH NAME, ASK B AND C.

ENTER NUMBER OF PEOPLE MENTIONED:

B. How did you meet him/her? RECORD ANSWER CODE IN COLUMN B.

Became friends after meeting at
school functions 01

Through other community activities
(non-school) 02

Through friends, relatives or other
social contacts 03

Through professional or work related
activities

A neighbor

Other (SPECIFY IN COL. B)

04

05

06

C. Do you ever discuss school issues with this Board member outside of

16-17/

school meetings? CHECK ANSWER IN COLUMN C.

A.

Name of,Board Member

B.

How met/known

C.

Discuss issues
Yes No

1.
18-19/ 0 20/

2.
21-22/ 1 0 23/

3.
24-25/ 1 26/

4.
27-28/ 1 0 29/

5.
10-31/ 1 0 32/

,
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42. Now we'd like to ask you about other neighborhood groups or organizations you

belong to besides the PTA (or other school council). Are you a member of a

church or temple, a social club or other association in this neighborhood?

Yes (ASK A 6 B) 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 43) 2

IF YES:

A. What organizations do you belong to? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART BELOW.

ENTER NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS MENTIONED:I

B. Did you ever hold any office in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)?

ENTER OFFICE(S) OR "NONE" FOR EACH ORGANIZATION IN "POSITION" COLUMN.

1.

ORGANIZATION/GROUP

36-37/

POSITION

1.

2. 39-40/ 2.

3.
42-43/ 3.

4.
45-46/ 4.

5.
48-49/ 5.

6.
51-52/ 6.

7.
54-55/ 7.

8.
57-58 8.

34-35/

38/

41/

44/

47/

50/

k 53/

56/

59/
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43. ASK EVERYONE:

Do you belong to any organizations outside of this neighborhood?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

t-

7.

8.

Yes (ASK A & B) 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 44) 2

IF YES:

A. What organizations do you belong to? ENTER NAME(S) IN CHART BELOW.

ENTER NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS MENTIONED:

60/

61-62/

B. Did you ever hold any office in (NAME EACH ORGANIZATION)? ENTER OFFICE(S)

OR "NONE" FOR EACH ORGANIZATION IN "POSITION" COLUMN.

ORGANIZATION/GROUP POSITION

63-64/
1.

65/

66-67/ 2.
66/

69-70/
3.

71/

72-73
4,

74/

07-08/ 5.

BEGIN DECK 08

09/

10-11/ 6. 12/

13-14/ 7. 15/

16-17/ 8. 18/

2
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44. Parents in some of the school districts we're studying have received information
and support from elected representatives that helped them to improve their

schools. Sometimes these were people they already knew--in other cases they

just called these people on the phone.

I'm going to read a list of positions in goveinment and I'd like you to tell
me if you know the person who represents you in that position. FOR EACH

POSITION, ASK A. IF RESPONDENT KNOWS SOMEO'NE IN THIS.POSITION, ASK B. IF

SHE DOES NOT KNOW ,ANYONE IN THIS4POSITION, ASK C. (First/next) . . .

A. Do you know anyone in this position in your (ward, legislative or
Congressional, etc. district)? CODE IN COL. A

IF YES TO A:
B. How do you know this person? ENTER CODE FROM LIST BELOW OR SPECIFY IN

COLUMN B.

Worked on campaign 01

Political meetings or functions 02

Community meetings or functions 03
Through friends, relatives

or other social contacts 04

Through professional or work
related activities

ASK EVERYONE:

05

A neighbor
Respondent made direct
contact

Representative contacted
respondent

06

07

08 .

Other (SPECIFY IN COL.' B). 09

C. !Would you be likely to contact (this person/someone in this position),
'for information or assistance about an educational issue?

I

liard Committeeman

A.
i

Know
someone

Yes No

B.
x

-

How known or met

C.
. -

Would contact
Yes No

.

1 2 19/
-0

'20-21/ 1 2

Precinct captain 1 2 23/ 24-25/
, .

F 2 2(

Ward Superintendent 1 2 27/ 28-29/ 1 4 2 3C

Alderman 1

i
i7 31/
i

- 2-33/

,

.

1 2 '34

State Legislator 1 2 35/ 36-37/
,

1 2

r '

,3g

Senator or Congressman 1 2 39/ 40-41/ 1 2 42

2 y
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45. We have a list of things that some people think parents should do in order to

help their 'children do well.in school. Other people think that parents should

not do these things. II'm going to read you the list and ask if you agree or
. disagree that parents dhould do these things. (First/next) . . .

, AliEtE.
Disagree

a.

b.

Help my children withthomework
n-

Have -aspecial .1.ace in the home for children

1 2 43/

to do homewOrk 1 2 44/

c.

d.

'Limit amount of time rent watching TV

See that homework is completed before children

1 ''2 45/

e.

watch TV

Go over the child's homework before he hands

1 2 46/

f.

it in

Find out from the teacher what the child is

1 2 47/

g.

capable of doing in that class

Take away privileges if he doesn't do his

1 2 . 48/

school work, 1 2 49/

h.

i.

Look at the chAld's textbooks

See that children go to bed at a regular time

1 2 50/

every night 1 2 51/

j. Teach the child how to behave properly in school 1 2 52/

k. Attend parent council meetings 1 2 53/

1. See that,child gets to school on time 1 2 54/

.46. rarents haltre different attitudes about their role in school affairs. Here are

four fairly common attitudes. ASK EVERYONE A AND. B.

A. Which one of-the statements on this card best describes your,attitude when
you first enrolled a child in school? CIRCLE ONE CODE IN COL. A.

B. Which statement on the list best describes your attitude now? CIRCLE ONE

CODE IN COL. B.

HAND
CARD

A.

Attitude
at first

B.

Attitude
now

1) Parents should not organize to change the schools.
If they think the school program needs improve-
ment they should discuss this with the principal
and leave it to him to do what he thinks is best.

2) WebK,for )arents to organize--c-but it should be
witilin the PTA or other school channel.

3) It's, OK for parents to organize outside the
school system.

4) It's OK for parents to engage in boycotts against
the school.

1 1

2

3

4

2

3

4

55/

56/
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47. What kinds of questions do you feel parents should ask to find out if a school

is good?

48. Do you see any 'serious problems in Cs

serious problems?

00 or do you feel that there are no

es (ASK1) 1 57/

No (SKIP TO Q. 49) . 2

A. ,L.What are the problems you see? LIST PROBLEMS MENTIONED IN COL. A IN TABLE

BELOW.

B. Let's talk about each problem you.mentioned: First (refer to 48A). Is ,

this an issue that yoU would personally like to get involved in doing

something about? CIRCLE ONE CODE FOR EACH PROBLEM MENTIONED.

C. IF NOT INVOLVED: Would you like to be involved in doing,something about

this issue?

A.

' Problem

B.

Are you involved?
Yes No

.C.

Would you get involved?
Yes No

1 2 60/ 2 61/

62=63/ 1 2 64/ 1 2 65/

66-67/ 1 2 68/ 1 2 69/

1 2 72/ 2 73/
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49. Do you have any friends who you feel really close to? By "close" we mean
people you turn to for sharing good and bad things, advice on personal
problems or worries . .

Yes 4(ASK A)

No (SKIP TO Q. 50) 2

A. Do most of these people you feel close to live in this school district
(FOR URBAN RESPONDENTS: NEIGHBORHOOD) or outside this school district?

More close friends are in district than out
(GO TO Q. 50) 1

More close friends are outside
/

district than in
(ASK B) 2

About half are_in the district and half are outside
(ASK B) 3

. IF MOST CLOSE FRIENDS ARE OUTSIDE OR HALF ARE OUTSIDE THE DISTRICT:

B. Where are these close friends located: In other nearby' suburbs, the
city (nearby), or elsewhere in the country?

07/

08/

Nearby.suburbs 1 09/

Nearby city 2

Elsewhere 3

All three .4

50. In the social groups that you belong to, do you find that schoor'affairs are a
frequent topic of conversation, an occasional topic, or an infrequent topic?

Frequent topic 10/

Occasional. topic 2

Infrequent topic 3

51, About how much of your time do you spend each week doing things in this
neighborhood and (community)? 'Would you say: READ CATEGORIES

Almost all 1 11/

-About 75% 2

-About 50% 3

About 25% 4

- Less than 25% 5

27
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52. How much of your purely sociaractivities take

unity)--almost all, about 75%, about 507,

DECK 09

place in this (neighborhood/
about 25%, or less than 257.?

Almost all
\ 1 - 12/

About 75% 2

About 50% .ke 3

'About 25% *
4

Less than 25% 5

_53. On the whole, how happy are you with living h ? Would yOu say you're very

happy, pretty happy, or not too happy living i this (neighborhood/community)?

Very hapO 1 13/

Pretty happy 2

Not too happy 3

54. IF R IS MARRIED:
How happy do you think your husband is about living in this (neighborhood/
community) --very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

Very happy - 1 14/

Pretty happy 2

Not too happy 10 3

55. Are you planning to stay in this (neighborhood/community)--at
your children finish school--or do you plan to move?

Plan to stay 1 15/

Plan to move ... (ASK A) 2

A. Why are you planning to move?

1

16717/

18-19/

56. Do you live in a house or an apartment?

House (ASK A)

COndominium (ASK A)
Apartment
Other'(SPECIFY: AND ASK A)

. t ..

1

2

3

20/

A. Are you an owner or a renter?

27

1

Owner

Renter

4
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57. Are you currently working full-time, part-time, going to school, keeping

house, or what?
'CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY. IF MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, GIVE PREFERENCE TO

SMALLEST CODE NUMBER THAT APPLIES.

DECK 09

HAND
CARD Working full time (ASK A-C) I 22/

Working part time (ASK A-C) 2

Unemployed, laid off, looking for work 3

In school 4

Keeping house 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6

A. What kind of work do you do? That is, what is your job called? IF MORE

THAN ONE JOB, ASK ABOUT MAIN JOB.

OCCUPATION: 23-24/

B. What do you actually do in that job? Whet are sone of your main duties?

C. Where is your main place of work? Is it in (Community), the City, another

suburb, or where?
(Community) I 25/

City 2

Another suburb 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4



58-. IF MARRIED:

Is your husband currently
keeping house, or what?

CIRCLE ONE CODE ONLY. IF

CODE NUMBER THAT APPLIES.

HAND?
CARD I

F I

-28-

working full time, part time, going to school,

DECK 09

MORE THAN ONE RESPONSE, GIVE PREFERENCE TO SMALLEST

Working full time ...(ASK A-C)

Working part time ...(ASK A-C) 2

Unemployed, laid off, looking for work 3

In school 4

Keeping house 5

Other (SPECIFY)

1 26/

A. What kind of work does he do? That is, what is his job called?

IF MO/U: THAN ONE JOB, ASK ABOUT MAIN JOB.

OCCLPATION:

6

27-28/

11. What does he actually do in that job? What are some of his main duties?

C, Where is his main place of work? Is it in (Community),

another suburb, or where?

(Community)

City

Another suburb

Other (SPECIFY)

the City,

1

2

3

4

29/
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59. How far did you go in school? That is, what was the last grade of school
you completed? 4. 1

Some grade school or less 01

Sixth,grade 02

Some junior high 03

Completed junior high 04

Some high school 05'

Completed high school 06

Some college 07

Four years college; B.A. or B.C. 08

Masters 09

Ph.D. 10

Degree in law or medicine 11

Other (SPECIFY)

12

DECK 09,

30-31/

60. What is your religion--is it Proteatant, Catholic, Jewish, Muslim, some other
religion or no religion?

Protestant

Catholic

Jewish

Muslim

Other (SPECIFY RELIGION AND OR
CHURCH AND DENOMINATION)

1 32/

2

3'

4

5

None or atheist .. (SKIP TO Q. 62) .... 6

61. IF R BELONGS TO A RELIGION:
Do you belong to a religious organization? That is, a church or a temple?

Yes .... (ASK A AND B) 1 33/

No (SKIP TO Q. 62) 0

A. Are you active in 'this religious organization or not active?

Active 1 34/

Nof active 0

B. Is this religious organization in (communi.:..y) ot another part of (city)?

In comkunity 1 35/

Outside community 0
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62. For statistical purposes we would like to know what ethnic or racial group
you belong to. What ethnic or racial group do you identify most strongly with?

Latino (ASK Q. 63) 01 36-37/

Polish 02

Italian 03

Irish 04

German 05

Other or more than one

(RECORD )-' 06

None 07

63. IF R IS LATINO:
A. Where were you born?

COUNTRY: 38-39/

B. IF R BORN IN THE UNITED STATES, ASK:

(15 What country other than the United States were your mother's relatives
' born in?

40-41/

(2) What country other than the United States were your father's relatives
born in?

42-43/

64. Generally Speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, Democrat,
Independent, or what?

Republican .

Democrat
Independent
Other (SPECIFY)

1

2

3

4

44/

65. Are you registered to vote in (City)? ,

Yes (ASK A) 1
45/

No 0

A. Did you vote in the last election?
Yes 1 46/

No 0

66. Which age category are you in: READ CATEGORIES

Under 25 01
47-48/

25-29 02

30-34 03

35-39 04

40-44 05

45-49 06

50-54 07

55 or.over. 08



1. Time interview ended:

-31-

INTERVIEW REMARKS

DECK 09

A.M. 1 49-53/

P.M. 2

2. Respondent's sex:

Male 1

Female 2

54/

3. Respondendent's apparent race:

White, not of Hispanic origin 1

Negro/Black, not of Hispanic origin 2

Hispanic 3

Asian/Pacific Islander 4

American Indian/Alaskan Native 5

55/

4. Length of interview

-1 minutes 56-58/

5. Date of interview

I I

Day Month

59-62/

i.

INTERVIEWER'S SIGNATURE:

INTERVIEWER'S I.D. #: 63-67/
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SOCIAL NETWORK STUDY

INTERVIEW GUIDE: COMMUNITY INFORMANT

1. Compile a list of community-based organizations. The types of organizations to
include are:

Religious
Neighborhood/property owner groups
Civic Associations
Service agencies (counseling centers, health agencies, day care, etc.)
Political Clubs
Ethnic.associations
Mena and/or Immen's groups
Recreational

Any informal groups that are reported to meet on a regular basis

2. Interview 3-4 residents or leaders of organizations who are familiar with the
community organizations and their relationship to the public school in that
community.

Use the form "Community Resource Survey" to record the names of the organizations.
Skip one space to separate different types of organizations.

Ask the informant the following questions:

a. Do any public school parents belong to this group?

If response is yes, ask if parents from this group are usually active in school
issues.

If yes, place a check in Col. A-
If no, check Col. B.

If no parents in the group, ask if group is usually active in school issues.
If yes, check column C. If no, check Column D.

IMPORTANT: USE A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH INTORMANT.

3. RESOURCES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PARENTS.

Ask. each informant to name the groups/organizations in'he community that have re-
sources for parents. Record the names on Form 2. For each group ask:

a. How many people belong to this-group? PrObe for an estimate if informant is not
sure.

b. Do parents belong to this group?

C: AOW aoes tne group work with parents? Probe for details on past work with parents
and specific issues that group was active in.

Do'anY of these groups work together around school issues? Record information on
this on Form 3. USE aEPARATE FORM FOR EACH INFORMANT.

5. Have there
information

6. Record your
on Form 5.

any community-school controversies here in the past 5 years? Record-

on Form 4 USE SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH INFORMANT.

summary impressions about community organization-school relationships

2,11
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COMMUNITY RESOURCE SURVEY Neighborhood

Informant

Position

Researcher

GROUPS OR
ORGANIZATIONS

A.

Parents
Usually
Active

B.

Parents
Usually
Inactive

C.

No Parents.
Usually
Active

D.

No Parents
No in-rolvement
with schools



FORM 2

GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS WITH RESOURCES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PAREWTS.

DRAW A LINE AFTER EACH GROUP

Community
4

Informant
posit ion

ResearCher

NAME OF
GROUP

No. of
Members

'Are par-ena
Members?

Type of resources available for parents; examples of past
activities involving parents (mention specific issues)

A



FORM 3

SOCIAL NETWORK STUDY

Q.

COMMUNITY

INFORMANT: RESEARCHER

INTERGROUP'RELAIMONS AROUND PUBLIC SCHOOL

Do any of these groups work together around school issues? REFER TO GROUPS LISTED
ON FORM 2.

LIST THE NAMES OF THE GROUPS THAT WORK TOGtilihX. PROBE FOR DETAILS ON PAST WORK
WITH PARENTS: THE ISSUES, WHAT THE GROUP DID, etc.



Q.

FORM 14

COMMUNITY-SCHOOL CONFLICTS

COMMUNITY

INFORMANT RtSEARCEIgli

Have there been any conflicts or serious problems between the zommunity and the

schools here in the past 5 years? .(If yes, prdbe for details).



FORM 5

SUMMARY IMPRESSIONS OF COMMUNITY-SCHOOL
RELATIONS

COMMUNITY

RESEARCHER
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MEETING OBSERVATION FORM



MEETING OBSERVATION FORM

DATE: OBSERVER

LOCATIOU NEIGHBORHOOD

GROUP: SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Size of audience/participants

111
Program, participants: (speakers)

NAME POSITION TOPIC

Summary of meeting

t-,

Your impressions of what went on at this meeting. (Comment on quality of
'-the presentations, audience response, level of interest and any other
items you believe were important. Use additional paper if needed).



MEETING OBSERVATION FORM - 2

This sheet is for recording the questions and issues raised by people
attending the meeting.

QUESTION/ISSUE RESULTS

Were most of the people who attended: parents, teachers

others (specify:
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CONFIDENTIAL

4289
2/80

NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER
University of Chicago

Social Network Study

Case Number:

INTERVIEW GU/DE

PARENTS

(Spanish Translation)

NAME:

a

BEGIN DECK 01

01-05/

TIME AM
BEGAN: PM

06/R



-2- DECK 01.

INTRODUCCION

Estamos llevando a cabo un estudio de la participaci6n de los padres

de familia en las escuelas pelicas. Nos interesa especialmente conocer

los distintos niveles de participaci6n de los padres en diversas comunidades.

A Ud. y a los demgs padres de familia que participen se les hargn las mismas

preguntas sobre la educaci6n de sus hijos y su opini6n de la participaci6n

de los padres para mejorar los programas escolares de sus hijos.

El objeto de este estudio es el de proporcionar informaci6n a aquellas

personas cuyo trabajo es el de formular polttica para mejorar las.relaciones

entre los padres y las escuelas. El estudio es dirigido por ei National

Opinion Research Center en la Universidad de Chicago. Al elaborar los resul-

tados ninen nombre personal y ninen nombre de escuelas serg mencionado.

Entrevistaremos a otros padres de familia de este barrio o comunidad y a o-

tras personas que laboran en las escuel'as locales y a algunos dirigentes de

la comunidad.

1. lEn qug alio se cambi6 a este barrio?

07-08/INDIQUE EL ARO: 191

He vivido aqui toda mi vida
(PASE A LA PREGUNTA 3)...00

2. Cuando decidi6 mudarse a este barrio,Ltam6 en cuenta la calidad de las

escuelas pgblicas? iConsider6 este aspecto muy importante, algo impor-

tante o no importante?

Muy importante 1 09/

Algo importante 2

No importante 3

No sg 8

3. lQug tan satisfecha esta Ud. actualmente con la calidad de educaci6n que

sus hijos han recibido en las escuelas pgblicas de aqui? ZEstg Ud. muy

satisfecha, algo satisfecha, algo insatisfecha, o muy insatisfecha?

Muy satisfecha 1

Algo satisfecha 2

Algo insatisfecha 3

Muy insatisfecha 4

No sg 8

10/

A. LA qug atribuye esta opini6n? ESCRIBA VERBATIM.

13-14/

2L1
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4. LCugntos de sus nifios son menores de.19 afios y viven con Ud.?' Incluya nifios
adoptivos, de crianza y nifios del matrimonio anterior si acaso tiene
alguno(S).

INDIQUE EL NUMERO: j 15-16/

Nos gustarla saber las edades de los nifios y la escuela en la que estgn ma-
triculados. iQug edad tiene el/la mayor que vive con Ud.?(ESCRIBA LA EDAD
EN LA COLUMNA A. SI ES MAYOR DE 5 AROS, PREGUNTE LA B. CONTINUE RASTA
TERMINAR CON LOS DEMAS NIROS.) Y el que siguedel mayor . . .

A. Edad del nifio(a)

(SI ES MAYOR DE 5
AROS PREGUNTE

SI ES MAYOR DE 5 AROSPREGUNTE:
B. LC6mo se llama la escuela en la que

estg su nifio(a)?

1. 17-18/ 19-21/

2. 22-23/ 24-26/

3. 27-28/ 29-31/

4. 32-33/ 34-36/

5. 37-38/ 39-41/

6. 42-43/ 44-46/

7. 47-48/ 49-51/

8. 52-53/ 54-56/

SI SON MAS DE OCHO NIROS INDIQUE EL NUMERO

5. LAproximadamente cugntas veces visita la escuela (NOMBRE)? Casi a diario,
una vez por semana, una vez por mes, una o dos veces al afio o cugntas?

a. Casi a diario 4

b. Una vez por semana 3

C. Una vez por mes 2

d. Una o dos veces al afio 1

e. Nunca 0

57/

6. LAlguna vez ha participado en un programa de entrenamiento para los padres
de familia--por ejemplo, alg6n programa para los padres por cuenta del
PTA, consejo de la escuela local o a1g6n programa federal?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1

No 2

A. SI LA RESPUESTA ES SI: LEn qu'd consisti6 el/los programa(s) de.
entrenamiento? ESCRIBA VERBATIM.

2(J

58/

59-60/

61-62/
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7. Estamoa interesados en saber si hay alguna otra persona de su hogar quien
regularmerte comparte con Ud. la educaciOn de su/s niño/s. LAlguien quien
atiende las juntas o conferencias con los maestros, cuando Ud. no puede?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 63/

No 2

A. SI LA RESPUESTA ES SI: LCugl es la relaci6n de esa persona con,su hijo?
ESCRIBA SOLO URA, SI SE MENCIONA MAS DE UNA, PREGUNTE POR LA MAS ACTIVA.

64-65/ T

8. Tenemos una lista de eventos que se efect5an en la mayoria de las escuelas.
LA cugntas va y con que frecuencia? iFrecuentemente, ocasionalmente, rara

vez o nunca? ENTREGUE TARJETA A Y MARQUE UilA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA.

HAND
CARD
A

Juntas del PTA

14recuen- Ocasio- Rara
temenCe nalmente vez Nunca

B. Juntas del consejo local .

C. Juntas de padres convocadas
por los maestrds

D. Obras teatrales, conciertos
u otros programas en los
que aparecen sus nifios

E. Eventos para recaudar
fondos (yentas de
pasteles, ferias, etc.)

F. Conferencias entre padres
y maestros

G. Juntas de el Consejo
de EducaciOn

3 2 1 66/

3 2 1 0 67/

3 2 1 0 68/

3 2 1 0 69/

3 2 1 0 70/

3 2 1 0 71/

3 2 1 0 72/
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9. Ahora quisiera preguntar sol?re (PERSONA NOMBRADA EN LA PREGUNTA 7). LOLA
tan frecuentemente atiende (ESTA PERSONA) estas juntas? (Primero/Despugs),
. . . MARQUE UNA,RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA.

A. Juntas del PTA
*fp

Frecuen- Ocasio= Rara
temente nalmente vez Nunca

,

B. Juntas del consejo local

C. Juntas cle padres convo-
cedes por los maestros

D. Obras teatrales, concier-
tos u otros programas en
los que aparecen sus nitios

E. Eventos para recaudar
fondos (yentas de pas-
teles, ferias, etc.)

F. Conferencias entre
padres y maestros

G. Juntas-de el,Con-
sejp de Educaci6n

3 2 1 07/

08/

09/

10/

11/

12/

13/

3 2 1

3 1

3 2

3 2 1 0

3 2 1

3 2 1 0

10. LPertenece Ud. ,a a1gn consejo de padres de familia o algn consejo de esta
escuela? Esto puede inc/uir el PTA, consejo local de la escuela, un conse-
jo consultativo bilingue o de titulo I Consejo de informaci6n para padres,
u otros consejos.

SI (PREGUNTE A-G)
No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 11)

SI LA RESPUESTA ES SI, PREGUNTE A-G:
A. A cugles consejos pertenece Ud.? ENTREGUE TARJETA B.

MARQUE TODOS LOS QUE SE APLIQUEN.

PTA 1

Consejo de escuela local 2

Bilingue PAC 3

Titulo I PAC 4

Otro (ESPICIFIQUE)

5

B. 2,Por qug raz6n se hizo miembro de este/estos consejo/s?

2

14/

19/

20-21/
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10, (Continuaci6n)

DECK 02

C. 4Qug tan a menddo se reune (NOMBRE CADA UNO DE LOS CONSE.NS LISTADOS EN

PREGUNTA 10A)? ESCRIBA EL NOMBRE DE CADA UNO DE LOS CONSEJOS EN

LA COLUMNA 1 Y LA FRECUENCIA DE REUNIONES POR MES EN LA COLUMNA 2.

COLUMNA 1'
Nombre del consejo

COLUMNA 2
Frecuencia de re-
uniones por mes

A

23-24i

26-27/

29-20/

1) 22/

2) 25/

3) 28/

LCugnto tiempo ocupa cada mes en actividades de el consejo para los

padres? Medio dia'o menos, un dla, 2 o 3
una semana al mes?

dlas, una semana o mgs de

Media dla o memos 1 31/

Un dia 2

2 o 3 dias 3

Una semana
Mgs de una semana (ESPECIFIQUE)

4

5

E. 2,C6mo seieccionan a los padres que presidirgn la mesa directiva de

el/los cvsejo(s) a el/los que Ud. pertenece? iLos padres elijen al

director, el director de la,escuela o alguna otra persona de la es-

cuela lo elijen? Primero el PTA, 2c6mo es elejido el director de

ese consejo? Des"pugs., . . . MENCIONE CADA CONSEJO.

MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UN NUMERO PARA CADA LINEA.

Nombre del consejo Padres elijen
al director

Alguna otra per-
sona elije al
director

1) 32/ 1 2 33/

2) 34/ 1 2 35/

3) 36/ 1 2 37/

F. LUd. ha participado en la selecci6n o elecci6n del padre/madre director/a

de alguno de estos consejos?
SI .. 1

No 2 3111

G. 1,Ha tenido alguna vez un puesto en alguno de estos consejos?

SI 1 39/

No 2
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11. LTiene algunos amigos que pertenezcan al consejo de padres an esta escuela?

Si 1 40/
No 2

SI LOS PADRES HAN ASISTIDO AL PTA 0 A CUALQUIER OTRA REUNION DEL CONSEJO DE PADRES
Aft FRECUENTEMENTE, OCASIONALMENTE, 0 RARA VEZ (VEA LA PREGUNTA 8) PREGUNTE 12:

2. 2,C6mo considerarla las reuniones a las que ha asistido, desde el punto de vista
de intergs para los padres alip_ no pertenecen a la mesa directiva? LSon . . .

LEA LAS CATEGORIAS Y MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UNA.

En general muy interesantes ... 3

En general algo interesantes .. 2

En general no muy interesantes. 1

A. LPor qug considera las reuniones (VEA LA RESPUESTA A LA PREGUNTA NO. 12)?
ESCRIBA VERBATIM.

42-43!

44-45/

SI LOS PADRES NO ASISTEN A LAS JUNTAS (VEA PREGUNTA 8) PREGUNTE 13:
13. LPor qug no asiste a las juntas para padres?

MARQUE TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS QUE SE APLIQUEN.

Trabajo 1 46/
Tengo niflos pequeflos en casa 2 471
No me interesa 3 48/.

Son una perdida de tiempo 4 49i
Otra raz6n (ESPECIFIQUE)

3 30/

14. LEn qug forma se desempeñan los diregentes del consejo de padres y en par-
ticular al dar informaci6n sobre los programas educativos en esta escuela?
Oesempeflan su trabajo de una forma excelente, buena, regular o mala?
MARQUE UNA.

Excelente
Buena
Regular
Mala

3

15. LCugl es su principal fuente de informaci6n sobre la escuela? E3 .

LEA LAS CATEGORIAS Y MARQUE UNA.

PTA
Consejo asesor local
Los maestros
El director ;04

Otros padres
Mis hijos Nt)

El peri6dico 0;

Otras fuentes (ESPECIFIQUE)

0 8
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16. LCugnto contactO tiene Ud. con el director de la escuela?

Bastante . (PREGUNTE A)

Algo (PREGUNTE A)

Un.poco (PREGUNTE A) ..

Nada (PREGUNTE A)

A. ZQug tipo de contactos tiene Ud.? MARQUE TODAS LAS QUE SE APLIQUEN

En juntas

4

3

2

1

1

DECK 02

54/

e

55/411

Conferencias .
2 56/

En los pasillos 3 57/
Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

4 58/

1/. A. A continuaci6n hay una lista de cuaelidades que describen a los direc-

tores.Q LCugl de estas,describe el director de la escuela? MUESTRE

LA TARJETA C. MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UNA RESPUESTA EN CADA LINEA.

HAND -SI No
CARD

Desea la participaci6n de los padres en el

programa escolar
1 59/

2) Aaigable 1 0 60/
7

u 3) Asiste a los padres 1 0 61/

4) Se interesa en los niRos 1 0 62/

5) Formal, como hombre de negocios 1 0 63/

B. LCugl de estas cualidades describe a la mayoria de los maestros en

la escuela?

SI No

1) Desean la participaci6n de los padres en
1 0

el programa escolar
64/

2) Amigable 1 0 65/

3) Asisten a los padres 1 0 66/

4) Se interesan en los niRos 1 0 67/

5) Formal, como'hombres de,negocios 1 0 68/

18. LSe siente bien recibido en esta escuela?

ST .. 1 69/110

No 2

. LPor qu e. se siente (bien/mal) recibido? ESCRIBA VERBATIM.

11

70-11/
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19. Estudios sobre desiciones o acuerdos de educaci6n incluyen cuatro greas:
planeaci6n de presupuestos, desaTrollo del.curriculum, selecci6n de personal
y negociaciones de contratos. LCugnta influencia piensa Ud. que tienen los
padres en el sistema educacional en cada una de estas greas: bastante, algo,
un poco o nada? (Primero/Despugs), en . . LEA CADA UNA Y MARQUE CON UN
CIRCULO UNA RESPUESTA PARA CADA CATEGORIA.

Bas- Un
tante Algo poco Nada

A. Planeaci6n de presupuestos 3 1 0 07/

B. Desarrollo del curriculum 3 2 1 0 08/

C. Selecci6n del personal 3 2 1 0 09/

D. Negociacions de contratos 3 2 1 0 10/

20. LCugnta influencia piensa Ud. que deberlan de tener los padres de familia en
las cuatro greas-de decisi6n? iCree Ud. que los padres deberlan tener bas-
tante, algo, un poco, o nada de influencia?

A. Planeaci6n de presupuestos

Bas- Un
tante Algo poco Nada

3 2 1 0

B. Desarrollo del curriculum 3 2 1 0

C. Selecci6n del personal 3 2 1 0

D. Negociaciones de contratos 3 2 1 0

11 /

12/

13/

14/

21. Sobre la asignaci6n de sus hijos en el salon de clase, idirla Ud. que su in-
fluencia es bastante, alguna, muy poca o nada?

Bastante 3

Alguna 2

Muy poca 1

Ncla 0

15/

22. ZCree Ud. que las juntas para padres en esta escuela proveen a los padres
con una oportunidad adecuada para opinar sobre el curriculum?

1

No 0

16/
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23. 4lia estado Ud. haciendo algo para influengiar lo que sucede en (NOMBRE DEL

SISTEMA ESCOLAR) en relaci6n con un problema especifico?

Si (PREGUNTE A-C) 1 17/

No (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 24) 2

A. LMe podria decir en que problema ha estado Ud. trabajando? SI MAS DE UNO

PREGUNTE: LCugl considera Ud. el mgs importante? (PIDA AL PARTICIPANTE

RESPONDER A LAS SIGUIENTES PREGUNTAS EN RELACION CON EL PROBLEMA MAS

LMPORTANTE.)
18-19/

B. LQue tipo de cosas ha estado Ud. haciendo con respecto a este problema?

20-21/

22-23/

C. asta trabajando con alguna otra persona en esto?

SI (PREGUNTE [1] Y [2] ) 1 24/

No (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 24) 2

SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI" PREGUNTE:

iCugntas personas estgn envueltas en esto? 25-26/

[21 LUd. lo considera un grupo?

SI (PREGUNTE [3] ) 1 27/

No (PASE A D) 2

[3] iCugl es el nombre del grupo, si tiene uno3

No tiene nombre 00

GO TO 18

28-29/



23. (Cont.) 03-04

D. Nos gustaria tener las 4liciales de cada persoda con la que Ud. esta trabajando, para poder hacer
referencia en la siguiente pregunta. ESCRIBA EL NOMBRE DE CADA PERSONA EN EL CUADRO. PARA CADA
PERSONA PREGUNTE 23 E-K.

E. Es esta persona un pariente o un buen amigo alguiA de confianza--o sOlo un conocido? ESCRIBA LA
RESPUESTA BAJO LA COLUMNA E. ('l' PARA PARIENTE, 12' BUEN AMIG02 0 13' GONOCIDO.)

F. 1Cul es la ocupaciOn de esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA F.

C. lEsta persona vive en este barrio, en ctra parte (ciudad) o fuera (ciudad)? ESCRIBA SU RESPUESTA EN
LA COLUMNA G. (sl' BARRIO, '2' OTRA PARTE DE LA CIUDAD, '3' FUERA DE LA CIUDAD.)

H. lamo y donde conocic; Ud. a esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA H.

I. iConocia Ud. a esta persona antes de comenzar a trabaiar con este grupo? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN
COLUMNA I. ('l' SI, '2' NO.)

J. iQue

CATEGORIAS
tipo de ayuda recibiti de esta persona?

EN LA COLUMNA

Consejo individual/educacional 01
Consejo de grupo/educacional 02
Consiguici que otros padres

respaldaran al grupo 03
Consejo en como tratar a los
administradores de la escuela 04

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE ACUERDO CON LAS SIGUIENTES

Consejo en como tratar con la junta escolar
Consejo en organizar y manejar al grupo
Otro (ESPECIFIQUE EN LA COLUMNA J)

ESCRIB4 EL NUMERO DE
PERSONAS MENCIONADAS:

.. 05

06

07

1

1-
1-
1

RAND

CARD

30-31/
D.

INICIALES

E.

RELACION

F.

OCUPACION

G.

RESIDENCIA

H.

COMO/DONDE CONOCIO

I.

CONOCIA
ANTES

J.

TIPO DE
AYUDA

1.
32/ 33-34/ 35/ 36-37/ 38/ 39-40/

2. 41/ 42-43/ 44/ 45-46/ 47/ 48-49/

3. 50/ 51-52/ 53/ 54-55/ 56/ 57-58/

4. 59/ 60-61/ 62/ 63-64/ 65/ 66-67/

5. 07/ 08-09/ 10/ 11-12/ 13/ 14-15/

6. 16/ 17-18/ 19/ 20-21/ 22/ 23-24/

7.
25/ 26-27/ 28/ 29-30/ 31/ 32-33/

8. 31.1._,
34/ 35-36/ 37/ 38-39/ 40/ 41-42/

BEGIN
DECK 04

3
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23. (Cont.)

K. LLa mayorla de estas personas con las que ha estado Ud. trabajando, se
conocIan antes, o se han ido conociendo desde que comenzaron a traba-
jar en este problema?

DECK 04

Todos se conocIan antes 4 43/

Casi todos se conocIan antes 3 Ili

S6lo unos pocos se conocIan antes 2

Nadie se conocia antes 1

PASE ALA PRECUNTA 24B'

24. (SI LA RESPUESTA ES "NO" A LA PREGUNTA 23, LEA0

Una de las cosas que este estudio estg encontrando es que algunas mujeres
conocen personas a las que pueden acudir para pedir ayuda con los proble-
mas escolares de los nifios o para trabajar en cambios dentro de la escue-

la. Estas personas pueden incluir amigos, parientes, maestros, y otros
educadores. Supongase que Ud. se apura con un problema que afecta la/s
escuela/s de su hijo/s. Ud. decide que quiere formar un grupo para hacer
algo acerca del problema. LHay alguien que conoce que le pueda propor-
cionar ayuda?

SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI," PASE A LA PREGUNTA 25A.
SI LA RESPUESTA ES "NO," ESCRIBA "NO" Y PASE A LA PREGUNTA 29.

(SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI" A LA PREGUNTA 23, LEA0

A. LHay alguien mgs, ademgs de las personas que ya menciond que conoce a otras
personas a las que pueda pedir ayuda en este problema u otro que afecte
la/s escuela/s de su/s hijo/s?

SI (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 25) 1

No (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 29) 2

44/



41,
25. A. Primero, 1 iene parientes, amigos o conocidos que la/o pudieran ayudar? Por favor incluya maestros,

administradores u otros educadores sOlo cuando estos sean parientes o buenos amigos.

Si ... (PREGUNTE B-F) I

No .. (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 27) 2

LCuales son las iniciales de estas personas? ESCRIBA LAS INICIALES DE CADA PERSONA MENCIONADA EN LA
COLUMNA A. Y PARA CADA UNA PREGUNTE B-F.

B. iEs esta persona un pariente o buen amigo o sOlo conocido? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA B.
('1' PARIENTE, '2' BUEN AMIGO, 0 '3' CONOCIDO)

C. ;.Cual es la ocupaci6n de esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA C.

D. Oive esta persona en su barrio, otra parte de (ciudad) o fuera de (ciudad)? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA
EN LA COLUMNA.D ('l' BARRIO, '2' OTRA PARTE DE LA CUIDAD, '3' FUERA DE LA CIUDAD)

Zanno y donde conoci6 a esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA E.E.

F. ZQue tipo de ayuda recibi6 de esta persona?
CATEGORIAS EN LA COLUMNA F.

Consejo individual/educacional 01
Consejo de grupo/educacional 02
Conseguio que otros padres

respaldaran al grupo 03
Consejo en como tratar a los

administradores de la escuela 04

HAND
CARD

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE ACUERDO CON LAS SIGUIENTES

Consejo en como tratar con la junta escolar 05
Consejo en organizar y manejar al grupo 06
Otro (ESPECIFIQUE EN LA COLUMNA F) 07

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE
PERSONAS MENCIONADAS:

46-47/
A.

INICIALES

B.

RELACION

C.

OCUPACION

D.

RESIDENCIA

E.

COMO/DONDE CONOCIO

,

F.
TIPO DE
AYUDA

1.
48/ 49-50/ 51/ 52-53/ 54-55/

2.
56/ 57-58/ 59/ 60-61/ . 62-63/

3.
64/ 65-66/ 67/ 68-69/ 70-71/

4.
01/ 08-09/ 10/ 11-12/

5.
15/ 16-17/ 18/ 19-20/

.13-14/

21-22/
6.

23/ 24-251_ 26/ 27-28/ 29-30/
7.

31/ 32-33/ 34/ 35-36/ 37-38/

303 3

BEGIN
DECK 05
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26. REFIERA AL PARTICIPANTE A LAS PERSONAS MENCIONADAS EN LA PREGUNTA 25.
SI NO SE MENCIONO A NADIE PASE A LA PREGUNTA 28.

A. Nos gustaria saber si casi todas las personas que incluy6 en la lista
de amigOS o conocidos se conocen unos a otros? MUESTRE AL PARTICIPANTE
LA LISTA. Wiria Ud. que . . .

Todos se conocen 4

Casi todos se conocen 3

S6lo la mitad se conocen 2

Menos de la mitad se conocen 1

Nadie se conoce 0

B. LSon todas estas personas que ha incluido en esta lista de amigos y cono-
cidos miembros del mismo grupo 6tnico que Ud.? Oiria Ud. que todos son
del mismo grupo 6tnico, casi todos, la mitad, menos de la mitad o ningu-
no son del mismo grupo etnico que Ud.?

Todos 4 40/

Casi todos 3

La mitad 2

Menos de la mitad 1

Ninguno 0

27. Ud. ha mencionado dos grupos de personas -- uno de personas con las cuales ha
estado trabajando y otro de personas a las que acudirla para pedir ayuda.
LCugntas de estas personas que estan en una lista conocen a las personas de
la otra lista?

Todos se conocen

Casi todos se conocen

La mitad se conocen

Menos de la mitad se conocen

Nadie se conoce

4

3

2

1

0

41/



28. iConoce Ud. a algunos maestros, administradores o educadores que le pueda ayudar a solucionar problemas
educacionales?

Si .. (PREGUNTE A-E PARA CADA PERSONAL MENCIONADA) ... 1

No (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 29) 2

A. iCules son las iniciales de esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA A.

B. LEs un maestro, administrador o que? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA B.

C. ZDOnde vive esta persona: en este barrio ('1'), otra parte de la ciudad ($2'), o fuera de la
ciudad t'3')? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA C.

HAND
CARD

D. Oue tipo de ayuda le proporcionarla esta persona? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA DE ACUERDO
A LA CLASIFICACION EN LA TARJETA D EN LA COLUMNA D.

-

E. iTrabaja esta persona en la escuela de la comunidad una escuela en otra parte de la
cuidad ('2'), o fuera de la ciudad ('3')? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA E.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE PERSONAS MENCIONADAS:

DECKS 05-06

42/

43-44/

A.

INICIALES

B.

OCUPACION

C.

RESIDENCIA

D.

TIPO DE AYUDA

E.

LUGAR DE
TRABAJO

1.

45-46/ 47/ 48-491 50/
2.

51-52/ 53/ 54-55/ 56/
3.

57-58/ 59/ 60-61/ 62/
4.

63-64/ 65/ 66-67/ 68/
5.

07-08/ 09/ 10-11/ 12/ I

6.

13-141 15/ 16-17/ 18/
7.

19-20/ 21/ 22-231 24/

EGIN
ECK 06
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29. LCugl es su estado marital? astg casado, vive con alguien, viudo, divorcia-
do, separado o nunca ha estado casado?

Casado (PREGUNTE 31 y 32) 1 25/
Viviendo con alguien (PREGUNTE 31 Y 32) 2

Viudo (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 33) ...o..... 3
Divorciado (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 33) 4

Separado (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 33) 5

Nunca ha estado casado
(PASE A LA PREGUNTA 33). 6

30. LEstg incluidp (su esposo/la persona con la que vive) entre esas personas
que le podrian ayudar?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 26/
No (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 31) 2

A. LTendr1a esta persona un papal activo o de respaldo moral/papel pasivo en
el problema escolar?

El probablemente tendria un papal activo 1 27:\\

El probablemente tendria un papal pasivo 2

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

3

31. LQug tan activo es (su esposo/persona con la que vive) en otras actividades
no es.c.olares aparte de las escuelas? LEs muy activo, algo activo, o
nada activo?

Muy activo (PREGUNTE A) 2 28/

Algo activo (PREGUNTE A) 1

Nada activo 6

A. SI LA RESPUESTA ES MU? ACTIVO 0 ALGO ACTIVO: En qug clase de activi-
dades participa? (Por ejemplo, "Boy Scouts", asuntos civicos,

clubes de servicio, etc.)

29-30/

32. SI ESTA CASADA: LC6mo se siente su (esposo/persona con la que vive) con res-
.. pecto al tii.aper que Ud. pasa en actividades escolares? LAprueba fuertemente, 111

aprueba, no desagrueba o aprueba, desaprueba, desaprueba fuertemente?

Aprueba fuertemente 5 31/

Aprueba 4

No apruebs. o desaprueba 3

Desaprueba 2

3.1u Desaprueba fuertemente. 1

<-21,
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33. LTiene Ud. parientes que viven en este barrio?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 32/
No 0

A. Nugntas veces por semana se pone Ud. en contacto con sus parientes en
este barrio? Por favor incluya visitas personales y conversaciones
telefSnicas.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE VECES:
33-34/

34. 4Tiene Ud. parientes que viven en otra parte de (CIUDAD)?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 35/
No 0

A. Largntas veces por semana se pone Ud. en contacto con sus parientes en
otras partes de (CIUDAD)?

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE VECES: 36-37/

35. LEn general contacta al maestro de su/sus hijo/s para pedirle una cita o en
general espera a que el maestro lo contacte a Udj

En general contacto a los maestros .. 1 38/
Espero a que el maestro me contacte . 0

36. Lila tenido a1gn contacto con los administradores de las.oficinas del distrito?

4 SI 1 39/
No 0

37. ilia ofrecido de manera voluntaria para ayudar a los maestros u otras personas
que trabajan en la escuela?

Si (PREGUNTE A)
No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 38)

40/

4

A. iQue tipo de actividades voluntarias ha hecho?
(MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO TODAS LAS RESPUESTAS QUE SE APLIQUEN.)

Recabar fondos - ferias, yenta de pasteles, etc..01
41-42/

Ayudar a los maestros en el salon de clase 02 43-44/

Ayudar a los mastros con viajes 03 45-46/

Clases particulares fuera del salon de clases 04 47-48/

Trabajo en la oficina 05 49-50/

Ayuda en la cafeteria 06 51-52/

Asistencia en los recesos, campos de juego 07 53-54/

Ayuda en la biblioteca 08 55-56/

Otra (ESPECIFIQUE)
'(:)9 57-58/

1PASE A LA PREGUNTA 39

38. iTiene Ud. tiempo de hacer trabajo voluntario en la escuela?
Si 1
No 0
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39. PREGUNTE A TODOS:

.

iMe podria dar.una idea de como pasa la mayor parte del dia?

Trabajo de tiempo completo 1 60/

Trabajo de medio tiempo 2

't

aiidando nifios 3

Haciendo quehaceres del hogar 4

Asistiendo a la escuela 5

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

6

40. LConoce Ud. algan grupo a nivel local/de la ciudad al cual un/a padre/madre

pueda acudir para pedir ayuda en relaci6n con problemas escolares?

SI (PREGUNTE A-C) 1 61/

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 41)

A. ZQug grupos conoce? ESCRIBA EN LA COLUMNA A DEBAJO Y PREGUNTE B PARA

CADA UNO.

B.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE GRUPOS MENCIONADO:

LAlguna vez se ha puesto en contacto con este grupo?

ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA B. SI "NO" PREGUNTE C.

C. LCree Ud. que alguna vez se pondrg en contacto con este grupo para soli-

citar su ayuda? ESCRIBA LA RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA C.

j 62-63/

A.

NOMBRE DEL GRUPO

B

Ha tenido contacto

C

Tal vez tenga contacto

SI No SI , No

64-65/ 1 0 66/ 1 0 67/

68-69/ 1 0 70/ 1 0 71/

07-08/ 1 0 09/ 1

BEGIN DECK 07
0 10/

11-12/ 1 0 13/ 1 0 14/
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ZdonOce a alguien cfue sea miembro del Chicago School Board/La directiva Esco-
lar de Chicago an una base personal? Esto es, alguno de ellos es su amigo
o personas a las que encuentra en eventos sociales fuera de juntas escolares?

SI ... (PREGUNTE A-C) 1 15/

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 42) 0

A.' SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI": LA quienes conoce? ESCRIBA EL NOMBRE EN LA
COLUMNA A DEL'CUADRO A CONTINUACION Y PARA CADA UNO PREGUNTE B Y C.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE PERSONAS MENCIONADAS:

16-17/
B. LC6mo lo/a conoci6? ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE LA RESPUESTA DE ACUERDO A LAS

CATEGORIAS A CONTINUACION - EN LA COLUMNA B.

Nos hicimos rnigas/os despugs de una junta escolar.01

En otra actividad de la comunidad (no escolar) 02

A travgs de amigos, parientes u otros contactos
sociales 03

A travgs de contacto profesional o actividades
relacionadas con el trabajo 04

Un vecino 05

Otro (ESPECIFIO EN LA COLUMNA B) 06

C. LDiscute alguna vez problemas escolares con gste miembro de la directiva
fuera 'de juntas escolares? MARQUE SU RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA C.

A.

Nombre del *embro de la
directiVa

B.

Como se conocieron

C.

Discuten Problemas

Si No

18-19/ 1 0 20/

21-22/ 1 0 23/

3. 24-25/ 1 0 26/

4, 27-28/ 1 0

5. 30-31/ 1 0

,29/

32/
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42. Ahora nos gustarfa preguntarle sobre otras agrupaciones u organizaciones

a las que pertenece aparte de la PTA (u otro consejo escolar). LEs Ud.

miembro de una iglesia o templo, de un club social o de otra asociaciOn

en este comunidad (barrio)?

.0 7

Si ... (PREGUNTE A Y B) 1 33/

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 43) .... 2

SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI":.

A.

B.

1.

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7.

8.

LA cugles organizaciones pertenece? APUNTE LOS NOMBRES ABAJO.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE LAS ORGANIZACIONES
MENCIONADAS:

elTuvo alguna vez algUn puesto en (NOMBRE DE LA AGRUPACION)?

APUNTE LOS CARGOS 0 "NINGUNO" PARA CADA AGRUPACION EN LA COLUMNA

AGRUPACION/ORGANISMO CARGO

36-37/ 1.

34-35/

38/

"CARGO".

39-40/ 2. 41/

42-43/
3.

44/

45-46/
4.

47/

48-49/ 5. 50/

51-52/ 6. 53/

54-55/ 7. 56/

57-58/ 8. 59/
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43. PREGUNTE A TODOS:

aertenece a alguna otra organizaci6n fuera de este barrio o comunidad?

DECKS 07-08

ST .-.. (PREGUNTE A Y B) 1 60/

No ...(PASE A LA PREGUNTA 44) 2

SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI"

A. ZA cugles organizaciones pertenece? APUNTE LOS NOMBRES ABAJO.

ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE LAS ORGANIZACIONES MENCIONADAS:

B. Juvo alguna vez a1gn puesto en (NOMBRE DE LA AGRUPACION)?
APUNTE LOS CARGOS 0 "NINGUNO" PARA CADA AGRUPACION EN LA COIUMNA "'CARGO".

AGRUPACION/ORGANISMO CARGO

61-62/

1. 63-64/ 1. 65/

2. 66-671 2. 681

3. 69-70/ 3. 71/

4. 72-73/ 4. 74/

5, 07-08 5.

BEGIN DECK 08

09/

6. 10-11/ 6. 12/

7. 13-14/ 7. 15/

8. 16-17/ 8. 18/
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44. Padres en algunos distritos escolares que estamos estudiando han recibido

informaci6n y apoyo de representantes electos que les ha ayudado mejorar

sus escuelas. A veces eran personas ya conocidas por ellos -- en otros
casos simplemente les llamaron por telgfono.

Voy a leerle una lista de puestos gubernamentales, me gustaria que me di-

jera si conoce a la persona quelo representa en ese puesto. PARA CADA

PUESTO PREGUNTE A. SI EL PARTICIPANTE CONOCE A ALGUIEN EN EL PUESTO PRE-

GUNTE B. SI NO CONOCE A NADIE EN ESE PUESTO PREGUNTE C. (Primero/segundo) .

A. LConoce a alguien en este puesto en su ("ward"/grea, legislador, con-

gresista, etc. distrito)? ESCRIBA SU RESPUESTA EN LA COLUMNA A.

SI LA RESPUESTA ES "SI":
B. LCOmo conoce a gsta persona? ESCRIBA EL NUMERO DE ACUERDO CON LA CLA-

SIFICACION A CONTINUACION 0 ESPECIFIQUE EN LA COLUMNA B.

Trabajg en una campafia 01

Funciones o mitines politicos 02

Mitines de la comunidad
o funciones 03

A travgs de amigos, parientes
u otros contactos sociales 04

A travgs de actividades profe-
sionales o relacionadas con
el trabajo 05 .

Un vecino 06

El participante hizo el
contacto directamente 07

El representatne contact6
al participante 08

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE EN LA
COLUMNA B) 09

PREGUNTE A TODOS:
C. LEs probable que Ud. contacte a (esta persona/alguien en este puesto)

para pedir informacift o ayuda sobre un problema educacional?

"Cammitteeman" del grea

A.

Conoce a alguien

Si No

B.

Como lo
noce o

SI

co-
conoci6

No

C.

Es probable
que le contacte

SI Nn

1
19/

2
20-21/

,
1 2

22

Capitgn del precinto 1
23/

2
24-251

1 2
26

Superintendente del grea 1
271

2

28-29/
1 2

30

Regidor o consejal 1 2 31/ 32-33/ 1 2 34

Legislador es'tatal 1
35/

2

36-.37/
1 2

38

Senador o Congresista 1
39/

2

_

40-41/
1 2

42

31 0
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45. A continuaci6n hay una lista de cosas que la gente dice que los padres debe-
rian de hacer para ayudar a sus hijos para que les vaya bien en la escuela.
Le voy a leer la lista y Ud. me dice si estg de acuerdo o no estg de acuerdo
de que los padres deberian hacer estas cosas. (Primero/despugs) . . .

De No estoy
acuerdo de acuerdo

a. Ayudar a mis hijos con su tarea 1 2 A3/
b. Tener un lugar espe..tial en casa para

cue mis hijos hagan su tarea 1 2 44/
c. Limitar a mis hijos el tiempo que puedan

1 2 45/ver la te1evisi6n
d. Asegurarme que mis hijos hayan terminado la

1 2 46/tarea antes de ver la televisi6n
e. Revisar la tarea de mi hijo antes

1 2 47/de que la entregue
f. Me informo con la maestra de lo que mi hijo 1 2 48/

puede hacer en esa clase
g. No permito que mi hijo goce de ninglin

1 2 49/priVilegio si no hace su tarea
h. Reviso los libros de mi hiju , 1 2 50/
i. Me aseguro que mis hijos se acuesten

1 2 51/a cierta hora todas las noches
j. Le -ensefio a mi hijo como debe comportarse

1 2 52/en la escuela
k. Asisto a las reuniones de consejo de padres 1 2 53/
1. Me aseguro que el nifio llegue a la

1 2 54/escuela a tiempo

46. Los padres de familia tienen diferentes actitudes sobre el papel que deben
desempefiar ellos en asuntos de la escuela. A continuaci6n presentamos cua-
tro actitudes que hemos encontrado. PREGUNTE A TODOS_A Y B.

A. 4Con cugles actitudes estaba Ud. de acuerdo cuando matricu1 6 a su hijo?
MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO EN LA COLUMNA A.

B. iCugles describen o definen su actitud actual?
MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO EN LA COLUMNA B.

HAND
CARD

1) Los padres no deben organizarse para cambiar la
escuela. Si piensan que el programa escolar
necesita mejoras deberian discutirlo con el di-
rector y dejarlo a gl hacer lo que gl crea mgs
conviniente.

A.

Mi actitud
al principio

B.

Mi actitud
ahora

1 1

2) Estg bien que los padres se organizen, pero den-
tro del PTA o de otro medio deatro de la escuela.

2 2

3) Estg bien que los padres se organizen fuera
del sistema escolar. 3 3

4) Estg bien que los padres participen en
boicots contra la escuela. 4

55/

56/
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47. Oug tipo de preguntas piensa Ud. que los padres deberian hacer para saber si

la escuela es buena?

48. LVe Ud. problemas serios en la (ESCUELA) o piensa Ud. que no hay problemas serios?

Si ... (PREGUNTE A) 1 57/

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 49) 2

A. LCugles son los problemas que Ud. vg? LISTE LOS PROBLEMAS EN LA COLUMNA A

EN EL CUADRO A CONTINUACION.

B.- Vamos a ver cada problema que Ud. mencion6. Primero (REFIERASE A LA 48A.)
LEs este un problema, en el que Ud, esta trabajando para hacer algo al
al respecto? MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UNA RESPUESTA PARA CADA PROBLEMA

MENCIONADO.

C. EI NO PARTICIPA: ZLe gustaria participar haciendo algo con respecto
a este problema?

A.

Problema

B.

Oarticipa Ud.?
Si No

C.

Le gustaria participar?
Si No

58-59/ 1 2 60/ 1 2 61/

62-63/ 1 2 64/ 1 2 65/

66-67/ 1 2 68/ 1 2 69/

70-71/ 1 2 72/ 1 2 73/
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49. iTiene algunos amigos/as allegados? Al decir "allegados/as" damos a entender
aquellas personas con quien Ud. comparte cosas buenas y malas, y a quienes
les pide consejos sobre problemas personales o preocupaciones? . . .

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 07/

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 50) 2

A. iLa mayorla de estas personas allegadas viven en este distrito escolar
(LOS PARTICIPANTES DE REGIONES URBANAS: BARRIO 0 COMUNIDAD) o fuera de 61?

Mis amigos viven togs bien dentro del distrito que fuera
(PASE A LA PREGUNTA 50)

Mis amigos viven mgs bien fuera del distrito que dentro
(PREGUNTE B)

Mgs o menos la mitad viven dentro y la mitad fuera del distrito
(PREGUNTE B)

SI LA MAYORIA DE LOS AMIGOS ALLEGADOS VIVEN FUERA 0 LA MITAD VIVE

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

08/

09/

FUERA DEL DISTRITO:

B. LEn d6nde viven estos amigos allegados: en suburbios cercanos,
la ciudad (cercana) o en alguna otra parte del pais?

En suburbios cercanos

La ciudad cercana

Otra parte

Los tres lugares

50. 1.En los grupos sociales a los q4e pertenece, encuentra que los problemas escola-
res son un tema de conversaci6n frecuentemente, ocasional o pocp frecuente?

Frecuente 1 10/

Ocasional 2

Poco frecuente 3

51. LION6 tanto tiempo pasa cada semana haciendo cosas en esta comunidad o barrio?
Wirla Ud.?: LEA CATEGORIAS

Casi todo el tiempo

Aproximadamente 75%

Aproximadamente 50%

Aproximadamente 25%

Menos de 25%

1

2

3

4

5

11/
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52. ICugntas de sus actividades puramente sociales se llevan a cabo en este barrio?
LCasi todas, aproximadamente el 75%, el 50%, el 25% o menos del 25%?

Casi todas 1 12/

Aproximadamente el 75% 2

Aproximadamente el 50% 3

AprOximadamente el 25% 4

Menos de 25%

4110'r

53. Tomando todo en consideraci6n, Lque tan feliz se siente de vivir aqui? Wiria
que se siente muy feliz, bastante feliz, o no muy feliz, de vivir en este
barrio o comunidad?

Muy feliz 1 13/

Bastante feliz 2

No muy feliz 3

54. SI LA ENTREVISTADA ES CASADA:

lQue tan feliz cree que se siente su esposo de vivir en este barrio?
LMuy feliz, bastante feliz, o no muy feliz?

Muy feliz 1 14/
Bastante feliz 2

No muy feliz 3

55. ITiene Ud. planeado quedarse en este (barrio/comunidad) al menos hasta que sus
hijos terminen la escuela o piensa mudarse?

Pienso quedarme 1 15/

Pienso mudarme . (PREGUNTE A) 2

A. ZPor qua" piensa o planea mudarse?
16-17/

18-19/

56. LVive Ud. en una casa o apartamento?

Casa ... (PREGUNTE A) 1 20/

Condominio . (PREGUNTE A)

Apartamento 3

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE Y PREGUNTE A)

4

A. as Ud. propietario o inquilino (renta)?

Propietario 1 21/

Inquilino 2
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57. astg Ud. actualmente trabajando de tiempo completo, medio tiempo, vg a la es-
cuela, al cuidado de la casa o qua?

MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UNA RESPUESTA SOLAMENTE, SI HAY MAS DE UNA DE PREFERENCIA
AL NUMERO MENOR QUE SE APLIQUE.

HANDcARD

Trabajando de tiempo completo
(PREGUNTE.A-C)

1 22/

Trabajando medio tiempo . (PREGUNTE A-C) 2

Sin trabajo, desocupada ("laid off"),
buscando trabajo 3

En la escuela 4

Cuidado de la casa 5

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE) 6

A. &Qua tipo de trabajo hace? Esto es, Lc6mo se le llama a su trabajo?
SI TIENE MAS DE UNO PREOUNTE POR EL TRABAJO PRINCIPAL.

OCUPACION:

B. zQua es lo que hace en su trabajo? Z,Cugles son las principales
responsabilidades?

C. LD6nde se encuentra su trabajo? as en (Comunidad), la Ciudad, otro
suburbio, o cb5nde?

23-24/

(Comunidad) 1 2.5/

Ciudad 2

Otro suburbio 3

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

4
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58. SI ES CASADA:

LEstg su esposo actualmente trabajando de tiempo completo, medio tiempo, vg a

la escuela, al cuidado de la casa, o qua?

MARQUE CON UN CIRCULO UNA RESPUESTA SOLAMENTE, SI HAY MAS DE UNA,,

DE PREFERENCIA AL NUMERO MENOR QUE SE APLIQUE.

HAND
CARD

Trabajando de tiempo completo
(PREGUNTE A-C) 1 24110

Trabajando medio timpo
(PREGUNTE A-C) 2

Sin trabajo, desocupado
("laid off"), busdando trabajo 3

En la escuela 4

Cuidado de la casa 5

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE) 6

A. ZQua tipo de trabajo hace? Eso es, Lc6mo se le llama a su trabajo?

SI TIENE MAS DE UNO PREGUNTE POR EL TRABAJO PRINCIPAL.

OCUPACION: 27-28/

B. ZQua es lo que hace en su trabajo?
LCugles son las principales responsabilidades?

C. LD6nde se encuentra su trabajo?
LEs en (Comunidad), la Ciudad, otro suburbio, o d6nde?

(Comunidad) 1

Ciudad 2

Otro suburbio 3

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

4

29/
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59. LHasta qué afio fue a la escuela? LCuél fue el 61timo afio que termin6?

DECK 09

Alguna primaria o menos 01 30-31/
Sexto afio 02
Alguna "junior high" 03
Complet6 "junior high" 04
Alguna secundaria 05
Complet6 la secundaria 06
A1g6n Colegio 07
Cuatro afios de Colegio, B.A. o B.S. 08
Maestria 09
Doctorado 10
TItulo de derecho o medicina 11
Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

12

60. LA qué religi6n pertenece? LEs Ud. protestante, cat6lica, judia, musulmana
o de otra religi6n o no pertenece a ninguna?

Protestante 1 32/

Catedica 2

Judia 3

Musulmana 4

Otra ESPECIFIQUE SU RELIGION,
IGLESIA 0 DENOMINACION.

5

Ninguna o ateista
(PASE A LA PREGUNTA 62) 8

61. SI EL PARTICIPANTE PERTENECE A UNA RELIGION:

LPertenece Ud. a una organizaci6n religiosa? Esto es a una iglesia o templo?

SI ... (PREGUNTE A Y B)

No ... (PASE A LA PREGUNTA 62)

33/

0

A. LEs Ud. miembro activo en esta organizaci6n religiosa o no es miembro activo?

Activo 1 34/

No activo 0

B. LEsta organizaci6n religiosa se encuentra en (la camunidad) o en otra parte
de (ciudad)?

Comunidad 1

Fuera de la comunidad 2

35/
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62. Por razones estadiSticas nos gustaria saber a qud grupo racial o gtnico

pertenece. iCon cugl grupo Etnico o racial se identifica Ud. mgs fuertemente?

Latino .,. (PREGUNTE 63) 01

Polago 02

Italiano 03

Irlandds 04

.-A1emgn 05,

Otro grupo o tags de uno
(ESPECIFIQUE) 06

DECK 09

36-37/

Ninguno 07

63. SI EL PARTICIPANTE ES LATINO:
A. 06nde naci6?

PAIS: 18-39/

B. SI EL PARTICIPANTS NACIO EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS PREGUNTE:

(1) an qud pais aparte de los Estados Unidos nacieron los parientes'

de su =mg'?

(2) an que pais aparte de los Estados Unidos nacieron los parientes de

su papg?

64. En general se considera Ud. Republicano, Dem6crata, Independiente u otro?

Republicano 1

Dem6crata 2

Independiente 3

Otro (ESPECIFIQUE)

4

40-41/

42-43/

45/

65. LEstg Ud. registrado para voter en (Ciudad)?

SI (PREGUNTE A) 1 46/

No 0

A. aot6 en las altimas elecciones?

SI

No 0

66. an cugl de las siguientes categories de edad se encuentra Ud:

LEA LAS CATEGORIAS
Menos de 25 01 47-487.

25 - 29 02

30 - 34 03

35 - 39 04

40 - 44 05

45 - 49 06

50 - 54 07

55 o mgs 08
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COMENTARIOS DE LA ENTREVISTA

1. Hora en la que la entrevista termin6:

I

DECK 09

A.M 1 49-53/
P .M 2

2. Sexo del/entrevistado o participante: Masculino 1 54/

Femenino 2

3. Raza aparente del entrevistado o participante:

Blanco, no de origen hispano 1

Negro, no de origen hispano . 2

Hispano 3

Asigtico/Islas del Pacifico 4

c".-1
Indio americano/Nativo de Alaska 5

55/
4

. Duraci6n de la entrevista
56-58/

minutos

5. Fecha de la entrevista
59-62/

Dia Mes

FIRMA DEL ENTREVISTADOR:

1/7-DE IDENTIFICAOION
DEL ENTREVISTADOR:

63-67/
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1. Now we'd like to ask a few questions about the other parents in this school
and your involvement inrthe (PTA/Parent Council).

First of all, approximately what percentage of parents would you say belong
to the (PTA/Parent Council) in this school?

90% or more 1

Between 75% and 90% 2

Between 50% and 75% 3

About 25% 4
Less than 25% 5

07/

2. About how many parents typically attend your PTA meetings?

RECORD NUMBER:

A. How many do you consider a good turnout for a PTA meeting?

RECORD NUMBER:

08-09/

3. What percentage of the mothers in this school currently hold full-time
or part-time jobs?

Hold full-time jobs: % 12-13/

Hold part-time jobs: % 14-15/

4. Can you estimate what percentage of mothers in this school do any volunteer
work in the school?

RECORD PERCENT: 16-17/

A. What kind of activities does this usually involve? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

Helping teachers with class trips 1 18/
Assisting teachers with classroom 2 19/

Assisting in library 3 20/
Assisting in lunchroom 4 21/

Other (SPECIFY)
22-23/

5
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5. Have you held any training programs for parents this year?

DECK 01

Yes (ASK A) 1 24/
No (ASK B) 2

A. IF YES: What did this training involve? RECORD VERBATIM.

B. IF NO: Do you see any need for training parents in this school?

Yes (ASK C) 1 26/
No (GO TO Q. 6) 2

C. IF YES TO B: What do you think the training should involve?
RECORD VERBATIM.

27/

6. Have any school board members met with your school's PTA this year?

Yes 1 28/,

No (ASK A) 2

A. IF NO: Does your PTA plan to meet with a school board member
this year?

Yes 1 29/
No 2

7. About what percentage of parents in this school would you estimate are in
the poverty category? That is, what percent of the total enrollment are
in this category?

RECORD PERCENT: 30-31/

Don't know 98

8. Is this school eligible for Title I?

Yes 1 32/
No 2

Don't know 8
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9. Are there any women on your PTA board whose families are in the poverty
category?

Yes 1

No (ASK A) 2

A. IF NO: What ways do you have to find out about the educational
concerns of families in the poverty category?

DECK 01

33/

34/

10. Are there any wamen who work an your (PTA/Council) board?

Yes 1 35/
No (ASK A) ...... 2

A. IF NO: What ways do you have to involve working women?

36/

11. Do you have any estimate of the percent of the children in this school
who come from single parent households?

Yes RECORD PERCENT: 37/

No 98 38-39/

12. How about minority enrollment--by that we mean students in the non-white
category--black, Hispanic, and other non-English speaking. What percent
of this school's enrollment are children from these families?
First/Next . . . RECORD PERCENT OF EACH ETHNIC GROUP.

Black

Hispanic

Other (SPECIFY BELOW)

% 40-41/

% 42-43/

% 44-45/
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13. Is the (PTA/Council) at all involved in the educational programs offered
for these children from minority families?

DECK 01

Yes (ASK A & B) 1 46/
No (ASK B) 2

A. What does the (PTA/Council) do in relation to these programs?
RECORD VERBATIM.

B. Do you believe the (PTA/Council) should be involved in these programs?

Yes
No

1

47/

48/

14. Does the (PTA/Council) receive information on the achievement of the students
in this school? For example, the number of children reading at different
grade levels, the discrepancy between student ability and achievement, or
other similar information?

Ye's No

PTA-gets information on reading levels 1 2 49/

PTA gets information on discrepancy between
1ability and achievement 2 50/

Other (SPECIFY)
1 2 51/

A. IF (PTA/Council) RECEIVES NO INFORMATION ON ACHIEVEMENT:
Do you believe the PTA should receive this type of information?

Yes 1 52/
No 2

B. IF (PTA/Council) RECEIVES ABOVE INFORMATION:
Does the PTA disseminate this information to the other parents
in the school?

Yes 1 53/
No (ASK C) 2

C. IF NO TO B: Do you believe the (PTA/Council) should disseminate
this type of information?

Yes 1 54/
No 2

33
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15. Suppose a group of parents from this school asked the (PTA/Council) to
support a special interest--for example, a program for children with
learning disabilities. Would the (PTA/Council) in this school be likely
to help these parents work to get the program or would the parents have
to form their own group to get it?

The (PTA/Council) would
support the parents .. (ASK A & B) 1 551

The parents would have to form
their own group (ASK A-C) 2

Other (SPECIFY)

3

A. Have you personally given advice or help to an ad hoc parent group?

Yes 1 56/
No 2

B. gave you ever participated as a ulamber of an ad hoc parent group
to promote a special interest?

Yes 1 57/
No 2

C. Why wouldn't the (PTA/Council) support the parents' interest?
RECORD VERBATIM.

58-59/

16. In some school districts parents have set upl ombuds an ervice for parents.
That is, a service that assists parents in rolvingheir children's edu-
cational problems. For example, if a child hè beep s spended and the parent
and student are not familiar with their rights:"--lo yourhink the (PTA/Council)
should provide information on parent/student rights?

The (PTA/Council) should provide
information on rights 1 60/

The (PTA/Council) should not
provide information on rights 2

A. Should the (PTA/Council) provide any other assistance such as recruiting
another parent to accompany the parent if s/he feels uncomfortable in
dealing with school administrators.

Yes 1 61/
No 2

B. Does your (PTA/Council) provide such a service?

Yes 1 62/
No 2

C. Why do you feel this way?

63/
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17. How would you rate your own ability to deal with these four issue areas:
budget, curriculum, personnel selection, and contract negotiations. By
ability we mean previous training or experience to understand the issues
and adequate information on the problems of this school district. For
each area would you say that your ability is excellent, good, fair, or
inadequate? First/Next, . . . CIRCLE ONE CODE ONE EACH LINE

Budget

Curriculum

Ex-

cellent
Good I Fair In- 1

adequate

3 2 0

3 '2 1 0

Personnel selection

DECK 01

64/

65/

3 2 1 0 66/

Contract negotiations 3 2 1 0 67/

18. We're Lterested in when you became active in the (PTA/Council) and what
motivated you to spend io much time working in this group.

A. Do you recall when you first joined the (PTA/Council)?

RECORD YEAR: 19 68-69/

B. At that time, did you have any friends who also became active?

Yes 1 70/
No 2

71/

72/

C. How about now, when you think about your friends in this neighborhood,
would you say that most of your friends are very active in the (PTA/
Council), somewhat active, or not active?

Most friends are active 1

Most friends are somewhat active 2

Friends are not active 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4

D. What are the various positions that you have held in this school's
(PTA/Council)? RECORD VERBATIM.

E. FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL PRESIDENTS ONLY:
What offices did you hold in the PTA Council at the elementary
school level? RECORD VERBATIM.

4.

73/
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18. (Continued)

F. About how much time would you estimate you spend on (PTA/Council)
activities each month during the school year?

BEGIN DECK 02

One day or less 1

Two to three days 2

Between three and five days 3
Between five and ten days 4
Other (SPECIFY)

5

G. About how much time would you estimate that you spend on (PTA/Council)
activities each month during the summer?

One day or less 1

Two to three days 2

Between three and five days 3

BetWeen five and ten days 4
Other (SPECIFY)

5

H. Can you thirik of any important decisions that you have been able to
influence through your positions in the (PTA/Council)?

07/

08/

Yes (ASK a) 1 09/
No 2

a. IF YES TO H: What (was that/were they)?

I. In what ways, if any, has your work in the (PTA/Council) helped to..
develop your personal skills? PROBE FOR SPECIFICS.

J. Besides your work in the (PTA/Council), have you volunteered to
work on a:5r school projects?

Yes
No

1

0

10/

11/

12/
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18. (Continued)

K. Have you ever been selected to serve on a school advisory committee?

'DECK 02

Yes 1 13/

No 0

L. Do you have any plans for volunteer work or a career after your
children are grown--or in the near future?

Yes (ASK a)
No 2

a. IF YES TO L: Which do you think it will be: working or
volunteering?

14/

Working 1 15/

Volunteering 2

ASK EVERYONE:

19. What would be your estimate of the number of fathers that are active
in this school?

RECORD NUMBER: 16-17/

20. How do you explain the level of fathers' involvement in this'school?
RECORD VERBATIM.

18/

21. Do you see a need for fathers to be more involved in their children's
education?

Yes 1 19/

No 2

TIME AM
ENDED: PM


